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Before you begin 

This user guide shows you how to create documents and enter 
graphics in them. 

Before you consult this user guide, you should complete the 
GLOBAL VIEW Quick Tour and be familiar with the information 
in the GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User Guide. 

Software required-Run the following software applications 
to perform the tasks in this user guide: 

• GV Write 
• GV Draw 

Additional required software applications are listed in the 
chapters that describe them. 

All applications documented in this user guide might not be 
available on your system. Contact your local sales 
organization for more information. 

Screen illustrations-Screens in this user guide show 
GLOBALVIEW running in the OPEN LOOK x Window manager. 
When you run GLOBALVIEW in another window manager, your 
screens will look slightly different from those shown in this 
user guide. 

References to the keyboard-Key names that appear in this 
user guide are the names on the keyboard templates supplied 
with the software. 

References to the mouse-GLOBAL VIEW assigns different 
default values to mouse buttons depending on whether you 
have a two- or three-button mouse. 
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xii 

The following table shows GLOBALVIEW default mouse button 
settings for a two-button mouse. 

Mouse button GLOBAL VIEW default 

Left Select 

Right Adjust 

Chord Menu 
(both buttons) 

The following table shows GLOBALVIEW default mouse button 
settings for a three-button mouse. 

Mouse button GLOBAL VIEW default 

Left Select 

Middle Adjust 

Right Menu 

You can reprogram your mouse buttons. The chapter, 
"Customizing your workspace with the User Profile" in the 
GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User Guide explains how to do so. 

Xerox software is designed for multinational use, so your 
system's default settings might differ slightly from those shown 
in this publication. The software works the same way, 
however, despite such differences. 
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The document is the fundamental object in GV Write. It is a 
formatted text file in which you can include graphics, charts, 
frames, and tables. This chapter describes how to create a 
new document, enter and edit text, and paginate your 
document to divide it into pages of the proper length. The 
following illustration shows some of the features that you use 
when creating and editing documents. 

The Content menu contains commands for using ------~ 
many of the special features associated with the 

The Clipboard menu con
tains commands for using the 
clipboard. For more i nfor
mation see the GLOBAL VIEW 
Workspace User Guide. 

document such as tables, fields, and indexing. 

The Document menu contains commands for -----~ 
working within the document, such as pagination 

The name of the 
document that you enter 

in the document pro
perty sheet appears in 

the window header. 
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commands. 

Sample Doc - 1 

+fflThk i-o- the fir-o-t paragnph in the -oarnpl e doc•Jment, 
The t .. ::t i-o- -10 point ~.fodern, The Line Height property 
i·;·dngle. The Before P::.ngnph propert•;h-;ingle, The 
6.ft.:;r P:o;r:o;grc:iph propertv i: l 1 /2, 

+.IThi-s i-o the -o-e,:ond ~·ar:;igr0iph inthe o:o.rnple document. 
'(ou can -o-ee th"' :padng b>"t 1.·1een tho:; po.ngr:aphs, ,£ 

~:.~ :-~.~e ~:~~-~ i.:·/~hr~e ~~~i~:·n::::.~ .. 1.~_.,:: .. :;:1 =·= .. il1! 

~;~,~~.·:~e~h~r;~·:i:,'~,=·ics t\v-'-~-~\ 
tr:o;rne contain·:.t•.•.'O · ~:J 
embedded bitmap 
fr::.rne-o-, 

+J'lou rnuld ::irrangete~t usingtf-1efollol".'ing it,. mo.: 

+I•=+ bull8t·o 
+I•=+ t::ib·o 

+.ltlilme +.!Job rnle 

+.!Sample Document footin~ 

The Floating Items menu 
displays commands that do 
not fit in the window header. 

For pointers to information on creating specific parts of a 
document, see the section "General procedure for creating a 
document." 
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General procedure for creating a document 

1-6 

This procedure describes the general steps for creating a 
document. Detailed procedures for creating a document are 
described in the following sections of this chapter. 

To create a document: 

1. Copy a Blank Document icon from the Basic Icons folder 
to your workspace. 

2. Rename the document. 

3. Open the document and select Edit. 

4. Do the following in any order: 

• Type and edit the text. 

• Add graphics, tables, and charts. 

• Set properties for the page format, paragraphs, and 
characters. 

5. Paginate the document to create page breaks. 

+ Tip: For pointers to information on creating specific parts 
of a document, see the following illustration.+ 
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To set the overall page------------. 
size, see chapter 2, 

"Setting page layout." 

Ti) shO\A_, hidde~ ch2~ac~ 
ters such as paragraph 

characters and page 
format characters, see this 

chapter. 

QSarnple Doc - 1 

~+or;,;, i,. ;t,,, :·i, ,., P"' ~',Jl<1pi1 iro ,;,.,, . .,,r.,pl., '~'-''.ur11;;n1. 
Thete:-:t p.:•irit r,111:.dern, Th.:,. Line Height property 
i-o--;ir1gle, Thi0 81'for., ~'1ngr:iph pr•)pertyh·:.ingle. The 
;,.ft., r P:;, r:ogr:oph pr1:1 p.:rty h. ·1 ·1 /2. 

+.'Thi: i·: the -;.:,.o:orid ~· :or:oignph int ho;,·; ::irnple •.fo(urnerit 
· ·,·,u co.ri o-ee the sp1dng bet•.·1een the p:or:ogr::.phs, ,}, 

+JThi-o-t.,::t i: in the 

To E_1nter text and create --tt~- c:iption "re1 ·=·fthe 

paragraphs, see th is ;;~·=:.~.·:~"'1h~r~~'!1~·~k: 

... 1.,., -1 ·.J 

chapter. :r~;,~~·:d·'.~:i~,,~ ~.1 1~·~.-~ ~~~~ 

To use tabs, see chapter 3, ----~ 
"Formatting text." 

To change text and 
paragraph appearance, 

such as making text bold 
and centered, see chapter 

3 .. "Formatting text." 

To create footings, see 
chapter 2, "Setting page 

layout." 

To use the vertical and 
horizontal scroll bars, see 

this chapter. 
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+1.i~bTrtle +JHireD<1te 

------ To create headings, see 
d:3ptcr 2, "Sctt:ng p:lge 
layout." 

To change page margins, 
see chapter 2, "Setting 
page layout." 

--+-1+-- To add graphics, see 
chapter 13, "Using frames 
in documents." 

To create custom page 
layouts with text that flows 
around graphics or charts, 
such as in a newsletter or 
brochure, see chapter 2, 
"Setting page layout." 

To create tables, see 
chapter 11, "Adding tables 
to documents." 

To create page numbers, 
see chapter 2, "Setting 
page layout." 
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Copying and renaming a Blank Document icon 

To copy a Blank Document icon to your workspace and 
rename the icon: 

1. Open Basic Icons folder in the Workstation folder of the 
Directory icon. 

2. Copy the Blank Document icon from the Basic Icons 
folder to your workspace. 

3. Select the document icon and press PROPS. 

The Document property sheet appears. 

-'·'""~. -1---,-----------------1 ' . Qo.c~rnenf Propertills 

Dornment Properties 

f'-Jarne 

Ve~-sion of: 

By; Lorna Eckerrnan;sand:.'<ero::< 

Size ~:-docurnen~ pages): 

Size (disk pages-): -1 :3 

---~ 

lrnn Backgnx1nd Color D I~ lblue green I 
Icon [\Jame (olor-

Icon ."-.ccent (olor 

lliJ @!deep violet I 
• @lrnagenta I 

4. Press DELETE to delete the name. 

.J 

5. Type the new document name in the Name box. 

6. Select Done. 
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Entering text in a document 

A blank document contains default properties that specify text 
appearance, paragraph layout, tabs, and page formatting. The 
default page size for a blank document is 8 1/2 by 11 inches 
with one inch margins. The default font is Modern, 12 point. 

With these properties already set, you can enter text 
immediately. You can change the text and document 
appearance later if you want to use different properties. For 
details on setting page format properties, see chapter 2, 
"Setting page layout." For details on setting paragraph and 
character properties, see chapter 3, "Formatting text." 

When you first open a document, it appears in read-only 
mode. In this mode you can view the document, but you 
cannot edit the contents. After you change the document to 
edit mode, additional commands appear in the document 
window header. For details on using these commands see the 
sections "Saving and closing your document" and "Canceling 
changes to your document." 

+ Note: You can edit your User Profile so that your 
documents open in edit mode automatically. For more 
information, see the section "Changing the defaults for 
documents and books."+ 

To enter text in a blank document: 

1. Open the document and select Edit in the document 
window header. 

When a document is in edit mode, the blinking caret 
appears in the upper left corner of the document and 
different commands appear in the window header. 

Dsomple Doc - 5 

2. Enter the text. 
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To add text to existing text: 

1. Move the mouse pointer to the position in the text where 
you want to enter new text. 

2. Click the Select mouse button to place the caret. 

3. Type the new text. 

You can use the AGAIN key to repeat text entry operations, 
including inserting paragraph, new line, and tab characters, 
and backspacing over characters. The system "remembers" up 
to 100 keystrokes entered since the last time you made a 
selection. This feature is useful for repetitive text entry in 
tables or forms. It works within a document and between 
documents. 

For example, if you want to enter a name and address in 
several different places on a form, or on different forms, you 
can type the name and address once and use the AGAIN key to 
enter it in the other places. 

To repeat a text entry operation: 

1. Type the text or characters. 

2. Move the pointer to a new location for the text or 
characters and click the Select mouse button. 

3. Press AGAIN. 

Adding new paragraphs and lines 

1-10 

A paragraph character (shown enlarged) separates paragraphs 
from each other. The paragraph character contains the 
properties for an entire paragraph such as spacing before and 
after the paragraph and line height. 

A new-line character (shown enlarged) forces a break in a line 
of text. The new-line character does not contain any 
paragraph properties, but does contain character properties. 
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CREATING AND EDITING DOCUMENTS 

The new paragraph or line retains the properties of the 
previous paragraph. For information on setting paragraph and 
character properties, see chapter 3, "Formatting text." 

To insert a new paragraph: 

~ Press RETURN. 

To insert a new line: 

~ Press SHIFT +RETURN. 

GV Write automatically wraps lines of text so that the text fits 
in the page or paragraph margins. You can also manually 
break an existing paragraph or line. 

To break an existing paragraph or line: 

1 . Position the caret where you want the new paragraph or 
Ii ne to start. 

.=_I Sample Doc - 5 

[jsarnple Do( - s 

.. Th io io- the fir-o-t p::.r:o.gr::.ph in the -o.:;,m~,le dornrnent. 

~-r~-~r~;l:~t. The ~: :~~;.~~·'1; ~j ~r;';R,~,ep ~::~~~e ~~Ii~-~~:~;;:~:~~~· 
_;,._ft er P:;,ngr:o.ph property i-o- -1 1 .12, 

2. Insert a new paragraph or a new line. 

Sample .Doc - 5 

+JThi-o- i~th"' fin p:;,ngnph ir, thE: sc.rnple do.:ument. 
The te:·:t i-o- ·10 point Modern. 

+.'Th12 Lin" Height propertvi~-single. The Betore 
P "lngr::.~·h p rn pertv h-~-ing!'2. The . .:l.fter P:;ir:;igr:;,ph 
propertv io. -1 -1 /~. 
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Inserting hyphens manually 

You can manually insert hyphens in your text by typing the 
hyphens where you want the word to break. You can also 
create custom hyphenation dictionaries so your document 
hyphenates automatically. For information on automatically 
hyphenating your documents, see chapter 5, "Hyphenating 
text automatically." 

Creating compound words 

You can use a standard hyphen (-)to create compound words, 
such as "one-time offer," or "cross-reference." 

+ Note: A standard hyphen always prints, even if you edit 
your text so that the entire word fits on one line. If you want 
the hyphen to print only when the word breaks across two 
lines, use a discretionary hyphen. For information on inserting 
discretionary hyphens, see the section "Using a discretionary 
hyphen."+ 

To insert a standard hyphen: 

1. Position the caret in the text where you want to insert the 
hyphen. 

2. Press the HYPHEN (-) key. 

Using a discretionary hyphen 

1-12 

If you have a long word that you are not sure will require 
hyphenation, you can insert a discretionary hyphen in an 
appropriate place. Then, the system hyphenates the word 
only when the word breaks across two lines. If you add or 
delete text so that the word does not need to break, the 
hyphen character does not print, as shown in the following 
illustration. 
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This is a sample paragraph to demonstrate 
1.1.se of the discretionary hyph.en. A discre
t1onarf hyphen ·vvas entered in the words 
"demonstrate .... and "discretionary .... so they 
hyphenate only .... vhen necessary, 

This paragraph demonstrates use of the 
discretionar{ hyphen. A discretionar{ 
hyphen "Nas entered in the words "demon
strate .... and ..,discretionar(' so they 
hyphenate only v .. 1hen necessary 

When using autohyphenation, you can override an 
inappropriate hyphenation point by inserting a discretionary 
hyphen at a different location. 

You can also prevent a word from hyphenating during 
autohyphenation by placing a discretionary hyphen before it. 

+ Note: When you use autohyphenation, the software 
considers the paragraph justification and the different 
hyphenation points of a word to produce the tightest line 
without large gaps between words. If you change the 
autohyphenation by manually hyphenating text, you might 
create gaps between words, especially if the text is fully 
justified.+ 

To insert a discretionary hyphen: 

1. Position the caret in the text where you want to place the 
hyphen, either before the word to prevent autohyphen
ation, or at a new hyphenation point within the word. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+E. 

If you are showing the non-printing characters, the 
discretionary hyphen appears on the screen as a tiny 
rectangle. If you are not showing the non-printing 
characters, the discretionary hyphen does not appear 
unless the word breaks across two lines. Then it appears 
as an ordinary hyphen character(-). 
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Forcing a hyphenated word to stay together on one line 

You can insert a non-breaking hyphen in a hyphenated 
(compound) word, so that it always appears on the same line. 
You might use this type of hyphen for fractions, such as 
one-half, or nationalities, such as lndo-European. 

To insert a non-breaking hyphen: 

1 . Position the caret where you want to place the hyphen. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+R. 

If you are showing the non-printing characters, the non
breaking hyphen appears on the screen as a thicker 
hyphen character. If the non-printing characters are not 
showing, the non-breaking hyphen appears as an ordinary 
hyphen character(-). 

Forcing non-hyphenated words to stay together on one line 
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You can insert a non-breaking space instead of a regular space 
between words so that they always appear on the same line. 
You might use the non-breaking space for a personal or 
company name, such as Smith & Jones. 

+ Note: The non-breaking space character is only available 
in Modern and Classic fonts. If you enter a non-breaking 
space in any other font, the space appears in your text as a 
black box.+ 

To insert a non-breaking space: 

1. Position the caret where you want to place the non
breaking space. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+W. 

If you are showing the non-printing characters, the non
breaking space appears on the screen as a tiny "v" shape. 
If the non-printing characters are not showing, and you 
are using Modern or Classic fonts, the non-breaking space 
appears as an ordinary space. 
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Showing hidden characters 

GV Write uses two kinds of hidden characters: 

• Structure characters that define the document format, such 
as page size and margins, and indicate the position of 
fiPld<;; grarhic<;; and tables 

• Non-printing characters that define text position, such as 
paragraphs, new-line characters, paragraph tabs and line 
tabs 

Usually, you do not need to show these characters. However, 
when you edit a document, it is often necessary to display the 
hidden characters. For example, if you want to change the 
page format, you need to display the page format character so 
you can select it. 

When you show hidden characters, they appear only on the 
screen. Hidden characters do not print. 

To show structure characters: 

~ Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

Blank Document 

ShO\·V r•.Jon-Printing 1Nith Spaces 

Structure characters, such as the 
page format character and frame 
anchor, appear in the document. 

mrhis is the first paragraph in the sample document, 
The te~t is 10 point Modern, The Line Height property 
issingle, The Before Paragraph propertyi;single, The 
After Paragraph property is 11l2, 
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This is the second par::igraph inthesample document, 
You can see the spacing bet•.-.•een the paragraphs, t 
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To hide structure characters: 

~ Select Don't Show Structure in the Document menu. 

Sho· .. ~,, [\Jon-Printing 'Ni th Spaces 
·~k,,-,•,M f\1.,.-,_p,-j,-,fi..-.,., \,\,•ith,-,,,+ <;n:::io·Hc 

To show non~printing characters and spaces between 
characters: 

~ Select Show Non-Printing with Spaces in the Document 
menu. 

Sho\·v Structure 
how Non-Printing with S aces 

Shm·v f\Jon-F'rlnting witho1.lt Spaces :'~ 

The spaces appear as tiny dots in the text. 

To show non-printing characters without the spaces: 

~ Select Show Non-Printing without Spaces in the 
Document menu. 

To hide non-printing characters and spaces: 

~ Select Don't Show Non-Printing in the Document menu. 

To see spaces without displaying other non-printing 
characters: 

~ Select Show Spaces in the Document menu. 

To hide spaces: 

~ Select Don't Show Spaces in the Document menu. 
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Entering characters from alternate keyboards 
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You use alternate keyboards to enter characters and symbols 
that are not available on the standard English keyboard. You 
use the Special keyboard for documents, shown in the 
following illustration, to enter characters such as the page 
forrnat character, break character, dravv frames, and tables. 

Keyboard Window 

You use the Office keyboard, shown in the following 
illustration, to enter symbols such as circled numbers, boxes 
for check! ists, and fractions. 

Keyboard Window 
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You add accented characters to your text by entering them 
directly from an alternate keyboard, such as the European 
keyboard shown in the following illustration. 

Some other alternate keyboards that contain accented 
characters are the French, French Canadian, German, Greek, 
Italian, Spanish, and U.S. Russian keyboards. 

To enter a character from an alternate keyboard: 

1 . Position the caret where you want to enter the character. 

2. Press and hold KEYBOARD, and use the mouse or the 
corresponding function key to select the soft key for the 
alternate keyboard you want. 

If you do not see the keyboard name you want, select the 
MORE soft key to display other keyboard names. 

3. Continue holding KEYBOARD, and select the SHOW soft key 
to display the alternate keyboard. 

If you know which key corresponds to the character you 
want, you don't have to show the keyboard. 

4. Continue holding KEYBOARD and the keyboard name, and 
select the character you want using the mouse or by 
pressing the corresponding key on the physical keyboard. 

The character appears in your document. 

5. Release KEYBOARD. 
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6. Close the keyboard and keypad windows by selecting 
Done. 

For more information on using alternate keyboards, see 
the GLOBAL VtEW International Keyboards User Guide. 

If you need to type several characters, you can set the key
board so you don't have to keep holding down the KEYBOARD 
kPy ;)<; you 1yrP 

To show and set an alternate keyboard: 

1. Press and hold KEYBOARD, and select the alternate key
board you want to use. 

If you do not see the keyboard name you want, select 
MORE to display other keyboard names. 

2. Continue holding KEYBOARD, and do one of the following: 

• If you want to show and set the keyboard, select 
SHOW, then SET to display and set the alternate 
keyboard. 

• If you only want to set the keyboard, select SET. 

3. Release KEYBOARD. 

The keyboard remains set until you change it. After 
setting it, all characters you type are from that keyboard. 

Specifying the language and text direction 

Each system has a default document language specified when 
GLOBAL VIEW is installed. When you create a document, the 
language is automatically specified for that document by the 
system. The document language determines the following: 

• Text flow direction across the page or from one column to 
the next (Left to Right or Right to Left) 

• Which hyphenation dictionary is used to hyphenate the 
text 

• Whether the decimal point in financial figures contains a 
period or a comma 
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You can override the document language for an individual 
document or paragraph by specifying a different language and 
text direction for the paragraphs within the document. 

+ Note: If your document layout uses columns, you also 
need to change the Column Direction property in the Page 
Layout property sheet to match the paragraph Text Direction 
property.+ 

To change the language and text direction for a new 
document or a paragraph: 

1. Do one of the following: 

• In a blank document select the first paragraph 
character and press PROPS. 

Properties set in this paragraph character are 
continued in the paragraph characters that you enter 
after it. 

• Select the paragraph character you want to change. 

2. Select the language you want from the Language property 
menu. 

Language @ ! US English I r-~-~~-p HUS English J 
US English 

UK English 

@French 
~Gerrnan 

sv,/edish 
Italian 

Dutch 
Danish 

Finni5h 

Spanish 
Portuguese 

Japanese 
French Canadian 

English (anadian 

The language you select appears in the Language box. 

3. Select the Text Direction property you want. 
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:d Paragraph I 
Te~<t Diredion liiiiM#Mdll Right To Left I 

. ..J 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate the document. 

Saving your document 

Select Done to save and close 
your document. 

Select Save to save the 
document and return it to 

read-only mode. 

If you select Edit when you open a document, the document is 
in manual edit mode. If you do not have to select Edit when 
you open a document, it is in automatic edit mode. 

In manual edit mode, use the following methods to save your 
document: 

..::.I Blank Document 

Select Save & Edit to save the ------------------~ 
document and keep it open in 

edit mode. 
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In automatic edit mode, the system saves your document 
periodically. You can't select Save or Save & Edit to save the 
document, but when you select Done, the system saves your 
latest changes. 

When you select the command Compress and Paginate in the 
Document menu, your document is also saved. See the 
section "Paginating your document" for more information on 
the effects of paginating. 
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Canceling changes to your document 

If you select Edit when you open a document, you can cancel 
changes made to the document since you last selected any of 
the following commands: 

• Edit 
• Save 
• Save & Edit 
• Compress and Paginate 

If your User Profile is set for documents to open in automatic 
edit mode, the system saves your document periodically and 
you can't cancel changes. For more information, see the 
section "Changing the defaults for documents and books." 

To cancel changes to your document: 

1. Select Reset in the document window header. 

The system displays a message asking you to confirm or 
cancel the command. 

2. Select Confirm. 

The document returns to the state it was in when you last 
saved or paginated it. It also changes from edit mode to 
read-only mode. 

3. If you want to continue editing the document, select Edit 
in the document window header. 

Selecting and deselecting text 
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Before you can make changes to text, such as changing 
properties, you must select the characters you want to edit. 

+Tip: To select characters more easily and accurately, show 
the structure and non-printing characters as described in the 
section "Showing hidden characters."+ 
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Selecting text 

With the multiple-click selection method you can quickly 
select words, sentences, or text blocks. 

To select text using the multiple-click method: 

1. Position the pointer on a character. 

2. Without moving the pointer, click the Select mouse button 
as described in the following illustration: 

Click once to select a single character. -+!This paragraph shows the result of placing 
the pointet- on the lettet· .... r(" at the end of 
butto!iJ a~·1d clicking the se1:.ct __ ~r1ouse button 
nn1P l'f-11·' .,PIP.-t·' nnlv thP n •hat·a.-tPr 
- - -1 - - - - - ·- - -· . - - - - - . - ' 

Click twice to select a word and the following -+!This paragraph sho\•vs the result of placing 
space, if there is one. If the word is followed by a ilDijfgrf ter on the letter .... r,... at the end of 

punctuation mark, the word and the preceding • an.d clicking the Selec~,r-nouse_.~•utton 
space are selected. t\·\·'tce, lh1s selects the \·vord button and 

the follov-..-ing space. 

Click three times to select a sentence and the -
following space or spaces. Clicking three times 

also selects any tabs preceding the sentence and 
any table of contents markers in the sentence. 

Click four times to select all the text in a paragraph - ~ 
including the paragraph character. Clicking four 

T ts paragrap s ows t e resu t o p acing 
the pointer on the letter "n" at the end of 
button and clicking the Select mouse button times also selects any structure characters, such as 

frame anchors or break characters, that follow the 
paragraph. 

our times. This selects all the text in this 
paragraph including the aragra h 
character, 

Click five times to deselect all except the first -
character you selected. 

+!This paragt·aph sho\·VS the t·esult of placing 
the pointer on the letter .... n" at the end of 
~·,utto.!il_.,and ·:_licking u.~'.-e -~elect rr1ou0:e button 
t1ve ttrnes. unly the n character 1s selected. 
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Deselecting text 

With the select-adjust selection method, you can select any 
range of text by selecting the first and last characters in the 
range. The last character of the selection can be on a different 
page from the first character. 

To select text using the select-adjust method: 

1. Move the pointer to the first character of the text you want 
to select and click the Select mouse button. 

2. Move the pointer to the last character of the text you want 
to select and click the Adjust mouse button. 

+ Tip: If you want to select several pages of text, select the 
first character, use the scrol I bars to move to the correct page, 
then select the last character. For information on using scroll 
bars, see the section "Moving around in your document."+ 

If you select a portion of text or a paragraph and then decide 
you want to include more text in the selection, you can extend 
the selection forward or backward. Character and paragraph 
properties are selected based on the original selection. 

To extend a text selection: 

1. While text is selected, position the pointer on the last 
character of the text that you want to include in the 
selection. 

2. Click the Adjust mouse button. 

+Note: If you use the multiple-click method to select a 
word, sentence, or paragraph, and then extend the selection, 
the extension will reflect the unit that was originally selected. 
For example, if you click the Select mouse button twice to 
select a word, any extension of that selection includes only 
whole words, not parts of words.+ 

To deselect all text selections: 

~ Position the pointer outside the document window and 
click the Select mouse button. 
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Setting the caret position when selecting text 

You can position the caret by selecting text. When you use 
this method, the caret appears either to the right or the left of 
the selection depending on how you define the Caret Position 
entry in the System section of the User Profile. 

To make the caret always appear to the right of a selection: 

~ Define the Caret Position entry as Always After. 

This is the default setting. 

To make the caret appear to the right or left of a selection: 

~ Define the Caret Position entry as Nearest Side. 

If you use this setting, the caret appears on the side of the 
selection nearest to where you place the pointer when 
you make the selection. This is useful if you use the 
multiple-click selection method to place the caret before 
or after a word or sentence. For example, if you place the 
pointer on the "o" in the the word "something" and 
double click the Select mouse button, the caret appears at 
the beginning of the word. If you place the pointer on the 
"h," the caret appears at the end of the word. 

Copying and moving text 
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You can copy or move text to a new location in the same 
document or to a different document. 

To copy or move text: 

1. Select the text you want to copy or move. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To copy a selection, press COPY. 

• To move a selection, press MOVE. 

The pointer shape changes to either a copy or move 
pointer shape. 
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Deleting text 
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3. Position the pointer at a new location for the text and 
click the Select mouse button. 

If necessary, you can scroll to the location without 
interrupting the copy or move operation. To do this, use 
the copy or move pointer in the document scroll bars the 
same way you use the regular pointer. The pointer retains 
the copy or move shape until you select the destination 
for the selection. 

To cancel the copy or move operation after pressing COPY or 
MOVE: 

~ Press STOP. 

You use the DELETE key to delete any selected characters 
including structure characters such as frame anchors or break 
characters. The DELETE key is useful for deleting large text 
selections. You use the BACKSPACE key to delete characters 
and words to the left of the caret. You cannot delete structure 
characters using the BACKSPACE key, but you can delete non
printing characters such as tabs and paragraph characters. 

You cannot delete the default paragraph character or the 
default page format character at the beginning of a document. 

To delete page numbers, page headings, or page footings, edit 
the property sheet for the page format character. See chapter 
2, "Setting page layout," for more information. 

+CAUTION: Deleted text can only be recovered by using 
the Reset command. If your User Profile is set so that your 
documents open in automatic edit mode, make a copy of your 
document before deleting graphics or large portions of text, so 
you can recover the deleted items if necessary.+ 
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Using the Delete key 

To delete characters using DELETE: 

1. Select the character or characters to delete. 

2. Press DELETE. 

Using the Backspace key 
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To delete a character: 

1. Select the character to delete. 

2. Press BACKSPACE. 

After the caret is placed, you can continue to delete single 
characters by pressing BACKSPACE. 

To delete a word: 

1 . Select the last character, or the space to the right of the 
last character, of the word to delete. 

2. Press SHIFT+BACKSPACE. 

To delete part of a word: 

1 . Select the last character of the word part you want to 
delete. 

For example, if you type the word "something" and want 
to delete "some," you would select the "e." 

2. Press SHIFT+BACKSPACE. 
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Moving around in your document 

The document window has scroll bars that you use to move 
the document page vertically and horizontally. You can also 
move to a specific page or proportionally in a page using the 
scrol I bars. 

Moving the document page vertically and horizontally 
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The different elements of the scroll bars provide various ways 
of moving your page vertically and horizontally. The vertical 
scroll bar moves the pages backward and forward within the 
document. 

The up arrow scrolls the window display backward in the 
document, line by line. The page moves up. 

The minus sign displays the previous page. 

The middle area, called the "thumbing area," represents the 
length of the document. The black diamond indicates where 
the displayed screen of text is located in relation to all the 
text in the document. If you have paginated the document, 
you can use the thumbing area to move to a specific page 
using the Select mouse button. You can also move 
proportionally in the document, whether you have paginated 
or not, using the Adjust mouse button. 

+ The plus sign displays the next page. 

The down arrow scrolls the window display forward in the 
document, line by line. The page moves down. 
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If the left edge of the page is not 
displayed, the minus sign moves 

the page quickly to the right to 
display the left edge. 
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The horizontal scroll bar generally works the same way as the 
vertical scroll bar, but instead of moving the page up and 
down, the page moves from side to side. There is no 
thumbing area in the horizontal scroll bar. If the page edges 
are displayed, the minus and plus signs have no effect on the 
page position. 

I 'I 

The left arrow moves the page -----' 
to the right in small increments. 

The right arrow moves the page -----------------' 
to the left in small increments. 

If the right edge of the page is -------------------' 
not displayed, the plus sign 

moves the page quickly to the 
left to display the right edge. 

Moving to a specific page 

To move to a specific page of your document: 

1. Position the pointer in the thumbing area of the vertical 
scroll bar. 
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2. Press and hold the Select mouse button in the thumbing 
area. 

When you hold down the Select mouse button, the 
number that appears in the thumbing area signifies the 
physical page number of a paginated document. 

3. Move the mouse vertically until you see the page number 
you want. 

4. Release the Select mouse button at the correct page. 

The page you selected appears in the window. 

Moving proportionally in a page 

You can use the thumbing area of the vertical scroll bar to 
move to an approximate location in a page, such as half or 
two-thirds of the way through. This is useful for viewing large 
tables or a long page of text that has not been paginated. 

To move to approximate locations in a page: 

1. Position the pointer in the thumbing area of the vertical 
scroll bar. 
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2. Press and hold the Adjust mouse button in the thumbing 
area . 

·-
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A number appears indicating the percent of the page that 
will move to the top of the document window. 

3. Move the mouse vertically in the thumbing area until you 
reach the approximate location on the page that you 
want. 

4. Release the Adjust mouse button. 

The percentage of the page that was indicated by the 
number in the thumbing area moves to the top of the 
document window. 

+Tip: Proportional scrolling is not an exact movement like 
scrolling to a specific page number. The effect can be dif
ferent depending on the length of a table or unpaginated page. 
Practice using the thumbing area on a table or document 
withwhich you are familiar so you can see how much the 
page scrolls when you choose a particular percentage.+ 
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Paginating your document 
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Pagination affects a document's layout in the following ways: 

• Changes the document from a continuous scroll of text 
into a sequence of pages. The page boundary lines 
change to indicate the top and bottom of the page. 

• Applies page format properties. These properties control 
the page layout, headings and footings, and page 
numbering. 

• Applies page breaks and column breaks for each break 
character. 

During pagination, automatic widow and orphan control 
prevents the first line of a paragraph from remaining at the 
bottom of a page, or the last line of a paragraph from 
remaining at the top of a page. 

Before generating a table of contents or an index, be sure to 
paginate your document. 

Always paginate your document after doing the following: 

• Entering more than a page of text in a new document 

• Making substantial editing changes such as inserting or 
deleting text 

• Modifying the layout of individual pages 

• Inserting or deleting frames such as table, draw, equation, 
bitmap, illustrator, or footnote frames 

• Inserting or deleting table rows and table columns 

You can paginate closed or open documents, books, and 
folders. You can paginate more than one document at a time. 
You cannot paginate mail folders, mail notes, dictionaries, or 
canvases. 

Pagination is a background activity, so you can use your 
workspace for other activities while your document is 
paginating. During pagination of an open document, the 
document window temporarily clears. The current page 
reappears in the document window when pagination is 
complete. 
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Commands 

Compress And 
Paginate 

Paginate 

Paginate 
Displayed Pages 

Paginate 
Specified Pages 
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Table 1-1 describes the commands for paginating open 
documents. For information about paginating books, folders, 
and closed documents, see the section "Paginating books, 
folders, and closed documents." 

Table 1-1. Pagination commands 

Applies page 
Saves the format Reduces disk 
document properties pages Comments 

Yes Yes Yes Takes longer to finish 
paginating than the 
Paginate command 

No Yes No Fastest way to 
paginate an entire 
document 

No No No Fastest way to see 
page breaks on the 
displayed page after 
editing 

No No No Fastest way to see 
page breaks on a 
range of pages after 
editing 

Paginating an open document 

To paginate an open document: 

1. Position the pointer on the Document menu. 

2. Press and hold the Select mouse button to display the 
menu choices. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select Compress and Paginate. 
• Select Paginate. 
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Show Structure 

Show Non-Printing with Spaces 

Show Non-Printing without Spaces 

Extract Scripts and Rules 

Show Stylesheet 

Compress and Paginate--..--+----+-+- Select either of these 
Paginate commands. 
Paginate Displayed Pages 
Paginate Specified Pages 

For information on pagination commands, see Table 1-1. 

Paginating specific pages 

To paginate specific pages of an open document: 

1. Position the pointer on the Document menu. 

2. Press and hold the Select mouse button to display the 
menu choices. 

Show Structure 

Show Non-Printing with Spaces 

Show Non-Printing without Spaces 

Extract Si:ripts and Rules 

Show Stylesheet 

Compress and Paginate 

Paginate 
Paginate Displayed Pages~ 
Paginate Specified Pages ____. 

3. Do one of the following: 

1-i 

Select either of these 
commands. 

• Select Paginate Displayed Pages. 
• Select Paginate Specified Pages. 
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If you select Paginate Specified Pages, the Paginate 
option sheet appears. 

Paginate Optio11s 

Paginr.ite Option;; Start .. ! Cancel! 

Starting Page [".Jurnber- C3 Ending Page r-..Jurnber I 99991 

Specifies the number of the first ---ti-------~J 
page in the range of pages to J 
paginate. The number of the 

displayed page appears in this 
box automatically. 

Specifies the number of the last -' 
page in the range of pages lo 
paginate. The number 9999 

appears automatically to 
indicate the end of the 

document. 

Forcing page breaks 
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. -.· .... + . 

4. If necessary, edit the numbers appearing in the Starting 
Page Number box and the Ending Page Number box. 

5. Select Start. 

I• 

For information on pagination commands, see Table 1-1. 

+CAUTION: After paginating specified pages several times, 
the system might not be able to find the page range you 
specify. To prevent this, occasionally paginate the entire 
document.+ 

You can add break characters to your document to force pages 
to end and begin a new page. Adding page breaks is useful 
for placing tables and graphics correctly in the text. 

To add a page break: 

1. Position the caret where you want the page to break. 

2. 

3. 

Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+2. 

A break character (shown enlarged) appears in your 
document. 

Paginate the document. 
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Keeping paragraphs together 
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If you have two paragraphs that you want to keep together on 
the same page, use the following procedure. For example, if 
you have a heading positioned at the bottom of one page and 
the paragraph that follows it at the top of the next, you want 
the heading to be on the same page as the paragraph. 

To keep two paragraphs together: 

1. Position the caret in the first paragraph of the pair. 

2. Press PROPS. 

3. Select Paragraph for Display. 

4. Select Same Page As Next Paragraph for the Keep On 
property. 

oe1urer-·o::1r.::iyro::1~1r1 !~I I 11..::. I uuuu1e I 1r1p1e I'--·'' 

.6.fter Paragraph lllJlll -1 1 /2 I Double ! Triple I 01 

i<eep on 11 illli[i 
Language @ US English 

+ Note: The anchor associated with a graphics frame or table 
uses the properties of the paragraph character preceding the 
anchor. To force a paragraph and a following graphics frame 
to stay on the same page, use the previous procedure. 

GV Write automatically backfills text behind frames that are 
too large to fit on the page where you place the anchor. If, 
after paginating your document, you don't want the text to 
backfill, add a break character (KEYBOARD+ SPECIAL+2) 

immediately after the anchor and repaginate to force the 
backfilled text after the graphics frame or table.+ 

For more information about tables, see chapter 11, "Adding 
tables to documents." 

For more information about graphics frames, see chapter 13, 
"Using frames in documents." 
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Paginating books, folders, and closed documents 
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When you paginate a book or folder, the system numbers the 
pages of the documents sequentially, according to the order in 
which you place the documents in the container. For the 
system to do this, you must first set the Restart and Continue 
properties you want in the Pap,e Nurnbering property ~hPPt for 
each document. For more information, see chapter 2, "Setting 
page layout." 

When you paginate nested documents in a hierarchical 
container such as a folder or a book, all documents within the 
container paginate in sequence. Messages display the name 
of the container and the name of the documents as they 
paginate. 

To paginate a book, folder, or closed document: 

1. Select the icon for the book, folder, or closed document 
you want to paginate. 
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Finding text 

2. Select Paginate or Compress and Paginate in the 
Workspace menu~ 

;pace 1 

~·· 
Lo,~der 

Date and time 

Open Text Magnlfier Window 

End Session 

Spelling Checker 
Extract Scripts and Rules 

Turn Redlining On 

Load Expansion Dictionary 

Store Expansion Dictionary 

Compress and Paginate 
Paginate 

Upgrade 
Change to Postscript Icon 

Adobe 
Folder/File Drawer Display Options 

Open With Simple Editor 
Show User Profile 

Purge wastebasket 
Show Size 

These commands work the same way as the Paginate and 
Compress And Paginate commands described in 
Table1-1. 

You use Find to locate text characters. For information on 
locating structure characters, see the section "Finding structure 
characters" in this chapter. The following sections describe 
how you can use Find to: 

• Find text with specific properties 
• Find text in tables, frames, or captions 
• Use wildcards when specifying the text to be found 
• Replace the found text 
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+ Note: The document does not have to be in edit mode for 
you to find characters, but must be in edit mode if you want to 
replace characters.+ 

To find text: 

1. Position the caret in the document where you want the 
search to begin. 

2. Press Fii~D. 

The Find option sheet appears. 

Find 

Find 

5ean:h for 

B}· rnatching 11111] Text and Properties 

I 1nclLide Del.-ted Te::<t I lit.IH.!IQHll 
In !•:mm;.1111 .. @INI Rest nf Docurnt-'nt r Current ~ .. IF-o:tion I 

I 1mlude Frarne::. ! 

3. In the Search For box, type the characters that you want to 
find. 

4. Indicate the search area by selecting the In option you 
want: 

• Entire Document - Searches the entire document 
regardless of the caret position. 

• Rest of Document - Searches the document starting 
from the caret position and continuing to the end. 

• Current Selection - Searches only text you select just 
before selecting Start. 

If you place the caret in a frame and select Rest Of 
Document or Current Selection, the system searches only 
the text in that frame, and any contained frames. 

5. To include text marked for deletion by redlining, select 
Include Deleted Text. 
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Continuing a search 

6. To find text independent of capitalization, select Ignore 
Case. 

7. Select Start. 

If you receive the message, "Can't Start: select document 
text first," select the location in the document where you 
want to begin the search and select Start. 

+ Tip: If no match is found, check the text in the Search For 
box for errors. Correct any errors, select a location in your 
document, and select Start again.+ 

To continue a search after a match is found: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Select Continue in the header of the Find option 
sheet. 

• Press FIND two times quickly. 

If you edit the document after starting a search, the search 
stops. 

To continue a search after editing the document: 

1. Select Rest Of Document for the In option. 

2. Select the location in the document where you want the 
search to begin. 

3. Select Start. 

Stopping a Find operation 
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To stop a Find operation if the pointer has changed to an 
hourglass: 

~ Press STOP. 

The Find operation stops. If you were replacing text, a 
message reports how many matches were found and 
changed. 
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To stop a Find operation after starting a search: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Change an option in the Find option sheet. 
• Close the document you are searching. 
• Edit the document you are searching. 

Finding text with specific properties 
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You can find text with specific properties such as weight, 
posture, or point size. 

To find text with specific properties: 

1. Use one of the following methods to place characters with 
specific properties in the Search For box: 

• Type text in the Search For box, select the text, and 
press the function keys to apply the properties you 
want. 

• Copy the characters with the properties you want 
from a document into the Search For box. 

• Type text in the Search For box and use SAME to apply 
the properties of existing text in the document. See 
chapter 3, "Formatting text," for details on using SAME 
to apply text properties. 

2. Select Text and Properties for the By Matching option. 

Fin• 

Find Cle 

Search for 

By matching B1 T~ex~t JI iiiii!iil 

3. Select the other Find options you want. 

4. Select Start. 
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Finding text in text frames, tables, and captions 
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You can include frames, tables, and captions in a search. 
You can also limit a search to a particular frame or table 
(including the caption). 

To include frames, tables, and captions in a search: 

~ Select Include Frames before starting your search . 

. ::J Find 

Find Close 

By matching 1111111 Te~d and Properties I 
I include Deleted Text I \M 

In l•W•J.!iihll§Hll F:.est of [:i,-,cun 

1•111;;1ma1 
I Change It I 

The system searches for the specified text first in text 
outside of frames and tables, then in captions, then inside 
frames and tables. 

To limit the search to a specific frame or table: 

1. Select the frame or table border. 

2. Press FIND. 

The Find option sheet appears. 

3. Select Current Selection for the In property. 

4. Select Start. 

The system searches for the specified text first in the 
caption, then inside the frame or table. In a table, the 
headers are included in the search. 
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Finding and replacing characters 

Your document must be in Edit mode when replacing text. 

+ Note: If you are searching for a paragraph character, and 
the first match found is a paragraph character inside a table 
cell or caption, the paragraph character is not changed.+ 

To replace characters found during a search: 

1. In the Find option sheet, enter the characters you want to 
find in the Search For box. 

2. Select the By Matching and In options you want. 

3. Select Change It. 

r"_'.J Find 

Find _gose Lstartj Confirm Change! Reset j 

Search for [ J I~ 
By matching Im[ Text and Properties I :: 

I include Deleted Text I 1111.1·11~111 
In liBMQ.!liiill@hi] Rest of Document J Current Selection I 

1•1111;;;ua1 
lllllmlll 
Change to l J 
By altering l•I Text and Properties j j Confirm Each Change I 

1!i 
I~ 

- ~ ~· ~ 

4. Enter the replacement characters and properties in the 
Change To box. 

5. Do one of the following: 

• If you want to replace the text, but not the properties, 
select Text for the By Altering option. 

• If you want to replace the text and the properties, 
select Text and Properties for the By Altering option. 

6. If you want the search to pause after finding each match 
so you can approve each replacement, select Confirm 
Each Change. 
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If you do not select this option, every match is changed 
automatically. 

+ Note: If Confirm Each Change is not selected, changes 
are made in the document before they appear on the 
screen. Therefore, if you stop the search and replace 
operation, there might still be some changes made in the 
document. The system updates the screen display when it 
states the number of matches found and changes made.+ 

7. Select Start. 

8. If you selected Confirm Each Change, do one of the 
following for each match found: 

• Select Confirm Change to make the change. 

• Select Continue to continue the search without 
changing the match. 

When the search is complete, a message appears showing 
the number of matches found and the number of changes 
made. 

+ Tip: To verify that the first few changes are correct and 
then let the search continue automatically, start the search 
with Confirm Each Change selected and verify the changes 
you want, then deselect Confirm Each Change and restart the 
search.+ 

Using wildcard characters when finding or replacing text 
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You can use wildcard characters to specify any characters that 
might appear in a specific position in a text string. 

For example, assume you have a list of automobile license 
numbers that have three letters followed by three numbers in 
the form of ABC-123. You want to find all licenses that begin 
with DGR and end in 7. You type DGR- jg] jg] 7 in the Search 
For box. The symbol 11 jg] 11 is the wildcard character. 

You can also specify wildcard characters in your replacement 
text. You use this feature to locate items, such as part 
numbers or prices, and update only part of the item you 
locate. 
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For example, assume you have a business plan that includes 
numerous completion dates in the format of DD/MM/YY. 
Currently, every project is ahead of schedule and will be 
completed in 1994 instead of 1995 as planned so all you need 
to change is the year. The string to search for is 
18] 18]/[8] [8]/95, and the replacement string is 
l8J l8J I l8J l8J /94. 

You can use wildcard characters to find characters that have 
specific character properties, such as bold or italic face. You 
can also assign different properties to the wildcard characters 
you enter in the Search For box and those you enter in the 
Change To box. 

For example, you can locate each occurrence of italicized text 
in a specific point size. A match occurs only when all charac
ter properties are identical. In a search for all the italicized, 
10 point text, any larger or smaller italicized characters are 
ignored. 

+CAUTION: When using wildcard characters to replace text 
or properties, make sure you have a backup copy of your 
document that you can recover if necessary. It is 
recommended that you practice using wildcard characters 
before you replace large sections of text. Be as specific as 
possible when indicating the characters or properties to 
change, or you might replace characters or properties that you 
don't want to change.+ 

To enter a wild card character: 

1. Position the caret in the Search For box or the Change To 
box. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+X. 

To apply properties to a wildcard character: 

1. Enter a wildcard character in the Search For box. 

2. Select the wildcard character and apply properties using 
the function keys or SAME. See chapter 3, "Formatting 
text," for details on applying properties. 
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Resetting the search options 

To reset the search options: 

~ Select Reset in the Find option sheet header. 

If you select Reset before you select Start, the Find option 
sheet resets to the settings it had when you opened it, or the 
last time you selected Start. 

If you select Reset when the search pauses after finding a 
match, the search is cancelled. The Start command replaces 
the Continue command, and the caret remains with the last 
match found before you selected Reset. 

Finding structure characters 

The Content menu includes commands to find structure 
characters in a document. 

Blank Document 

Select Table Column 

Use this command to locate L 
page format characters. This 

command is useful if you 
have multiple page format 

Edit Text Frame Fill-in Order 

Go to Next Page Format Character 

Use this command to locate 
items you marked for in
clusion in the index. 

characters in your document. ~ 
Use this command to find 

break characters. 

Use this command to find 
footnote reference 

characters. 

Go to Next Break Character 
Go to Next Footnote Reference 
Go to Next Index Object 

Go to Next Field 
Go to First Fill-in 

+ 

Use this command to locate 
the next field in the docu
ment. If there is text in the 
field, the text is highlighted. 

This command locates the 
first field or table in the fill-in 
order, regardless of the caret 
position. 
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These commands can be helpful if the height of the line 
containing the structure character is too small for you to see 
the character. 

If you do not select a location in the document, the search 
starts at the beginning of the document. 
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+ Note: These commands work even if the document is in 
read-only mode. However, you cannot make any changes 
until you select Edit in the document window header.+ 

Combining documents using books 

Creating a book 

- --·------

A book is a collection of related documents, graphics, and 
other files. You use a book to create a large document from 
several files and maintain consecutive headings, footing, and 
page numbers. This section describes how to create a book 
and add contents to it. See Table 1-2 for information on 
where to find more information about books. 

To create a book: 

1. Copy a Blank Book icon from the Basic Icons folder to 
your workspace and press PROPS. 

The Book property sheet appears. 

-
. .:::J Book Properties 

Book Properties Done j Cancel !,~:j 

Name I Blank Book I I• 
I Uniquely Named Contents I 1~ 

f\Jumber Of Contained Items: O 

Size in pages:14 

Icon Background Color D@ I blue green [ 

Icon Name Color • @I deep violet I + 

Icon Accent Color Im @!magenta I I• - -.- .. 
!.! 

2. Rename the Book icon. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• To prevent the addition of identically named objects 
to the book, select the Uniquely Named Contents 
property. 
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The system displays a message if you try to copy 
objects with identical names to the book. 

• To allow the addition of identically named objects to 
the book, deselect the Uniquely Named Contents 
property. 

You can then add identically named objects to the 
book, and the system increments the version number 
of each new object by one. 

4. Select the colors you want for the book icon background, 
name, and accent. 

5. Select Done. 

Adding contents to a book 
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A book can contain the following icons: 

• Document 
• Folder 
• Mail note 
• Dictionary 
• Canvas 
• Book 

To add contents to a book: 

~ Select one or more objects that you want to add to the 
book and copy or move them to the Book icon or the 
open Book window. 

Items are added to the book in the order you select them. 
Subsequent additions are placed at the end of the list. 

+Tip: In the Book window, you can display the creation date 
and version of an object in a book. To do this, you set the 
ShowCreateDate and Version entries in the Folder section of 
the User Profile. You can also select options on the 
Folder/File Drawer Display Options sheet instead of setting the 
User Profile options. For more information, see the section 
"Changing the defaults for documents and books" in this 
chapter and chapter 17, "User Profile options for 
documents."+ 
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Paginating a book 
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Table 1-2 shows where to find more information about 
combining documents using books. 

Table 1-2. Where to find more information about books 

See the section: In chapter: 

"Paginating your document" 1 . Creating and editing 
documents 

Creating headers and footers "Creating consistent 2. Setting page layout 
for a book headings and footings across 

books" 

Creating page numbers for a "Numbering pages 2. Setting page layout 
book sequentially across book 

contents" 

Creating a table of contents "Generating a table of 7. Generating a table of 
for a book contents for a book" contents 

Creating an index for a book "Creating an index for a 8. Indexing documents 
book" 

Creating footnotes in a book "Numbering footnotes in a 9. Adding footnotes to 
book" documents 

Entering pre-defined text, graphics, and tables 
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The Define/Expand feature provides a fast way to enter 
information into your documents. You create dictionary 
entries in which you define abbreviations for items, such as 
text blocks, special characters, signature blocks, logos, 
addresses, and template tables or frames. Then, with a few 
key strokes, you "expand" the abbreviations to recall the items 
into your documents. 

You can also use Define/Expand to bring styled information 
into your documents. The associated style rules appear 
automatically in the stylesheet for the document. For 
information on using style rules, see chapter 10, "Using styles 
to format documents." 
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General procedure for using Define/Expand 

Each step in the following procedure is explained in more 
detail in the following sections. 

To use the Define/Expand feature: 

1. Create an entry in a new or existing dictionary by defining 
the item and its abbreviation. 

2. Select Store Expansion Dictionary in the Workspace menu 
to save your entries. 

3. Expand the abbreviation to recall the entry into your 
document. 

Creating expansion dictionary entries 
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The first time you create a dictionary entry, the software 
creates and loads a new dictionary for you. After you define 
an item by entering it into a dictionary, you can recall it in 
your document any number of times. 

The loaded dictionary is the "active" dictionary. Entries can 
only be made in or recalled from the active dictionary. If you 
want to use a dictionary that is not active, you can load it 
manually. For information on loading expansion dictionaries, 
see the section "Changing the active dictionary." 

To create entries in a new or existing dictionary: 

1. Do one of the following: 

• If no dictionary currently exists or if the dictionary you 
want to use is loaded, go to step 2. 

• If the dictionary you want to use is not loaded, select 
the dictionary, and select Load Expansion Dictionary 
in the Workspace menu. 

For information on setting your User Profile to load a 
dictionary automatically, see the section "Changing 
the defaults for documents and books." 
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2. In a document, select the item you want to enter in the 
dictionary. 

If the item is a frame or table, select the anchor. 

+ Note: Text containing one or more fields cannot be 
entered as a definition in a dictionary. However, frames 
including fields can be entered. For information on fields 
and field-bounding characters, rder to chapter 15, 
"Creating forms using fields."+ 

3. Press SHIFT +DEF/EXP. 

If you are prompted to create a new dictionary, select Yes. 

The Define Options sheet appears. 

r .:<::J Define Options 

.. s.1_ar1Jc~f1'•ff 
c.bbreviation: [ J I+ 

iii iiiiiiiiiiilll -. 
Select Cancel to close the option ---tr----------------~ 
sheet without adding anything to 
the active expansion dictionary. 

I+ 
- ... + .. 

4. In the abbreviation box, enter an abbreviation for the 
item. 

An abbreviation is a letter, symbol, or short word that you 
use to recall the dictionary entry. When creating 
abbreviations, keep in mind the following rules: 

• Each abbreviation in the dictionary must be unique. If 
you use an existing abbreviation, the system replaces 
the entry with the new item. For more information, 
see the section, "Redefining expansion dictionary 
items." 

• Uppercase and lowercase letters in abbreviations are 
ignored. For example, if you use Pl as the 
abbreviation for a certain paragraph, then expanding 
either Pl or pl results in the same paragraph being 
recalled into the document. 
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5. If you do not want the item to use the properties of the 
character that precedes it when you recall the item in a 
document, deselect Use Destination Char Props On 
EXPAND. 

6. Select Start. 

The abbreviation and its associated entry are added to the 
active expansion dictionary. 

7. Select Store Expansion Dictionary in the Workspace 
menu. 

+Tip: When choosing abbreviations, use a naming system 
that is easy to remember. Also consider assigning similar 
abbreviations to groups of items. For example, abbreviations 
for first-, second-, and third-level section headings could be 
hl, h2, and h3. Printing your current dictionary can help you 
avoid duplicating abbreviations. If you are not sure if you 
have already used an abbreviation, try expanding it in a 
document. If the abbreviation is not used, you see the 
message "Abbreviation does not exist in the current 
dictionary."+ 

You need to store (save) your dictionary after performing any 
of the following actions: 

• Creating a new dictionary 
• Adding new items to a dictionary 
• Redefining items in a dictionary 

When you store a dictionary, a document icon appears in your 
workspace. This document is a copy of the active dictionary. 
You can edit, print, mail, and file this document as you would 
any other document. 

If you have an earlier version of this dictionary document in 
your workspace, delete, rename, or file the original version to 
avoid confusion. 

+ Note: You cannot create dictionary entries by editing the 
dictionary document. You can edit the dictionary document 
to add comments, and redefine, delete, or rearrange the 
entries. For information on redefining entries, see the section 
"Redefining expansion dictionary items." For information on 
editing the dictionary document, see the section "Editing and 
printing the dictionary document."+ 
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Recalling a dictionary item into a document 

After you define the items in the dictionary, you can recall 
them from the active dictionary into your document. 

To recall a dictionary item into a document: 

1. Position the caret in the document where you want to 
enter the item. 

2. Type the abbreviation for the item. 

+ Note: The system assumes that an abbreviation 
includes the characters you type plus those preceding the 
ones you type back to the previous word delimiter, such 
as a space, comma, period, or frame anchor. If there is no 
word delimiter before the abbreviation you type, select 
the abbreviation.+ 

3. Press DEF/EXP. 

The item is entered into the document. 

+Tip: If the message "Abbreviation does not exist in the 
current dictionary" appears, try selecting the abbreviation and 
pressing DEF/EXP again. If the abbreviation is not in the active 
dictionary, either create an entry for it or load the correct 
dictionary. Then, repeat this procedure.+ 

Editing and printing the dictionary document 

After storing the active dictionary, you can edit the dictionary 
document as you would any document to rearrange or delete 
entries, or add comments. The dictionary document can also 
be printed. This is useful for making a hardcopy of your 
dictionary so you can look up entries. 

+Note: You cannot create new entries by editing the 
dictionary document. To add entries, use the DEF/EXP key. For 
details, see the section "Redefining expansion dictionary 
items. 11 + 
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In the dictionary document, 
each entry consists of a para

graph character, the abbrevia
tion, a line tab character, and 

the defined item, contained in 
field-bounding characters. 

Comment lines are any lines in 
the dictionary that do not follow 

the entry format. The system 
ignores these lines. You can 

insert them anywhere you need 
to describe the entries. 

When you define a frame as an 
entry, the frame anchor appears 

inside the field-bounding 
characters, and the frame 

follows the field. 
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+ Note: You need to show structure and non-printing 
characters to see all the parts of an entry as described. When 
you reorganize dictionary entries, make sure you select the 
entire entry, from the paragraph character through the second 
field-bounding character.+ 

If you include a page format character as part of a dictionary 
entry, that character causes the dictionary document format to 
change accordingly. You can counter the effects of the page 
format character by inserting another page format character 
after an entry containing a page format character, and setting 
the second page format character's properties to those you 
want for the dictionary pages. 

If you include a page break character as part of a dictionary 
entry, that character causes the dictionary document to 
paginate differently than you might intend. 
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Changing the active dictionary 

When an expansion dictionary is loaded, it becomes the 
active dictionary. Only one expansion dictionary can be 
active at a time. The active dictionary is accessed when you 
define entries or expand abbreviations. It remains active until 
you load another dictionary or iog off. 

To change the active expansion dictionary: 

1. Select the dictionary you want to load. 

2. Select Load Expansion Dictionary in the Workspace 
menu. 

If you are replacing an active dictionary, a confirmation 
message appears. Select Yes to load the new dictionary. 

+ Tip: If you have a dictionary loaded and want to create a 
new dictionary, select a Blank Document icon and then select 
Load Expansion Dictionary in the Workspace menu.+ 

Redefining expansion dictionary items 

The best way to redefine items is to re-enter them in the 
dictionary. 

To redefine an expansion dictionary item and use the same 
abbreviation: 

1. Create a new version of the item by doing one of the 
following: 

• Recall the item into a document and make the 
changes you want 

• Recreate the item with the changes you want 

2. Select the updated item and press SHIFT+DEF/EXP. 

3. In the abbreviation box, enter the same abbreviation that 
the item had before. 
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4. Choose the setting you want for the Use Destination Char 
Props On Expand property. For information on this 
property, see the section "Creating expansion dictionary 
entries." 

5. Select Start. 

The old defined item is deleted from the dictionary and 
replaced with the new item. 

6. When you finish making changes, select Store Expansion 
Dictionary in the Workspace menu. 

Changing the assigned abbreviation 
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You cannot assign new abbreviations by editing the dictionary 
document. Instead, you must reenter the item in the 
dictionary using the new abbreviation. 

To assign a new abbreviation to a previously defined item: 

1. Recall the item into a document using the old 
abbreviation. 

2. Select the item and press SHIFT+DEF/EXP. 

3. In the abbreviation box, enter a new abbreviation. 

4. Choose the setting you want for the Use Destination Char 
Props On Expand property. For information on this 
property, see the section "Creating dictionary entries." 

5. Select Start. 

The item is added to the dictionary with the new 
abbreviation. The old abbreviation for the same item still 
exists in the dictionary. You can edit the dictionary 
document to delete the old entry. See "Editing and 
printing the dictionary document" in this chapter. 

6. When you finish making changes, select Store Expansion 
Dictionary in the Workspace menu. 
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Creating and using templates 

Template documents save time, help assure consistency, and 
generally reduce the amount of work required to produce 
documents. You create a template document once and then 
use it each time you need to create a document of that type. 

For example, every month each member of a group must 
submit a status report that follows the same format. One 
person creates a template of this document with the correct 
page size, columns, headings, footings, empty graphics frames 
and tables, and style rules for the paragraph and character 
format. Then, each person of the group makes a copy of the 
template and enters their information as required. This saves 
time because every person does not have to recreate the entire 
document each month. It also assures that all the information 
is presented in the same format which reduces the possibility 
of errors and missing information. 

GV Write provides some templates and samples for you with 
Online Samples. If you are already comfortable working with 
the software, these templates provide a quick start to creating 
documents. For information on using the Online Samples, see 
A Guide to GLOBAL VIEW Online Samples. 

For information on creating templates for newsletters, 
brochures, and reports, see the section "Creating newsletter or 
brochure layouts" in chapter 2, "Setting page layout." 

Changing the defaults for documents and books 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBALVIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
the step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile 
options for documents." 

To edit default values, add or edit entries in the sections of 
your User Profile as shown in the following list. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 
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To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options for the entry. 

[Documents] 

Edit/Save: True 
--TruelFalse 

True--Causes the document to open in manual edit 
mode. You have to select Edit before you can make any 
changes to your document. You also have to save the 
document by selecting Save or Save and Edit. You can 
select Reset to cancel all changes made to the document 
since the last time you saved it. 

False-Causes the document to open automatically in edit 
mode, and the system to save the document periodically. 
You cannot reset the document. 

Load Expansion Dictionary: 

This entry lets you automatically load an expansion dictionary 
when you log on. You must enter the dictionary name exactly 
as it appears in the Document property sheet for the dictionary 
document. There is no default for this entry. 

[System] 

Caret Position: Always After 
--Always After I Nearest Side 

Always After-When you select text in a document, the 
caret follows the selection. 

Nearest Side--lf you use this setting, the caret appears on 
the side of the selection nearest to where you place the 
pointer when you make the selection. 
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Line Height: Double 
--Single I OneAndOneQuarterl OneAndOneHalfl Dou blel Tri pie 

Single-Sets the line height to 12 points. 
OneAndOneQuarter-Sets the line height to 15 points. 
OneAndOneHalf-Sets the line height to 18 points. 
Double-Sets the line height to 24 points. 
Triple-Sets the line height to 36 points. 

[Folder] 

ShowCreateDate: True 
--TruelFalse 

True-Shows the date the object was created. 
False-Prevents the object creation date from showing. 

Version: SeparateColumn 
--SeparateColumn IWithNamel None 

SeparateColumn-Displays the version in a separate 
column. 

With Name-Displays the version in the name column. 

None-Prevents the version from displaying. 
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Setting page size 
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SETTING PAGE LAYOUT 

This chapter describes how to set and change the layout of a 
page. When you set the page layout, or format, you specify 
the properties for the page size, margins, columns, headings, 
footings, and page numbers. These properties are set in the 
page format character. 

The page format character (shown enlarged) controls the 
format of the page on which it appears and all following pages 
until the next page format character. 

A default page format character appears at the top of the first 
page in every document. This character contains preset pro
perties so you can enter text in the document immediately. 
You cannot delete this default character, but you can change 
its properties. The defau It page format properties are 8 1 /2 by 
11 inches with one inch margins. There are no page numbers, 
headings, or footings. 

In GV Write, the page size is the overall size of the document. 
Usually it corresponds to the size of paper on which you will 
print the document, for example, 8 1/2 by 11 inches. The 
page size can be portrait or landscape orientation. Within the 
page size you set the page margins. The area inside the page 
margins is where you enter the body text, graphics, and tables 
of your document. The area between the top margin and the 
top of the page is where the header is placed. The area 
between the bottom margin and the bottom of the page is 
where the footer is placed. 

To set the page size: 

1. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

The Page Format property sheet appears. 
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Page Format Properties Sheet 

Display jlfiijfiMQMj PA1:;E HE.6.Dlf\JGS I PAGE NUMBEF:Jf\J(; J 

Page rvlargins 

LEFT 11 RIGHT I 1 I 
TOP 11 BOTTC)fvl I 11 

Binding Margin 

Spacing Betvveen Colurnns I .2sl ~ 

0 I Firs~ Page E:inding Position 1111111 F~ICiHT I 
Column Direction ~l•i·~·i•i•ii!filiij~i[I ~Ri~gh~t~T~"~Lc~f-;]t I 

1·:olwr1n.:. I Balat"i>:ed I f\Jumber of rnlurnns 

2. If the Page Layout property sheet is not displayed, select 
Page Layout for Display. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select the standard Page Size setting you want. 

Page Format Pt·o pe11:ies Sheet 

Page Fot·mat Prope'rtie5 Sheet D 

Display l1Wil·$GDI! P/,.,(:;E HEfc..Dlf\Ji::JS I P.~GE r··JUfvlBER.lr1JG I 

Units ®~ 
Page Size l•·•PM••I 11 ::~: :=; ·112 I 8 -1/2 ~: ·14 I -14 ;~::: -lil I OTHEF:. I 

Use the 8 1/2 x 11 and the 8 1/2 x 14 settings for 
portrait documents. Use the 11 x 8 1 /2 and the 14 x 
8 1/2 settings for landscape documents. 
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• Select Other and type the number for the width and 
height. 

Page Format Properties Sheet 

Page Format Properties Sheet }22.~~L~.ee!lL cancel l .~':~~:1~~:'.',!] 

Display 11111~11 PAGE HEADINGS I PAGE f\JUMBERlf\JG I ~ 
Units 

Page Size 

®~ 
1 s 1 /2 x 11 i 11 x s 112 I s 112 x 14 I 14 x s 112 1111111111 Width~ Height~ 

·~ 
1: 

The width can be any value less than 26 inches, in
cluding the margins. The height can be any value less 
than 100 inches, including the margins. 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate the document. 

Setting page margins 

Page margins provide space between the edge of the page and 
the text and graphics of the document. Page numbers appear 
in either the top or bottom margin. Page headings appear in 
the top margin and page footings appear in the bottom margin. 

You can set margins for text and graphics separately from the 
overall page margins, but the text and graphics margins cannot 
exceed the size of the page margins. For information on 
setting margins for text, see chapter 3, "Formatting text." For 
information on setting margins for graphics, see chapter 13, 
"Using frames in documents." 

To set the page margins: 

1 . Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Layout for Display. 

3. Enter a number in the Page Margins boxes for the distance 
you want between the left, right, top, and bottom edges of 
the paper and the corresponding edge of the text and 
graphics area. 
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Page Format Propertle.s s 

Page forrnat 'Propertie::; Sheet 

Display l1¥1i!iMll PA(:;E HEP..DU\JGS I PAGE r·.JUfvJE:EP,lf\IG I 
Units @I inches I 
Page Si2e 1u1a111 -11 ;.; s ·1 /2 I s -1 n ::·=: 14 / ·14 x s 1 /2 I 
P~ge rvl.:lrgin::. 

LEFT 11 RJCiHT I 1 I 
TOP 11 E:OTTOl'vl I 11 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate the document. 

Adding a binding margin to a simplex document 

2-6 

You add extra space to one side of the page to create a 
binding margin for a simplex (single-sided) document. The 
overall page size does not change when you add a binding 
margin, but the inner page size becomes smaller. The 
following illustration shows a simplex document with and 
without a binding margin. 
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This simplex document has -
one-inch margins. No extra 

space was included for the H H~ 
1 1 

H 
1 binding margin. The num- 1 

ber 1 was entered in the 
Left, Right, T()p, ct(1J Builu111 

Page Margins boxes to 
create these margins. 

This simplex document has -
one-inch margins and a .5 
inch binding margin. The 

number 1 was entered in the 
Right, Top, and Bottom Page 
Margins boxes. Tbe number 

1 .5 was entered in the Left 
Page Margins box to create 

the binding margin. 

, I 

J_1 1_1 

~ H ~ H 
1.5 1 1.5 1 

1 2 

!1 11 

+ Note: In the following procedure it is assumed that you 
have already set the margins you want for the page and are 
adding the binding margin to the regular page margins.+ 

To add a binding margin to a simplex (single-sided) 
document: 

1. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Layout for Display. 

3. In the Page Margins box for the side that you want as the 
binding margin, increase the amount entered for the 
margin by the amount you want for the binding margin. 
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Page. Fonnat Properties 

P:':tge Format Properties Sheet 

Display li:A\Mi!_.WI) PAGE HEADlf\JGS I P."'.GE l',Jt_1r· . ..-lBERlf\JC:i I 
Units ®~ 
Page Size j@Mill 11 ~;3·1,12 I s·1n;-::-14 I 14xs112 

Page lv'largin.:. 

LEFT 1 s I f:.ICHT I 11 

11 BOTTOrv1 I 1 i 

For example, for a document bound on the left, you might 
increase the left margin one-half inch. 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate the document. 

Adding a binding margin to a duplex document 

2-8 

You can add extra space to one side of the page to create a 
binding margin for a duplex (double-sided) document. The 
overall page size does not change when you add a binding 
margin, but the inner page size becomes smaller. The method 
for adding a binding margin is slightly different for duplex 
documents than for simplex documents. For a duplex 
document, you need to indicate the right or left margin for the 
binding margin depending on which direction your text flows. 
The following illustration shows a simplex document with and 
without a binding margin. 
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1_1 J:1 

This duplex documenl has -
one-inch margins. No extra 

space was included for the !+--+ 
binding margin. The num- 1 

H H 
1 1 

her 1 was entered in the 
left, Righi, Top, and Botrom 

Page Margins boxes to 
create these margins. 

This duplex document has -
one-inch margins and a .5 
inch binding margin. The 

number 1 was entered in the 
Left, Right, Top, and Bottom 

Page Margins boxes. Then, 
the number .5 was entered 
in the Binding Margin box 

and Left was selected for the 
First Page Binding Position 

to create the binding 
margin. 

, I 2 

!1 

J:1 J:1 

~ ~ 

1 1.5 
+---+ H 
1.5 1 

1 2 

!1 !1 

+ Note: In the following procedure it is assumed that you 
have already set the margins you want for the page and are 
adding the binding margin to the regular page margins.+ 

To add a binding margin to a duplex (double-sided) 
document: 

1 . Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Layout for Display. 

3. Enter a number for the distance you want to leave for the 
binding margin in the Binding Margin box. 
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Binding ~·hrgin o I First Page Binding Position 11!!1111 F~IGHT I 
Collirnn Direction 1i&@iiiiMi4ffli·i••l~F~;ig~ht~T~o ~Lc~ft]J 
f\Jumber of columns l~--~1 I Colurnns I salanced I Spadng Bet' 

Equal Column Widths 

4. Do one of the following: 

• If your text flows from left to right, such as English 
text, select Left for the First Page Binding Position. 

• If your text flows from right to left, such as Hebrew 
text, select Right for the First Page Binding Position. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Paginate the document. 

Setting multiple text columns 

2-10 

In the page format character, you can specify the number of 
columns on a page, set the columns for equal or unequal 
widths, set the space between the columns (gutters), and 
specify column balancing and direction. Columns must be at 
least one inch wide. For information on creating variations in 
columns see the sections "Mixing page layouts" and "Creating 
newsletter or brochure layouts." 

To help you decide which column properties to set or not in 
the two procedures in this section, look at the following 
illustrations. These illustrations show examples of equal and 
unequal column widths, balanced and unbalanced columns, 
and column text flow direction. In the procedures, you will 
select the properties that control these column layout choices. 
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This document has equal ---i 
column widths. I 

Sample Doc - 08 

L)sarnple Do( 08 

ThE' page layout •:,f thi-; 
dc••:•.Jrn.;,nt '·"-'"'' -;et tJp b-·r 
"'r1terir,g :.: for the riJurn 
ber of Colt.Jrnn·; propert·,· 
::.rid s.:!ei:ting Equ::.I Col· 
umr1 V1lidth·:. <:1n the P::.g., 
L::.yout pr.:1perty .,.he.;,t, 
The do•:ument •.·,•.;.·; tf-1en 

p:::iginat"'d to:• :e.;, the re
sult·o-, 

Th-= par::igr::.ph-;. ar., ju:
tified to sho•,•1 tho;. col-
1Jrnn •,•1idth~-. The re

rn::.inder of the p-o.r::.
gr.oph:. in thi-;-;:;.rnpl,:, :oire 
]•J·:.t repetition:- to fill up 
the •:<)lurnn:- to -;.ho:•'.·! th!:! 
effE'•:t ofh.o.-·..-ing multiple 
colurnn-o of equ:o;I •.·1idths, 

~~i: .[ ~~;~ g;r~~.;· •. ~'.-; t~1ree ~:·~.~-: 
•Jrnn •,•,•idths. The re
mainder of the p:o;r:a
graphs in thi-;.-;.c.rnple :oire 
ju-~t repetition-; to fill up 
the o:olurnn:. to -;.ho•.·.' the 
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effe,:t of having multiple 
rnlumn-: •)feq1J"ll ·.~·idtho-. 

The pare.graph·:. are ju'
tified to -;.ho•,•,1 the »:·I· 
umn 1,•.oidth·o-, The re
mainder of the para 
graphs in thi:.·:.ample are 
just repetition·; t•:o fill up 
the (1)lumn·;. to -o-h•)'.··' the 
effe•:t of ha-..·ir1g multiple 
co I umn·:. o:•f equal 1·1idth:., 

The paragraph·:. are jrJ-;
tified t•:o sho:1•,·1 the o:ol
umn 1,•,•idth:.. The re
mainder eof the p1n-

j9;~~ p ~;pi :It ~~'i.:.· :; ~ :1~;,p~~ I at:: 

the o:o:•l•Jrnn-o-to :ho•.·1the 
effe•:t of ha· .. ing m1Jltiple 
•:olumn·; of equal .... 1idths, 

The p::ir:.:igr:oph-;. ::.re jus
tifi-=d to -~h,)•.-1 the rnl
urnn 1·.oidth·: .. The re
m::iinder of the p::.r::i
gr::iph·: in thi: '::Omple ::ire 
ju·:.t to fill 1Jp 
the ·o-ho•.-1 the 
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r-- This document has 
I unequal column widths. 

09 

The ~·age hf
o: .. Jt o:•f t ~.i: do-
o:•Jmer1t 'Net·:.·o.et 
up by entering 
:::: for the r•Jum
boi!r •)f Column·: 
property ond 
then de·;ele1:1-
ing Equal Co:•l-

l/1iidtho
and enterinq 
uneq1.i::d nuff~
bers fr, thoi! 
Column # [.,·,::-

that ap-
peared on the 
P::iqe L::i·r"<:•'Jt 
pr,;perty·o-h eet. 
The document 
•.-n-; then pog
inated t>:• -o-ee 
the r"'·o.ult-:., 

The p::.r-:i-

ii~~:!'\:re 
the o:ol11rnn 
•,•.'idth·;, The r"'
rn::.inder oft he 
p::.r::.gr::.ph: in 

thi-o- -oar11plo: ::ire ju-;.t re~·etitk1n; ti"• 

fill up the colurnn·o- t•:o ;h•:•1·.• the 
effe•:t of he.Ying multiple rnlumn-: 
of 8qu::il •.-.1idths, 

The p::ir::igrciphs ::ire justified t•:o 
'hc. 1.·1 the i:o:•lumn •.•.•idths, The re
m::.inder of the p.:ir::igr::iph:- in thi·o
-o-ample ::ire ju-o.t repetition-;. to fill 
•Jp the rnlumn~-to o.ho•.·1 the effe,:t 
o:•f ha,,ing multiple o:olumn-: o:,f 
equal •.·,•idth:., 

The p::.ngr::iph:. 0ire ju-o.tified to 
h1:0•.·1 th'" co:ilurnn •.·1idth-o-, The re

m::.inder •:1f the p::.r::.gr::.ph-o- in thi-o
o-:.mple 0ire ju-ct repetition-;. to fill 
up the o:o:.lurnn:- t•:< -0-ho•.·1 the effe•:t 
of h::.ving m•Jltiple column-; .. ;f 
equ::if •.·1idtho-

The p::ingr:.:iph-o. ::.re ju-o.tified to 
'ho•.•1 the ".olurnn •.·1idth-o-, The re
riF1ind8r •)fthe p-:ir::.gr::.ph~- in thi~
-,rnple ::ire ju-o-t repetition-~ to fill 

u~· the eo:.lur11n:- t•:> -0-ho•.·1 the effe•:t 
of h::iving rnuhi~·le rnlurnn~- of 
equ"il •.·1idth·o-. 
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If a document has unbalanced l 
columns, each column fills 

completely before the text flows to 
the next column. 

The p:age layout of this 
doo::11m10nt was set up by 
ent.o:ring 2 for the Num
ber of Column·;. property 
and ·:.electing Equal Col
umr, \i•/idths on the Page 
L:ayo::,ut property sheet, 
The document •.-.•as then 
paginc.ted to ·;ee th€.' r.;o
·;.1Jlt:., 

The pardgr:aphs are jus
tified to :.ho1.,. the col
umn width·:., The re
m::iinder of the par::i
graph·:. in thissample are 
ju·;.t r"'petition·:. to fill up 
the column·; to sho•.·1 the 
effect of ha~ing multiple 
column:. of "qu:al \~•idths, 

The par::igr::iphs :are jus
tified to show the col
umn width·;, The re
m::iinder of the par::i
~raph·:. in ~h.i·;sampl: are 
J'JSt repet1t1on·:. to fill up 
the columns to :.ho•.•,• the 

effect of h:aving multiple 
wlumrr:- of equ-::.1 width-:., 

The p<ir<igraphs are ju·;
tifi.::d to sho 1.-.• th.:: ccd
umn •.·.iidths, Th.:: r.::
m-::.ind,;r of th.:: para
gnphs in thi·;sampl.:: ar.:: 
ju·:.t r.::petitions to fill up 
th.e column.,. to sho1-.1 th.:: 
.eff"'ct of having rnultipl.:: 
rnlrJmrr; of equ'.'JI 1-.•idths, 

The p<iragraph·; ar.:: ju·;
tifi.::d to sho 1.-.• th.:: o:ol
urnn •,·.'idths, Th.:: re
mainder of th.:: para
gr::.phs in thi·:.sample are 
ju-ot r"'p"'tition-;. Thi.,. 
doi:ument h::.-; unb'.'Jl
anced .:olumn;, 

If a document has balanced 
columns, the columns fill so that 
they contain approximately equal 
amounts of text. 

The page layout of this 
document l".'::t-:. s.::t up by 
.::nt.::rinq 2 for th.:: l•Jum
b.::r of Columns property 
and ·;.::l.::cting Equal Col
umn Width-:. on th.:: Paq.:: 
Layout property she~t. 
Thi;, dcicurnent 1,•1as then 
paginated to -:.ee the re
sult:., 

The paragr.:iphs are jus
tified to ·;ho 1,.,. the ci:d
urnn \"lidth·:., The re 
rn::.inder of the pBr:i

graphs in thissample are 
ju·;t repetition·:. to fill up 
the colurr-.rr; to sh•)•.-1 th"' 
effect ofh:ning multiple 
columns of eq1nl 1-1idth·:., 

The paragraph·; are jus
tified to sho1-.• the col-

graphs in thissample are 
just repetitions to fill up 
the coli1mns to sho...,, the 
effect of ~1aving multipl"' 
column-:. of equal 1"1idths, 

The paragraphs are ju-:.
tified to sho•.-1 the .:o!
•Jrnn ,,.,,idth-:., The re
main•~er of the para
graph-:. in thissample are 
just repetitions to fill up 
th"' coli1mn-:. to show th"' 

;,~,: ~ r:f.:f ::.~.'.~: ~ In:~.:~ '.J~ ~:-~-~ 
The paragrap~ro. -::.r"' jrE
tified to -:.ho•.-1 the col
umn \•.'idths, The re
m:tinder of the para
graphs inthi-:.·;ample are 
ju·o-t repetiti•rns, Thi-: 
doo:ument has ba!an-:ed 

urnn widths, The re- o:olumns, 

+Note: Only select Columns Balanced for the last page of 
the document. + 
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character is in the left column. 

In this document the text flows l 
from left to right. The page format 

If your text flows from right to left, 
such as Hebrew text, you would set 
up your document to look like this 
one. The page format character is in 
the right column. You would also set 
the paragraph Text Direction property 
to Right to Left. 

Sample Doc-08 Sample Doc-12 

lllTh.e p::ige h:tout c•fthi·;. 
do.:ument •.·1:::.-: ;.et up by 
enterinq 2 for the N•Jm· 
ber (•f Col11mn·;. pro:,perty 
:.rnd ~-o:lecting Equ:;il Col· 
•Jmn \•'•lidth-=- on th.-:, P::.qe 
L-,.yout ~,roperty :-he~t. 
The document •.-1::i·;. then 
p:o.gin::it>:<d t,:i ·: . .:.:the re
~ults, 

The pc.r':lgro.ph·;. eire jus
tified t':' -:-h,:. 1.-1 the rnl
•Jmn 1-.•idth: .. The re
m<iinder o:,f the pcin
gr::iph·:. in thk-:.::imple :o.re 
ju-:-t repo:titi•:on-; to fill up 
the rnlumns to sho',··' th"' 
effe•:t ofh:oi·:fog multipl8 
o:ol•Jm n·;. of equ::il •.-.. idths. 

The p::ir::ignph·:. :ore ju~

tified to ·:.h(•'.··' the ml 
umn 1 ••• 1 idt~r:. The re
mainder of th., p::ir:o.
gr:oph=- in thh-o"3mple -"3re 
ju-:.t repetiti1:oro-: to fill up 
the U•lurnn-:.11:. :ho•.•1 the 
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The p:oreigr:oiph·; ::;or.;, ju·:
tifi.ed to ·:.ho•,.,. the .:ol
'Jmn "~·idth·:., The re
m:::.ind..r of the p:o.r::.
gr:oiph·:. inthk·:.:::.rnple :oir.e 
ju:t r.epetitic•nsto fill •JP 
the 1:1:ilurnn: t>:• ·;ho·~.· the 
effe•:t of 1-nving m•Jltiple 
o:o:ilumns of ;,qu:ol •.·1idths, 

The p:.r:o.gr"3phs :o.re ju-;
tified t•:< sho•,•,1 the .:ol
urnn \~•idth-:-. The re
n-ic1ir1der c1f the pdrd
gro.~·h: inthi: 01rnpl.;, dre 
ju-;t repetitions to fill up 
the 1:olumn-:.to sho•,.,. the 
effect multiple 

•,•,•idth·:., 

The p:o.r:.gro.ph-:- :oire ju-:-
tifi.;,d t1"1 :.h,·1 1.·1 the col
umn •.•;fdtl-.. :. The re
rn;:,inder (of the pdrd
gnpl-.-:- intf-,i-:-o-"3mple dre 
j1yt repetiti1:•r.-:- to fill up 
the column-o.to sho•~1 the 
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effe•:t c•fh:o\·ing multiple 
column-:. of e qu 0tl •,•1idth-:-. 

The pdrdgr:::.pl-1: :ore j•J: 
tified t>:1 ·:.ho•,•,• the o:o:•l
umn '.•,•idth·o., The re
mdinder of th8 p:or:o.
groiph-; in thi-: ·:.:;irnple cire 
ju;t repetitions. t•J fill up 
the column·:. tc• o.ho 1.-,o the 
effe•:t ofh::i\·fog multiple 
C•:<lurnn·:. of equ-0tl 1.-,•idth:-. 

The pdrdgr::iph·:. dfe ju-:.
tified to sho•,•,1 the •:ol
umn •.·,oidth:, The re
mdinder •:if the p::ird
gr-aphs inthi·;Sdrnple are 
just repetition·~. Thh 
document hd·:- b:o.hr1<:ed 
rnlumn-:.. Th>" p:;;g>" 
form :it chdracter i·; int h>" 
right column, 

iThe p:.g>" I01yco1Jt ofthi-: 
d1:oc<Jrn>"nt •.·,od·:. -:et bv 

property 
:o.nd -:ele•:ting Equ1I Col
<Jmn '11Vidth-o on th>" P0tqe 
Lciyout pr.:1perty -:-he~t. 
The docurn>"nt '.•.'d-:- then 
p::igin:oted to -:-ee t!-1e re
:.ulto-. 

The p::ingr-0tph' "3r>" jus-
tifie•J t•:• -;,),._, . ..,, the •:cd· 
urnn •,1idth~-. The re
m.oinder of th-. pdr:.-

J9:s~ P ~~pi :111i~ 1i~'.-;,: ~.P~~ rd.~: 
the (Olumn·~t.;, -;!·,o'.·.' the 

;~,~ ~~ nc:fc~~ de':~~~~ 1".:'..:~ ~;; ~:!_~ 
The p:o.r::.gr1ph~ "3re ju 0 -

tified to ·:.ho:o·~" the .:col
umn \",•idth, .. The rt:
m:oinder of the p::ir::i
gr:oph·:. in thi-o- o.:ornple ::ire 
ju-:.t repetiti1)r1·: to fill 1JP 
the 0:1:olumn·:. t(' -~ho•.·,o the 

To set multiple text columns of equal column width: 

1 . Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Layout for Display. 

3. Select Equal Column Widths. 

Colurnn Dire(tion Jl@iiiMI F:_ight To Left I 
f\Jurnber of (Olurnns Colurnn.:; I Balani:ed I 

Equal Column Widths 

,-1 .. ,., 
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When you select Equal Column Widths, the column width 
is automatically calculated. 

4. Select the order in which you want the text to fill the 
columns for the Column Direction property. 

5. Enter the number of columns you want in the Number Of 
Columns box. 

6. Select Balanced for the Columns property if you want all 
the columns to contain approximately equal amounts of 
text. 

If you do not select Balanced, each column fills com
pletely before the text flows to the next column. 

7. Enter the amount of space you want between each 
column in the Spacing Between Columns box. 

8. Select Done. 

9. Paginate the document. 

To set multiple text columns of unequal column width: 

1. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Layout for Display. 

3. Deselect Equal Column Widths. 

Collimn Direction fifiiiliJlll R_iqht To Left I 
Number of i:olurnns I ·1 I 

~===----. I Equal Colurnn l1Vidths I 
Spadng Beh•·:een Columns ~I ___ .2~51 

Column 1 

4. 

f:.equired Total \•Vidth of Colurnns 

Select the order in which you want the text to fill the 
columns for the Column Direction property. 

6,5 

-~ 

5. Enter the number of columns you want in the Number Of 
Columns box, and press SKIP/NEXT. 

The Column# boxes appear. The number of boxes that 
appear depends on the number you entered in the 
Number Of Columns box. 
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f\Jurnber of i:olumn.:. 5pai:ing Be~v·.1een Column::: l~_-,2~5 I 
j Equal Colurnn l/•/idth.c F:.equired Tcdal '•,•"•/idth of 1..::ol1_m1n.:. 

'-=olurr1n -1 ~ Colurnn =' ~ (olurnn 3 ~ 

6. Enter the amount of space you want between ecich 
column in the Spacing Between Columns box, and press 
SKIP/NEXT. 

The Required Total Width Of Columns changes to show 
the total column width required based on the page size 
and the spacing between columns. 

7. Enter the width for each column in the Column# boxes. 

The numbers you enter should equal the amount given for 
the Required Total Width Of Columns property. 

8. Select Done. 

9. Paginate the document. 

Forcing text breaks in columns 
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You can add break characters to text in columns to force the 
text to move to the next column. 

+ Note: Break characters have no effect if you have Balanced 
selected for the Columns property.+ 

To add a column break: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Position the caret in the text where you want the text to 
break and start a new column. 

Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+2. 

A break character (shown enlarged) appears in your 
document. 

Select the break character and press PROPS. 

The Break property sheet appears. 
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Mixing page layouts 

m 

2-16 

4. Select New Column. 

5. Select Done. 

You can add page format characters with different properties 
to create a mixture of page formats within a document. For 
example, you can make the first page of a document single 
column, and make the remaining pages multiple columns. 
You can also use additional page format characters to change 
the page orientation from portrait to landscape. 

For details on creating specialized page layouts for documents 
such as newsletters or presentations, see the section "Creating 
newsletter or brochure layouts." 

To insert additional page format characters: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• 

• 

Copy a page format character to the position you 
want. 

Position the caret where you want the page format 
character to appear, then press KEYBOARD+SPECJAL+3. 

A page format character (shown enlarged) appears in 
your document. 
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+ Note: To make the page format character affect the page 
on which it appears, place it in the first character position on 
the page (it can be preceded by a paragraph character). If 
another character precedes it, the page format character 
affects only the properties of the pages that follow it.+ 

Creating page headings and footings 
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You create headings and footings in the Page Headings 
property sheet which is part of the Page Format property sheet. 
Changes to headings and footings are applied when you 
paginate the document. 

You can have more than one line of text in a heading or 
footing, provided the top or bottom page margin is large 
enough to accommodate the text. The width of headings and 
footings is determined by the left and right page margins. 

To create a heading or footing: 

1. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Headings for Display. 

3. Select Reset for the Heading/Footing property. 

Page Format Propet1:ies Sheet 

Page Format Properties Sheet 

Display I PP..GE LAYOUT liiiii¥!(i.l!ijM.jl P."-.GE r\JU!vlBER.lf\JG I 
He.;.ding /Footing I f'JCil\JE I •.=C•f\JTlf\JUE lmmll 
Shov·.' ! Heading I 
Shu·/·/ I Footing I 

4. Select Heading or Footing for Show. 

You can select both Heading and Footing if you want to 
have both in your document. 
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Page format Pr.o.pert111s Sheet ; .. . -~ 

·' 
Pag~.Format Properties Sheet ooneJ~ canielJOe'fa~luj ~.ti .. 
Display I PAGE LAYOUT !MMj¥iiilliiMI PAGE NUMBERING I f 

Wm 

Heading I Footing I NONE I CONTINUE 1111111 I• 
Show liiMMI 13 
Left/Right Pages lll!DI DIFFERENT I 
Heading l J 
Heading Position I LEFT I RIGHT 11111111111 OUTER I 
Heading Start On 11111aw11 NEXT PAGE 1 

Show !••Ml 
Left/Right Pages lll!DI DIFFERENT I 
Footing l-- J 
Footlng Position I LEFT I RIGHT 11111111111 OUTER I I~ 
Footing Start On liii!MMMI NEXT PAGE I I• 
.-~ :!ii: 

5. Select the Left/Right Pages property: 

• If you want the same heading or footing to appear on 
both pages, select Same. A single Heading or Footing 
box appears. 

• If you want different headings or footings to appear on 
the left and right pages, select Different. The Left and 
Right boxes appear. 

6. Type the heading or footing text in the Heading or Footing 
box. 

7. Select the Heading Position or Footing Position properties 
you want for the horizontal alignment of the text in the 
page margins. 

Selecting Outer aligns the heading or footing with the 
outer page margin (flush left on left pages and flush right 
on right pages). 

8. Select the Heading Start On and Footing Start On 
properties to specify the page on which the heading or 
footing begins. 

9. Select Done. 

10. Paginate the document. 
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To change heading or footing text character properties: 

~ Select the heading or footing text and use the function 
keys to set the properties, or use SAME to apply character 
properties from existing text. 

Formatting headings and footings by copying from a document 
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To format headings or footings by copying text from a 
paragraph: 

1. Type the text you want to use for the heading or footing in 
a separate document. 

2. Apply the character and paragraph properties you want. 

3. In the document where you want to add the heading or 
footing, display the Page Format property sheet and show 
the heading or footing. 

4. Select the heading or footing text you created by clicking 
on the text four times. 

This selection method selects all the text, including the 
paragraph character. 

5. Move or copy the selected text paragraph into the 
Heading or Footing box. 

When you move or copy a paragraph into a Heading or 
Footing box the following rules apply: 

• The paragraph retains the character, paragraph, and 
tab properties it had in the document. 

• The heading or footing begins on the first line of the 
page margin. 

For example, if you have one inch page margins, the 
heading begins at the top of the page one inch above 
the body text, and the footing begins just below the 
body text, one inch from the bottom of the page. To 
move the heading or footing down, increase the 
Before Paragraph spacing, or insert additional 
paragraph characters before the text. 
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• The Alignment property of the paragraph character 
controls the alignment of the heading or footing. The 
Position property in the Page Headings property sheet 
has no effect. 

+ Note: When you display the property sheet for a page 
format character of a document, you cannot perform any 
editing operations in that document until you close the 
property sheet. Therefore, you cannot move or copy heading 
or footing text from the property sheet of a document into the 
same document. You can copy or move heading or footing 
text from the property sheet of one document to a different 
document.+ 

Creating consistent headings and footings in books 

To create consistent headings and footings across documents 
in books: 

1. Make sure all the documents in the book are in the correct 
order. Documents inside folders or other containers in the 
book must also be in the correct order. 

For information on objects allowed in books, see the 
section "Combining documents using books," in chapter 
1, "Creating and editing documents." 

2. In the first document in the book, select the first page 
format character and press PROPS. 

3. Select Page Headings for Display. 

4. Select Reset for the Heading/Footing property. 

Page Format Propetties Slrnet 

Page Format Properties Sheet 

Display I PAGE LAYOUT I I PAGE f'·JUrvlBER_lr·JG I 
Heading i Footing j Nori.IE I COf\JTlf\JUE 111111 
Sho\·V I Heading j 

Sho·N I Footing I 

5. Set the other properties you want for the headings and 
footings and select Done. 
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6. In the property sheets of the remaining page format 
characters in the first document and the rest of the 
documents in the book, select Continue for the 
Heading/Footing property. 

Page Format Properties Sheet 

Page Forrnat. Properties 5heet 

Display I P."'.GE l."'.'/Ol_IT j • .. I P."'.i::;E f\JUrvlBEF:lf\Ji::; I 

Heading l Footing I f\JOf\JE IR•JWll!ijl!Jil F:ESET I 

f 

7. Close all the documents and the book. Select the book if 
it is not selected. 

8. Select Paginate, or Compress and Paginate, in the 
Workspace menu. 

Setting page numbering 

You can add page numbers to a document in the top or 
bottom margin of the page. If you create a heading or footing 
for the document, you can include the page numbers there. 

You can create compound page numbers by including text 
before and after a page numbering character that the system 
replaces with the correct page number. For example, you can 
enter a chapter number or appendix letter, a dash, and a page 
numbering character to create page numbers such as 5-24 or 
B-16. 

Adding new page numbers 
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For information on including a page number in a heading or 
footing that you create in the Page Headings property sheet, 
see the section "Including a page number in a heading or 
footing." 
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To add a new page number to your document: 

1 . Select the page format character on the page where you 
want the page numbers to start and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

3. Select Restart for the Page Numbering property. 

lf'JGS I . 

Start \•\•'ith 

4. If you want to start numbering the pages with a different 
number, delete the 1 in the Start With box and type a new 
number. 

5. If you do not want Arabic numerals, select the numbering 
style you want for Reference Symbols. 

Page Format Pmµe11:ies;.Sheet 

Display I p,.::,,,c;E LAYOUT I P.L>.GE HE.6.Dlf,,JCi5 I 

Page f'•Jurnbering I f1JO[\JE I coro.JTlf\JUE l&IDI Start \r.,1j1 

R_eference symbols llllJllll 1__.11,-111 ... I i)i)ii,,, 1.t..,.B/C,,. I a_.b,i .. I 

+ Note: If you select a numbering style other than Arabic 
numerals, the Start With box still contains an Arabic 
numeral.+ 
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6. Set the Margin and Position properties to match where 
you want the page numbers to appear on the document 
pages. 

Selecting Outer aligns the page number with the outer 
page margin (flush left on left pages and flush right on 
right pages). 

7. Select Done. 

8. Paginate the document. 

To create compound page numbers: 

1. Select the page format character on the page where you 
want the numbers to start and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Select Restart for the Page Numbering property. 

Enter a number in the Start With box and select a 
numbering style for Reference Symbols. 

In the Pattern box, type the characters you want to include 
in the page number. 

Position the caret in text in the Pattern box where you 
want the page number to appear and press 
KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+4. 

A page numbering character (shown enlarged) appears in 
the Pattern box. The page numbering character is a 
structure character that the system uses to automatically 
place a page number in the text you specify. You can 
insert the page numbering character anywhere in the text 
pattern. 

For example, in this book, the page number includes the 
chapter number. This was created by typing the chapter 
number and a dash, then adding the page numbering 
character. 

+Tip: To apply character properties to the page 
numbering pattern, select all or part of of the text in the 
Pattern box and press the function keys you want, or use 
SAME to match the properties of existing text. The 
character properties take effect after you paginate the 
document.+ 
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7. Set the Margin and Position properties to match where 
you want the page numbers placed on the pages. 

Selecting Outer aligns the pattern and page number with 
the outer page margin (flush left on left pages and flush 
right on right pages). 

8. Select Done. 

9. Paginate the document. 

Continuing the page numbering sequence 

If you have multiple page format characters in your document, 
you can change properties in the Page Layout or Page 
Headings property sheets, but keep the same page numbering 
sequence in consecutive page format characters. 

For example, you can change text in the headings or footings, 
or change page size or orientation, but continue using the 
same page numbering sequence that you specified in the first 
page format character. 

When you continue the sequence, the system automatically 
calculates what the page number should be when you add or 
delete pages. 

To continue a page numbering sequence: 

1. Select the page format character in which you changed 
the layout, headings, or footings properties and press 
PROPS. 

2. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

3. Select Continue for the Page Numbering property. 

4. If you made changes to the text position of headings or 
footings, set the Margin and Position properties to match 
where you want the page numbers located on the pages. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Paginate the document. 
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Changing the type of page number 

You can change the type of page number used in the 
document. For example, you can use roman numerals on the 
first two pages and Arabic numerals on the following pages. 

You can change the page numbering sequence in a document 
as many times as you want by entering additional page format 
characters and changing the Page Numbering properties. 

To change the type of page number: 

1. Set the page numbering you want in the first page format 
character in the document. 

2. Position the caret at the top of the page where you want 
the numbering to change. 

3. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+3 to enter another page format 
character. 

4. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

5. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

6. Do one of the following: 

• If you want to change the numbering sequence of this 
and following pages, select Restart for the Page 
Numbering property. The Start With box appears 
with 1 as its default value. To start numbering the 
pages with a number other than 1, delete the 1 and 
type a new number. 

~at Properties Sheet 

ll'JGS I ~ 

Elam.mil Start •,,.·./ith 

• If you want to change the numbering style but keep 
the same page sequence, select Continue. The 
Number and Number And Pattern properties appear. 
To continue the same page number and pattern, select 
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Number And Pattern. To continue the page number 
only, leave Number selected. 

Page Format Properties Sheet. 

Display I PAGE LA\'OUT I P~.GE HE.O.DINGS I 
Page r··.J1_irnbering I r·.JOf\JE l@dijlliijl!Jil F:.EST/".RT I IEml 1\JUMBER ,,ND PA TTERl·J I 

7. Select a new reference symbol (type of page number) for 
the Reference Symbols property. 

Page Fot·mat Propetties Sheet 

Page Format Properties Sheet 

Display I P.6.GE LAYOUT I F'.6,GE HE.6.DINGS I 

Page f\Jurnbering I r··.JOl'·,JE I COf'·JTlf\JUE llllml Start · .. ,··ii1 

Reference symbols 11111111...11,..111 ... I i ___ ij_..iii ... j A._ .. Bf ... I a.,b.,i: ... I 

8. Select Done. 

9. Paginate the document. 

Suppressing page numbers 

You can turn page numbers off or on for individual pages or 
for a range of pages in a document. 

To suppress page numbering: 

1. Insert a page format character at the top of the first page 
where you do not want page numbers. 

The page format character must be the first character on 
that page (it can be preceeded only by a paragraph 
character). 

2. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

3. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

4. Select None for the Page Numbering property. 

5. Select Done. 
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6. Paginate the document. 

To resume page numbering: 

1. Select the page format character that occurs just before 
the page format character that you inserted to suppress the 
page numbering. 

2. Copy the selected page format character to the top of the 
page where you want to resume page numbering. 

3. Select the page format character you just copied and press 
PROPS. 

4. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

5. Select Continue for the Page Numbering property. 

6. Do one of the following: 

• Select Number to continue the page numbering 
sequence. 

• Select Number And Pattern to continue the page 
numbering sequence and the page numbering pattern. 

7. Select Done. 

8. Paginate the document. 

+ Note: When you no longer want to suppress page 
numbering, delete both page format characters you added to 
suppress and resume page numbering.+ 

Including a page number in a heading or footing 
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If you create a heading or footing for your document in the 
Page Headings property sheet, you can include the page 
number in the heading or footing text. The compound page 
numbers in this book were included in the footing. 

For information on creating a compound page number for a 
document without a heading or footing, see the section 
"Adding page numbers." 
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To add a page number in a heading or footing: 

1. Select the page format character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Page Headings for Display. 

3. Create the heading or footing as described in the section 
"Creating page headings and footings." 

4. 

5. 

Position the caret in the heading or footing text where you 
want the page number to appear. You can insert spaces 
or tabs if necessary. 

Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+4. 

A page numbering character (shown enlarged) appears in 
your document. The page numbering character is a 
structure character that the system uses to automatically 
enter a page number in the heading or footing text. 

6. Select Page Numbering for Display. 

7. Set the page numbering properties you want. 

Make sure the Margin and Position properties you select 
for the page number match the properties you set in the 
Page Headings property sheet for the heading or footing. 
If they do not match, two page numbers might appear on 
one page. 

For example, if you place a page numbering character in 
the footing and select Right for the Footing Position on the 
Page Headings property sheet, then you should also set 
the Margin to Bottom (because you want the page number 
in the footing) and the Position to Right on the Page 
Numbering property sheet. 

8. Select Done. 

9. Paginate the document. 

Numbering pages sequentially across book contents 

2-28 

When you paginate a book, the document pages are 
numbered sequentially in the order in which they are placed 
within the book. The following procedure describes the 
process for using one page numbering sequence throughout 
an entire book. This is useful if you have multiple documents 
that you want numbered as if they were one continuous 
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document. You can modify the procedure to restart and 
continue the page numbering sequence as many times as you 
want. 

To number document pages sequentially in a book: 

1. Make sure all the documents are in the correct order in 
the book. Documents in folders or other containers 
within the book must also be in the correct order. 

2. 

For information on objects allowed in books, see the 
section "Combining documents using books" in chapter 1, 
"Creating and editing documents." 

In the first page format character of the first document in 
the book, select Restart for the Page Numbering property. 

Page Format l'.-operties Sheet 

Page Forrn~t Propertie;; 5hePt Donel Appl)'! Cancel I Defolllls ! Rese\i 

Displ.jy I P.i.'!..GE L.;,,,\'OUT I P.-".GE HE.6.Dlf\JGS I • 

Page f\Jurnbe~·ing I f\JOl\JE J COf'JTlf\JUE lli!lll!lll Start \•\lith l~---~~ ~,I 
~~~~~~~~~ ~I 

r:.eference ;:yrnbols )lllll] 1...11,..111 ... I i)i,..iii ... ] .il._B .. C .. I a_ __ b_ __ , " I 
Digits I~ I 1234s61sg I 
Pattern [ J 
rvlargin IBI BOTTOM I 
Po 0.itinn I LEFT I R.IGHT IU#ijO§i#·•I OUTER. I 
- ..... 

3. Set the other properties you want for the page numbering 
and select Done. 

4. In the remaining page format characters in the first 
document and the rest of the documents in the book, 
select Continue for the Page Numbering property. 
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P;;ige Format Properties Sheet 

Display IP.A.GE l."'.-'("C•UT I P.6.GE HE,L:..DINGS I PAGE NUMBERING 

Page Numbering I r·.JOf\JE l@§lli§®il R.E'1TAR_T I lllJllDll r\JUMBERANC•PATTERN I 

R.efereni:e syrnbols lllllll 1___1l_Jll ... I i)i)ii. .. I A_,8.,C.., f a_,b,.c .. 

Digits @) I 1 234567391 
:::::====='---~~~~~~~ 

Pattern 

rvlargin IDlllBOTTOM I + 

Position I LEFT ! RIC:iHT IM#§ll#ii#d! nurER I 

5. Set the other properties you want for the page numbering 
and select Done. 

6. Close all the documents and the book. Select the book if 
it is not selected. 

7. Select Paginate or Compress And Paginate in the 
Workspace menu. 

Skipping pages in double-sided documents 

If you want to skip pages in a double-sided document, you 
can add new left or right pages as necessary. When you force 
new left or right pages, the page numbers, headings, and 
footings specified in the page format character change 
accordingly. 

For example, if page 1 is a right page, page 2 is a left page, 
and page 3 is a right page, and you add another right page, the 
next page number will be 5, not 4. Page 4, the left page, is 
skipped. 

To add a new left or right page: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Position the caret where you want the new page. 

3. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+2. 
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A break character (shown enlarged) appears in your 
document. 

Select the break character and press PROPS. 

The Break property sheet appears. 

Break Pro petty She et 

-l 

5. Select either New Left Page or New Right Page. 

6. Select Done. 

Copying page format properties 

You can copy the properties of page format characters within 
the same document or in different documents. If you are 
copying from one document to another, the destination 
document must be in Edit mode. 

To copy the properties of one page format character to 
another: 

1. Select the page format character containing the properties 
you want to change. 

2. Press SAME. 

3. Select the page format character that has the properties 
you want to copy. 

4. Paginate the document to apply the new page format 
properties. 
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+ Tip: If you copy the default properties of the first page 
format character in a document, the Page Numbering and 
Heading/Footing properties are set to Restart. If you want to 
continue the Page Numbering and Heading/Footing properties 
for subsequent page format characters, change these 
properties to Continue.+ 

Creating newsletter or brochure layouts 
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You can create various basic page layouts by changing the 
properties in the page format character for margins and 
columns, and inserting additional page format characters to 
combine portrait and landscape pages. 

However, some documents, such as newsletters, brochures, 
and reports, require more detailed layout than that available in 
the page format character. For these documents you might 
want the page divided into smaller, uneven sections, and the 
text to flow around frames as shown in the following 
i II ustration. 
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_1:.J Connected te~1: frames - filled 

Thh. d1:10:1.Jrnent ·;J,o•.·t~ h•)•.•,• y.:.iJ -::;in u:.e connected 

~~.~ ~~:~~;"'!;,=~. :~0 ::: : :~·:t e ~;,·~l~~i ·~: ~·r~.h i~·: 1:~.~ /'d1r::.=~: 
fr::irne th::it •.·.'<:.-o- ·;iz.ed to fi!I th'2 1•1hole p.1g-.o:. T\·,":< 

~~~-,r~~t=,~•de'.;·1fl~~'~ t•:·:~tf~n;,~~·~(;, e-=· I 
•.· .. ·ere then o:onnected uo1ng ·, 'j.•-A·-----· 

~:~';::.'.'.,,'',:~·::Jii:::·.~;;:~; \~·-···':_~ 
F,:,,',1-,:n 1\·,1 ·~·,-:f.-:: from the 
Content menu. The te~t i,,•::i~. 

typ>0d into ::. -;epcH::ite do1:urnent_. f•:-rmc.tted_. :;ind 
o:hed::ed for-o-pelling, The te:-:t 1,•,•a·;ther1 1:o~·ied 
the fnrf1.:.-o.::.nd 
fr,:orn the 0(1o:<Jrnent menu. The rest ofthete::tth::.t 
foll1:. 1,·1;. h r><pe:::.ted to fill up th.o fr::. me·:-. Th;:, re-'-t >:•f 
the t>0::-:t that follo•.·1-~ i-o- repe::iHd to fill up the fr::ime·;. 
~.o that tf-1e doo:ument loc•f::·;filled, The rbt .:•f 
the to0::it th::.t follo•.·1-0- i-o- repeated t•:O fill up the frc.rn.::; 
-;o th::.t the •,·1hole document look-:. filled, The re·;t of 
th.:: t.-.:-:t th::.t foll,:.'.·.'O- i-o repe::.ted ti:• fill up the frH,-,e-; 

-so t~1c.t the •.-,.hole 
doo:ument 101:.k-s fil
led, The re-ot .:.f the 
te~:t th::.t follo·.-1~. i·; 
repe::.ted to fill 1JP 
thefr::.me·o-. 

+ Note: The procedures and information provided in this 
section are intended for advanced users. You should already 
have a thorough understanding of all document creation and 
text editing techniques, and be comfortable working with 
tables, graphics frames, and other features of GV Write and 
GV Draw.+ 

To create these custom page layouts, you use page format 
properties and connected text frames to create each page 
individually with the format you want. 

The connected text frames allow you to create variations on 
standard page layouts such as combinations of single and 
multiple text columns and text that flows around graphics and 
tables. 
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General procedure for using connected text frames 
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The detailed steps for this procedure are described in the 
following sections. 

To use connected text frames: 

1. Create the custom document layout by doing the 
following steps: 

a. Set the page format properties you want such as page 
size, margins, headings, footings, and page num
bering. Add additional page format characters and 
page breaks as needed. 

b. Insert graphics and text frames and set the frame 
properties you want. 

c. Connect the text frames by setting the fill-in order. 

2. Create a text-only document that contains the text you 
want to include in the custom layout. You can set the text 
properties either in this document or after the text is in the 
text frames. 

3. Copy the text into the first connected text frame in the fill
in order. 

4. Do one of the following: 

• Select Fill Text Frames in the Content menu. 

• Select Compress and Paginate in the Document 
menu. 

The text flows from frame to frame in the order that you 
connected them. 

+ Tip: If you frequently create a particular kind of document, 
for example a monthly newsletter, you can save time by 
creating a template layout document. You can then fill a copy 
of the template with different text and graphics each month 
without having to recreate the layout.+ 
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Creating a custom document layout 

The following illustration shows the sample custom document 
layout from the previous section before it was filled with text. 

~ Connected teld: frames - not filled 

[Jconnected text frames - not filled 

Sample Custom Layout 

+ 

When creating custom document layouts using connected text 
frames, be prepared to spend some time adjusting the frames 
and rearranging the layout. This is not a simple process, but 
the results can be quite satisfying with a little practice and 
patience. 

+Tip: Try drawing a sketch of the layout before you start 
creating the layout with the frames.+ 

To create a custom document layout: 

1. Open a blank document, select Edit if necessary, and 
select Show Structure in the Document menu. 
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2. In the page format character, set the basic layout you want 
such as page size, margins, headings, footings, and page 
numbers. 

3. Insert an anchored draw frame and size the draw frame so 
it fills the whole page. 

4. Inside the draw frame insert text, graphics, tables, and 
other frames to create the detailed layout. Add, delete, 
move, and resize the frames until the document layout is 
correct. The text frames should be touching at the top and 
bottom to create the seamless look of flowing text. 

+Tip: To make it easier to connect the text frames, leave 
a little space between one side of the text frames and the 
edge of the draw frame in which they are embedded.+ 

5. Set the properties of the frames such as border width, 
color, and the special text frame properties of inner 
margin and orientation. Basic procedures for setting these 
two properties follow this procedure. For details on these, 
and all frame properties, see chapter 13, "Using frames in 
documents." 

6. If your document is more than one page long, insert break 
characters as necessary and paginate the document to see 
the results. 

The inner margin of the text frame indicates the distance 
between the frame border and the text in the frame. 

To set the inner margin for text frames: 

1. Select the text frame border and press PROPS. 

2. Select the Units measurement you want from the Units 
menu. 

3. In the Inner Margin box type the number you want for the 
inner margin. 

4. Select Done. 

If you are using vertical text such as Japanese, or if you want 
to create special effects with the text, you can set the 
orientation of the text frames to vertical. The defau It setting 
for Orientation is Horizontal, so if your text is horizontal you 
don't need to set this property. 
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Setting text frame fill-in 
order 
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Software required-Run the Vertical Writing software applica
tion to use vertical orientation. No special software is 
required for horizontal orientation. 

To set vertical orientation for the text in text frames: 

1. Select the text frame border and press PROPS. 

2. Select Text for the Display property. 

3. Select Vertical for the Orientation property. 

4. Select Done. 

When your custom document layout is complete, you connect 
the text frames by setting the fill-in order. You can change the 
fill-in order later if you want. 

When you set the fill-in order the system automatically assigns 
a unique name and number to the text frame. For example, if 
the text frame is the third frame in the fill-in order, "Text3" is 
the name assigned. 

When you open a text frame property sheet for a connected 
frame, the Name Attached property is selected and the Name 
and Fill-in Order properties are displayed. 

If you move or copy a connected text frame to another 
document that contains a frame of the same name, the Name 
Attached property is deselected. If you name a text frame 
using the Name box on the Text Frame property sheet, that 
name cannot be used by any other connected text frame in the 
document. 

To set the text frame fill-in order: 

1. In the layout document, select Set Text Frame Fill-in 
Order in the Content menu. Select Yes to confirm that 
you want to recreate the fi 11-i n order. 
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:onnected tem: frames 

..... [)] 
5eled Table Column 

Edit Text Frame Fill-in Order 

Go to f\Jext Page Forrnat Charnct.er 

Go to r··Jext Break Character 

Go to f··Jext Footnote Reference 

Go to Next Index Ob_ject 

Go to Next Field 

Go to First Fill-in 

2. Select the border of the text frame that you want to be first 
in the fill-in order using the Select mouse button. 

+ Note: When you select the text frames, make sure you 
select the text frame border, not the anchored graphics 
frame border.+ 

3. Select the border of the next frame in the fill-in order 
using the Select mouse button. 

4. Continue selecting the additional text frames you want to 
place in the fill-in order. 

5. When you finish selecting frames, select End Text Frame 
Fill-in Mode in the Content menu. 

:onnectedtei.1:fra1m~s:.. 11e1tfilled 

nd Text Frame F1ll-1n Mode 

Edit Te::d Frarne Fill-in Order 

Go to f\Jext Page Format Character 
····· Go to f\Jext Break Character 

Go to r··.Jext Footnote Reference 

Go to r .. Jext Index Object 

Go to f\Jext Field 

Go to First Fill-in 
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A message tells you how many text frames are now in the 
fill-in order. 

To see which text frames are in the fill-in order: 

~ In the layout document, select Edit Text Frame Fill-in 
Order in the Content menu. 

:onnected te~1: frames not filled 

It · 
la 
Select Table Colurnn 

5et T e·.d Frarne Fill-in Ord et 

C:io to f\Je::-:t Page Format Character 

Go to f\Je/t Break 0·1arai:te1· 

Go to f\Jext Footnccte Reference 

Go to f".Je:d Index C•bject 

Go to r\Je::-::t Field 

(io to First Fill-in 

The Text Frame Fill-in Order Editor option sheet appears. 

·· .c::J Te~1: Frame Fill-in Order Editor 

Te>:t Frame Fill-in Order Editor 

Text frames in the fill-in order 

Tedl 

Te::<t2 

Te·d3 

Te::d4 

Te:d frarnes not in the fill-in order 

f\Jote 

~I :::iE: ... =~.·+ 

)ti 

.1 

Named text frames that have been assigned a place in the 
fill-in order are under the heading Text frames in the fill-in 
order. 

Named text frames that are not in the fill-in order, are 
under the heading Text frames not in the fill-in order. 
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Matching text frame 
names with text frames 

rdet·. Editor. 

" '~ 
~·-' Floating Items 

I"' 

To see the text frame that matches a name: 

1. In the layout document (open and in edit mode), select 
Edit Text Frame Fill-in Order in the Content menu. 

The Text Frame Fill-in Order Editor option sheet appears. 

2. Select the name you want to match. 

3. Select Show Object in the Floating Items menu of the Text 
Frame Fill-in Order Editor option sheet. 

The matching frame is displayed and highlighted in the 
document. 

Creating the text to fill connected text frames 

The text-only document contains text that you use to fill the 
connected text frames. 

To create a text-only document: 

1. Open a blank document. 

2. Enter the text you want to use in the connected text 
frames. 

You can copy text from another document, or type the 
text. Use the following guidelines for entering text: 

• To create spacing between paragraphs, use the new
line character. Do not use the paragraph character. 

• Use only line tabs, not paragraph tabs, in the text. 

• During text frame fill-in, the text normally fills one 
frame entirely before it begins filling the next frame in 
the sequence. If you want to force the text to move to 
the next text frame during fill-in, insert a break 
character in the text. 

3. Set the properties you want for text, paragraphs, and tabs 
on the Character property sheet, the Paragraph Layout 
property sheet, and the Tab-Stop property sheet. 
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+ Tip: For improved appearance after the text is copied 
into the connected text frames, keep the Before Paragraph 
and After Paragraph properties set to Single on the 
Paragraph Layout property sheet.+ 

4. Select Compress and Paginate in the Document menu. 

Filling connected text frames 

After you have created the custom document layout, 
connected the text frames, and created the text for the 
document, you can fill the connected text frames. 

To fill connected text frames with text: 

1. Select all the text in the text-only document. 

2. Copy the selected text into the first text frame in the fill-in 
order. 

3. Select Fill Text Frames in the Content menu. 

The system fi I ls al I of the text frames with text. 

When you fill the connected text frames they adjust to the line 
height of the text that you enter even if they are set to fixed. 
This can cause spaces between the lines of text. 

To remove the space between lines of text: 

1. Adjust the text frames either shorter or longer to 
accommodate the entire line height. 

2. Select Fill Text Frames in the Content menu. 

To enter text in text frames not in the fill-in order: 

1. Position the caret in the frame and type the text. 

2. Adjust the frame size as necessary. 

Editing text in connected text frames 
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After you fi 11 the text frames with text, you can edit the text 
and the text frames. You can do this by adding, moving, 
copying, or deleting text and frames, or by modifying the 
properties, including resizing the frames and adjusting their 
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inner margins. After editing the text or frames, you must 
reformat the text. 

To reformat the text in connected text frames after editing 
text or frames: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Select Fill Text Frames in the Content menu. 

• Select Compress and Paginate in the Document 
menu. 

Changing the text frame fill-in order 

To change the fill-in order of named text frames: 

1. In the layout document, select Edit Text Frame Fill-in 
Order in the Content menu. 

:on nected tel!t frames 11ot filled 

Select Table Colurnn 

~.et Text Frame Fill-in Ot-der 

c::;o to r··.Je'.d Page Forrnat Character 

r:;o to f\Je·:<t Break Character 

\::;o to Next Footnote R.efereme 

(;o to Next Index Ob_ject 

Go to Next Field 

(.Jo to First Fill-in 

The Text Frame Fill-in Order Editor option sheet appears. 

2. Select the name of the text frame you want to reposition. 

3. Press MOVE. 

4. Position the pointer just below the name of the text frame 
that should be above the frame you are repositioning and 
click the Select mouse button. 

5. Select Done. 
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To remove a text frame from the fill-in order: 

1. Select the text frame and press PROPS. 

2. Deselect the Name Attached property on the Text Frame 
property sheet. 

Naming or renaming a text frame 

When you name a text frame, the name appears in the Text 
Frame Fill-in Order Editor option sheet. 

+ Note: If you deselect the Name Attached property, the 
frame is removed from the fill-in order. To return a text frame 
to the fill-in order, you must reconnect all the text frames 
using the procedure in the section "Connecting text frames" or 
in the section "Changing the text frame fill-in order."+ 

To name or rename a text frame: 

1 . Select the text frame and press PROPS. 

The Text Frame property sheet appears. 

TEXT FR,,A.i"-11E PR.OPER.TIES 

['ioplay I FR.o.r·.,..IE 111111 
Units 1:~~ 

Inner rnargin C~ 

Te:<t o~·ientation /i#[N3~4IHiiil 1.1EF:.T1 1·~·"'·L I 
1rn;;;;1;11wn11 
f\Jarne Te:d2 

Fill-in order 

..• + 

2. Select Text for Display if the Frame Property sheet is 
selected. 

3. Select the Name Attached property if it is not selected. 

4. In the Name box, type the name of the text frame. 
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If the frame is currently in the fill-in order, the position 
number follows the Fill-in Order property. When a text 
frame is named but not in the fill-in order, this property 
displays the message "The text frame is not in the fill-in 
order." 

5. Select Done. 

For more information on working with frame properties, see 
chapter 13, "Using frames in documents." 
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FORMATTING TEXT 

This chapter describes how to format your text and paragraphs 
by setting properties. You can apply properties in two ways: 

Hard properties-Properties applied to characters or 
paragraphs by selecting the text or paragraph and pressing 
function keys, or by selecting properites on the property sheet 
•vhen H;:ird is selected for Properties Shovvn. Defau!t text 
character hard properties of 12 point Modern are provided in 
a blank document so you can enter text without having to set 
properties first. 

+ Note: Al I references to character and paragraph properties 
in this chapter refer to hard properties.+ 

Style properties-Properties applied to characters or 
paragraphs using style rules. Style rules are defined in the 
document stylesheet. They help ensure that text appearance is 
consistent throughout a document. This is useful for creating 
templates or books when you want all the documents to have 
the same properties. Style rules can help you easily change 
and maintain company standards for documents. For details 
on using style rules, see chapter 10, "Using styles to format 
documents." 

+CAUTION: When you apply hard properties to styled text, 
the hard properties override the style properties so that the 
style rules do not affect the text. 

Applying hard properties to styled text can cause problems 
later if you need to modify the text format. When you redefine 
the current style rule or apply a different style rule to text that 
has hard properties, the style rule has no effect. It is 
recommended that you do not apply hard properties to styled 
text.+ 
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General procedure for changing text appearance 

You change the appearance of text characters by applying 
character properties. Character properties include font, size, 
face, color, and character position relative to the baseline (the 
imaginary line on which characters sit). 

+ Note: When you apply fonts that are not loaded on your 
system, the text appears on your screen as small black boxes. 
To change the black boxes to readable characters, do one of 
the following: 

• Change the character properties to a loaded font. 

• Load the required lnterpress font in your application 
loader. 

• Rasterize the required PostScript (Type 1) font using Font 
Manager (workstation users only). 

For more information about screen fonts and using Font 
Manager, see the GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User Guide.+ 

To change text appearance: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Press a function key to apply hard properties. 

• Press PROPS and change the properties on the 
Character property sheet that appears. Select Done 
when you are finished. 
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TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TO::T PR.OPER.TV SHEET .[)~•:-:l.~ppi}.Jc~.!~.'..:tf Default~J.Re~etJ 

Di-~play IDHM!·Gi#;il P."'.R.6,i:~F: .. 6.PH I 

Style @ [~----~] Properties Shov..-n I rvJone lmll style I Default 1.b.ppearance I ff 
If---------------------------__,• 

f.:;irnily I~~ Fao:e 1:~ I rvlodern I 
Size Jt.I 7 H 9110 I 1 1 llJl 1 4 I It: I 24 130 I ':6 I Other I 

'1°\leight f.§j ~ Post1.ire [,!) [Rornan] 

Underline 111111 Single I Double ) I strikeout I 

f'osition lmJI X0 I Xo IXX0jXX0IXx0IXxol 
f:_edlining I F:.e 0..-i::.ed Text I I Deleted Te::<t I 

Ted Cole"·•@~ 
Highlight Color D I_~ ltran.:.F•arent I It 

I+ 
- -. 
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+ Tip: When you change the character properties, you 
usually select the text you want to change, then change the 
properties. You can also set properties for text that you have 
not yet entered. To do this, place the caret where you want 
the properties to change and make the property changes using 
either method. The new properties affect the text you enter 
after the caret position.+ 
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General procedure for changing paragraph appearance 

You can apply properties to a paragraph character to 
determine the look of the text block. For example, you set the 
line height and before and after paragraph spacing in the 
paragraph character. You can also set character properties for 
the paragraph character so that when you enter text it is 
already formatted. If you copy or move a paragraph to a new 
location, the paragraph retains the assigned properties. 

The paragraph character is a hidden, non-printing character. 
For information on adding paragraphs to your document and 
showing hidden characters, see chapter 1, "Creating and 
editing documents." 

To change paragraph appearance: 

1 . Select one or more paragraphs. 

2. Press PROPS and change the properties on the Paragraph 
Layout property sheet that appears. 

~ -"-
T.EXT P~PERTV SHEET 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET .• Done i~ Cancel i Oi!Taults I Reset l 
• 

Display I CHARACTER 1111•111111 'f 
mi 

Style® l J Properties Shown I None 111111 Style I Default I Appearance I I~ 

Show li414dlli4144iiiiil Tab-Stop I properties 

lJnits @) I inches I 
Alignment llllllBI Centered I Flush Right I I Justified I 

Hyphenation I Use Hyphenation J 

Margins Left I o I Right I ol 
Line Height 11111111111 112 I Double I Triple I Other I 

Before Paragraph 11111111111 112 I Double I Triple I Other I 
After Paragraph 11111111111 112 I Double I Triple I Other I 

Keep on j Same Page as Next Paragraph I 
I~ Language @) I US English I Text Direction jliiiMMdl Right To Left I 

==··== ;::::;:: ~ -~.,.;:,-(,, :::;:;:: ::;::: . ::;iiO,). 
!J 

3. Select Done. 
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Setting the font characteristics 
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In GV Write, font characteristics are separated into individual 
character properties. 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 
---·--~·---------------

ro·:r PR.1.)PER.TV SHEET 

Style @) ~----~ Propertie: Shov· .. T1 /r·.Jone lmJI ::, 

Family I~~ Face @ ~ 
5ize 1617181911 O I 11 1111 I 4 I 1 s I 24 I 30 136 I Ot.her I 

\•Veight 1:§ J ~, .. 1ediurn I Po:::ture I:!) I Rornan I 

In the Character property sheet, the following properties are 
font characteristics: 

Family-Lists the family names of the fonts that you have 
loaded. Examples of family names are Modern, Classic, 
Times, and Optima. In the Family menu, lnterpress and 
Postscript (Type I) fonts are displayed together. All PostScript 
(Type I) font family names begin with "PS-" and are listed first. 

Size-Lists the sizes that you have loaded for a particular font 
family. Sizes that are not loaded are listed in the Non-Loaded 
Size menu that appears if you select Other for the Size 
property. If you select a non-loaded size, the text appears as 
black boxes until you load that size. 

Weight-Lists the weights you have loaded for a particular 
family. Examples of weights are light, medium, and bold. 

Posture-Lists the postures (stresses) you have loaded for a 
particular family. Examples of postures are roman and italic. 

Face-Provides a shortcut for selecting combinations of 
Weight and Posture properties that are loaded for the selected 
size of the selected Family. For example, if you select Modern 
for the Family and 12 for the Size, the following faces display 
in the Face menu: 
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• Modern 
• Modern-Italic 
• Modern-Bold 
• Modern-Bold-Italic 

+ Note: If you select a combination of Weight and Posture 
properties that are not loaded for a particular Family or 
character size, the Non-Loaded Face property appears.+ 

General procedure for setting font properties 

3-8 

This procedure describes how to set all of the font charac
teristics or properties at one time. For information on setting 
the individual properties, see the following sections: 

• Setting the character family 
• Setting the character weight 
• Setting the character posture 
• Setting the character size 

To set the font characteristics: 

1 . Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Select a family name in the Family menu. 

Display !1¥QM1ill PARAGR1 

51yle @) ~----

Equation 
Xerox Logo 

Century Thin1;;;;;;;;..--,-
Classic 

The family name you select appears in the Family box. 
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TE:~T PR.OPEPS/ SHEET 

Dis p I ay IGit.5¥111#1[ P .6. F~P.. G F 

Style @ ~-----

3. Select a face name in the Face menu. 

The Face name you select appears in the Face box. The 
Weight and Posture entries change automatically to match 
the Face selection. 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TEra PROPERTY SHEET 

C•i;play !GIJiiDIHll P."'.F:_,6.eiR_,6.F1H I 

Style @ l~-----~J Propertie5 lhov·ln I f\Jone IDl!lll s 

Farnily @) ~ Face [:!) ) lvlodern-Bold-ltalii: ) 

Size 16171 s I 9 I 1 o I 11 llJl 14 I 1 •l I 24 130 1361 Other I 
'vVeight @ ~ Posture @) I 1t.:1lic I 

4. Select a font size from the Size boxes. 

TEX.T PROPERTV SHEET :; 

TEXT PROPERTY '·HEET 

Dlsplay \p¥Q;_jil§Nj PP..RAGF:..6.PH I 

Style @ l~-----~J Properties Shovvn / fiJone !Bii St 

Family @ ~ Face (~) ~ 

Size 1617 Is I 9 llllll 11 I 12 I 14 118 I 24 I 30 136 I Other I 

5. Select Done. 
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+ Note: After changing font characteristics, especially if the 
family is very different in width or size, or if special symbols 
are used, the text might not display correctly. To adjust the 
text display, select Normalize Text in the Content menu. 
When you do this, the document window becomes blank, the 
way it does when you paginate a document.+ 

Setting the character family 

3-10 

To set the family using the Character property sheet: 

1 . Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Select a family name in the Family menu. 

Display IM¥1Mlill PARAGR1 

Style@.) 
~----

Equation 
Xerox Logo 

Century Thin...._;,r---, 
Classic 

The family name you select appears in the Family box. 

Display !1¥1Miiil PARAGF 

Style @) ~--~-

Family @.) I Modern I 

You can use the Font soft keys instead of the Character 
property sheet to change the family more quickly. The Font 
soft keys display the names of the families that are loaded. 
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To set the family using the Font soft keys: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Press FONT. 

The Font soft keys appear. If" More" appears, select the 
"More" soft key to display additional family choices. 

3. Select the font by pressing the matching function key or 
using the Select mouse button. 

Setting the character weight 
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When you select a bold weight, the caret in your document 
changes shape to indicate the character property. 

To change the weight using the Character property sheet: 

1. Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Select a face with the weight you want in the Face 
menu. 

The new face appears in the Face box and the weight 
changes automatically in the Weight box. 

• Select a weight in the Weight menu . 

TEXT PROPERTY S• 

TEXT PF:OPEfnY SHEET 

Di~play lk4#fJi!414til P.6.R.t..GR.i~,PH I 

Style I~ l~----~J Propec-ties Sho .• ,, ~ 

The new weight appears in the Weight box and the 
face changes automatically in the Face box. 
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3. Select Done. 

To change the weight using the BOLD function key: 

1 . Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To change to a heavier character weight, press BOLD. 

• To change to a lighter character weight, press 
SHIFT +BOLD. 

If the family you select offers multiple weights, repeat step 2 to 
select the next lighter or heavier character weight. 

Setting the character posture 

The character posture refers to the slant of the character. 
Commonly, upright characters are called "roman" and slanted 
characters are cal led "italic," but some typefaces use other 
names. You can change the character posture without 
changing the faniily. 

To change the posture using the Character property sheet: 

1 . Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Select the face with the posture you want in the Face 
menu. 

The new face appears in the Face box and the posture 
changes automatically in the Posture box. 

• Select the posture you want from the Posture menu. 
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TEXT PROPERTV S 

Toa PR.OPER.TY SHEET 

Style I~ F'rnperties -:.ho\· n ~ 

The posture you select appears in the Posture box, and the 
entry in the Face box changes to match the new selection. 

TEXT PROPERTV SHEET 

TEXT F'F:.OPEF:.TY 5HEET J 

C•i-~play IH¥M¥H14NI P.A.R.P..GR.F.PH I 

style 1:~ [ J Properties Shovy·n I f'·,Jone Ill 

Family @ ~ F~He i§ I rvlodern-ltali\] 

size I 6 I 1 Is I 9 I 1 D I 11 1111 14 I 1 :3 I 24 I 30 1361 01 

\/•/eight @ I rvleditffn I Posture (§ I italic I 

3. Select Done. 

When you select the italic posture, the caret in your 
document changes shape to indicate the character 
property. 

To change the posture using the ITALIC function key: 

1 . Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To make the character posture italic, press ITALIC. 

• To make the character posture roman, press 
SHIFT +ITALIC. 
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Setting the character size 
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You can increase and decrease character size using the 
Character property sheet or the LG/SM function key. When you 
change the character size, you also might want to change the 
line height. For information on changing line height, see the 
section "Setting the line height." 

To increase or decrease size using the Character property 
sheet: 

1 . Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Select the size you want in the Size boxes . 

..::_•'.ii ,.,, ~- ,Z..,· ' "'.i'.'~!PROPERTv-$,~fri· 
TEXT Pfi.Ol'ER'TY SHEET .9!l!ltL 

Display ~llAMllMI PARAGRAPH I 

Style @) [~----~] Properties Shown I None 111111111 St 

Family @) ~ Face @) ~ 
Size 1617181911111111 l12 l14 l1s l24l301361 Other I 

• Select Other to display the Non-Loaded Size boxes 
and select or type the size you want. If you select a 
non-loaded size, the text appears as black boxes until 
you load that size. 

If you have Xerox fonts loaded, you select a non
loaded font size by selecting the appropriate box. 
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TEXT PROPERTV SHEET 

TEi·::T PR.OPER.TV SHEET 

C•i-~play (H¥Q#Jiijll P."-.F~.i..GF:.F.PH I 
ctyle @ [~----~] Properties Sho •/n I [\Jone, .. , Style I Default 1.<lppearance I 

Farnily (~ ~ f:;~~-: (~) ,- . r··,J1_or1-L1_,,:i,ji::::d ICl•:t:, l· .. iude(t1-i'-.,li::::..:l;w-r-1-r.:_,=•ff101n 

Size 16 /7l:c:19110 l11 l12 l14 /10 l24 l30 lc:6 /mDl!lll f\Jon-LoadedSize l1Dl16 I 
\•\/eight I!J I rvlediurn I Posture t~ I Rornan I 

Setting the line height 
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If you have PostScript (Type I) fonts loaded, type the 
size you want in the Non-loaded Size box. You 
cannot enter fractional sizes. 

3. Select Done. 

+ Note: If the Family property is set to neutral, the Size 
property changes for lnterpress or PostScript (Type I) fonts as 
follows: 

• For lnterpress fonts the Size boxes display all possible 
lnterpress font sizes including the non-loaded sizes 

• For PostScript (Type I) fonts the Size property is a type-in 
box.+ 

To increase or decrease size using the LG/SM function key: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To make the characters smaller, press LG/SM. 

• To make the characters larger, press SHIFT +LG/SM. 

If you have larger or smaller fonts loaded for the family 
you select, repeat step 2 to select the next largest or next 
smallest font size. 

When you change the type size, you might need to change the 
line height too. For example, if you have 10-point type with 
Single line height, and you change the type size to 14-point, 
the line height is too small for the text and the top of the text 
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disappears. You can also change the line height to create 
more or less space between lines of text. 

To see the line height: 

~ Select the sentence or paragraph text. 

The highlighted area shows the line height. 

[wn··-1 
[M'Ml-1 
IW"-1 
To change the line height: 

1. Select the paragraph character and press PROPS. 

The Paragraph property sheet appears. 
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TEXT PROPERTY SHI 

TE(;T PROPER.TY SHEET 

Display I •:_H,6.F:.8 .o:_ TEF~ li¥5$i!ii¥11 

Propet·tie5 5hov·m I f\Jone II 

Paragraph Layout 

Unitst~J~ 
."'.lignrnent 1111!111111 Centered I Flush F~ight I ~ 

Hyphenation I Use Hyphe1F'ftion I 
r1,11argins Left I 0 I F:.ight I 0 I 

Line Height lllll!!J!lll 1 1 /2 I Double I Triple I Othe,· I 

2. Select the line height to match the type size of the text. 

3. Select Done. 

Substituting fonts automatically 
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If you often receive documents containing fonts that are not 
running on your system or your printer, you can set up your 
system so the system automatically substitutes the missing 
fonts with those that are running. You do this by editing the 
Documents section of your User Profile. The substitution 
occurs when you open the document. Font substitution can 
be permanent or for display only. 

If some sizes and faces of a font are running, but not all, only 
the sizes and faces that are not loaded are substituted. The 
size, weight, and posture of the original font is matched by the 
substituted font. 

For example, point sizes 10, 12, and 14 of the original font 
family would be substituted with the same point sizes of the 
substitution font family. The appearance of the the characters 
is kept as much as possible, but the specific property names 
might change depending on the font family. For example, 
bold characters might be replaced with heavy characters, and 
italic characters might be replaced with oblique characters. 
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Preventing substitution 

The following sample shows completed entries for automa
tically substituting fonts: 

Display Font Substitution: DisplayOnlySubstitution 
FontSub: Courier I PS-Courier 
DefaultSub: ClassiclModern 

For the substitutions to occur, you must have the correct size, 
weight, and posture of the substitution family loaded. For 
example, assume that there are no Courier fonts running in the 
loader and your User Profile is set up like the sample 
completed entries. 

If you receive a document with Courier fonts sizes 10 and 12 
and you have PS-Courier size 10 loaded but not PS-Courier 
size 12, then only the size 10 Courier fonts are substituted. If 
you don't have any Modern fonts running, the size 12 Courier 
fonts appear as black boxes because the DefaultSub entry 
specifies Modern to replace any non-loaded sans-serif fonts. 

The options for the automatic font substitution entries are 
described in the following sections. For information on other 
User Profile entries, see chapter 17, "User profile options for 
documents." For examples of fonts available with 
GLOBAL VIEW, see the GLOBAL VIEW Font Sampler. 

If you don't want any fonts substituted when you open a 
document, specify NoSubstitution as the active option for the 
Display Font Substitution entry. This is the default setting. 

Substituting fonts for display only 
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If you want fonts substituted for display only, but not 
permanently changed in the document, you specify 
DisplayOnlySubstitution for the Display Font Substitution 
entry. When you use this option, you must also create at least 
one FontSub entry and the DefaultSub entry. See the section 
"Specifying font substitution pairs" for more information. 
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+ Note: If the Edit/Save entry in your User Profile is set to 
False, then your documents open in Edit mode automatically 
and you cannot use the DisplayOnlySubstitution option.+ 

When you specify display only, the fonts are substituted so 
you can read the document, but the document is not actually 
changed. The lines of the document are reformatted, but the 
document is not paginated. You can make the font 
substitution permanent after reading the document if you 
want. 

To see the fonts that were substituted: 

1. Open the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Substituted Fonts in the Document menu. 

+ Note: The Show Substituted Fonts command appears only 
if substitutions occurred. If no substitutions occurred, this 
command does not appear.+ 

To make display-only substitutions permanent: 

1. Select Edit in the document header. 

2. Confirm the message which indicates that the fonts will be 
permanently substituted. 

The fonts that were substituted for display are permanently 
changed. 

Substituting fonts permanently 
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If you want fonts permanently substituted, you specify 
PermanentSubstitution for the Display Font Substitution entry. 
When you use this option, you must also create at least one 
FontSub entry and the DefaultSub entry. See the section 
"Specifying font substitution pairs" for more information. 

When you specify permanent substitution, the fonts are 
actually changed in the document when you open it. This 
occurs regardless of whether the document is in Edit mode 
when you open it. 
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Specifying font substitution pairs 

Using the FontSub entry 

Using the DefaultSub 
entry 
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If you choose Display Only Substitution or Permanent 
Substitution, you must also add at least one FontSub entry and 
the DefaultSub entry to the Documents section of the User 
Profile. This entry specifies which fonts are substituted. 

+ Note: When you specify a family name for substitution, the 
name must be that which appears for the Family property in 
the Character property sheet. The name that appears in the 
loader is not the correct name. For example, you might have 
"VP Xerox Modern Fonts 10 Point" in your loader, but the 
name that appears in the property sheet is "Modern."+ 

You use the FontSub entry to indicate specific font pairs for 
substitution. The first font family name of the pair is the family 
that is originally in the document. The second family is what 
you want to substitute for the original. 

For example, if you regularly receive documents that use a PS
Times font, and you do not have that font loaded, you can 
specify that all PS-Times fonts change to PS-Helvetica when 
you open the document. The following examples show some 
possible FontSub pairs: 

FontSub: Courier I PS-Courier 
FontSub: ClassiclModern 
FontSub: PS-Times I PS-Helvetica 

The size, weight, and posture character properties are carried 
through from the original text. These properties cannot be 
specified in the font substitution User Profile entries. 

The DefaultSub entry specifies one default font family for serif 
fonts and one for sans-serif fonts. If none of the fonts specified 
in the FontSub entry match the fonts running in the loader, the 
font names you specify for this entry are used. The fonts you 
specify for this entry must be loaded. The format for this entry 
is: 

DefaultSub: Serif FontlSans Serif Font 
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You replace the Serif Font option with the name of a serif font 
that you want to replace any serif font that needs to be 
substituted. You replace the Sans Serif Font option with the 
name of a sans-serif font that you want to replace any sans
serif font that needs to be substituted. 

For example, assume you create the entry DefaultSub: 
Classic I Modern. You then open a document that contains 
fonts that are not running, and the fonts you specified for the 
FontSub entry are not running either. Any serif fonts in the 
document that were not running would automatically be 
replaced with Classic fonts. Any sans-serif fonts in the 
document that were not running would automatically be 
replaced with Modern fonts. 

When you apply a single or double underline to text, the caret 
changes shape to indicate the character property. 

To underline characters using the Character property sheet: 

1. Select the text and press PROPS. 

TEXT PROPERTY 5HEET 

Display fGIQM14NI PAF: .. ll.GF~.6.PH / 

Style i§ l~----~ Proper 

Farnily [§) ~ Face 

size I 6 I 1 I,, 1911 o I 11 llDI 1 
\•i•'eight @) ~ Post1_ire 

Underline [None 11111111 Double I 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To apply a single underline, select Single for the 
Underline property. 

• To apply a double underline, select Double for the 
Underline property. 
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3. Select Done. 

To underline characters using the UNDERLINE function key: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To add a single underline, press UNDERLINE once. 
• To add a double underline, press UNDERLINE twice. 

To remove single or double underline from text: 

1. Select the under! ined text. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Press PROPS, then select None for the Underline 
property on the Character property sheet. 

• Press SHIFT +UNDERLINE. 

Creating underlined spaces 
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If you want to create a line in a document, for example, a 
signature line on a report that requires signatures for approval, 
use an underlined tab. For details on entering tabs, see the 
section "Entering tabs" in this chapter. 

+Note: Do not create lines using underscore or by typing 
spaces and setting the properties of the spaces to underline. If 
you do this, the lines might change lengths when you print the 
document.+ 

To create underlined spaces: 

1 . Set tab stops for the space where you want to place the 
line. 

2. Select the tab character, then press UNDERLINE. 

+Tip: To create lines of different lengths, create new tab stop 
settings.+ 
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Striking out text characters 

When you apply strikeout to text, the caret changes shape to 
indicate the character property. 

To strike out characters using the Character property sheet: 

1 . Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Select the Strikeout box. 

Underline lrm\ Single I Double I 1111111!111 

X0 Xo xx0 xx0 Xx0 Xx0 
Position 

F:.edlining I Revised Te·d ! I Deleted Te::d I 
Text Color ·1~8 

Highlight •.:olor Dr~ !transparent 1 

-i 

3. Select Done. 

To strike out characters using the STRIKEOUT function key: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Press STRIKEOUT. 

To remove the strike out: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Press SHIFT +STRIKEOUT. 

• Press PROPS, deselect the Strikeout box, then select 
Done. 
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Underline Jml Single I Dotible ] I strikeout ! 
Position 

Redlining IR.evised Text I j Deleted Text I 
Te>'.t Color •@ ~ 

Highlight Color D@ltransparent I 

Creating superscripts and subscripts 
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When you create superscripts, subscripts, or other offset 
positions, the system automatically reduces the character size 
of superscripts and subscripts if a smaller font size is available. 
For example, if the regular text appears in 12-point Modern, a 
single offset character appears in 10-point Modern, and a 
double offset character appears in 8-point Modern as shown in 
the following illustration. 

This is an example of st~perscripted text. 

1] o u b I e ·;1J p e r;.cri pte cl te\-t. 
This is an e:,·rnrnple of . 

Th is is an e)«n-n pl e of subscripted text. 

Th is is an exa rn pl e of double ·;ub·;.criptecl te;,t, 

+ Note: When creating superscripts and subscripts, make 
sure your line height is large enough to fit the text position.+ 

To create superscripts and subscripts using the Character 
property sheet: 

1 . Select the text and press PROPS. 

2. Select the text position you want: 
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TEXT l'ROl'ERTV SH 

TEi·:'.T PROPEP,TY SHEET 

Dis p I ay IGIM;!.ff IY.IJ P ·"'· R_,di, 1~ F:_.i!.. PH [ 

Style I~ l~----~J Properties 5hov·1T1 !r\Jone 

Far·nil/ r~ ~ F~1:e I_~ ~ 
Size / 6171 t / 9 / 1 D / 11 /IJI 14 I 1 :c: I 24 I ':I] 136 

\•Veight 1:~ ~ Post1.ffe (~ ~ 
underline !ml Single I Double I I ::.trikeout I 

p,=,i•ion lmJI X0 I Xo lxX0iXX0IXx0IXxol 
normal position - AA -----~ I 

superscript - AA ---------' 

subscript - AA -----------' 

double superscript - AAA -------------' 

subscript of a superscript - AAA ------------~ 

superscript of a subscript - AAA ----------------' 

double subscript - AAA ---------------~ 

3. Select Done. 

FORMATTING TEXT 

+ Note: You cannot use the SUPR/SUB function key to specify 
superscripts of subscripts or subscripts of superscripts. You 
must use the Position property in the Character property sheet 
to specify these text positions.+ 

To create superscripts and subscripts using the SUPR/SUB 

function key: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To create a subscript, press SUPR/SUB, once for a single 
subscript, twice for a double subscript. 

• To create a superscript, press SHIFT+SUPR/SUB, once for 
a single superscript, twice for a double superscript. 
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+Tip: To quickly enlarge superscript or subscript characters 
without changing the text position, select the character and 
press SHIFT+LG/SM .• 

Specifying uppercase and lowercase 

To change case: 

1. Select the text you want to change. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To change text to lowercase, press CASE. 
• To change text to uppercase, press SHIFT +CASE. 

Changing the text and highlight colors 

The Text Color menu displays 
the names of all the colors 

available for text characters. 
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You can change character properties for the text color and 
highlight color to different combinations of colors if your 
system has a color monitor. If your system has a gray-scale 
monitor, you can still select the different color combinations, 
however, they will display as various shades of gray. 

Text Color • @) EJ 
Highlight Color- D @!transparent I 

The Highlight Color menu 
displays the names of all the 
colors available for highlighting 
the text. This property provides 
a similar effect to that of 
drawing over printed text with a 
highlighting pen to accentuate 
the text and make it more 
visible. The text is still visible 
through the highlight color, and 
stands out from other text 
because of the highlighting. 

+Note: Depending on the combination you select, some text 
that appears on a color monitor might not appear on a black 
and white monitor. For example, if you select white text and a 
light color for the highlight such as pale yellow, the difference 
between the gray shades of the white and yellow might not be 
enough to appear on the screen. You only see white spaces 
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where your text is. Or, if you select two dark shades, you 
might only see dark spaces.+ 

To change the text color or highlight color: 

1. Select the text you want to change and press PROPS. 

2. Position the pointer on the Text Color menu or the 
Highlight Color menu and hold down the Select mouse 
button. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If the color name does not have an arrow following it, 
move the menu pointer to the color you want and 
release the Select mouse button. 

Te '..'·ihite 

Hiqhlk1 black 
- - '/ellov·1s-+ 

Oranges--:;-

R.eds_,1------

F'ink::--:;

Purples---;.

Blue:::-+ 

Greens-+ 

Brov·/rtS-+ 

• If the color name has an arrow following it, move the 
menu pointer to the color name and then move the 
pointer to the right until the color detail menu 
appears. Then, move the pointer to the color you 
want and release the Select mouse button. 

The color you select appears in the Text Color or the 
Highlight Color box. 
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Resetting default character properties 

You can quickly change character properties to the original 
default settings using the following procedure. 

+ Note: This procedure sets hard properties which override 
style rules. For information on using style rules, see chapter 
10, "Using styles to format documents."+ 

To reset character properties to their default values: 

1 . Select the text you want to reset and press PROPS. 

The Character property sheet appears. 

2. Select Hard for Properties Shown. 

3. In the window header select Defaults. 

4. Select Done. 

Displaying text editing soft keys 
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You can add the Show Softkeys entry to your User Profile to 
cause the text editing soft keys to appear on the screen when 
you are editing a document. When the soft keys are 
displayed, you can use the mouse pointer to apply character 
and paragraph properties instead of pressing the function keys 
or displaying the property sheets. The soft keys apply hard 
properties. The soft keys match the following function keys: 

• CENTER 

• BOLD 

• ITALIC 

• CASE 

• STRIKEOUT 

• UNDERLINE 

• SU PR/SUB 

• LG/SM 

• MARGINS 

+ Note: The FONT soft key functionality is not 
implemented.+ 
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For details on adding the Show Softkeys entry to your User 
Profile, see the section "Changing the defaults for fonts." For 
more information on User Profile entries, see chapter 17, 
"User Profile options for documents." 

Setting paragraphs flush left, flush right, or centered 

To set paragraphs flush left, flush right, or centered using the 
Paragraph property sheet: 

1. Select the paragraph character and press PROPS. 

The Text property sheet appears with Display Paragraph 
selected. 

TEXT PROPERl 

TE~·;T PF\OPEF\TY SHEET 

Di";play ! CH/!..P. .. i:..CTER.1•eas1111 
St)'le 1:~ [ _____ ~] Properties shov·in [ 

5ho'h' li¥@h!Qh5401Hil] Tab ·;t.-1p [ pro~ 

Units 1:~~ 
. .:::..lignrnent lll!IBlll Centered [ fl1.ish f:.ight I 

2. Select Flush Right, Flush Left, or Centered for the 
Alignment property. 

3. Select Done. 

To center paragraphs using the CENTER function key: 

1. Select the entire paragraph. 

2. Press CENTER. 
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Setting spacing before or after paragraphs 
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You can change the spacing before and after paragraphs to 
improve text readability. 

To see the spacing before and after the paragraph: 

~ Select the entire paragraph. 

The highlighted area shows the before and after paragraph 
spacing. 

1-------
1.....-. 
l_.,.liM$1$1.Jd 

1--
To set spacing before or after paragraphs: 

1 . Select the paragraph and press PROPS. 

The Paragraph property sheet appears. 

2. Select the spacing you want for the Before Paragraph or 
After Paragraph properties. 
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Before Paragraph 11111111 112 I Double J Triple I Other I 
After Paragraph 11111111 112 I Double I Triple I Other I 

Keep i:m I Sarne Page as Next Paragraph I 
Language @ I US English J Text Dii-ection I 

3. Select Done. 

FORMATTING TEXT 

Justifying paragraph text 
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Selecting Justified for the Alignment property forces the system 
to adjust the space between words so that the left and right 
edges of the paragraph touch the margins. The last line of the 
paragraph is aligned at the left, center, or right, depending on 
the alignment setting as shown in the following illustration. 

This paragraph is set to Left Flush and 
Justified. The system adjusts the spacing 
between the text so that the text touches 
both margins. The last line of the paragraph 
stays flush left. 

This paragraph is set to Centered and 
Justified. The system adjusts the spacing 
between the text so that the text touches 
both margins. The last line of the paragraph 

stays centered. 

This paragraph is set to Right Flush and 
Justified, The system adjusts the spacing 
between the text so that the text touches 
both margins. The last line of the paragraph 

stays flush right, 
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To justify text: 

1. Select the entire paragraph and press PROPS. 

The Paragraph property sheet appears. 

Display I cH.~RACTER liEMSi*'I 

Style 1:~ ~----~ Properties Shown I None 111111 

Show 114111.!iiW&I Tab Stop I properties 

Units['§)~ 
Alignment lrllnl Centered I Fii.ish Right I 11@8@11 

2. Select Justified for the Alignment property. 

3. Select Done. 

+Tip: If justifying the text creates large spaces between 
words, you can insert discretionary hyphens in multiple
syllable words or use the Hyphenation property to improve the 
appearance of a paragraph.+ 

Setting text direction in paragraphs 
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You can set the direction that text flows in a paragraph 
depending on the language you are using. 

To set the text direction: 

1 . Select the paragraph character and press PROPS. 

The Paragraph property sheet appears. 

Langtiage @ I US English I Text Direction jliiiiifMQj Right To Left / 
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Editing tab stops 
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2. Do one of the following: 

• If your text flows from left to right, such as English 
text, select Left for the Text Direction. 

• If your text flows from right to left, such as Hebrew 
text, select Right for the Text Direction. 

You can use tabs to indent lines and paragraphs and create 
simple columns of information. The system provides default 
tab stops, which you can redefine. GV Write provides two 
kinds of tabs. 

Paragraph tabs-affect all the text in the paragraph. 

Line tabs-affect only the line of text where they are entered. 

In this manual, any reference to "tabs," for example, tab 
settings, refers to both kinds of tabs. 

A blank document contains default tab settings set to three 
spaces, with flush-left alignment so you can enter a tab 
without having to set the properties. You can enter up to 100 
tabs per paragraph. 

+CAUTION: Entering more than 100 tabs may cause your 
system to freeze, resulting in data loss.+ 

The default tab stop settings do not appear on the Paragraph 
property sheet or in the Carriage window. If you set your own 
tab stops, the system removes all default tab stop settings to 
the left of the tab stop you set. 

+ Note: If you set tabs in a centered or right-aligned 
paragraph, the system replaces the tabs you set with the 
default tabs.+ 

You can set tab stops, or positions, before you enter tab 
characters, or you can set them for existing tabs. You can set 
tab stops in the Tab-Stop property sheet, contained in the 
Paragraph property sheet, or in the Carriage window. The 
following illustration shows which tab position setting to 
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Centered alignment
Text is centered on 

the tab position. 

Flush left alignment
Text aligns on the left 

at the tab position. 

The Carriage window 
provides a "ruler" across 

the document, similar 
to that above a type

writer carriage. The same 
tab alignment symbols 

are available in the 
Carriage window as are 
in the Tab-Stop property 

sheet. You place the 
symbols at points 

on the ruler to set 
the tab stops. 
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choose in either the Tab-Stop property sheet or in the Carriage 
window depending on the results you want. 

Display I CHARACTER !16@6$¥1 

Style @) ~-----~ Properties Shown I None I 

Show Paragraph Layout 1181 properties 
-fl------!mm"_.._.._-i==F"'FL...:._..:._ ___ Flush right alignment0 

Tabs Text aligns on the right 

Units @) I spaces I at the tab position. 

Position Tab Type 

11!!1111T11' I J. 1--- Decimal alignment-

0 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 

In a column of 
decimal numbers, 
the decimal points 
align at the tab position. 

To set a tab stop in the Tab-Stop property sheet: 

1. Select Show Non-Printing without Spaces in the 
Document window to display the tab character. 

2. Select the tab character and press PROPS. 

The Tab-Stop property sheet appears. 
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·-
TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET .Do~~!-~ Ca~~=l] D!!~!!!l~~;,[ .. 
oisplay I i:H.6.RACTER l•M&Si*'I 'f 

Style@) l J Properties Shown I t..Jone 111111 Style [ Default I Appearance I 

- ... 
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Sho'N ! Paro;igra~·h L::=iy0u~ lllBll proper~!e:: 
Tabs 111111 

Units @ I Spaces I 
Position Tab Type 

~ l•!llllTI+ I J. I J Dot Leader I 

~· 

3. Show the Tab-Stop properties. 

4. Select Set Tabs. 

5. If necessary, select the unit of measurement you want in 
the Units menu. 

I~ 
I~ 

'!J 

6. In the Position box, type the number you want for the first 
tab position and press SKIP/NEXT. 

The number specifies the distance of the tab stop from the 
page margin. Another Position box appears so you can 
create another tab. 

7. Select the Tab Type. 

8. Select Done. 

+ Note: To set tab-stops before entering the tabs, select the 
paragraph, press PROPS, show the Tab-stop properties, and set 
the properties you want.+ 

To set a tab stop in the Carriage window: 

1. Select the entire paragraph and press MARGINS. 

The Carriage window appears. 
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2. If necessary, select the unit of measurement you want in 
the Units menu. 

3. Select a tab-alignment symbol in the window header or 
the Floating Items menu. 

The symbol you select appears on the left side of the 
Carriage. 

4. Press MOVE and select the desired position on the ruler. 

You can place tab stops only at the incremental points on 
the scale. 

+Tip: After pressing MOVE, if you hold down the Select 
mouse button, you can position the tab stop by sliding the 
pointer across the ruler to the location you want, and then 
releasing the mouse button.+ 

6. Select Done. 

If you set a tab stop outside the page margins, your text 
disappears. Use the following procedure to recover the 
missing text. 

To remove a tab that is outside the page margin: 

1. Select Show Non-Printing with Spaces in the Document 
menu. 

2. Select the last tab stop on the line where the text 
disappears. 

3. Press DELETE. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the text reappears. 
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A dot leader is a series of alternating dots and spaces that fill 
the space between columns of information, for example, 
chapter titles and page numbers in a table of contents. 

Global View 

+&Table of Contents 

+JChapter· ·1 :+ .. 

+'=+ Section 1- . .::..;+,. 

~ Sei:tion ·1~B:+,. 

~ ::.ei:tion -1-C:+,, 

+.I;+ Sedion 2-.ii..;+,. 

+I::+ Section 2-B;+ . 

+leh;;oipter .:;·;:+, . 

+I=+ ::.ei:tion 3-,6,;+,. 

+J=+ Section 3-C;-t . . 

+!:+ 5ei:tion 3-D:+ .. 

+J=+ Sei:tion 4-Ei:+ .. 

+J=+ Sedion 4-C:+ .. 

15 

22 

25 

26 

43 

44 

49 

57 

62 

77 

/O 

95 

+II 

You can use dot leaders with flush-left or flush-right tabs. You 
can change the look of the dot leaders, such as increasing the 
size of the dots, or setting them to bold, by setting the 
character properties for the associated tab character. 

+Note: You can only specify dot leaders in the Tab-Stop 
property sheet, not in the Carriage window.+ 
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To set tabs with dot leaders: 

1 . Select the paragraph tab character and press PROPS. 

2. Select Dot Leader. 

3. Select Done. 

To set character properties for a dot leader: 

1 . Select the paragraph tab character that has the dot leader 
and press PROPS. 

2. Select Character for Display. 

The Character property sheet appears. 

3. Change the properties. 

4. Select Done. 

Creating equally spaced characters using a tab 
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You can set a flush-right tab to space text characters an equal 
distance from each other. Equally spaced text can be used for 
emphasis in text such as an evenly spaced heading that 
stretches across a page. 
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In this example the non-printing -+- .,The equallyspaced tab setting can be used to 
characters are displayed so you emphasize text. The fourth line shows a flush 

can see the tab. The tab is set to right tab set to eq1.ially spaced 
40 spaces and flush right so the 

caret is near the right margin. 

In this example the non-printing -+- .,The eq1.iallyspaced tab setting can be used to 
characters are displayed and the emphasize text. The fourth line shows a flush 

text is partially typed. right tab set to equally spaced 

~o r Special E f f 

In this example the non-printing -+- The equally spaced tab setting can be used to 
characters are not showing and emphasize text. The fourth line shows a flush 

the text is finished. right tab set to equally spaced 

F o r Special Effect 

To create equally spaced characters using a tab: 

1. Select the flush-right tab and press PROPS. 

2. Select Equally Spaced. 

3. Select Done. 

Indenting paragraphs 
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You can create indented paragraphs to set off text passages, for 
example, an extraction from another document that is too long 
to put in quotations. You indent paragraphs by setting 
paragraph margins using the Paragraph property sheet or the 
Carriage window. Margins can be aligned left, center, or 
right, and can be justified or not depending on the effect you 
want. The paragraphs in the following illustration are all set to 
left alignment and justified to better show the different margin 
settings. 
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+clThb is the first paragraph in the sample 
doo_.tment The alignrnent is set to flush left 
and justified/ and the paragraph rnargins are 
set to zero SQ the paragraph extends to the 
page rnargins on both sides, 

+'This paragraph has flush left and 
.iustified alignment ~lso/ hm.Yever 
the paragraph margms are set to 5 
spaces for both the left and right 
margins so the entire paragraph is 
indented on both sides, 

.EJThls paragraph has flush left and 
justified alignment also .. however in this 
paragraph only the right paragraph 
margin 1s set to 5 spaces so only the 
right side of the paragraph is indented, 
The left side of the paragraph e::dends 
to the left page m::'1rgin. 

+'This paragraph has flush left and 
justified alignment also ... hoY.."ever in this 
paragraph the left paragraph margin is 
set to 5 spaces so only the left side of 
the paragraph is indented. The right 
side of the paragraph extends to the 
right page margin. 

+ Note: You can only set margins of paragraphs that are at 
least 1 inch wide.+ 

To set paragraph margins using the Paragraph property sheet: 

1. Select the entire paragraph and press PROPS. 

The Paragraph Layout property sheet appears. 
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TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TEn PROPER.TY SHEET 

Displ·'1)' ! i: HP..F:.ACTER. liiis!iJ¥9Qiil 

ltyle @) l~----~J Properties Sho ·in I f·.Jone 1111!11!11 

5hov·/ li@@J.iiJWWI T.:ib ·1t11p I proper-ties 

Units I:~~ 
,.b.,lignrnent 111111111 Center·ed I Flush R.ight I j@llB@il 

Hyphenation I Use Hyphenc.ition I 
l\·1ar-gins Left !,_ __ ~~I F;ight ,_I --~ol 

2. Type the number for the left and right margins in the 
Margins boxes. The number specifies the distance from 
the page margin to the paragraph edge. 

3. Select Done. 

To set paragraph margins using the Carriage window: 

1. Select the entire paragraph and press MARGINS. 

The Carriage window appears at the top of your docu
ment. You can move this window up or down, but it 
cannot be moved to the side. The width of the document 
window determines the width of the Carriage window so 
the width of Carriage window cannot be changed except 
by changing the document width. 

2. Select the right or left margin control point and press 
MOVE. 

3. Position the pointer where you want to place the control 
point on the carriage ruler. As you move the control 
point, the area of indentation becomes shaded. 

4. Select Done. 
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Indenting one line of text 

You can indent one line of text, such as the first line of a 
paragraph, using a line tab as shown in the following 
illustration. For details on setting tab stops, see the section 
"Editing tab stops." 

This paragraph shows the line -+- +l"+Sometimes you want to format a para-
tab inserted before the first line graph with the first line indented, To do this 

of text. you insert a line tab in the first line of the 
paragraph. This paragraph has a line tab set 
to 18 points, 

This is the same paragraph with -+- Sometimes you want to format a para-
non-printing characters not graph with the first line indented, To do this 
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displayed. you insert a line tab in the first line of the 
paragraph. This paragraph has a line tab set 
to 18 points, 

To indent one line of text: 

1. Type the text you want for the paragraph. 

2. Select the paragraph and press PROPS. 

3. Show the Tab-Stop properties. 

4. For the first tab position enter the distance that you want 
the first line to indent. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Display the non-printing characters by selecting Show 
Non-Printing Without Spaces in the Document menu. 

7. Position the caret after the paragraph character in which 
you defined the tab stop. 

8. Press SHIFT+TAB. 

A line tab character is entered in the text and the first line 
of text is indented. 
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Creating a hanging indent 

You can use a hanging indent to create a paragraph where all 
the text except the first line is indented, such as a bulleted list 
or bibliography entry. You create a hanging indent using a 
paragraph tab. The paragraph tab indents all the text that 
follows it until the next paragraph character as shown in the 
following illustration. For details on setting tab stops, see the 
section "Editing tab stops." 

+l'/ou use a paragraf,'h tab to create 
hanging indent:. as fol O\·vs: 

+'•~This is the first bulleted itern in the 
list. You can see that the text aliqns 
under the first line instead of -
to1Jching the left mat·gin, 

+'•~This is the second itern in the b1Jlletc 
ed list. \''ou can also use the parac 
graph tab to create dashed items 
trnder a bullet: 

~ ~..;; This is the first itern in the 
dashed list. ,t,., pat·agraph tab is 
inserted before the dash to 
aliqn the dash under the bulc 
leted paragraph, 

~ ~..;; This is the second itern in the 
dashed list. ,t,.,nother parac 
graph tab is inset·ted after the 
dash to make the text aliqn 
under the first line instead of 
aligning \·vith the dash, 

+J..;; - If you use a line tab or spaces 
instead of a paragraph tab aft et· a 
bullet or a dash, the text does not align 
properly, 

\'ou use a paragraph tab to create 
hanging indents as follov.,1s: 

• This is the first b1.1lleted itern in the 
list, \'ou can see that the text ali·~ns 
under· the first line instead of -
touching the left margin. 

• This is the second itern in the bullet
ed list. ... (ou can also use the para
graph tab to create dashed iterns 
under a bullet: 

This is the first itern in the 
dashed list. ,t,., paragraph tab is 
inserted before the dash to 
align the dash under the bul
leted paragraph, 

This is the second itern in the 
dashed list .. "-.nothet· para
graf-'h tab is inserted aft~r the 
das ·1 to rnake the text align 
under the first line instead of 
aligning 1.·vith the dash. 

- If you use a line tab or spaces 
instead of a paragraph tab after a 
bullet or a dasf\. the text does not align 
properly, 

To create a bulleted or dashed list: 

1. Select Show Non-Printing without Spaces in the 
Document menu. 

2. Enter a paragraph character in the text where you want 
the bulleted list by pressing RETURN. 
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3. Select the paragraph character and press PROPS. 

4. Set the tab stop for the distance you want the text to 
indent. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Type the bullet. 

7. Press TAB. 

A paragraph tab character appears in the text. 

8. Type the text for the paragraph. 

The text that follows the tab is indented. 

For bulleted or dashed items following the first, the tab stop 
setting from the first paragraph character is carried into the 
following paragraphs so you do not have to set the tab stop for 
each item. 

The following illustration shows a paragraph formatted like a 
bibliography entry. 

In this paragraph the non- -t- +!For a bibliography entry, you type all of 
printing characters are displayed # the text. Tfien,. at the end of the 

so you can see the new-line first line_.· you enter a ne.,..v-line 
character and the paragraph tab d·1aracter and a paragraph tab 

character. character V·."hich indents the text 
frorn the second line on. 

This is the same paragraph with -+- For a bibliography entr-y, you type al! of 
non-printing characters not the text. Then, at the end ot the 

displayed. first line ... you enter a ne"N-line 
character and a paragraph tab 
character V1"hich indents the text 
from the second line on. 

To create a hanging indent for bibliography entries: 

1. Type the entire bibliography entry. 

2. Select Show Non-Printing without Spaces in the 
Document menu. 

3. Select the paragraph character and press PROPS. 
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4. Set the tab stop for the distance you want to indent the 
text after the first line. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Position the caret after the first line of text including any 
spaces. 

7. Press SHIFT+RETURN. 

8. Press TAB. 

A paragraph tab character appears in the text and the text 
following the first line of text is indented. 

Using shortcuts to copy paragraph and text appearance 
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You use the SAME key to copy paragraph or character 
properties from one paragraph or text selection to another. 
For example, you can change text size from 10 point to 12 
point by selecting the 10 point text, pressing SAME, and 
indicating a 12 point text character as the source of the new 
properties. 

If the paragraph or text you select as the source of the 
properties has a style rule applied to it, the paragraph or text to 
which you are copying the properties takes on that style rule. 
If the style rule is not defined, the software adds it to the 
document stylesheet. For information on using styles, see 
chapter 10, "Using styles to format documents." 

To copy paragraph or text appearance using the SAME key: 

1. Select the paragraph or text you want to change. 

2. Press SAME. 

When you select a paragraph or text and press SAME, the 
pointer shape changes to the shape shown at the left. 
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3. Position the pointer on a paragraph or text that has the 
properties you want and click the Select mouse button. 

The paragraph or text you selected in step 1 now has all 
the properties of the paragraph or text character to which 
you pointed. 

Changing the defaults for fonts 
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You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
the step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile 
options for documents." 

To edit default values, add or edit entries in the sections of 
your User Profile as shown in the following list. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options for the entry. 

[Documents] 

Show Softkeys: False 
--TruelFalse 

True-Displays at the bottom of the screen the soft keys 
that match the text editing function keys such as Bold, 
Center, Margins and Font. The soft keys only display 
when you are editing a document. 

False-Prevents the soft keys that match the text editing 
function keys from appearing on your screen. 

Screen Font Substitution: Best Fit 
--Best Fitl Black Boxes 

Best Fit-When only the Font Widths are running, but not 
the actual font, the system displays text on the screen 
using the font that best matches the font widths. 
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Black Boxes-Causes the characters to be replaced with 
black boxes unless an exact match of the font widths is 
found running in the loader. 

Display Font Substitution: NoSubstitution 
--NoSubstitution I DisplayOnlySubstitution I 

PermanentSubstitution 

NoSubstitution Causes the system to not substitute any 
fonts when you open a document. 

DisplayOnlySubstitution-Substitutes the fonts as speci
fied in the FontSub option for screen display only. The 
fonts are not permanently changed in the document 
unless you select Edit. You must then confirm the font 
change. 

PermanentSubstitution- Permanently substitutes the fonts 
as specified in the FontSub option. 

FontSub: 

When you specify DisplayOnlySubstitution or 
PermanentSubstitution you also need to specify options for at 
least one pair of options for the FontSub entry. The first font 
name you enter is the font that will be replaced. The second 
name is the font that will replace the first. The names you 
enter are the names that appear in the property sheet, not the 
names in the loader. You can create as many FontSub entries 
as you need. The pair of names must be separated by an 
upright line with no spaces. 

DefaultSub: 
--Serif Font I Sans Serif Font 

If no fonts are loaded that you have specified in the FontSub 
entries, the font names you enter for the Defau ltSub entry are 
used. The first font name you enter replaces all serif fonts. 
The second name you enter replaces all sans-serif fonts. 
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Multinational considerations in using the 
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C_re;~.ting :ind using custom spelling 
dictionaries 4-8 

Adding and deleting words in custom spelling 
dictionaries 4-9 

Adding words to custom dictionaries in a batch 
process 

Editing custom spelling dictionaries 
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USING THE SPELLING CHECKER AND THESAURUS 

The Spelling Checker compares each word in your document 
to words in the lexicon and in custom spelling checker 
dictionaries. 

Use GLOBAL VIEW lexicons to verify that words are spelled 
correctly. Lexicons are available in the following languages: 

• Italian 
• French 
• German 
• Spanish 
• U.K. English 
• U.S. English 

Create custom spelling dictionaries to check the spelling of 
words not included in the lexicons, such as: 

• Variations of root words (possessives, irregular plurals) 
• Technical and project-specific terms 
• Slang 
• Hyphenated words 

Software required for the Spelling Checker-Run the 
following software applications to perform the Spelling 
Checker tasks in this chapter: 

• Spelling Checker 
• The lexicon for any language you want to spell check 

The Thesaurus maintains lists of synonyms for words and 
phrases. 

Use the Thesaurus to find synonyms for the words in your 
documents. 

Software required for the Thesaurus-Run the Thesaurus 
software application to perform the Thesaurus tasks in this 
chapter. 
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Multinational considerations in using the Spelling Checker 

The lexicons running in your loader are listed in the Spelling 
Checker option sheet. The Spelling Checker compares the 
words in your document to all lexicons you select, as it checks 
spelling. 

Certain functions, such as creating a document from a custom 
dictionary, are influenced by the default language of the 
system rather than the lexicons. 

The sections in this chapter note when a feature of the Spelling 
Checker is influenced by the default language of the system, 
rather than the lexicons running in your loader. 

Checking spelling in a document 
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To check the spelling in a document: 

1. Open the document and select Edit. 

2. Select Spelling Checker in the Workspace menu. 

The Spelling Checker option sheet opens . 

..':_\ ··j_j_ -- 1._ Spelli11g Checker 

sptmi.t~1_g Checker 

Check lllml Remaining text J Selected te~d I 
) lndude Frames I I Auto-Correct ) 

Mi55pelling: 

\dBi ~I P-ho-ne-ti.~: I Correction @ L J 
li+MI US English US English Systern Dictlonat)' and Legal Terms 287477 

3. Select the options you want to use in the Spelling Checker 
option sheet. 

• Select All Text to check the spelling in your document 
from beginning to end. 
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• Select Remaining Text to correct the spelling from 
where you place the caret to the end of your 
document. 

• Select the Selected Text option to correct the spelling 
of highlighted text. 

• Select Include Frames to include the text in frames 
and tables in the spell check. If you start the spell 
check with the caret inside a frame, only the contents 
of the frame are checked. 

• Select Auto-Correct to automatically correct all the 
same misspellings of the word, and continue checking 
the spelling without stopping. 

4. Select Look Up for the lexicon and custom spelling 
dictionaries you want to use. 

5. Place the caret in your document where you want to 
begin checking the spelling. 

6. Select Start. 

To stop the Spelling Checker before it reaches the end of the 
document: 

• Press STOP. 

The Spelling Checker examines words in the document until it 
comes to a word it can't match with a word in one of the Look 
Up dictionaries you selected. 

Then the Spelling Checker beeps, highlights the unmatched 
word, and inserts the word next to Misspelling and in the 
Correction box. 

To correct a word if you don't know the correct spelling: 

1. Select Typo to display typographically similar spellings, 
select Phonetic to display phonetically similar spellings, or 
select both. 
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2. Select the menu next to the Correction box. 

Check lll!BI Remaining te::d I Selected text j 

I rndude Frames I 1."'.uto-Corred I 
~ ... faspelling: koff 

llBll 1111'1!111111 Corre off ·-=,4"~..__lk·~=·ff ____ ~ 
liWMI US Engli~ doff US English System Dictionat)' and Legal Terms 

quaff 

cafe 

. COLlQh . 

If the Spelling Checker cannot find a typographically or 
phonetically similar spelling, the Correction menu 
displays a question mark. 

If the Spelling Checker finds typographically or 
phonetically similar spellings, it lists them in the 
Correction menu. 

3. Select the spelling you want to use. 

The correctly spelled word appears in the Correction box. 

+Tip: For faster performance, use only lowercase letters 
in the Correction box when adding words to your custom 
dictionaries.+ 

4. Select Correct. 

The Spelling Checker replaces the misspelled word in 
your document with the corrected word and continues 
checking until it finds another unmatched word. 

To correct a word when you know the spelling: 

1. Correct the spelling by editing the word in the Correction 
• box. Editing a word in the document stops the Spelling 

Checker. 

2. Select Correct. 
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The Spelling Checker replaces the misspelled word in 
your document with the corrected word and continues 
checking until it finds another unmatched word. 

To bypass a single occurrence of a word: 

~ Select Continue. 

Spelling Checker 

Spelling Checker -1 

The Spelling Checker continues checking your document 
until it finds another unmatched word. If it encounters the 
same word, it stops again. 

To ignore all occurrences of a word during a session: 

~ Select Ignore. 

Spelling Checker 

Spelling Checker -1 

The Spelling Checker ignores these words until you close 
the Spelling Checker option sheet. If you check the 
spelling in another document, the Spelling Checker 
ignores the same words. Closing the Spelling Checker 
option sheet deletes the I ist of words to ignore. 

The Spelling Checker continues checking your document 
until it finds another unmatched word. 

To add an unmatched word to a custom spelling dictionary: 

1. Select Edit next to the custom spelling dictionary name. 

2. Select Add. 

Spelling Che(ker 

Spelling Checker -1 

The system confirms the word was added. 

3. Select Continue. 
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The Spelling Checker continues checking your document 
until it finds another unmatched word. 

Creating and using custom spelling dictionaries 

4-8 

Custom spelling dictionaries make checking the spelling of 
your documents more efficient if you include words that you 
don't find in regular dictionaries. For example, one custom 
spelling dictionary might contain technical words and project
specific terms. Another custom spelling dictionary might 
contain proper names, foreign words, or acronyms. You can 
create several dictionaries, each for a different purpose. Each 
custom spelling dictionary can contain about 10,000 words. 

To create a custom spelling dictionary: 

1. For each custom spelling dictionary that you want to 
create, copy an Empty Dictionary icon to your workspace 
and rename it. 

2. Copy a Blank Folder icon to your workspace and rename 
it exactly as follows: 

Spelling Checker Dictionaries 

If the folder name varies in any way, the Spelling Checker 
can't recognize the folder and won't use the custom 
spel Ii ng dictionaries it contains. 

3. Close the folder property sheet. 

4. Move the custom spelling dictionaries that you renamed 
into the Spelling Checker Dictionaries folder. 
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If the Spelling Checker option sheet is open when you add 
a custom spelling dictionary to the Spelling Checker 
Dictionaries folder, close and reopen the Spelling Checker 
option sheet to display the custom spelling dictionary 
name. 

The Spelling Checker looks in the Spelling Checker 
Dictionaries folder for custom spelling dictionaries and lists 
them in the Spelling Checker option sheet above the lexicon 
dictionary. 

If you want to use a custom spelling dictionary, make sure the 
Spelling Checker Dictionaries folder that contains it is in your 
workspace. 

Adding and deleting words in custom spelling dictionaries 
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To add or delete the words in custom spelling dictionaries: 

1. Select Spelling Checker in the Workspace menu. 

2. Select Look Up and Edit next to the custom spelling 
dictionary. 

Spelling Checket· 

;.pelling Checker 

Chei:k ll!lml F~ernaining text I Selected text I 
I 1nd1...1de Frarnes I 1.i'l,1Jto-Correct I 
ri•'lisspelling; 

I Typo I ~I P-hc-1ne-til~-J Correction @ 1~~1,_·01_-k::~.p;-_"( ... _c ----~ 

jlll!llMj Ill( US English Custom [;ictionat) 

! Look Up I US English US English Sys tern Diction::u-y and Le 

-L"'°' 

3. Type the word you want to add or delete in the Correction 
box. 

Add more than one word by including a space between 
words, or delete all words in a custom spelling dictionary 
by typing an asterisk(*). 

4. Select Add in the header or select Delete in the Floating 
Items menu. 
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GLOBAL VIEW displays a completion message and the 
number of words you added or deleted. 

Adding words to custom dictionaries in a batch process 

4-10 

You can add a list of words, such as technical terms or 
acronyms, to a custom spelling dictionary in a batch process. 

+Note: To prevent adding misspelled words to a custom 
spelling dictionary during batch processing, first check the 
spelling of words in the document. Because you add words 
that aren't already included in a dictionary, you must check 
the spelling visually.+ 

To add the unmatched words in a document to custom 
spelling dictionaries using batch processing: 

1. Select Spelling Checker in the Workspace menu. 

2. Select Edit next to the name of each custom spelling 
dictionary to which you want to add words. 

3. Select Look Up next to the lexicon dictionaries and any 
custom spelling dictionaries with which you want the 
words in your document matched. 

4. Select Batch Check & Add in the Floating Items menu of 
the Spelling Checker option sheet. 

.spelling Checker 

I include frames I J Auto-Correct I 
Misspelling: 

I Typo I f~P-ho-ne-Hc~j Correction @ ~------~ 

liMMI 1111 US English Custom Dictionary 

I Look Up j US English 

..., ' ,~ f ... ·'.::.: .. : ' "" :· . ; " 

GLOBALVIEW displays a confirmation message. 

5. Select Yes to continue batch processing. 
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The Spelling Checker compares the words in the 
document to the dictionaries you selected with the Look 
Up command, and adds all the unmatched words to the 
custom spelling dictionaries you selected with the Edit 
command. 

When the Spelling Checker reaches the end of the 
document, the system displays a completion message and 
the number of words processed. 

Editing custom spelling dictionaries 
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If you have a custom spelling dictionary you need to update 
occasionally, you might want to see the words it contains so 
that you can edit it. To see and edit the contents of a custom 
spelling dictionary, you must make a document from it. 

To make a document from a custom spelling dictionary: 

1. Select Spelling Checker in the Workspace menu. 

2. Open the Spelling Checker Dictionaries folder. 

3. In the open Spelling Dictionaries folder, select a custom 
spelling dictionary. 

The Spelling Checker makes one document for each 
dictionary in the Spelling Checker Dictionaries folder you 
select. 

4. Select Make Document in the Floating Items menu of the 
Spelling Checker option sheet. 

V°±.J Spelling Checker '~ ' .... ' 

Spelling Checker Close J S\artj ~dd; :1,,..;,,~.1 rn"'"'' lll 
= J 

Check 1-1 Remaining text I Selected text I Batch check & Adjt 
I include Frames I I Auto-Correct I Delete I: 

Misspelling: 

I Typo I I Phonetic I Correction @ [ J 
ll•MI • US English Custom Dictionary + 

I Look Up I US English US English System Dictionary and Legal Terms I• 
- . ..., 
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The custom spelling dictionary you selected remains 
unchanged in the Spelling Checker Dictionaries folder. 

A document icon appears in your workspace with the 
same name as the custom spelling dictionary. 

The open dictionary document displays an alphabetical 
list of the words in the custom spelling dictionary. Edit 
the document by adding, correcting, or deleting words. 

After you edit the document that you made from a 
dictionary, you can change it back to a dictionary, and 
use the updated version to check the spelling of your 
documents. 

+ Note: When you make a document from a custom 
dictionary, the language properties of the resulting document's 
paragraphs is in the default language of the system, not the 
language of the dictionary from which you made the 
document. 

If you make a document from a dictionary that is in a different 
language than the default language of the system, the resulting 
document is an ASCII file. You cannot edit this file, but you 
can view its contents on the screen.+ 

To make a dictionary from a document: 

1. Delete all the words from the original dictionary using the 
procedure in the section "Adding and deleting words in 
custom spel Ii ng dictionaries." 

2. Select Edit next to the name of the now empty custom 
spelling dictionary. 

3. Place the caret in the document that contains the words 
you want to add to the custom spelling dictionary. 

4. Select Batch Check & Add in the Floating Items menu of 
the Spelling Checker option sheet. 

As the Spelling checker processes your document, it puts 
all the unmatched words into the custom spelling 
dictionary that you selected for editing. 
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The Thesaurus recognizes only the root words of the following 
variations: 

• Plural (cars, houses) 
• Past tense (asked, \vent, caught) 
• Superlative (louder, loudest) 

However, there are exceptions to this rule. For example, the 
Thesaurus doesn't recognize the plural "oxen," yet it 
recognizes the plural "children." 

If you think the plural, past tense, or superlative of a word has 
a different connotation from the root word, try looking it up. If 
you can't find a word variation, the Thesaurus probably lists 
synonyms only for the root word. 

To use the Thesaurus: 

1. Copy a Thesaurus icon from the Office Accessories folder 
to your workspace. 

2. Open the Thesaurus icon. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Type a word or phrase in the Word box. 
• Select a word in your document. 

4. Select Look up. 

Because you can use some words in more than one part of 
speech, the Thesaurus lists synonyms by context. 

For example, the word "fast" can be an adverb, an 
adjective, or a verb. 
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US English rnesourus 

Word /~fa_st _______ ~ 

Contexts: 

eAdverbs: 

~solidly 

suddenly 

hastily 

eAdjectives: 

quick 

secure 

appealing 

promiscuous 

rapid 

eVerbs: 

starve 

diet 

Synonyms: 

solidly 
firm 
firmly 
hard 
loyally 
reliably 
tight 

tightly 

The context list for "fast" shows the adverb "solidly" with 
a pointer next to it. All of the words in the Synonyms list 
are adverbs synonymous with the word "fast" used in the 
context "solidly," as in the sentence: "She held fast to her 
belief in justice." 

If you select "quick" as a context for "fast" under the 
adjectives part of speech, the synonyms for "fast" change 
to a list of adjectives that have the same meaning that 
"fast" has in the sentence: "The fast horse won the race." 

5. Select the synonym that you want, and copy it to your 
document. 

If you look up several words without closing the Thesaurus, 
use the Backward and Forward commands to review prior 
words you looked up. When you close the Thesaurus, it 
deletes the list of words looked up during that session. 
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HYPHENATING TEXT AUTOMATICALLY 

Hyphenation divides words that are too long to fit at the end 
of a line. This produces text that has a smoother right margin, 
whether justified or not, and maximizes line length. 

Autohyphenation uses two dictionaries to determine where to 
insert hyphens in words: 

• The system lexicon dictionaries contain hyphenation 
points for thousands of words. 

• Custom hyphenation dictionaries contain your specified 
hyphenation points for words not included in the system 
lexicon dictionaries. 

Software required-Run the following software applications 
to perform the tasks in th is chapter: 

• The hyphenation application for your document language; 
for example, GV U.S. English Hyphenation 

• The lexicon for the same language 

For information about manually hyphenating words, see 
chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents." 

Hyphenating using the system dictionary 
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The system lexicon dictionaries automatically hyphenate 
words using the rules of spelling and grammar for each 
lexicon's hyphenation application. If you run hyphenation 
applications for more than one lexicon, you must specify in 
the paragraph Language property, which lexicon's rules to use. 

For information about creating and using custom hyphenation 
dictionaries, see the section, "Hyphenating using a custom 
dictionary." 
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To use autohyphenation: 

1 . Select a paragraph character, or select the text you want 
hyphenated and press PROPS. 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TEXT PROPERT'I SHEET 

Display I CHP..RA.CTER_ lifj;@$iQ¥1J 

Style @ ~----~ Properties Shov·m I f\Jone 11111111 style I Default j .L:..ppearance I 

Shov·/ II lllll!ll!!BJl[if r-;tot~. :;:'.st;opJI properties 

Units!~~ 
,6,Jignrnent lll!IBI Centered I Flush Right I I Justified I 

Hyphenation IM#f#IMNl 

Language @) I US English ! Text Direction liii1M3ffiil[ Right To Left j 

2. Select Paragraph for the Display setting. 

3. Select Hard for Properties Shown. 

4. Select Use Hyphenation. 

5. In the Language menu, select the language of the 
hyphenation application to use. 

6. Select Done or Apply. 

The selected text automatically hyphenates. If you want 
to hyphenate the text within frames or tables, you must 
select that text separately, and follow the previous 
procedure. 
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Hyphenating using a custom dictionary 

You can create custom hyphenation dictionaries to ensure that 
words are hyphenated consistently and to prevent 
autohyphenation from creating awkward phrases. 

The system uses the following rules when it checks a custom 
dictionary for hyphenation: 

• The system checks the Workspace divider first. If it 
doesn't find a dictionary there, it checks the Workstation 
divider. 

• A dictionary in the Workspace divider is used only for 
documents in that workspace. A dictionary in the 
Workstation divider is used for all workspaces on the 
system. 

Creating a custom hyphenation dictionary 

us 
English 

To create a custom hyphenation dictionary: 

1. Copy the U.S. English Hyphenation Dictionary icon from 
the Basic Icons folder to your workspace. 

2. Rename the Dictionary icon. 

3. Move the Dictionary icon into the Autohyphenation 
Dictionaries folder in the Workstation or Workspace 
divider. 

4. Close all Directory windows. 

Adding or modifying words in a custom hyphenation dictionary 
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+ Note: Changing custom hyphenation dictionaries can 
affect page breaks in all documents in the workspace that use 
autohyphenation. For example, changes in hyphenation can 
cause paragraphs to become one line longer or shorter, and 
frames may no longer fit in previous locations. You might 
need to repaginate after making changes in 
autohyphenation. + 
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To add words to a custom hyphenation dictionary: 

1. Open the custom hyphenation dictionary that you placed 
in the Autohyphenation Dictionaries folder in the 
Workstation or Workspace divider. 

E]us. English Hyphenation Dictionaty 

Language @ I US English I 

·~vord I die ti on ary 

Dictionat)1's h}'phenation: 

2. In the Word box, type the word you want to add, inserting 
a space at each acceptable hyphenation point. 

3. Select Add. 

4. Select Done. 

To change words in a custom hyphenation dictionary: 

1. Open the custom hyphenation dictionary that contains the 
word you want to modify. 

2. Type the word in the Word box, inserting a space or 
spaces at each acceptable hyphenation point. 

3. Select Add. 

A message advises you that the word already exists in the 
custom hyphenation dictionary, and asks if you want to 
change it. 

4. Select Yes to confirm that you want to replace the existing 
hyphenation points. 

5. Select Done. 
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To delete words from a custom hyphenation dictionary: 

1. Open the custom hyphenation dictionary that contains the 
word you want to delete. 

2. Type the word in the Word box without inserting the 
hyphenation points. 

3. Select Delete. 

r :-:J US English Hyphenation Dictionary 

EJus Engli:::h Hyphenation Di(tionat)' 

LG1nguage 1:§ I us English I 

\•\lord I dict_ionat)• 

Dictionat-y's hyphenation: 

A message confirming that the word has been deleted 
advises you that hyphenation might change as a result of 
this action. 

4. Select Done. 

Making a document from a custom hyphenation dictionary 
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To see the hyphenation points of a dictionary's words, you can 
make a document from a custom hyphenation dictionary. 

To make a document from a custom hyphenation dictionary: 

1. Open the custom hyphenation dictionary you want to see. 

2. Select Make Document in the Floating Items menu. 

a::::E'.E.]Custorn dictionaty 

Language: 

\•\•'ord 

Dii:tion::ir-/s hyphenation: 
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A GLOBAL VIEW Document icon with the same name as the 
dictionary appears in your workspace. Open the 
document to see the words in the custom hyphenation 
dictionary. 

Checking the hyphenation points of words 

To check the hyphenation of words: 

1. Close all documents. 

2. Select Autohyphenation Checker in the Workspace menu. 

3. In the Word box, type the word you want to check 
without adding any spaces before, within, or after the 
word. 

4. Select Look Up. 

Autohyphenation Checker 

Lang1_rnge f~ I U5 English I 

'.,r~'ord I dictionat)A 

Dictionar-·/s name: Cu~.torn Hyphenation Dictionar)' 

Dictionat).-'s hyphenation: die ti on at)' 

System's hyphenation: die tio nary 

If the word is in a custom hyphenation dictionary, it 
appears next to Dictionary's hyphenation. If the word is 
in the system lexicon dictionary, it appears next to 
System's hyphenation. Spaces in the word show the 
hyphenation points for the respective dictionaries. 

If the word doesn't appear in a dictionary, you receive a 
message. 

5. Select Done. 
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Overriding autohyphenation points 
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Occasionally, you might want to change the location of an 
autohyphen. Override autohyphenation in one of the 
following ways: 

• Add or modify the word in a custom hyphenation 
dictionary, or delete the word from a custom hyphenation 
dictionary. 

• Place a non-breaking hyphen within the word to force it 
to hyphenate at that point and prevent the entire word 
from wrapping to the next line. 

• Add discretionary hyphens before words or at acceptable 
hyphenation points. When the word falls at the end of a 
line, GV Write prevents it from hyphenating or 
hyphenates it only at the discretionary hyphenation point. 

For more information about inserting manual hyphenation 
characters, see chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents." 
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Redlining text 

Turning redlining on and off in your 
workspace 

Redlining selected text 

Undoing revision and deletion marks 

Incorporating redlined revisions 

Changing the defaults for redlining 
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REDLINING TEXT 

Use redlining to mark and track your editing changes. 

Redlining double underlines text that you insert, and strikes 
through text you delete using the DELETE or backspace keys. 
You can use either of two methods to red line text: 

• Turn the redlining function on for all documents in your 
workspace, so that changes you make to all document are 
marked. 

• Select specific text for redlining. 

When you need a final, clean copy of the document, the 
Finalize Redlined Revisions command in the Content menu 
clears all redlining marks that indicate revised or added text, 
and deletes the text you marked for deletion. 

Redlining affects text that is changed in a document, with the 
following exceptions: 

• Changes to headings and footings 

• Changes within equation frames 

• Font changes 

• Changes in simple text, such as text in mail notes or 
property sheets 

• Changes made with the CASE key 

The redlining marks for inserted and deleted text work 
differently with some GV Write features. 

Copied and moved text-Redlining marks remain when you 
copy or move text that has revision or deletion marks. 

Paragraph and new-line characters-Redlining marks don't 
appear with paragraph or new-line characters. You can verify 
whether a non-printing character has been added or deleted 
by looking at the character property sheet. 

Anchor characters-Redlining doesn't delete anchors that you 
include with text selected to move or delete. Redlining does 
copy anchors to a new location. 
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Graphics objects-Redlining marks don't appear in text that's 
part of a graphics object you copy, delete, or move as a 
whole. However, redlining marks appear on any individual 
changes you make to text within embedded text frames or 
captions. 

Charts-Redlining marks revised text in a chart that you 
update, and removes deleted text rather than marking it for 
deletion. For more information about the GV Chart 
application, see the GLOBAL VIEW Paint and Chart User Guide. 

Define/Expand-Redlining marks expanded text as revised 
when you use DEF/EXP to replace an abbreviation. 

Fields and tables-Redlining marks new entries as revised text, 
and marks text for deletion in fields and tables. For more 
information about fields, see chapter 15, "Creating forms using 
fields." For more information about tables, see chapter 11, 
"Adding tables to documents." 

Turning redlining on and off in your workspace 

Date and time 
Change to Postscript Icon 

End Session 

Index Generator 

Generate Table of Contents ·-----.... Load Expansion Dictionary 

Store Expansion Dictionary 
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To turn redlining on: 

~ Select Turn Redlining On in the Workspace menu. 

Redlining is turned on for all GLOBAL VIEW documents in 
the workspace. 

Additions are double underlined and deletions are struck 
through in any document that you edit in your workspace. 

To turn redlining off: 

1. Select Turn Redlining Off in the Workspace menu. 

2. Select Yes to the message to confirm that you want 
redlining off. 

Redlining is turned off for all GLOBAL VIEW documents in 
the workspace. Existing redlining marks remain until you 
incorporate the redlined revisions or undo the revision 
marks. See the following sections for the procedures. 
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Redlining selected text 
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You can mark selected text for revision or deletion, whether or 
not the redlining feature is turned on in your workspace. 

To redline selected text: 

1. Select the paragraph character for the text, or select the 
text that you want to mark for revision or deletion. 

2. Press PROPS. 

3. Select Character for the Display setting and select Hard for 
Properties Shown. 

4. Select Revised Text or Deleted Text for the Redlining 
property. 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TUT PROPrnr1 SHEET 

[1isplay ]Ji#H#A1¥il P.A.F:_,B,GF:.A.PH j 

Style @) ~----~ Properties Shov n None ml 

I Deleted T e.d I F:.edlining

Te>tColor •@8 
Highlight Color DI_§ ~ltr--at--1::.~-,a-re-nt~J 

- .. "'. I. 

5. Select Done. 

I+ 

The text that you selected is underlined or struck through, 
depending on whether you selected Revised Text or 
Deleted Text. 
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Undoing revision and deletion marks 
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You can undo revision and deletion marks after you insert 
them and before you incorporate the changes into your 
document. Undoing redlining removes revision underlining 
and restores text struck for deletion to its original state. 

To undo revision and deletion marks: 

1. Select the redlined text to undo and press PROPS. 

2. Select Character for the Display setting and select Hard for 
the Properties Shown property. 

3. Deselect Revised Text or Deleted Text for the Redlining 
property, or hold the Menu mouse button down on either 
property to select Set To Neutral. 

rl@ijiafll~~d hct I l1¢1MIMI 
.. _ I~~ 

Highlight Color D 1:~ ltran::.parent I 

4. Select Done. 

The redlining marks are removed. 

+Note: Undoing redlining removes revision marks; it does 
not remove the text you add or mark for deletion during 
editing.+ 

To remove revised text before finalizing redlining: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Select the revised text and press DELETE. 

• Backspace over the revised text that you want to 
delete. 

+ Note: Structure characters such as anchors and breaks 
cannot be deleted while redlining is turned on in your 
workspace.+ 
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Incorporating redlined revisions 

Incorporating redlined revisions in your documents removes 
text marked for deletion and clears the marks that indicate 
revised or added text. 

To incorporate redlined revisions in a document: 

1. Select Finalize Redlined Revisions in the Content menu. 

Sample document 

D "-'' ;:J:o, J:,, 
=!;i] 

Select Table Column 

Select. Table Rciv.; 

..... ·~~~ 
I~ 

Subdivide Table Column I? 
~ 

!f!,g:...:..t,M_~t~~ Sort Table Selection 
~I,gJ~t!gn.!2.~!~ Sort All Tables 

Refresh Table Lines 

2. Select Yes to confirm that you want to incorporate the 
redlined revisions in your document. 

The document clears, then reappears with the revisions 
made and all redlining marks removed. 

Changing the defaults for redlining 
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You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile options 
for documents." 

To edit default values for redlining, add or edit entries in the 
Redlining section of your User Profile as shown in the 
following list. 
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In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Redlining] 

On: False 
--FalselTruel 

False-Redlining is turned off until you turn it on. 

True-Redlining is always turned on for every document 
in your workspace. 

Revised Text Appearance: Double Underline 
--Double UnderlinelBold Double UnderlinelBold Italic 
Double UnderlinelBold Italic UnderlinelBold Italic 
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General procedure for creating a table 
of contents 7-3 

Selecting and marking entries 7-3 

Generating a table of contents for a 
document 7-5 

Generating a table of contents for a book 7-6 

Generating a list of figures or tables 7-8 
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Editing page format properties 7-14 
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GENERATING A TABLE OF CONTENTS 

You can generate tables of contents for the following items: 

• Documents 
• Folders containing documents 
• Books 

Software required-Run the Table of Contents Generator to 
perform the tasks in this chapter. 

General procedure for creating a table of contents 

The following is a general overview of the procedures required 
to generate a table of contents. The steps for each procedure 
are described in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

To create a table of contents: 

1. Select and mark the text entries in the document that you 
want to appear in the table of contents. 

2. Close the document (and folder or book if the document is 
in a folder or book) and select Generate Table of Contents 
in the Workspace menu. 

The table of contents is generated in the background. 
When the process is complete, a table of contents 
document appears in the workspace. 

3. To change the default format of the table of contents 
document, open it and apply text and page layout 
properties to format it. 

Selecting and marking entries 
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Mark entries for the table of contents as you create a 
document or at a later time. 

To select and mark entries: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 
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Select Table Column 

Select Table Row 

Subdivide Table Column 

Sort Table Selection 

Sort All Tables 

Refresh Table Lines 

finalize Redlined Revisions 

Fill Text frames 

ark Te> t Se 1~ence 
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2. Select the text you want to mark as an entry in the table of 
contents. 

3. Select Mark Text Sequence in the Content menu to insert 
a set of table of contents markers. 

Select Mark Text Sequence once for a first-level entry in 
the table of contents, twice for a second-level entry, three 
times for a third-level entry, and so on. For each 
additional entry level, insert another set of markers. 

Generating .a table of content1 

• 
Select command once ----- ~Generating a table of contents~ 

to enter One set of You can ienerate tables of contents for the follo.,,,;ng 

markers. items: 
• Documents 
• Folders containing documents. 
• Book:<. 

Software tl!quit"ed-Run the fable of Contents 
Ceneraforto pet1orm the tas.ksin this chapter. 

Select command twice ------ ~~Formatting a table of contents~~ 
to enter two sets of 

markers. 

Select command three 
ti mes to enter three 

sets of markers. 

The table of content.::. document is like any other 
document; you can open, edit, and print it. 

Edits you make to the table of contents document don't 
affect the marked entries in the source dornment. If the 
:=.oun:e document change:=.signi1ic.an1Jy, generate a new 
table of contents.in:=.tead of edi1ingthe old one. 

---ti+-- OCOC~Editing character properties~~~ 

You can edit charader properl:ie:=.in the table of contents. 
as you edit them in other documents.. Fore%:1.mple,you 
can ::.eledall the character::. and change the fontfamily 
and size. 

Write and Draw U~er-Guide 

.... 

The following illustration shows the table of contents entries 
that result from the markers shown in the preceding 
illustration. 
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One set of markers results 
in a first-level entry. 

Table of (ontent.:. 

GENERATING A TABLE OF CONTENTS 

~-tt-- Gene~·atin•J a table of 
Tvvo sets of marke~s ~esu!t ----<+--- f,::~-r:·1'.:'lttinc ::i ~::ib!-= ·:c1n+er-~~:: 

in a second-level entry. Editing 1}1arai:ter proper-ties 

Three sets of markers result 
in a third-level entry. 

+ Note: If you open a document before you load and run the 
Table of Contents Generator, you must close the document 
and reopen it after you run the Table of Contents Generator to 
make the Mark Text Sequence command appear in the 
Content menu.+ 

To delete table of contents markers, use the BACKSPACE or 
DELETE key. Be sure to delete both the left and right table of 
contents markers. 

Generating a table of contents for a document 

You can generate tables of contents for one document or for 
multiple documents (referred to as source documents) at the 
same time. The documents must be on your system. They 
can be directly in your workspace or inside folders that are in 
your workspace. A separate table of contents document is 
generated for each source document. To generate a single 
table of contents for multiple documents, place the documents 
in a book first. See the section "Generating a table of contents 
for a book." 

To generate a table of contents for a document: 

1. After marking the entries for the table of contents, close 
the document. 

2. Select the document if it isn't already selected. 
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To generate tables of contents for multiple documents, 
select the documents or the folders containing the 
documents. 

3. Select Generate Table of Contents in the Workspace 
menu. 

Date and time 

End Session 

Extract Scripts and Rules 

Shared Books Display Options 
Turn Redlining On 

Load Expansion Dictionary 

Store Expansion Dictionar,y 

Compress and Paginate 
Paginate 

Upgrade 
Change to Postscript Icon 

Adobe 

Folder/File Drawer Display Options 
Open With Simple Editor 

Show User Profile 
Purge wastebasket 

Show Size 

The process runs in the background. If the process 
completes without errors, a table of contents document for 
each source document appears in the workspace. The 
table of contents documents are named "TOC - (name of 
source document)." 

Each time you generate a table of contents, a new table of 
contents document appears in the workspace. To avoid 
confusion, delete, rename, or file the earlier version. 

Generating a table of contents for a book 

7-6 

Use books to generate a single table of contents for multiple 
documents. You can generate tables of contents for one book 
or for multiple books at the same time. 

See chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents," and chapter 
2, "Setting page layout," for more information about books. 
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To generate a table of contents for a book: 

1. After marking the entries for the table of contents, close 
the documents. 

2. Arrange the documents in the book in the order you want 
them to appear. 

3. Ensure that the page numbering for the book is correct. 
Paginate the book, if necessary. 

4. Close the book. 

5. Select the book if it isn't already selected. 

To generate tables of contents for multiple books, select 
all of the books. 

6. Select Generate Table of Contents in the Workspace 
menu. 

Date and tirne 

End Session 

enerate Table of Contents 
E.:dract Script::. and F:_ules 

Shared Books Display ()ptions 

Turn f:.edlining Cm 

Load E::-:.pansion Dii:tionat)' 

Store E:·-:pansion Dii:tionat)' 

Cornpress and PaginGite 

Pagin::ite 

1 __ Jpgrade 

Change to PostSo:ript li:on 

/:..dobe 
Folder/File Dra .... ver Display t)ptions 
Open \•Vith Simple Editor 
~.hov·i t __ iser Profile 

Purge v,,1astebasket 

Shov·/ Size 

The process runs in the background. If the process 
completes without errors, a table of contents document for 
each book appears in the workspace. The table of 
contents document are named "TOC - (name of book)." 

Each time you generate a table of contents, a new table of 
contents document appears in the workspace. To avoid 
confusion, delete, rename, or file the earlier version. 
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Generating a list of figures or tables 
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You can generate a list of figures or tables when you generate 
a table of contents. 

To generate a list of figures or tables: 

1. When you mark the entries that you want to appear in the 
table of contents, also mark the figure or table captions in 
your document, inserting a different number of markers 
than for the table of contents entries. 

For example, if you have three levels of entries in the table 
of contents, insert four sets of markers for figure captions 
and five sets of markers for table captions as shown in the 
following illustration. 

~~~Editing character properties~~~ 

You can edit ch.:iracter properliesinthetable of contents 
~you edit them in other docJJments.£ 

Five sets for table captions ---- ~~~~~Tobi< 7-1. '""'"p"&oumb .. ofm"'"'~~~~~ 

Trpe of entry Numherofmarkerf 

ToC 1st level 

ToC 2nd level 

ToC: 3rd level 

Figure caption 

Table caption 

Write and Draw Usel"Guide 

. ...I 
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Correcting errors 
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See the section "Selecting and marking entries" for the 
procedure. 

2. Generate the table of contents. 

See the section "Generating a table of contents for a 
document" for the procedure. 

The captions for figures anrl tables appear as fourth- anrl 
fifth-level entries, respectively, in the table of contents 
document. 

3. Move the fourth-level entries to a separate document for a 
list of figures. 

4. Move the fifth-level entries to a separate document for a 
list of tables. 

5. Edit the separate documents to format the lists. 

See the section "Formatting a generated table of contents." 

If errors occur while generating a table of contents, the process 
stops, and a zero appears as the background symbol. 

To clear errors: 

1. Select the background symbol to display the Background 
Activities menu and select the table of contents activity in 
the Completed Activities list. 

~GlobalView Workspace 1 

~Background Activities 

~COMPLETED Activities 

• 
' 

...................... ,Jj 

A message describes the errors and identifies the pages 
where they occur. 
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2. Correct the problems described in the message and 
generate the table of contents again. 

Canceling table of contents generation 

To cancel the process: 

1. Select the background symbol to display the Background 
Activities menu and select the table of contents activity in 
the Cancel Current Activities list. 

______ --1.ll----ll=ml.8;ee Disk Pages 
~Background Activities 

SHO\.V fvlESS,6,GES for Current AdivHies 

!Hable of Contents Generation: Cl(h 7 

C.L>.f"JCEL Current Activities 

Ii 

2. Select Yes to confirm the cancellation. 

If most of the table of contents has already been generated, the 
process can't be canceled, and a table of contents document 
appears in the workspace when the process is complete. 

Formatting a generated table of contents 

7-10 

The table of contents document is like any other document; 
you can open, edit, and print it. 

Edits to the table of contents document don't affect the marked 
entries in the source document. If the source document 
changes significantly, generate a new table of contents instead 
of editing the old one. 
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The table of contents generator produces a table of contents in 
the following format: 

Title is automatically---+------ Table of (on tent' ~--1--- Dot leaders 

generated. Entry at left margin---;. ................ , ...... f..... 1-1 
---:0 First indent entry at tab-stop 5---... . . . . . . . . . . . 1-2 

Second indent/ ent1-y at tab-stop 1 o_. . . . . . . 1-4 
......,. Third indent/ entry at tab-stop 15---:0 , . . 1-5 
Entry at left margin--:> , ... , ....... , .. , , .. , .... , . 1-6 

First indent .. entry at tab-::tQp 5.....,. ...... , . . . . . . 1-7 
Second indent/ entry at tab-stop 10---:> . . . . 1-8 

Third indent/ en1ry at tab-stop 15---c- , 1-9 

Arrows represent line __ __.:r 
tab characters. 

T.__ __ Format of page 
numbers matches 
format in source 
document. 

+ Note: If you don't have page numbers in the source 
document, the table of contents document contains simple 
page numbers preceded by an equal sign (=1, =2). + 
The page format has default settings (8 1/2 x 11 page size, 1-
inch margins, and no page numbers). The font family is 
Modern; the font size is 12 point. If the table of contents is 
longer than one page, the title is automatically continued on 
subsequent pages. 

You can use the generated table of contents as is, or change its 
appearance. 

Editing character properties 

You can edit character properties in the table of contents as 
you edit them in other documents. For example, you can 
select all the characters and change the font family and size. 

Editing paragraph properties 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

You can select all paragraphs and successfully change any 
properties except paragraph margins and tab-stops. When you 
edit paragraph margins and tab-stops, all indented entries 
move so that they begin at the same indent level. To retain 
the hierarchy of the indent levels, you must enter unique sets 
of characters, such as## or$$$, as placeholders for the tab
stops in the second-level and lower indented entries. 
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General procedure Following is a general procedure. For details on each step, 
see the example that follows. 

To retain the indent level hierarchy when editing paragraph 
margins and tab-stops: 

1. Add a unique set of characters to the beginning of second
level and lower indented entries. 

Use a different set of characters to distinguish each indent 
level so that you can later find and replace the unique 
characters with the correct number of paragraph tab 
characters. 

2. Select all paragraphs and edit the Paragraph property 
sheet-set a tab-stop for each indent level and a tab-stop 
for the page number. 

3. Use the Find feature to replace the unique characters with 
the correct number of paragraph tab characters. 

Example of editing 
paragraph properties 

This example shows the procedures needed to format a table 
of contents with three levels of entries. 

7-12 

To add unique characters to second-level indent entries: 

1. Select the line tab character that begins the first entry at 
the second indent level and enter##. 

2. Select the line tab character that begins the next title at the 
second indent level and press AGAIN. 

3. Repeat step 2 for each entry at the second indent level. 

Table of Contents 

Entry at left margin , , , , . , , , . , , .... . 
First indent/ entry at tab-stop 5 ........... , , 

Enter##. ----+--- ##Sernnd indent, entr·:-1 at tab-stop 1 O 
Third indent, ent~~' at tab-stop ·15 

Entry at left margin 

Press ----+--F-irs_t i~~;·~t~;~-~ti~J;r~f.b~~\~~~ ;t i~b~;t·c;p '1'ci · .. 
AGAIN. Third indent.., entry at tab-stop ·15 . 

1-1 
1-2 
1-4 
1-5 
-1-6 
·1-7 
1-8 
·t-9 
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To add unique characters to third-level indent entries: 

1. Select the line tab character that begins the first entry at 
the third indent level and enter$$$. 

2. Select the line tab character that begins the next entry at 
the third indent level and press AGAIN. 

3. Repeat step 2 for each entry at the third indent level. 

Table of Contents 

Entry at left margin ... , .. , , .. , . . 1-1 
First indent,. entry at tab-stop 5 . , .. , , , , , , , , , , , . , 1-2 

##Second indent,. entry at tab-stop 1 O . . . . . 1-4 
Enter$$$. ---+----$$$Third indent, entry at tab-stop 15 . 1-5 

Entry at left margin ................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·1-6 
First indent,. entry at tab-stop 5 ....... , .... , . . . . 1-7 

##Second indent,. entry at tab-stop 1 O , , . , , 1-8 
Press AGAIN. ---+----$$$Third indent, entry at tab-stop 15 . ·t-9 
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To edit paragraph properties: 

1. Select all paragraphs in the table of contents and press 
PROPS. 

2. Set the paragraph margins if you want to change them. 

3. Set the following tab-stops: 

• Left-flush tab-stops for each indent level 
• Right-flush tab-stop for the page number position 

4. If you want to change line height and other paragraph 
properties, set them also. 

5. Select Done. 

All indented entries appear at the same level as the first 
indent entry. 
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Find 

Search for 1-. ## 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::== 
By rnatching llml Te:d and 

j 1nclude Deleted 

In [l§@Q.lllH.1§1! 
[ Include Frarne::. 

To indent second-level entries: 

1. Select any character in the table of contents document 
and press FIND. 

2. Enter a line tab (SHIFT+TAB) and## in the Search For box. 

3. Enter two paragraph tabs in the Change To box. 

4. Select Start. 

l~-~~I The second-level entries are indented. 
Change to I~ ~ 

.::J To indent third-level entries: 
Find 

learo:h for I ... $$$ 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::== 

By rnatching [Im[ Text and 

! Include Deleted 

In 

[ include: Frarne::. 

~1-~~1 

Change to I~ ~ ~ 

1. Enter a line tab (SHIFT+TAB) and$$$ in the Search For box. 

2. Enter three paragraph tabs in the Change To box. 

3. Select Start. 

The third-level entries are indented. 

Editing page format properties 
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After you restore the hierarchy of the indent levels, you can 
edit the page format properties. Depending on the page 
format changes you make, you might have to adjust the tab
stops and paragraph margins that you set earlier. 
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Use the GLOBAL VIEW Index Generator application to 
automatically create indexes for your documents. You can 
create indexes for single documents and documents contained 
in books. The index is easily updated when you make 
changes to your documents that affect pagination. 

The index generator offers a variety of indexing tools. 

• Use index markers to mark entries directly in your 
documents. 

• Use an index table to create secondary, tertiary, and see 
and see also entries. 

• Use the layout guide to format your index. 

• Use inclusion and exclusion dictionaries to extract single-
word entries from your documents into an index. 

+ Note: Before you attempt any procedures in this chapter, 
read the following section, "Indexing tools and when to use 
them."+ 

Software required-Run the Index Generator software 
application to perform the tasks in this chapter. 

Indexing tools and when to use them 

~~ 
Exdusicn 
dktionary 

iii 
Indus ion 
dictionary 
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The index generator searches through your documents for 
index entries and places them in a separate document. The 
index generator determines which entries to index based on 
the indexing tools you choose. 

This section shows the different indexing tools and briefly 
explains criteria for choosing them. 

Exclusion dictionary-Use to create the most basic index, or a 
concordance, which is an alphabetical index of the principal 
words in a book. The generated index lists every occurrence 
of every word in your document, minus those in the exclusion 
dictionary. 

Inclusion dictionary-Use to indicate specific words for 
the index generator to list. The index generator lists every 
occurrence of the words you enter in the inclusion dictionary. 
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+ Note: When you generate an index using an exclusion or 
inclusion dictionary, you cannot index terms composed of 
more than one word, such as "system administrator," or 
"Washington, D.C." You must index such terms using index 
markers or an index table.+ 

Index markers-Use to indicate which occurrences of an 
entry to index. For example, "graphics" appears on pages 
8, 12, and 19 of your document, but you only want to refer 
readers to pages 8 and 12. Marking "graphics" on pages 8 
and 12 causes the index generator to list only those instances 
of "graphics" in the index. You can also use index markers to 
index a term on a range of pages. 

ITEM 
V.6.F:.l.i!..TIOP.JS 
(Optional) 

LIST Uf··JDER 
(Optional) 

SOP,T .L!..5 CODES 
(Optional) (Optional) 

Index table (shown above)-Use to indicate specific terms 
(one or more words in length) or variations of terms you want 
the index generator to list. Index tables allow you to: 

• Create secondary and tertiary entries 

• Change how an entry is sorted 

• Create see and see also entries 

• Use the same term as a primary and secondary entry 

• Change the format of an individual entry, such as 
italicizing or balding it 

+ Note: The only way to control which terms are indexed is 
to mark them in the text. Use index markers and index tables 
together to control the content and appearance of your index. 
In this chapter, it is assumed that you will decide between 
using dictionaries to create a concordance-like index, or using 
index markers with index tables to individually specify entries 
you want to index. 

If you use the index tools together, the index generator uses 
them in the following order or priority: 

1. Index table 
2. Index term marked in a document 
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3. Inclusion dictionary 
4. Exclusion dictionary+ 

Creating primary entries using index markers and tables 

. '.'_I 

When you mark a term in a document using index markers. 
the index generator I is ts the term as an entry in the index 
along with the corresponding page number. When you use 
index markers, you must mark every instance of a term that 
you want in the index, since marking a term in a single 
location in the document does not automatically index every 
other instance of the same term. 

If you want to mark specific instances of text and add the term 
to the index table to create secondary entries or to sort the 
term differently, you can use a special code in the index table 
to tell the index generator to only look for terms you have 
marked. Otherwise, the index table looks for all instances of 
the term, whether you mark them or not. 

campaign finance in the U.S. 

[jcamp·aign·finance in the U,5, 

ITEl·.'I 

campaign e··,·:periditures 
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111 Since 1'~172 .. e.::.penditures in general ele<:tions by 
candidates for House and Senate seats ha··./e risen frorn 

$Ef; million t':' $407 rTrillion. Senate e:q:,enditures ha-ve 

increased 1T1':,re than 1::,00 percent.: those for· the House 

ha\,..e increased by 451::, percent. .D.. shovvs the 

total b\l I louse a ncl Senate 

genera I election ':and id ates from I ~172-1 '.::188. 

V.t..F:.l.t..Tl()f\JS 
(Optional) 

LIST ur·JDEF: 
(Optional) 

SOR.! AS 
(Option::=:il) 

COC•E~. 

(Optional) 

In the example above, the index generator only looks for instances of 
"campaign expenditures" that are marked with index markers. 

It is a good idea to record all of your terms in the index table 
to keep track of the terms you have marked, even if you don't 
plan to create many secondary entries or change the sorting 
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order for many terms. This way, if you need to add a 
secondary entry to a primary entry you already marked in your 
document, you can simply add the secondary entry to the 
index table. Read "How to use index tables" in this section for 
more information about using index tables. 

-+ Tip: Before you begin, go through a hard copy of your 
document and decide what primary terms, secondary terms, 
and see and see also terms you want in your index. Either 
mark up the hard copy or make a separate list.+ 

General procedure for indexing using index markers and index tables 
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This section provides a general procedure for creating an 
index using index markers and index tables. Specific steps for 
each general step are provided in this chapter. 

To create an index using index markers and index tables: 

1. Add index markers to your document using the Establish 
Index Object command in the Content menu. 

2. Add the terms you marked in your document to the index 
table and do the following steps as appropriate: 

• To create secondary or tertiary entries, use the List 
Under column in the index table. 

• To change how some entries are sorted, use the Sort 
As column in the index table. 

• To index only the term you marked, type 0 in the 
Codes column. 

• To add see and see also entries, add them to the index 
table. 

3. To change the format of the generated index, edit the 
layout guide. 

4. Generate the index. 
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How to use index tables 

You manipulate index entries using various combinations of 
the index table columns . 

.-- Enter the term you want to index here. The index genera or uses 
the term's character properties and capitalizes the term as it appears 
in this column. Character properties in an index table override character 
properties for entries in the layout guide. 

ITEM 

Index codes 

VARIATIONS 
(Optional) 
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LIST UNDER 
(Optional) 

SORT AS CODES 
(Optional) (Optional) 

L Use codes to tell the index 
generator how to treat and I ist 
text in the Item column. See 
the following explanations of 
index codes . 

....___To change how your term is sorted, 
enter a text sequence that places the 
term in the correct order. 

'--- Use this column to specify primary entries 
for secondary entries. 

C-The index generator searches only for terms with 
capitalization that matches the term in the Item or Variations 
column. If the capitalization doesn't match, the term is not 
indexed. 

A-The index generator always includes the term in the index, 
even if the term has not been marked in the document or does 
not appear in the document. This entry is useful for creating 
cross-references or see and see also references. 
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N-The index generator does not search the document for or 
list page numbers for the term. Use this code with the A code 
to create see and see also entries without page numbers or 
primary entries without page numbers. 

V-The index generator searches the document for the term in 
the Variations column only. 

0-The index generator searches only for terms marked in the 
text with index markers. Otherwise, the generator searches 
the document for every instance of the term, whether it is 
marked or not. 

You can combine codes in any order to achieve a combined 
effect. Use only capital letters for the codes, and do not 
include spaces or punctuation. 

Following is an example of using the different table columns 
and different codes. 
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ITEM 

o: __ , pi~ol 

•::.o-..·.,tT1or 

(:1hio:, 

Ub.h 

The "aaa" entry in the Sort 
As column ensures that the 
see also entry is listed first. 

The entry in the Variations 
column for "reforms" allows 
it to be I isted as a secondary 
entry here, and as a primary 

entry under "R." Note the 'V' 
in the Codes column. 

The generator searches only 
for instances of "Congress 
starting with a capital "c." 

The generator searches for 
the words in the Variations 

column, but lists all page 
numbers under "Governor." 
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B 

\il.!.Fil.i.l..TIOMS 

(Opti.:•ri0it:I 

Buckeye State 

H 

HEW 38 

WTUr•JDEF: 

(Option:oil_I 

see also Ohio I louse sef' Congress 

origins 3 

R 

C Reforms 51 to 53 

INDEXING DOCUMENTS 

'.\ORT .~ST CODES 

fOption::il~O ption::il) 

.4N 

!._, 

AN 

J) 
0 

0 

0 

•.) 

() 

This entry always appears in 
the index (code A) without 
page numbers (code N). 

Campaigns 40 IRevisionl 10 __ _,f-- "I Revision]" is sorted as 
expenditures 42 "Revision," as specified 
financing 45 in the Sort As column. 
reforms s-1 

Capitol 20 

Congress 31 to T1 

G 

Governor 15 to l 7 

States 
California 
Ohio 2 to 4 

Texas 6 
These are subentries under 
States, as specified in the 
List Under column. 
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Shortcuts for using index tables 
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Use the tips in this section to increase your productivity when 
using index tables. 

+CAUTION: The index generator only recognizes index 
tables and index table columns with system-defined names. 
Do not do the following: 

• Add a table to the index table document. 

• Rename the index table (you can rename the document 
containing the table). 

• Rename a column in the table. 

• Delete a table column.+ 

Following are some suggestions for making your index table 
easier to work with: 

• Change column widths 

If you don't use a particular column in your table, 
decrease the width of that column and increase the width 
of another column, such as the Item column. Select the 
column to change, press PROPS, and change the Width 
property. 

• Add rows before you begin 

You can create more rows before you begin adding entries 
by editing the Number of Rows property in the Table 
property sheet. 

• Add rows as you go 

Add new rows while you're filling in the table by doing 
one of the following: 

Select a row and type a character 

Select in the last cell in the last row and press 
SKIP/NEXT 

• Sort the table 

After you enter most of your entries, you might want to 
sort the Item column alphabetically. You can group 
secondary entries with their main entries by sorting the 
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List Under column alphabetically first, then sorting the 
Item column. 

• Find terms 

Use the Find feature to locate a term in a table by 
selecting the table anchor in your document and pressing 
FIND. Specify that you want your search to include 
frames. 

For more information about tables, see chapter 11, 
"Adding tables to documents." For more information 
about the Find feature, see chapter 1, "Creating and 
editing documents." 

• Set the format for entries in the Item column 

This is especially useful when a group of people is 
indexing the same document, and you want all indexes 
for all documents produced by the group to look the 
same. Select the Item column in the index table and set 
the text properties before distributing the table to ensure 
that the resulting index has the same text properties. The 
text format in the Item column overrides the text format 
for entries in the layout guide. The layout guide controls 
the format of generated text, such as section breaks and 
page numbers. 

Setting up an index table 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

+Tip: Avoid creating a table that is so long it's difficult to 
manipulate. If your document is divided into chapters or 
parts, you might want to create a separate index table for each 
chapter. Creating separate tables for each chapter makes it 
easy for you to locate terms you want to edit after reviewing 
the generated index. 

Another option is to make a separate index table for chunks of 
the alphabet, such as A-E, F-L, M-S, and T-Z. The number of 
tables you use depends on the size of your index.+ 

To set up an index table: 

1. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

2. Select Make Blank Index Table in the Index Generator 
option sheet header. 
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• 
The index generator copies a document named Blank 
Index Table to the lower right-hand corner of your 
workspace. 

3. Rename the document. 

Use the chapter name, document name, or whatever 
name you find helpful in identifying it. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each table you want to create. 

5. Select Cancel in the Index Generator option sheet window 
header to close it. 

6. Copy a Blank Folder icon from the Basic Icons folder. 

This folder is used to store the index tables. 

7. Name the folder exactly as follows: 

INDEX: Use These Tables 

Make sure you include only one space after the colon. 

8. Copy all index tables to the folder. 

If you are using more than one table, they can be in any 
order in the folder. 

Marking index entries in text 

8-14 

When you add an index marker to a document, you mark a 
location for the index generator to reference when it generates 
an index. You can mark the exact term you want to appear in 
the index, or, if the exact term is not in your document, you 
can mark a space, character, word, paragraph, or block of 
paragraphs, and assign a term to index in the Index Object 
property sheet. 

+ Tip: You can use an expansion dictionary to enter a pair of 
index markers. Index markers don't have to have text between 
them. Indicate the term you want to index in the Index Object 
property sheet. For information about expansion dictionaries, 
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see "Entering pre-defined text, graphics, and tables" in chapter 
1, "Creating and editing documents."+ 

+ Note: You can mark index terms inside tables. If your 
table is more than one page long, index terms past the first 
page are referenced by the page number for the first page of 
the table. If you want the exact page number of the entry to 
be referenced, split the table into single-page sections.+ 

To create primary entries using index markers: 

1. Open the index table and the document you are indexing 
so you can see and edit them at the same time. 

2. Select Show Structure in the document you are indexing. 

3. In the document, select the location where you want to 
add an index marker. 

Select either the exact text you want to appear in the 
index, or select a single character, space, word, phrase, or 
paragraph. 

4. In the Content menu, select Establish Index Object. 

1e U.S. 

)one !i Savel Reset\ Save&Edit '' 

Select Table •=olurnn 

Select Table F:ov·.' 

Subdi'.•ide Table Coltirnn 

Sort Table Selection 

Sort .'"-.II Table::. 

F:.efre::.h Table Line:: 

Finali;::e F:.edlined F:_e•.,ision::. 

Fill Te:.d frarne-:: 

stablish Index Ob'ect 

fv1ark Te::<t Sequence 

5. Do one of the following: 

• If you marked the exact text to appear in the index, go 
to step 6. The text can be bold, italic, or a different 
size, as long as it is spelled and capitalized 
appropriately. If you add the term to the index table, 
the format in the index table overrides the format in 
the layout guide. See "Formatting your index" for 
more information about the layout guide. 
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+CAUTION: Text within index markers is printed in 
the index. Do not add text to your document in order 
to create index entries.+ 

• To substitute another term in the index for the text you 
marked in the document, click twice on the left index 
marker and press PROPS. 

In the Index Object property sheet, select Use 
Alternative Term. Enter the term you want to appear 
in the index into the box . 

. ll\IQEK (JBJECT PROPER.TV SH 

INDEX OBJECT PROPERTY SHEET 

Special handling @ I index as a unit I 
I Use classification I 
f11¥1MMM I campaign financing,,.. 

6. Do one of the following: 

• To keep a record of the term you marked in your 
document, allow for secondary headings, sort the 
term differently, or to use index codes for specific 
instructions for your term, skip to the next procedure, 
"To add terms to the index table." 

• If you do not want to add the term to the index table, 
select Done in the Index Object property sheet. 

To add terms to the index table: 

1. In the index table, do one of the following: 

• If you did not indicate an alternate term for the term 
you marked in the document, copy the term from the 
document to the Item column of the table. Do not 
copy leading or trailing spaces. 

• If you indicated an alternate term for the text you 
marked in the document, copy the term you entered 
in the Use Alternate Term box in the Index Object 
property sheet to the Item column of the table. 
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SC•F:_T /:..5 
(Optional) 

•:•:•C,ES 
(Optional) 

Carnpaign financing •-=-' 

Indexing the same entry 
on another page 

Indicating alternate terms 
in the index table 
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2. Do one of the following: 

• To index only the marked occurrences of the term, 
type 0 in the Code~ column. 

• To index every instance of the term you marked, leave 
the Codes column blank. 

3. If you want to change the term's font, select the term and 
press PROPS. Change the character properties. 

4. If the Index Object property sheet is displayed, select 
Done. 

Use the index table with index markers to create other types of 
entries. See the following sections for information: 

• Creating secondary entries 
• Creating see and see also entries 
• Changing an entry's sorting order 

To index the same entry on another page: 

+ Note: This procedure only works with empty index 
markers, or index markers containing only spaces. Otherwise, 
text within the index markers is copied and will be printed in 
the index.+ 

~ Double-click on the left index marker, press COPY, and 
select a location on the page where you want the entry. 

To mark an entry on a range of pages, see "Indexing a 
term on a range of pages." 

Instead of indicating an alternate term in the Index Object 
property sheet, you can use the index table to indicate 
alternate terms. For example, you can mark "System 
Administrator," "SA," and "support" in your document, and 
index all the entries as a single entry, "Systems support," using 
the index table. 
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ITEM 

Systems support 
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To indicate alternate terms in the index table: 

1. Mark the term in your document. 

2. In the Variations column in the index table, enter the term 
you marked. 

ITEM 
VARIATIONS 
(Optional) 

System Administrator 

3. In the Item column, type the term you want to appear in 
the index. 

4. Do one of the following: 

• If you want to index only the the marked occurrences 
of the term, type 0 in the Codes column. 

• If you want to index every instance of the term you 
marked, leave the Codes column blank. 

VARIATIONS LIST UNDER SORT AS CODES 
(Optional) (Optional) (Optional) (Optional) 

System Administrator 0 

5. To add more terms to the Variations column, select the 
term you entered in the Variations column, and press 
SKIP/NEXT. 

A subrow appears in which you can enter another term. 
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Creating primary terms using dictionaries 
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Use exclusion dictionaries and inclusion dictionaries to create 
simple indexes. An exclusion dictionary contains a list of 
terms that you do not want the index generator to search for. 
An inclusion dictionary contains a list of terms that you want 
the index generator to tind. 

The Index Generator comes with three default exclusion 
dictionaries that contain over 14,000 words: 

• Most-Common Words.USEnglish 
• Common Proper Nouns.USEnglish 
• Other Common Words.USEnglish 

Following are some examples of the kinds of terms in these 
dictionaries: 

• able 
• differ 
• notice 
• teach 
• Africa 
• Eugene 
• Williamsburg 
• accommodate 
• focused 
• someone's 

When you generate an index using exclusion dictionaries, the 
index generator compares the terms in your document with 
the terms in the exclusion dictionaries and lists every 
occurrence of every term in your document that is not in the 
dictionaries. The result is essentially a concordance. 

When you generate an index using an inclusion dictionary, 
the index generator lists every occurrence of every term in the 
inclusion dictionary. It doesn't index terms not found in the 
inclusion dictionary. 

After you generate an index, you can refine the index by 
adding terms to the inclusion dictionary or by creating a 
custom exclusion dictionary and adding terms to it. 

+ Note: Indexes generated using dictionaries are limited to 
single-word terms, meaning that you can't include terms like 
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"system administrator" or "George Washington" in the 
generated index.+ 

It makes the most sense to use only an inclusion dictionary or 
only an exclusion dictionary because, in most cases, their 
functions overlap. For example, if you generate an index 
using an inclusion dictionary, and then generate an index on 
the same document using an exclusion dictionary, you will 
find in almost all cases that the index generated from the 
exclusion dictionary contains the terms you indicated in your 
inclusion dictionary. 

However, if you are using exclusion dictionaries and you want 
the index to include a term that is in a default exclusion 
dictionary, add the term to an inclusion dictionary and 
generate the index using both the inclusion dictionary and the 
exclusion dictionaries. 

For the procedure to view and edit index dictionaries, see the 
section "Viewing and editing index dictionaries." 

General procedure for using dictionaries as the primary indexing tool 

The following general procedure applies to generating an 
index using an exclusion dictionary or inclusion dictionary. 
Specific procedures are provided in this chapter. 

To create an index using dictionaries: 

1. Paginate your documents. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• If you are using an inclusion dictionary, create a 
document containing single-word entries you want 
indexed, and convert the document to a dictionary. 
Place the document in the INDEX: Include These 
Terms folder. 

• If you are using the default exclusion dictionaries, go 
to the next step. 

3. Generate an index. 

4. Review the index for terms to delete or add. 
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5. Do one of the following: 

• If you generated the index using an inclusion 
dictionary, add terms to or delete terms from the 
document you used to create the dictionary. Convert 
the document to a dictionary. Place the document in 
the INDEX: Include These Terms folder. 

• If you generated the index using the default exclusion 
dictionaries, create a document containing additional 
terms you want to exclude. Convert the document to 
a dictionary. Place the document in the INDEX: 
Exclude These Terms folder. 

6. Generate the index again. 

Creating an inclusion dictionary or custom exclusion dictionary 

Before you create a custom exclusion dictionary, you must 
copy the INDEX: Exclude These Terms folder to your 
workspace. Use the following procedure to copy the 
exclusion dictionaries folder to your workspace. 

To copy the exclusion dictionaries folder to your workspace: 

1. Select any document in your workspace. 

2. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

3. Select INDEX: Exclude These Terms for When Analyzing 
Items Apply. 

_,_-~-------------------,n-d-ex_G_e_n_e-ra_t_ot-.-----------------i 

Type of f:esult Desired (~ I index I 

I •=apitalize First LeUer of Each Entry I 

Search '•1Vithin r·.,:lain Text ,6.nd IE·BMiQ#i,,41) IMMI 
V•lhen ."-.nalyzing !terns ."'.pply I 11-..JDE:=·=:: Include The:.e Ten-ns I 

li!M·liil4!!!i!51WHMll 

4. Select Start. 
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5. If you have not yet copied the the Index Layout Guide to 
your workspace, you are prompted to copy it. Select Yes. 

6. Select Yes when you are prompted to copy the INDEX: 
Exclude These Terms folder to your workspace. 

The index generator begins processing in the foreground, 
then switches to background processing. The system 
copies a folder named INDEX: Exclude These Terms to 
your workspace. 

7. You can cancel index generation using the Background 
menu. Select the Background symbol and select the 
appropriate message under "CANCEL current activities." 

If the document you selected is small, index generation 
might complete before you have a chance to cancel it. 

To create an inclusion dictionary or custom exclusion 
dictionary: 

1. Copy a Blank Document icon to your workspace and 
rename it. 

Use this document for either an exclusion dictionary or an 
inclusion dictionary. 

2. Open the document and enter the list of terms in the 
inclusion dictionary or custom exclusion dictionary. 

Separate each term with a paragraph character (return) or 
new-line character. Use uppercase letters only when you 
want the index generator to match the capitalization 
exactly. For example, if you enter "cable," the index 
generator also finds "Cable" and "CABLE." If you enter 
"Cable," the index generator finds only "Cable." 

3. Close the document. 

4. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 
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The Index Generator option sheet appears. 

5. Select Dictionary for Type of Result Desired. 

I .':J Index Genet 

6. Select the document you created in steps 1 and 2. 

7. Select Start in the Index Generator option sheet. 

The index generator creates a dictionary with the same 
name as the document, and copies it to the next available 
space at the bottom of your workspace. 

8. Move the dictionary to the appropriate dictionary folder. 
Do one of the following: 

• If you created an inclusion dictionary, create a folder 
and name it exactly as follows: 

INDEX: Include These Terms 

Be sure to place one space after the colon in the 
folder name. Move the dictionary to this folder. 

• If you created an exclusion dictionary, move the 
dictionary to the "INDEX: Exclude These Terms" 
folder. 
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Generating an index 

8-24 

When you complete this procedure, you are ready to 
generate an index. 

Keep the document you created in steps 1 and 2 in case 
you need to edit the dictionary. To edit a dictionary, see 
the section, "Viewing and editing a dictionary." 

You can edit your User Profile so the Index Generator option 
sheet always appears with the appropriate options selected. 
For example, if you always use index tables and index markers 
to create index terms, specify that the Index Generator option 
sheet always appears with the INDEX: Use These Tables 
option selected. If you always want to capitalize the first letter 
of each entry, add an entry to your User Profile making this a 
permanent option (the capitalization in the index table, 
however, overrides this option). For more information about 
other User Profile entries for indexing, see the section 
"Changing the defaults for indexing." 

+ Note: To specify the index format before you generate the 
index, copy the layout guide to your workspace and edit it. 
Do not change the name of the layout guide document. See 
the section "Formatting your index" for more information 
about the layout guide.+ 

To generate an index: 

1. Paginate the documents or the book you want to index. 

2. Select the icon for the document or book you want to 
index. 

3. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

The Index Generator option sheet appears. 
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Index Generatot· 

Index i::;enerator 

T:i•pe of F:_esult Desired I~ I index I 

Se.:iri:h •,_.·,.1ithin rvlain Te-.::t .t..nd ]Mdi$#i,,IJJI •• 

V•.lhen ."'.naly:ing Items ,'1.pply I 1f\J[1E><: Include These Terrns j 

I 
I 1f\JDE:=·=:: U:.e These Tables I 

Sho\•I/ Separate Entt-y ',,.·./hen j .6.LL LETTEF:_s C.6.PJT,.!:..LIZED 11 Fit-st Letter (apitalized I 

Sort The lnde:-.:: Entries @ j ,6,lphabetically J 

Shov·.1 Oco.HTence :ounts For I Each Entt)• 11 Eai:h Page f'Jurnber Listed I 

4. Leave the Type of Result Desired menu option set to 
Index. 

5. To capitalize each entry in your index, select the 
Capitalize First Letter of Each Entry option. 

Lowercase terms in index tables override this option. 

6. To include text in anchored frames or captions in your 
index entry search, select Anchored Frames and/or 
Captions. 

7. Do one of the following: 

• To generate an index using an inclusion dictionary, 
select INDEX: Include These Terms. 

.'J 

• To generate an index using an exclusion dictionary, 
select INDEX: Exclude These Terms. 

• To generate an index using a index table, select 
INDEX: Use These Tables. 

8. Do one of the following if needed: 

• If you want a separate entry to appear when the 
referenced entry has all capital letters, select All 
Letters Capitalized. 
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• If you want a separate entry when the entry has only 
the initial letter capitalized, select First Letter 
Capitalized. 

9. Leave the Sort The Index Entries option set to 
Alphabetically. 

For information about the other options, see the section 
"Listing index entries by frequency of occurrence." 

10. Leave the Show Occurrence Counts For options 
deselected. 

For information about the options shown, see the section 
"Showing how many times an entry is referenced." 

11 . Select Start. 

Index generation begins in the foreground. After the index 
generator locates the tools it needs to generate the index, 
index generation continues in the background. When 
index generation is complete, a document named INDEX: 
followed by the name of your document is copied to your 
workspace. 

To stop index generation: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• If the index generator is not yet operating in 
background mode (if you do not have control over 
your cursor), press STOP. 

• If the index generator is operating in the background 
(the Background symbol appears in the corner of your 
workspace), select the appropriate command in the 
Background menu. 
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Deleting index entries 
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If you use index markers and tables to create index entries, 
follow the procedure in this section to delete index entries. If 
you use index dictionaries, you can delete index entries by 
adding them to the exclusion dictionary or by deleting them 
from the inclusion dictionary. See the section "Viewing and 
editing index dictionaries" for the procedure. 

You can delete specific index entries by finding the index 
marker for the entry in your document and deleting the 
markers. If you have added many instances of the entry to 
your document and you want to delete all of them, it's easier 
to edit the index table. 

To delete specific index entries: 

1. In your document, select Show Structure in the Document 
menu to display index markers. 

2. Find the index entry to delete. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If the index entry is separate from the body text, or if 
you have used blank index markers and defined the 
entry in the Index Entry option sheet, skip to step 4. 

• If you have marked text, select the text inside the 
index markers and move it to the right or left of the 
brackets. 

4. Double-click on one of the index markers and press 
DELETE. 

To delete all instances of an index entry using the index table: 

1. Ensure that the entry you want to delete is in the Item 
column of the index table. 

2. In the Codes column in the same row containing the entry 
you want to delete, type N. 

Entering "N" tells the index generator to Never list the 
entry in the index. 
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Creating secondary entries 
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Create secondary entries using the index table and index 
markers. 

B 
Buckeye State 2 

sec also Ohio 
origins 3 

c 
Campaign financing 

Secondary entry t-- expenditures 42 
financing 45 
laws for 5-1 

Tertiary entry t---- 1%5-1970 n 
Capitol 20 

Congress 31 to 33 

G 
Governor 1 S to 17 

H 
HEW 38 

House sec Congress 

R 
Reforms S 1 to 5 ·3 

I Revision I 1 O 

States 1 

California 5 
Ohio 2 to 4 
Texas 6 

If you create a primary entry that you also want to list as a 
secondary entry under another term, go to the procedure, 
"Listing a term as both a secondary and primary entry." 

You can also use this procedure to create tertiary entries. 
Information about tertiary entries follows the procedure. 

To create secondary entries: 

1. Open the document containing the index table. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• If you want the primary entry to appear in the index 
without page numbers, skip to step 3. 

• If you want the primary entry to appear in the index 
with page numbers, mark the primary entry in the 
text. 

See the first procedure in the section "Marking index 
entries in text." Do not add the entry to the index 
table. 
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3. Mark the secondary entry in your document using the first 
procedure in the section "Marking index entries in text." 
Don't add the entry to the index table yet. 

4. Enter the primary entry in the Item column of the index 
table. 

5. Do one of the following: 

• To list page numbers for the primary entry: 

Enter 0 in the Codes column if you want to index 
only the marked occurrences of the term. 

Leave the Codes column blank if you want every 
instance of the primary entry to be listed in the 
index. 

• To list the primary entry without page numbers, enter 
AN in the Codes column. This ensures that the entry 
appears in the index, but without page numbers. 

6. Add a new row to the table, if necessary. 

7. In the Item column of the next row, enter the secondary 
entry. 

8. In the List Under column, enter the primary entry. 

ITE1v1 

1=arnpaign financing 

' .. 1,;,,R.IATIOf\J5 
(Optionai::1 

9. Enter 0 in the Codes column. 

Ll~.T Uf\JDER_ 
(t)ptional) 

1.:arnpaign financing 

This lists only the instances of the entry you mark as listed 
under the primary entry. 

+ Note: If you want to create a tertiary entry for the 
secondary entry, enter the tertiary entry in the Item column, 
and enter the secondary entry in the List Under column.+ 

ITE~-i1 

Campaign financing 

'•/.~F:.\,6,TIOr·.JS 

(Optional.i 
LIST l)f\JDEF: 
(Optional_) 

Carnpaign financing 

la\·VS for 
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Listing a term as both a secondary and primary entry 

Follow the procedure in this section to make the same entry 
appear as a primary entry and as a secondary entry in the 
index. For example: 

B H 
Buckeye State 2 HEW 38 

sec also Ohio House sec Congress 

origins 3 

R 

c 
Primary 1 --+-Campaign financing 

expenditures 42 

financing 45 
laws for 51 

Reforms 51 to 53 --+ Primary 2 
I Revision I 1 0 

States 1 
California 5 
Ohio 2 to 4 

Texas 6 

Secondary entry 
1965-1970 33 

-+-- reforms 

Congress 31 to 33 

G 
Governor 15 to 17 

The index generator does not recognize "Campaign financing, 
reforms" and "Reforms" as separate entries unless you create 
an alternate term for one of the instances of "Reforms." 

+ Note: You cannot perform the following procedure if you 
use dictionaries as your primary indexing tool.+ 

To list a term as a secondary and primary entry: 

+ Note: In the following procedure, the primary term to 
which the secondary term is added is "Primary l .11 The 
primary term that is also the secondary term is called "Primary 
2."+ 

First, you're going to add the entries to your documents: 

1. In your document, mark the Primary 1 term (for example, 
"Campaign financing"). 

Add the term to the index table. 

2. In your document, mark the Primary 2 term (the term you 
also want to list as a secondary entry). 
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(In the example, the Primary 2 term is "Reforms.") 

Don't add the term to the index table yet. 

3. In your document, select a location for the secondary 
entry and select Establish Index Object in the Content 
menu. 

4. Press PROPS. 

5. In the Index Object property sheet, select Use Alternate 
Term. 

6. In the box provided, enter a variation for the term. Do not 
enter the same term you entered in step 2. 

Make the variation close enough to the term so you can 
recognize it later. For example, you could use 
"reforms/Campaign financing" as a reminder that 
"reforms" is a secondary entry under "Campaign 
financing." 

Don't close the Index Object property sheet yet. 

Now, you're going to add the entries to the index table: 

7. In the index table, add the following entries: 

a. In the Item column, add the Primary 2 term (for 
example, "Reforms"). 

b. In the Codes column in the same row, do one of the 
following: 

• Enter 0 in the Codes column if you want to index 
only the marked occurrences of the term. 

• Leave the Codes column blank if you want every 
instance of the Primary 2 entry to be listed in the 
index. 

ITElvl 
'v'AF:_l."'.TIOf··JS 
(Optional) 

LIST Uf\JDEF: 
(Ciptionaf) 

s•=1F:.T .6.S 
(Optional) 

CODES 
(Optional) 

Campaign financing () 

F:.eforrn~. ·-=-' 
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Primary 2 term 

Secondary entry 

____, 
____, 

8. Add a new row to the table and add the following entries: 

a. In the Item column, add the secondary entry (for 
example, "reforms"). 

b. In the Variations column in the same row, copy the 
term from the Use Alternative Term box in the Index 
Object property sheet (for example, 
"reforms/Campaign financing"). 

c. In the List Under column, enter the Primary 1 term 
(for example, "Campaign financing"). 

d. In the Codes column, enter V. 

V instructs the index generator to look for text marked 
as a variation of the term and to list it as the term you 
entered in the Item column. 

-+- Note: If you want to reference this secondary entry 
on other pages, you'll have to copy the index markers 
for it to those pages. The index generator will not 
automatically find other instances of this entry 
because you used an alternate term for it. -+-

ITEM 
VARIATIONS LIST UNDER SORT AS CODES 
(Option•I) (Option•I) (Option•I) (Option•I) 

Campaign financing 0 

Reforms 

reforms reforms/Campaign financing Campaign financing 

I 
Alternate term 

I 
Primary 1 term under 
which you are listing 
the secondary term 

9. Select Done in the Index Object property sheet. 

0 

v 

I 
Index 
code 

Each time you add a primary entry as a secondary or tertiary 
entry under another primary entry, you must create another 
alternate term for the primary entry. For example, if you have 
the entries: 

Campaign financing 
reforms 

Reforms 
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and you want to add: 

Health care 
reforms 

you must create another alternate term for "reforms." This 
instructs the entry to appear under the correct primary entry. 
The index table looks like this: 

ITEM 
\l.t..F:_l.6. TIOf\JS 
(Optional) 

UST ur,,JDEF:_ 
(Optional) 

SOR.T ."-.S 
(Optional) 

•:ODE'• 
{•=!ptional) 

Carnpaign finani:ing 

F:.eforrn::. C• 

reforrn-:: reforrn-::/Carnpaign financing Campaign financing ',_.' 

Healt.h C·C"1re 

reforrn::. reforr-n::.lHealth care 

The following illustration is an advanced example for creating 
secondary and tertiary entries. 
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VARIATIONS LIST UNDER 

ITE/'v1 (Optional) (Optional) 

States 

Alabama States 

Ohio state of Ohio States 

cities Ohio's cities state of Ohio 

Columbus Ohio's cities 

Cleveland Ohio's cities 

Washington state of Washington States 

cities Washington's state of 
cities Washington 

Walla Walla Washington's 
cities 

Seattle Washington's 
cities 

Washington, D.C 

Presidents 

Washington George Presidents 

Washington 

You can create special section headings using the layout guide. ---

Always listed (code A). Bold because it's bold in the table. __r
lt has page numbers and "States" doesn't because "States" has 
an 'N' in the Codes column. 'AN' tells the index generator to 

always list the entry, but to not list page numbers. Codes 'AO' 
for "Presidents" tells the index generator to always list the 

entry, and to list page numbers for marked entries. 

8-34 

"Washington" is listed 3 times: one instance has a 
variation of "George" to list it under "Presidents," another 

has a variation of "state of Washington" to list it under 
"States." The third instance does not require a variation. 

To create these tertiary entries, you must create variations 
for "cities" that are variations of "Washington" and "Ohio." 

"Seattle" and "Walla Walla" appear under" cities" for 
Washington, because they are listed under "Washington's 

cities" in the index table. 

SORT AS CODES 

(Optional) (Optional) 

AN 

0 

v 

N 

0 

v 

N 

0 

0 

0 

AO 

v 

0 

*** 
Presidents 5 

Washington 8, 14 

*** 
States 

Alabama 

Ohio 6 

cities 

Cleveland 1, 3 

Columbus 

Washington 6, 13 

cities 

[ 
Seattle 2 

Walla Walla 3, 16 

*** 
Washington 7 

Washington, D.C. 9 
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Creating see and see also entries 

Creating a see entry 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

Use see and see also entries to accommodate different ways 
that a reader might look up a topic. See entries point readers 
to another topic and appear in the index without page 
numbers, as shown below. 

erasing, see deleting 

Readers looking for "erasing" are referred to "deleting." 
"Erasing" is not marked in the document; "deleting" is. 

Use a see also entry to refer users to a related topic in addition 
to the topic you have indexed, as shown below. 

T 
text 

copying, 4-11, 5-12 
deleting, 4-12, 5-13 
editing, 4-5 to 4-8 
see also characters 

Readers looking for "text" are also referred to "characters." 
Both entries are marked in the document. 

See entries do not have to appear in your document-marked 
or otherwise-because they do not have page numbers. Make 
sure that the entry to which you refer readers is marked in the 
document so it appears in the index with page numbers. 

To create a see entry: 

1. Open the index table. 

2. In the Item column of a new row, type the entry that the 
reader might look up, followed by see and the entry to 
which you want to refer the reader. 

"See" appears in the index in the face you specify in the 
index table. 
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3. In the Codes column, type AN. 

ITEM 

This ensures that the entry always appears without page 
numbers. 

V.6,P,f.6. TIOf\JS 
(Optional) 

LIST Ul'·JDEF: 
(Optional) 

SORT AS 
(Optional) 

CODES 
(Optional) 

Creating a see also entry 

The entry under which you provide the see also entry and the 
entry you refer readers to must be marked in the document 
with index markers. For example, "text" and "characters" 
must both be marked in the document. For the procedure to 
mark an entry in your document, see the section "Marking 
index entries in text." 

T 
text 

copying, 4-11, 5-12 
deleting, 4-12, 5-13 
editing, 4-5 to 4-8 
see also characters 

To create a see also entry: 

1. Mark both the see also entry and the entry under which 
you want to list the see also entry in your document (for 
example, "text" and "characters"). 

2. In a new row in the index table, type the entry that the 
reader might look up in the Item column (for example, 
"text"). 

3. In the Codes column in the same row, type 0. 

ITEr·l1 
V .8.F:_!.,ol., TIONS 

(Optional) 
LIST UNDER 
(Optional) 

SORT /'.S 
(Optional) 

CODES 
(Optional) 

text 0 

4. Press SKIP/NEXT to enter a new row. 
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5. In the Item column in the new row, type the entry to 
which you want to refer readers (for example, 
"characters"). 

6. In the Codes column in the same row, type 0. 

V ·"· f:J .o. TIC• l\J '· 
(C1ptiona1·:1 

Ll'·T '-'1·.J[oEf: 
(Optional) 

soF:.r ."'.S 
(Optional) 

((1[•E~. 

(Opti1=1nal':i 

(• 

7. Press SKIP/NEXT to enter a new row. 

8. In the Item column in the new row, type see also then the 
entry to which to refer the reader. 

"See also" appears in the index in the face you specify in 
the index table. 

9. In the List Under column in the same row, type the term 
you entered in step 2 (for example, "text"). 

10. To list the see also entry at the end of a list of secondary 
entries, type zzz in the Sort As column. To list the see 
also entry at the beginning of a list of secondary entries, 
type aaa in the Sort As column. 

11. In the Codes column, type AN. 

ITEM 

This ensures that the see also entry appears without page 
numbers. 

·~·'.t..F:.I."'. T!Of\JS 
(()ptional) 

Ll~·T ur··,J[!EF: 

(•=:iptional_) 
SOF:.T ."'.S 

(Optional) 
C()DES 

(Optional) 

'-=-' 

() 

~:ee aisc_. i:hara(ter::. 22Z ,of\J 
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Changing an entry's sorting order 

1776 

8-38 

ITElv1 
l.J.15..F:l.6.TIONS 
(Optional) 

Using the index table, you can change the sorting order of an 
entry. For example, if you want to index the number "1776" 
under "s" instead of under "1," enter "Seventeen" in the Sort 
As column in the index table. 

The procedure below assumes that you have already marked 
the term for which you are changing the sorting order in your 
document. For the procedure to mark a term, see "Marking 
index entries in text." 

To change an entry's sorting order: 

1. Open the index table. 

2. Add the entry to sort to the Item column in a new row. 

3. In the Sort As column in the same row as the entry, enter a 
word or text sequence that indicates how to sort the entry 
in the index. 

If you want the entry to appear at the very end of the 
index, enter zzz in the Sort As column. If you want the 
entry to appear at the very beginning of the index, enter 
aaa in the Sort As column. 

4. If you want to list only the marked occurrences of the 
term, type 0 in the Codes column. 

When you generate the index, the entry appears in the 
order specified by the term in the Sort As column. 

LIST Uf\JDEF: 
(Optional) 

SOR.T .'-.S 
(Optional,) 

seventeen 

CODES 
(Optional) 

0 

s 
Scott, Winfield, 8, 47 
1776, 21, 24-27 
States 

Delaware, 67-69 
Virginia, 61-63 
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Skipping sections you do not want to index 

Using index markers, you can indicate sections of text for the 
index generator to ignore. For example, you might want the 
index generator to skip introductory material, such as a 
preface or overview, or information in appendices. 

If you use index markers and index tables to create index 
terms, marking sections of text for the index generator to skip 
speeds up index generation. Indicating sections for the index 
generator to skip is especially useful if you use dictionaries to 
create an index. The index generator does not list terms in the 
sections you indicate. 

To skip sections you do not want to index: 

1. In your document, select the section for the index 
generator to ignore. 

You can select a block of paragraphs or pages. 

2. Select Establish Index Object in the Content menu. 

3. With the text sti 11 selected, press PROPS. 

4. In the Special Handling menu, select Ignore When 
Indexing. 

INDEX OBJECT PROPERTY SHEET 

rr·.JDEX OBJEO:T PROPERTY SHEET Done,.L~ 

-----------~~~~~· ·~JJ~~= j lnde as' Lmit j I~ 
~nde>~ a::. a unit .. 
lsean:h for i:ontained inde;.- terrns .:ind classify their page n1_H-nber-~ 

11_1::.e alternat.ive termj 

5. Select Done. 

I~ 
"I 
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Indexing a term on a range of pages 

8-40 

When you use index markers to mark terms for the index, you 
add a marker on each page containing the term. If you use 
index dictionaries and you want to index a term on a range of 
pages, but the exact term does not appear on each page, you 
can use index markers to indicate the range. 

The index generator adds an em dash between the first and 
last pages in the range. You can change the default page 
range character in the layout guide. 

To index a term on a range of pages: 

1. Select a blank space at the beginning of the page range. 
Do not select characters. 

2. Select Establish Index Object in the Content menu, and 
press PROPS. 

3. In the Index Object property sheet, select Use Alternate 
Term. 

4. Enter the appropriate term in the box. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Select the index markers you just added and copy them to 
each page in the range. 

7. If you want to add the term to the index table, see the 
procedure for adding index terms to the table in the 
section "Marking index entries in text." 
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Formatting your index 

The following illustration is an example of an index created in 

the defau It format. 

Centered title ----1-------------- ir ... J~E:·: 
,.!:., 

access iss1.ies 3 .. 6 .. ·t ::: 

adrninistratior(s viev·iS 9_ 1 ::: 
advertising for i:ampaigns 2/ 9, 15 - ·\ 6 

12-point Modern ----1---
section breaks bills,. refotTn 6. 1 2, 19 

budgets 2 .. - -1 2 .. 17 

12-point Modern entries __ __, ___ campaign fin.3rning ·1 

(Single text 
column) 

1-inch margins 
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campaign spending ·1, 3- 5 
(artdid.3te'svie1Ns 8-·1·1,·14 

challenger"s ::;pending 24 __ 12. 14 .. 16 

Congress 2-3_, 6, 10-1·1 ... 13-16 .. 18 

contributors 7-1 o .. · ·16 .. ·1 8 

D 
di5i:losures ;:1-9,. ·16,. 1;:; 
donors -12 __ ·14 __ 16 

earmarked fonds Ci 
edui:ating the p1.iblk -14 

enfor·cernent of reforms 4-5, 10 

expenditures, campaign 5!;!-e carnpaign spendin9' 

FEC 4-5 __ ·10, ·16-18 

FECt., 3-4_, 7, 9 

finandng i:atY1paigns ·1 -2. 1 0-12, 17-1 ;:;,. 20 

fund-raising 3,. ::< ... ·1 ·1 

fundr::1i::.er:. 3/ 7 
fundrai::.ing 12 .. ·14- ·15/17- ·t ::; 

get-out-the-vote carnpaign::. ·1 0 ·1 6 

Graft 1 

gr::=int:: 11 .. 1 c: 

By editing the layout guide, you can set the format before you 
generate the index so the index is formatted automatically. 
You can: 

• 
• 

Change the page format 

Change the format for section headings, primary entries, 
secondary entries, and page numbers 
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Footing Left 

8-42 

• Add information at the end of the index, such as a 
copyright notice, security classification, or legal 
disclaimer. 

+ Note: Don't use style rule properties in the layout guide. 
The index generator treats style rules as hard properties. 

Also note that the format of the generated text in an index, 
such as page numbers, section breaks, and entries not 
included in the index table, is controlled by the character 
properties in the layout guide. If you're using index tables, the 
format of the index entries is controlled by the index table. If 
you want the character properties for generated text and table 
text to match, apply the same character properties to the text 
in the index table, and to the text in the layout guide.+ 

The page numbers in the index appear the same as they do in 
your document. For example, if your document has complex 
page numbers such as 2-1, they appear that way in the index. 
You set the page number format in the Page Numbering 
property sheet or in the Page Headings property sheet. The 
following illustration is an example of a page number format 
set in the Footing property in the Page Format property sheet. 

The pound sign substitutes the correct page number. 

+ Note: Set the page number format before generating an 
index. If the document you're indexing doesn't have page 
numbers set in the Page Format property sheet, the page 
numbers in the generated index are preceded with an equal 
sign (=). For information about setting the page number 
format, see chapter 2, "Setting page layout."+ 

In the index, you can format specific page numbers differently 
from the rest of the page numbers. For example, you might 
bold specific numbers to distinguish page numbers referring to 
definitions or overview information from the other page 
numbers. See the section "Formatting page numbers for 
specific entries" for the procedure. 
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Copying the layout guide to your workspace 

If you have previously generated an index, the layout guide 
should be in your workspace. If you have not generated an 
index, or if you deleted the layout guide, follow this 
procedure. 

The index layout guide must be in your workspace before you 
generate an index. 

To copy the layout guide to your workspace: 

1. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

The Index Generator option sheet appears. 

2. Select Make Default Layout Guide in the Floating Items 
menu . 

.2:._I I ndeK Generator ..• . .. 

Index i::;enerator 
Float.inc1 lterns 

Typ .... uf F:.e"ult Desired I.!} I 1nde;< I 

A document named INDEX: Layout Guide is copied to the 
next available space at the bottom of your workspace. Do 
not change the name of the document, as the index 
generator uses the name to recognize it during index 
generation. 

3. Select Cancel in the Index Generator Option sheet 
window header. 
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Editing the layout guide 

To edit the layout guide: 

1. Open the layout guide and select Show Structure. 

2. Edit the layout guide as appropriate. 

3. Select Done. 

The following illustrations describe the changes you can 
make to the layout guide. 

CJ!NDEX: Layout Guide 

Ed it properties in the Page --11---r _-_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ 1114 ____________________________________ _ 

Format property sheet to i This layollt guide specifies the appearance of a desired index. There are severa 
change page layout. : fields belo··..v ___ and by editing inside thern you determine how the inde~< YviH look, 

:(Don't delete the fields or change their properties. Edit only their i:ontent.) The 
: fields themselves ·.;.;ill not appear in the resulting index, 

This instruction frame does not 
appear in the generated index. 

You can delete it. 

1 Material appearing before the first field may be edited freely, lt will appear at the 
: beginning of the index, f'l·1aterial inserted after the last field will appear at the end 
! of the index. (rvlaterial behveen the fields will not appear in the index.) 

: Refer to the GlobalView reference and training documentation for further 
: inforrnation - such as hoY./ to assign distinct appearance (e,g, boldface) to page 
i numbers listed for Index Ob_jects Yvith the 'classification' property, 

i This frame will not ocwr in the index, Delete it if you v·.dsh, 

L ~ ~ _c_o!~ ~ ~ ~ _e.: _s _e~: ~!__a_ ~I~~~~~!:~ _a_b_1:·~: _t_~~ !~~ ~-r~:-~t~~ -~t~~~5_ :~~~E-~~.:-=:: ___________ _ 

You can add your own heading --11--------------1r·.JDE:,:r 
or edit this one. 

Each field is described in the 
following table. 

You can add optional fields for 
formatting specific page 

numbers after the ninth field. 
See "Formatting page numbers 

for specific entries" for more 
information. To add text or 

graphics to the end of the 
index, enter it after the tenth 

field. 
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lf".JDE::·~r G) 

Js Ll bent t)' 

No. Description 

1 Allows you to enter text before the section heading. You can enter special 
characters such as brackets or dashes to appear in front of the section heading or 
change paragraph properties. To delete section breaks, delete the paragraph 
character in the field. 

2 Enter a different section heading symbol or change the character properties. 

3 Allows you to enter text after the section heading, such as dash characters for the 
following type of section heading: --A--. 

4 Controls how index entries are formatted. It contains a tab that indents entries 
longer than one line. You can change the character properties of "item," but 
don't change the word itself. 

5 Contains two spaces to separate the entry from the page number. You can delete 
the spaces and add a comma, colon, or any other separator character. 

6 Select the "3" and press PROPS to change character properties for page numbers. 
("5," "7," and "subentry" are placeholders to help you visualize the position of 
page numbers and subentries. Changing them does not change character 
properties in the index.) 

7 Separates page numbers from each other. Change the character if needed. 

8 In the case of page ranges, this field separates page numbers. The default 
character is a Math keyboard minus sign. If you delete the character, the index 
lists every page number in a sequence instead of showing a page range. You can 
replace the minus sign with "to," an em dash, or any other character. 

9 Contains a paragraph character and tab character for indenting sub entries. 

10 This field serves as a boundary. Do not edit it. You can enter copyright 
information, disclaimer text, or graphics after this field. The text or graphics you 
enter appear at the end of the index. 
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Formatting the layout guide 

Follow the steps in this section to make sure your layout guide 
formats correctly. 

To finalize the layout guide: 

1 . To reduce the space taken by the page format character 
(optional): 

a. Click on the page format character four times. 

b. Press PROPS. 

c. Set the line height to .01 inches. 

2. Paginate the layout guide. 

3. If you want the index title to appear in a table of contents, 
select the index title and select Mark Text Sequence in the 
Content menu. 

4. Close the layout guide. 

+Tip: To check the format, generate an index for a short 
document. Use the exclusion dictionaries to quickly generate 
a list of terms if you don't want to use index markers.+ 

Formatting page numbers for specific entries 

8-46 

You can format specific page numbers in your index to 
distinguish them from other page numbers. For example, you 
might want to bold page numbers referring to definitions or 
overview information. 

To format specific page numbers, edit the layout guide and the 
index markers for the entries in the document. You can format 
page numbers for a single entry or for entries in a block of text. 
Perform the procedures in this section in the following 
suggested order: 

1. Add fields to the layout guide. 

2. Assign labels to index markers. 
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Adding fields for special page numbers to the layout guide 

Index marker containing 
page number label 
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When you add a field to the layout guide for formatting page 
numbers, you create a label that you apply later to text inside 
index markers. Character properties in the label are applied to 
page numbers referenced by the index marker containing the 
!abel. For example, if you create the !abel: 

EX 

and apply it to an index marker, the page number referenced 
by the index marker appears bold in the generated index, as 
shown in the following illustration. 

lf\JDE::·::f 

Jr."-.Jr Jr 
iternJr Jr:::Jf Jsf-J7f 

Jsubentt)' fEXJ- Page number label 

rJ 

.() 

..r:.J 
QCarnpa!gn firH.:nHe in the U,S, 

Campaign finance in the U.S. 

itu resin 9enera I elections by 
candidates for H·=iuse and c.enate seats have risen frotT1 

$61:. tTr ill ion to $407rTr1II1c•n Senate e><pend itu res have 

i1-1•:reased n-1·:,re than 1::.00 percent.: those for the House 

ha\'•? increased b·.i 451::. percent .. 6.ppend i~ .L. sho"NS the 

total by House and Senate 

~1enera I ele·:tion candid ates from 1'"172-l9t:<:i. 

c 
Campaign financing 32, 56 - Page number in 

index with 
label properties 

Create one field for each label. The order of the fields 
determines the order in which the page numbers are listed for 
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the index entry. If, for example, you want to list page numbers 
referring to definitions first, place the "Def" field first after the 
ninth field in the layout guide. If one page contains the same 
term marked with index markers with different labels, the 
Index Generator applies the character properties of the first 
field in the layout guide to the page number. 

In the generated index, labeled page numbers automatically 
appear before unlabeled page numbers, and numbers with the 
same label appear together. To list all page numbers, labeled 
or unlabeled, in sequential order, see the section "Listing 
labeled and unlabeled page numbers together." ! 

You can append characters to page numbers in the index by 
adding the characters to the label field. See the section 
"Adding separator characters to page number groups" for the 
procedure. 

To add fields for special page numbers to the layout guide: 

1. Open the layout guide. 

2. Select a location just before the last field (tenth field) in 
the layout guide. 

3. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+Z. 

4. In the field, enter a name for the label that identifies its 
function, such as "Def" or "Ex." 

5. Select the characters you entered and apply the character 
properties you want. Apply the same character properties 
to all the characters in the field. 

INDExr 

Jr AJr Jr 
itemJr JDJL Jsr-J7r 

Jsubentry rEXJ--- Page number label 

rJ 

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for each page number label you 
want to add. 

Place the fields in the order that the page numbers should 
appear in your index. 
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Assigning labels to index markers 
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You can assign page number labels to single index terms, or to 
index terms in a block of text. Assign page number labels to a 
block of text to apply the same page number format to all page 
numbers referenced by index markers in the text block. For 
example, if you have d section of text containing definitions, 
you can apply the "Def" label to the entire section so you 
don't have to apply the label to each index marker. 

If you apply a label to a block of text that contains index 
markers with labels, the terms with labels retain their labels. 

If you have not yet defined the page number labels in the 
layout guide, do so using the previous procedure before 
beginning this procedure. 

To assign page number labels to a single index term: 

1. Mark the text with index markers if you have not done so. 

For more information about adding index markers, see the 
section "Marking index entries in text." 

2. Select the index markers and press PROPS. 

3. Select Use Classification in the Index Object property 
sheet. 

4. Enter the page number label to apply to the page number. 

The label must match a label you entered in the layout 
guide. 

INDEX OBJECT PROPERTY SHEET 

Jr·.JDD< OBJECT PROPER.TY SHEET Don•.l .. :~PP 1t.ljJ 

Special h;;'lndling (~ I 1nde·-,· a::: a unit I I~ 
J !MiMMMI l~E_x -------~ 

\Use alternati 1.•e terrn I 
I~ 

- . ..J 

5. Select Done. 
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To assign page number labels toa block of text: 

1 . Select the text block. 

2. Select Establish Index Object in the Content menu. 

3. With the text still selected, press PROPS. 

4. In the Special Handling menu, select Search for Contained 
Index Terms and Classify Their Page Numbers. 

5. In the Classification box, enter the page number label you 
want to apply to the page number. The label must match 
a label you entered in the layout guide. 

Special handling I§ Search for (Ontained index terrns and clas::.ify their page numbers 

Classification Def 

6. Select Done. 

The page number label you assigned applies to all index 
markers within the text block and any index markers you 
add to the text block later. 

Listing labeled and unlabeled page numbers together 

8-50 

This section contains procedures to control how page numbers 
are listed when you use labeled page numbers. 

When you generate an index with labeled page numbers, the 
labeled page numbers appear before the unlabeled page 
numbers. 

For example, if you add two fields for page number formats to 
the layout guide, and one index entry lists page numbers in 
both formats, the page numbers corresponding to the first field 
appear before the page numbers corresponding to the second 
field, and the unlabeled page numbers appear last. If your 
layout guide contains the following fields: 
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rJ ,___,__ ___ Page number labels 

an index entry could look like this: 

F:. 
/ Page numbers with Oeflabel 

n 
reforrns 4 .. · l .. · 5 .. · 3- Unlabeled page number 

~ Page number with EX label, listed in the order 
specified in the layout guide. 

Notice that the unlabeled page number is listed last 

When you add more than one page number label field to the 
layout guide, you can group unlabeled page numbers with 
one set of labeled page numbers so they appear together in the 
index. 

To always list page numbers in sequential order, either do not 
use more than one label type, or do not apply more than one 
label type to a single index entry. 

+ Note: If an entry appears on a range of pages, but is 
marked with different page number labels, the page numbers 
in the index appear separately instead of listed as a range. For 
example, if the term "reforms" appears on pages 4, 5, and 6, 
but the index markers for the entries on pages 5 and 6 have 
different labels, the page numbers for "reforms" appear in the 
index as follows instead of as a range (4-6): 

reforms 4, 5, 6+ 

To list labeled and unlabeled page numbers together with one 
label field: 

1. Select the last character in the field and enter a space. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+4 to add a page number character. 
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JrAJrJr 
item Jr JDJr... Jsr - J?r 

Jsubentt-y nx ~ 
rJ Page number character 

After you generate the index, the labeled and unlabeled 
page numbers are listed in the correct sequence. 

To list labeled and unlabeled page numbers together with 
more than one label field: 

1. Choose the labeled page numbers to appear with 
unlabeled numbers. 

2. Select the last character in the field, and press 
KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+4 to add a page number character. 

You cannot add a page number character to more than 
one field. 

lf\JDEXr 

Jr.;,.,Jr Jr 
itemJr JDJr... Jsr-J?r 

Jsubentt) rEXJr Def@J 

rJ "- Page number character 

After you generate the index, the unlabeled page numbers 
are listed in sequence with the labeled page numbers you 
chose. Using the page number fields in the above 
illustration, if an entry contains both sets of labeled page 
numbers, it appears as follows: 

R 

reforms 

/ 
Unlabeled page number listed 
among page numbers with Def 
label. 

4 ... t .. · 3 ... 5 

~ Page number with EX label, listed first as 
specified in the index layout guide. 
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To list unlabeled page numbers before labeled page numbers: 

1. In the index layout guide, place the caret before the fields 
containing the page number labels. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+Z to add a new field. 

3. Select the left field-bounding character and press 
KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+4 to add a page number character. 

When you generate the index, the unlabeled page 
numbers are listed before the labeled page numbers as 
shown in the following example: 

R 
reforms 

/ 
Unlabeled page number listed before labeled 
page numbers 

3,. 4/ t,. 5 

Adding separator characters to page number groups 

You can create a page number label that adds a character after 
a set of page numbers to separate them from other pages. For 
example, you can separate a group of page numbers formatted 
with the "Def" label from other page numbers with a 
semicolon, colon, or asterisk. The separator character appears 
only when the page number group is followed by more page 
numbers. 

To add separator characters to a page number group: 

1. In the layout guide, select the last character in the page 
number label field to which you want to add a separator 
character. 

2. Enter an ampersand character(&) and the separator 
character (do not enter spaces). 
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Creating an index for a book 

Preparing the index 

You can generate a cumulative index for a group of 
documents stored inside a Book icon. To create an index for a 
book, follow the guidelines in the next section. 

To prepare the index: 

• Make a separate index table for each chapter. If you use 
see and see also entries, make a separate index table for 
those entries. The table for see and see also entries can be 
used for the whole book. 

• If a group of people is indexing one book, format the Item 
column in an index table so that all entries appear in the 
same format in the final index. Distribute copies of the 
index table template to each indexer. 

• Place the chapters in the correct order in the Book icon 
window. 

• Make sure the page numbers in each chapter are set 
correctly. If you continue page numbers from chapter to 
chapter, make sure the starting page number for each 
chapter is correct. 

If you restart page numbers for each chapter, make sure 
the page numbers are preceded by the chapter number 
(example: 2-1 ). See the section "Formatting your index" 
for more information about page numbering. 

• Paginate all of the documents in the book. 

• Place all the index tables into the INDEX: Use These 
Tables folder. 

• Make sure the correct INDEX: Layout Guide is stored 
directly in your workspace, not stored in a folder. Make 
sure it is the only layout guide in your workspace. 
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Generating an index for a book 

Before you begin, close the book icon. 

To generate an index for a book: 

1. Select the Book icon. 

2. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

3. Select the options you want on the Index Generator 
option sheet. 

For more information about the options, see the section 
"Generating an index" earlier in the chapter. 

4. Select Start. 

When index generation is complete, a document named 
INDEX: followed by the name of your book is copied to your 
workspace. 

Viewing and editing index dictionaries 

To view or edit index dictionaries, you must create a 
document from the dictionary. You can't open dictionaries to 
view their contents. 

Viewing words in dictionaries 
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To create a document from a dictionary in order to view it: 

1. Select the dictionary. 

2. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

3. Select Document from Dictionary for Type of Result 
Desired. 
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Editing a dictionary 

Index Generator 

Index Generator 

Index 

Dictionary 

11~1 
~ 

11· 

4. Select Start. 

The index generator creates a document with the same 
name as the dictionary and copies it to the workspace. 

You can edit this document and use it to create another 
dictionary. See "Creating an inclusion dictionary or 
custom exclus.ion dictionary" for the procedure. 

To edit a dictionary: 

1. Convert the dictionary to a document. See the section, 
"Viewing words in dictionaries" for the procedure. 

2. Edit the document, keeping each entry on a separate line. 

3. Close the document. 

4. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

Date and time 

Change to Postscript Jeon 

End Session 

t1dex Genet a tot 

Generate Table of Contents 
Turn Redlining On 

Load Expansion Dictionary 
Store Expansion Dictionary 

Compress and Paginate 
Paginate 

Upgrade 
Change to Postscript Icon 

Folder/File Drawer Display Options 

Show User Profile 
Purge wastebasket 

Show Size 

5. In the option sheet that appears, select Dictionary for Type 
of Result Desired. 
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. .=.! Index Genet 

Index Generatnr 

b. Select the document you edited. 

7. Select Start. 

The index generator creates a dictionary with the same 
name as the document and copies it to your workspace. 

8. Rename the dictionary. 

9. Delete the outdated dictionary from the INDEX: Include 
These Terms folder or the INDEX: Exclude These Terms 
folder. 

10. Move the dictionary to the folder. 

Creating a dictionary from an index 

If an existing index contains most of the terms you want to 
include in your index, you can create an inclusion dictionary 
from the index to make the job of collecting terms easier. 

To create a dictionary from an index: 

1. Copy the existing index if you want to save the original. 

2. Delete the terms from the existing index that you don't 
want in your dictionary. 

3. Delete any introductory text and text after the index. Also 
delete section headings. 

4. Delete terms that are composed of more than one word. 

5. Delete compound page numbers, such as A-1. The index 
generator recognizes compound numbers as words. 

6. Close the index document. 

7. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

8. In the option sheet that appears, select Dictionary for Type 
of Result Desired. 
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I 11dex Genet 

Index Generator .. ~i!_rt .. I 

• . J 
Docurnent from Dicfionarl'.:h Entt)' 

9. Select the index document you edited. 

10. Select Start in the Index Generator option sheet. 

The index generator creates a dictionary with the same 
name as the document and copies it to your workspace. 

11. Rename the dictionary. 

12. Move the dictionary to your INDEX: Include These Terms 
folder. 

Finding index markers in your document 

8-58 

Use the procedure in this section to find sets of index markers 
in your document. You can find specific terms within index 
markers using the Find option sheet. See chapter 1, "Creating 
and editing documents," for information about the Find 
feature. 

To find index terms: 

1. Select inside your document and select Go to Next Index 
Object in the Content menu. 

GV Write finds the next set of index markers and 
highlights them. 

2. Continue selecting Go to Next Index Object to find 
remaining index markers. 
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Editing the index after you generate it 

You might need to edit the index itself after you generate it to 
make last-minute changes. However, if the index is not final, 
it is better to edit the index table, index markers, or index 
dictionaries you used to create the index and regenerate the 
index, instead of editing the index it~elf. Edits you make to a 
generated index are not retained when you generate a new 
index. 

You edit a generated index just like you edit any other 
document. This section contains suggestions for making 
specific edits to the index: 

• To keep a primary entry with its secondary entries over a 
page or column break: 

Enter a break character before the primary entry. To break 
a column, select the break character, press PROPS, and 
select New Column. 

• To balance columns on the last page of the index: 

Copy the page format character from the first page of the 
index to the top of the last page. Make sure the page 
format character is the very first character on the last page. 
Press PROPS, and select Page Layout for the Display setting 
if it is not already displayed. 

Select Balanced for the Columns property. 

• To reduce the amount of page numbers listed for an entry: 

Do one or more of the following: 

If the entry is a primary entry, try to create secondary 
entries for it. 

If you used an index table and index markers to create 
the entry, make sure there's an 0 in the Codes 
column in the index table so that only those entries 
you marked in the text are indexed. 

Look up each page number and see if the entry is 
necessary. 

Generate the index again. 

• To change the layout of the index: 
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Edit the layout guide. See the section "Formatting your 
index." If you change the layout guide, generate the index 
again. 

Handling index errors 

After you generate an index, check the Background menu for 
index-specific messages. 

If you see conflicts or missing entries in the generated index, 
make sure there are no conflicts between the indexing tools 
you used. The index generator uses the index tools in the 
following order of priority: 

1. Index table 
2. Index term marked in a document 
3. Inclusion dictionary 
4. Exclusion dictionary 

For example, if there's a conflict between an index table and 
index marker, the index generator lists the term as specified by 
the index table. If a term appears in both an inclusion and 
exclusion dictionary, it appears in the index because the 
inclusion dictionary has a higher priority. 

If you are using index tables and index markers to generate an 
index, avoid the following conditions: 

• Do not repeat the same term in the Item column more 
than twice unless you're using variations. If you repeat 
the same term without variations, make sure there's no 
conflict between the two instances. For example, make 
sure the index codes are the same. 

For information about using variations, see the procedure, 
"Indicating alternate terms in the index table" in the 
section, "Marking index entries in text." 

• Do not repeat the same term in the Variations column and 
List Under column in one row. 

• Do not use a variation more than once in a table. 

• Do not create identical entries with different Sort As terms. 

• Do not create different entries with the same Sort As term. 
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Showing how many times an entry is referenced 

You can list the number of times a term is referenced in a 
document and how many times a term is referenced on a 
single page. The number appears in the index after the term 
or after the page number in parentheses, depending on the 
option you choose. 

The following illustration shows what the entries look like 
when the system lists numbers for terms referenced in a 
document and terms on each page. 

INDEX Campaign finance in the U.S. 

Qlf'>JDEX - (ampaign finance in the U.5, 

Number of references l 
in the document 

c 
INDEX 

C.tliforn.ia C·'1.l"ftp.:Ug:nfina .. nr~ la.v,·:::i;::::) 2-7 (1), 2-14 (2)- Number of 
references 
on page 2-14 

If you use index markers and an index table to create your 
index, and you use index code 0, the generator compiles the 
numbers for only the entries marked with code 0, plus any 
other entries in the index table without code 0. To get 
comprehensive occurrence counts for each word in your 
document, use exclusion dictionaries to create the index. 

To show how many times an entry is referenced: 

1. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

2. Do one or both of the following: 

• To list the number of times terms are referenced in a 
document, select Each Entry for the Show Occurrence 
Counts For option. 

• To list the number times terms are referenced on 
individual pages, select Each Page Number Listed for 
the Show Occurrence Counts For option. 
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Sort The Index Entries @) I Alphabetically! 

Shov·i ('.lccurrence Counts For l•ii!Nl\.Ml I Each Page r·.Jurnber Lbted I + 

3. Select other options in the Index Generator option sheet. 

For more information about the options, see the section 
"Generating an index" earlier in this chapter. 

4. Select Start. 

Listing index entries by frequency of occurrence 

Instead of listing index entries alphabetically, you can list 
entries from most frequent to least frequent occurrences, and 
from least frequent to most frequent occurrences. 

When you sort entries by frequency of occurrence, secondary 
entries are preceded by their primary entries, and appear on 
the same line as the primary entries. The primary entries are 
fully capitalized, and appear within braces, as shown below. 

{STATES/OHIO/CITIESlCleveland 1,3 

To list index entries by frequency of occurrence: 

1. Select Index Generator in the Workspace menu. 

2. In the Sort the Index Entries menu, select By Decreasing 
Occurrence or By Increasing Occurrence. 

j Each Entry· ! ! Each Page Number Listed I 
+ 

3. Select other options in the Index Generator option sheet. 

4. Select Start. 
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How the index generator identifies terms 

This section explains how various types of terms and term 
components are recognized by index dictionaries, index 
markers, and index tables when an index is generated. 

How the index generator determines capitalization 
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The index generator lists terms in lowercase text as the default. 

If you use index dictionaries-The index generator lists all 
instances of a term in lowercase text unless all instances of the 
term begin with a capitalized letter, or are fully capitalized. 
For example, if all instances of YWCA appear fully capitalized 
in the document, it appears as such in the generated index. 

You can choose options in the Index Generator option sheet to 
override capitalization of index entries generated from 
dictionaries. You can also add options to your User Profile to 
control capitalization. See the section, "Changing the defaults 
for indexing" for more information about the User Profile 
options. 

If you use index markers alone-The rule for index 
dictionaries applies to terms within index markers. 

If you use index tables-The term is capitalized as it appears 
in the index table. If you enter C into the Codes column, only 
the terms that match the capitalization in the Item column are 
listed in the index. Otherwise, all instances of the term
whether or not they match the capitalization in the Item 
column-are listed in the index. 

If you use index markers with index tables-The same rule 
applies to that for index tables. 

If terms contain mixed capitalization, such as Mix, MiX, miX, 
mlX, they are listed as separate entries in the index. 
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How the index generator handles different types of terms 

Types of terms Terms generated Terms in index Terms in index 
from dictionaries markers table 

Terms containing numbers Numbers can Allowed Allowed 
appear anywhere 
except the first 
character position 

Terms with a change in Ends the word at Formats H20 as Can enter correct 
baseline (H20) the change in H20 format into the 

baseline table. Term is 
indexed as it 
appears in the 
table. 

Terms with embedded Allowed Allowed Allowed 
apostrophes (isn't) 

Leading/trailing hyphens Ignored Allowed Allowed 
and apostrophes ('x') 

Consecutive hyphens Not allowed Allowed Allowed 

Discretionary hyphens and Ignored Allowed Allowed 
hyphens generated by 
autohyphenation 

Non-breaking hyphen, Treated as hyphen Treated as hyphen Treated as hyphen 
minus sign 

Phrases Not recognized Allowed Allowed 

New line characters and Not allowed Treated as single Not allowed 
paragraph characters spaces 

Page format characters and Ignored Ignored Not allowed 
frame anchors 
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Changing the defaults for indexing 
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You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile options 
for documents." 

To edit default values in the Index Generator option sheet, add 
or edit entries in the Index Generator section of your User 
Profile as shown in the following list. You can find these 
entries in the User Profile Copy Source. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Index Generator] 

Type of Result Desired: Index 
--Index I Dictionary I Document from Dictionary 

Capitalize First Letter of Each Entry: False 
--True I False 

True-Capitalizes the first letter of all index items except 
items that are lowercase in an index table. 

False-Makes the first letter of all index items lowercase 
except items that are uppercase in an index table. 

Search Within Anchored Frames: True 
--True I False 

Search Within Captions: True 
--TruelFalse 

Apply Inclusion Folder: False 
--TruelFalse 

True-Automatically selects the INDEX: Include These 
Terms option in the Index Generator option sheet. 

Apply Exclusion Folder: True 
--TruelFalse 
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True-Automatically selects the INDEX: Exclude These 
Terms option in the Index Generator option sheet. 

Apply Index Table Folder: False 
--TruelFalse 

True-Automatically selects the INDEX: Use These Tables 
option in the Index Generator option sheet. 

Show Separate Entry When ALL LETTERS CAPITALIZED: False 
--True I False 

True-Automatically selects ALL LETTERS CAPITALIZED 
for the Show Separate Entry When option in the Index 
Generator option sheet. When this option is selected, the 
index generator lists a separate entry for terms that appear 
in all uppercase letters. 

Show Separate Entry When First Letter Capitalized: False 
--True I False 

True-Automatically selects First Letter Capitalized for the 
Show Separate Entry When option in the Index Generator 
option sheet. When this option is selected, the index 
generator lists separate entries for terms with the first letter 
capitalized. 

Sort The Index Entries: Alphabetically 
--Alphabetically I By Decreasing Occurrence I By Increasing 
Occurrence 

Show Occurrence Counts For Each Entry: False 
--True I False 

True-Lists the number of times a term is referenced in a 
document. The number appears after the term in 
parentheses in the generated index. 

Show Occurrence Counts For Each Page Number Listed: 
False 
--TruelFalse 

True-Lists the number of times a term is referenced on 
each page. The number appears after the page number in 
parentheses in the generated index. 
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In GLOBAL VIEW, you can do the following things with 
footnotes: 

• Position footnotes at the bottom of a page or at the end of 
a document. 

• Automatically number footnotes. 

• Automatically split long footnotes between pages. 

• Format footnote reference symbols and text. 

• Consecutively number footnotes in a book. 

Software required-Run the following software applications 
to perform the tasks in this chapter: 

• Long Document Options 
• Footnotes 

+ Note: After you load the Footnotes application, set the 
Auto Run at System Startup property to Yes, then run the 
application. If the Show Footnote Options command does not 
appear in the Document menu after running the application 
for the first time, log off and log on.+ 

General procedure for adding a footnote to a document 

The following general procedure is an overview of the specific 
procedures required to add a footnote to a document. The 
specific procedures are described in the remaining sections of 
this chapter. 

To add a footnote to a document: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

2. In the Footnote option sheet, set the following options: 

a. Options for positioning and numbering the footnote. 

b. Options for formatting the footnote reference symbol. 

c. Options for formatting the footnote frame and the 
initial text in the footnote. 
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3. Add the footnote frame in the document using the Special 
keyboard for documents. 

4. Type the footnote text in the footnote frame. 

5. Paginate the document to display the footnote reference 
symbol and position the footnote. 

Formatting footnotes 

Positioning footnotes 

9-4 

Before you add any footnotes to a document, set the footnote 
format options so that all of the footnotes are automatically 
formatted as you add them to the document. 

After you add a footnote, the only way to change its format is 
to select the footnote text and change its properties using the 
Text property sheet or the function keys. You can also select 
the footnote frame and change its properties in the Text Frame 
property sheet. 

You can position footnotes at the bottom of the page or at the 
end of the document (endnotes). 
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The options you set to position footnotes take effect when you 
paginate. 

To position footnotes: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

2. Select Numbering & Placement for the Display setting. 

The Numbering & Placement option sheet appears. 

Footnote Options 

F'la.:e footnote body li.Gij!H!j&! at Pnd .-.f docurnPnt ! 
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3. Do one of the following: 

• To place footnotes at the bottom of a page, select On 
Same Page for the Place Footnote Body option. 

• To place footnotes at end of the document, select At 
End of Document for the Place Footnote Body option. 

Numbering footnotes in a document 

The options you set for numbering footnotes take effect when 
you paginate. 

To number footnotes: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

2. Select Numbering & Placement for the Display setting. 

The Numbering & Placement option sheet appears. 

Footno~e Options 

Display I I R.eference Creafion I Body Creation j 

PL:'-li:e footnote body IDii41iHQDl ·;1t. end uf dui:tHT1Pnt I 

.1".t :::tart of doi:urnent 111111111 continue j nurnbedng 

.~ t ::.tart of ead1 page I restart lllllml nurnbering 

The At Start of Document Numbering option controls 
footnote numbering in a book. See the section 
"Numbering footnotes in a book" for more information. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• To start numbering footnotes at the beginning of each 
page, select Restart for the At Start of Each Page 
Numbering option. 

• To consecutively number footnotes across page 
boundaries in a document, select Continue for the At 
Start of Each Page Numbering option. 
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Formatting footnote reference symbols 

Footnote reference symbols in the text of a document refer 
readers to specific footnotes. Footnote reference symbols can 
be letters, numbers, or special marks. 
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rdet·ence ~-yrnbol i:l.nd po::ilio:on the fO•)+note. 

Formatting footnotes 

Befote you -~.dd .:i.ny footnotes to -ct ,jc1(1Jment, =o::t n1e 
footM•te fornH.t option::-:: . .:• th.ott 3JI of the footn•)te::- -m:! 
.autc•m-~:lic.:iJly fo1T11atted i:l.:S ·to•J -~.dd them to the 
docurnent1 

Footnote reference symbol --~--""-,-, .-.10-, ~,.dd , '''"'""'· "" '""'" w'" ,,,, ''""""' "' 
forrn.~.t i::. to selo::d the foc•tni:•te te'-J .and cha.nr,e 1+.:o 

prop.;;rlies u::in:~· the Te:,t prop.,,rt:1 ::.he et ,:.r the fur.cl.ion 
ke··1~. 

Positioning footnotes 

Y(••J 0:-3.n p•:o;ilion fo•:otnote;.aUhe botl:(•rft oHhe 1n;o:e or-:iJ 
the end of the do:oo:urnent (endno~es:1.2 

Footnote --11-~--1. T.:;-Jottit:0tfoo:·tnot.: 

write .and Draw u~ c.uide 

-~ .::+.- .. 

~-' 

To format footnote reference symbols: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

2. Select Numbering & Placement for the Display setting. 

The Numbering & Placement option sheet appears. 
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Footnote Options 

Footnote Options 

Display I I Reference Creation I Body cr-eation I 
PL:He footnote body li.i•QHllQWJ at ... nd of dou.-1rnent I 
,6,t start of doi:urnent 11111111 continue I nurnbering 

F.t start of each page J n:-:start llllllllBI nurnbering 

Reference .yrnbols 11111111 ''\t_,:f: ___ § ,. I a,.b_.i: ... j . .:i._,B __ ( ., I 
Digits [~ J 1 23456h:9 J 

3. Select numbers, special symbols, lowercase letters, or 
uppercase letters for the Reference Symbols option. 

If you select numbers, select the type of digits in the Digits 
menu. 

If you select special symbols, they appear in the document 
in the same order as in the Footnote option sheet; that is, 
*, t, :f:, §. After each symbol has been used once, the 
symbols are doubled for the second use, tripled for the 
third use, and so on. 

If you select letters, select the language in the Letters 
menu. 

The choices you select for the Reference Symbols, Digits, 
and Letters options take effect when you paginate. 

4. Do one of the following: 

• If you want to use hard properties to format the 
footnote reference symbol, continue with this 
procedure. 

• If you want to use styled properties to format the 
footnote reference symbol, skip the remaining steps in 
this procedure and define a style rule to format the 
footnote reference symbol. See the section "Creating 
a styled footnote." 

5. Select Reference Creation for the Display setting. 

The Reference Creation option sheet appears. 
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Footnote Options 

Footnote C•ptions 

Display f\J1Jrnbering s. Placernent Reference Creation 

f.:1rnily I~~ f.:t.:e [~ ~ 

sice I c I 71 '' I 9 I 1 [1 I 11 IBl 1 4 I 1 s I 24 I 30 136 I other I 
\:·:'~ight @) ~ P•:•:::t_1_we f~ ~ 

Underline Im( Single ! Double l ~ 
Position XO 

F:.edlining !f..evised Te::d I I Deleted Te::d I 
fedColo1 ·l~EJ 

Highlight_ Color· D I~ jtran.::p;;irent I 

~.i+' _J 

The Reference Creation options are identical to the 
character properties in the Text property sheet; the default 
settings are the same except that the Position option is set 
for superscript. See chapter 3, "Formatting text," for 
information about character properties. 

6. Select the Reference Creation options for the footnote 
reference symbol. 

Your selections affect any footnote reference symbols you 
add after setting the options. 

+ Note: To change the format of a footnote reference symbol 
already in the document, select the symbol and change its 
properties.+ 

Formatting footnote text 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

The way you format footnote text depends on whether you 
want to use hard properties or styled properties. 

If you want to use hard properties, follow the procedures in 
this section. 

If you want to use styled properties, see the section "Creating a 
styled footnote." 

To format footnote text using hard properties, set the 
properties of the initial text in the footnote. The initial text is 
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comprised of the items appearing in the Initial Text box in the 
Body Creation option sheet. 

R.e:fer-ence (reation b'l@iiliM 
Default items are a -----~ 

footnote cross-reference 1· Initial'.·""' ,~.lll+.1 .... ------------~ 
character, period, and 

line tab 
-i i't I 

If you delete the default items, select Defaults in the header of 
the Body Creation option sheet to restore them. 

Items in the Initial Text box are automatically inserted at the 
beginning of the footnote text when you add a footnote to a 
document. The reference symbol in the footnote and the 
footnote text have the format you set for the initial text. 

The format options you set for the initial text affect any 
footnotes you add after setting the options. 

The footnote cross-reference character, which is a structure 
character, appears only in the Initial Text box. You can't enter 
it from a special keyboard. See the section "Cross-referencing 
a footnote" for more information about the footnote cross
reference character. 

To change the format of footnote text already in the document, 
select the footnote text and change its properties using the 
Text property sheet or function keys. You can also select the 
footnote frame and change its properties in the Text Frame 
property sheet. See the section "Editing footnotes." 

To format initial text in a footnote: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

2. Select Body Creation for the Display setting. 

The Body Creation option sheet appears. 
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Footnote Options 

footnote Options 

[•isplay f\Jurnbering ,3. Plai:ernent F:.efereni:e (t"eation Gl!IGii@IM 

Units I_~ [i;i;j ti 

f',ilargin:::. 

Left ~ f:_ight ~ 

Top ~ Bottorn ~ 

,6.\ignrnent llHM5@1MI fluating ! verti<:ally 

Spen lll!ml pege I 
Initial te::<t 11J.--+ 

3. Select the unit of measurement for the margins in the 
Units menu. 

4. Enter the values for the margins. 

5. Do one of the following to set the Alignment Vertically 
option. 

• If you are placing footnotes at the bottom of a page, 
select Flush Bottom. 

• If you are placing footnotes at the end of the 
document, select Floating. 

Floating begins the footnote text at the top of a new 
page at the end of the document. 

6. Set the Span option. 

Column specifies footnote frames that are the width of one 
column. 

Page specifies footnote frames that are the width of the 
page. 

The Span option affects the way footnote frames interact 
with other flush bottom frames on the same page. See the 
section "Mixing footnote frames with other frames." 

7. To set the properties of the initial text, select the footnote 
cross-reference character, period, and line tab character in 
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the Initial Text box, and set the font family, size, and stress 
using function keys. 

The reference symbol appearing in the footnote and the 
footnote text have the properties you set here. The default 
setting is 12-point Modern. 

You can modify the items in the Initial Text box. For 
example, if you use special symbols for the footnote 
reference symbol, you might want to delete the period. 

•Tip: You can set properties for the initial text, except 
for the footnote cross-reference character, by entering the 
text in a separate document and applying properties there 
using the Text property sheet. Then, replace the text in 
the Initial Text box with the text from the separate 
document. For example, to change the default line tab 
position, enter a line tab character in a separate document 
and set its position there using the Text property sheet. 
Then replace the default line tab character in the Initial 
Text box with the one from the document.• 

After you set the footnote format options, add footnotes to the 
text in your document. You can't add footnotes inside text 
frames or graphics frames. 

To add a footnote: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Select the location in the document where you want to 
insert a footnote reference symbol. 

A footnote reference symbol is a symbol that prints in the 
document text and refers the reader to a specific footnote. 

3. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+B. 

A footnote reference character appears at the location you 
selected, and a footnote frame appears at the bottom of 
the page. The footnote reference character is a structure 
character and, unlike the footnote reference symbol, it 
doesn't print in the document. See chapter 1, "Creating 
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The footnote reference 
character connects the 

location in the text to 
the footnote frame 

The footnote frame contains 
the items in the Initial Text 

box in the Body Creation 
option sheet: footnote 

cross-reference character, 
period, and line tab. Select 

Show Non-Printing in the 
Document menu to see 

the line tab character. 
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and editing documents," for more information about 
structure characters. 

Ch 9 

+J_::.tltid th"' foo+n(•te in the doo:•Jrnent •J::in:o: th.: .Special 
k"'·'fbo-:ird for doo:um.,n+~. 

+J.4,Tfrpe the fo,:otnote te·-J in U1e to•:•+note n :une. 

;Js.n.;:;ir1-oi.t"" th;; d':ocurn.,n+ +.:. di::-pl"-~- the footnote 
reternno:e ::yrnb<:•l .:ind P•J'O:ii:Wn the foo+nc•lt'. 

+-Formatting fo-otnotes 

+JE:etor"2 ·i.:'u :idd .:in·i-1'0·:.+no:•+e~- t>-, 
fo otn ute 1'NT•1 3.1: O:• pti on::- so th 3f _3JI .:•f the 
.:i.•Jt•:orn:i.ii•:.3J\·:f forrnJ.tt;:,d -21.:= i•:OIJ .add th"'rn +•:•the 
document!il 

prop.;dje;;. •J::lng the T e-:ct pt·c· pert-{ ::.he et fur1cti C•n 
key:: .. 

~itioning: footnotes 

~You •:Jn pi:·.::~lionfootno+.e::.aHhe botl:orn 1:<fthe p.:i.;::·"' .:ot·-~J 
the er1d ofthi0 document (endnote::.). 

~--~ 

+IYIMte .and DrawUset' Guiiie~ 

The footnote frame automatically adjusts to the width of 
the column or page containing the footnote reference 
character. The frame height adjusts to the height of the 
footnote text. 

The footnote frame can contain fields but not anchored 
objects such as equations, graphics, or tables. 

4. Enter the footnote text in the footnote frame. 

5. To continue entering text in the document, press SKIP/NEXT 

to move the caret to the position following the footnote 
reference character. 

6. Paginate the document to display the footnote reference 
symbol and position the footnote. 

You don't have to paginate every time you add a footnote. 
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Ch 9 

CJCh 9 

+J3.~d the footnote in -tJ,e do:,o:ument usinK theSped-31 
keyb o.;:i.rd for doc •J me nts. 

+J..i.~pe the foo:•tn•)te text in the footnote fr.::i_me. 

+Js .!t.;:;;i nate u·. e document to di~-pla.y the fo otn •)te 
refet·ence S'1rnbol .and posjtion the footnot-=. 

+JFo-nnattin~ foo-tnotes 

+JBefon; you -~_dd -'1.n":{ footnotE~- to .a do.:ument .. ~-et the 
footnote form::it opiic•n~- so th.:i.t .oi.11 of U1 e footn,"t"'s -3H• 
-::i.utom.:i:lically lotTn-'.<.tted ois you -'.Odd them to the 
document.Iii" 

The footnote reference symbol ---+'--=--~,.dd , ,,,,,,,,,.,,,,, "" .,,,,., . ..,,,, "' ,h 

appears following the footnote "'''"'" '''"'''"''''' '""'"d 
reference character f::·~-~-ert.ies u~ing the Text propett'f ~-he et funclion 

(lbtir:itioning footnotes 

+J:'fou can po::jti<Jnfoc.tnotesatt.he b c.-t:tom c.fH1e p.:i.;:;e o:ot·.at 
tho:, end of the doo:ument (endnote::.). 

The corresponding symbol ---1~----. 
appears in the footnote 

frame 

. I 

The footnote frame moves to the position you selected for 
the Place Footnote Body and Alignment Vertically options 
in the Footnote option sheet-either at the bottom of the 
page or at the end of the document. 

If you selected Same Page for the Place Footnote Body 
option, the footnote reference character, footnote 
reference symbol, and footnote (or the first part of a split 
footnote) appear on the same page. See "Splitting long 
footnotes between pages." 

If no part of the footnote fits on the same page, the page 
ends on the line preceding the footnote reference 
character, and the footnote reference character, footnote 
reference symbol, and footnote move to the next page. 

+ Note: Selecting Paginate Displayed Pages or Paginate 
Specified Pages positions and numbers only the footnotes 
on the displayed or specified pages.+ 

After you enter the footnote text, you can change its properties 
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using the Text property sheet or function keys. Edit the 
footnote text the same way you edit regular text. 

You can also select the footnote frame and change its 
properties in the Text Frame property sheet. 

Adding ruling lines to separate footnotes from text 

Ruling line 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

You can add footnote ruling lines before or after you add 
footnotes. 

r .. ':_I Ch 9 

4, T~1pe t.he foot.no:ite te~j in th., foo:otn•:o+e ft::-.me. 

5, the ,j,:,(•Jrnent to di.opl~.y the foo+r1•:01:e 
~::1rnbo:•I 3.nd pooHio:•n the fr·o1:r1o+e. 

Formatting: footnotes 

Betore 'i>:"J .oi_dd 3r1y foo+n.:•+_eo. to -3_ 

fc,o+_r10+,:; forrn3J opi:ions .o '' th-3.t _3JI of the 
3.u+orn-3:1:ic~Jly forro.J.tted -3.S ··101J "dd them +_o +he 
do.:urnent1 

Posruoning footnotes 

'-{c11J C3_fl 

tJ,.:; -=nd 

write.andDr.awUset'C.uide· 

-i ::+. .. 
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The options you select for ruling lines take effect when you 
paginate. Ruling lines appear only on pages containing 
footnotes. 

+ Note: No ruling lines appear if you select Balanced for the 
Columns property in the Page Format property sheet for a 
multiple column document. See chapter 2, "Setting page 
layout," for information about Page Format properties.+ 

To add ruling lines: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

2. Select Numbering & Placement for the Display setting. 

The Numbering & Placement option sheet appears. 

3. Select Ruling Line. 

Footnote O ptio11s 

footnote Options 

j R.eference Cn:ation I sody Creation I 

Cre;:'lte 111!!1111111) Length -1 /4 column lffiM full colurnn 

Create I split footnotes J 

4. Selectthe length of the ruling line. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Paginate the document to display the ruling lines. 

To remove ruling lines: 

1. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

2. Select Numbering & Placement for the Display setting. 

The Numbering & Placement option sheet appears. 

3. Deselect Ruling Line. 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate the document. 
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Splitting long footnotes between pages 
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If your footnotes are long, you can split them between two 
pages to better distribute the space available on a page for text 
and footnotes. Select the option for splitting footnotes before 
or after you add footnotes. The footnotes automatically split 
when you paginate. 

The page or column with the footnote reference symbol 
contains as many lines of the footnote as possible. Footnotes 
aren't split unless there is enough room on the first page for 
the following items: 

• Two lines of footnote text 

• Two additional lines, if you have a continuation notice 
stating that the footnote continues on the next page 

• A ruling line, if you have one 

+ Note: You can't split footnotes if you select Balanced for 
the Columns property in the Page Format property sheet for a 
multiple column document. See chapter 2, "Setting page 
layout," for information about Page Format properties.+ 

To split footnotes: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

3. Select Numbering & Placement for the Display setting. 

The Numbering & Placement option sheet appears. 

4. Select Split Footnotes. 

The Continuation Notice and Continued Notice boxes 
appear. 
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Footnote Options 

Footnote Options 

Display I I Reference Creation I Body Creation I 

Create ~IM~R~i~lifii~!M~M~~I---------~ 
Continuation notice: I (footnote contimied on ne:d page) 

Continued notice: (footnote continued frorn previous page) 

5. Modify the text in the Notice boxes, if you want to. 

If you delete the text in the Notice boxes, the notices don't 
appear in split footnotes. 

6. Select Done. 

7. Paginate the document. 

Before ··1ou .:i.dd any footnot"'~- to :i. documerit .o.et tt-1e 
footnote fotT1H.t opiions so th.;:iJ .:iJ! of the footr":.te~- -:in; 

a1Jtorn.:i.iio:-:iJh· fotTn.:i:tted .:is you 21.dd them to the 
document 

,.:l,rtet· you .add .a footnote, the o nlv v;.3··1 to i+s 
fotrn.at is to select the footnote fe}of-a_r,d change 
properties u~ing the Te:i.-t: pt·c.peti:y :::he et •)r th., function 
!:ey:o .. [il1 

m:1·:yex-F·fn··~:·i·.:;·r;x·f.:;·otn·;:,fe·:·yex+1·r;·ay;:;r;i:·f.:;·otn·;;"fe·:·yexi 

in .a long· footnote. Te::-.i in-~ Ion;_?; too:,tnot.,, Te::-.i in: 
-3. lo:•ng· fr:.otnote. Text: in .3, long footnote. Text: in .a 
long foi:.tnote. Te:din -a.l•:rn~;· foo:itnote. Te:i.-t:in .alori<~ 
footnote. Text ir1 .;i. loni:· footnote. Text: in .along· i'; 

Write and l>ra w User- Guide 

Continuation notice 

lfthe .Sho·,,,. Fc••:.tnote Options command •:loesn't 
.:i.ppe.:ii· in the Dc .. :urnent. menu, l•J;';" off -21.nd lo;:;- on 
.:i.gain. 

The Footnote opiion sheet .:i.ppe.;irs. 

2 . .Sele cl: Murnbeting & Pl-21.u~ment fo~- tho? C1ispl.3y 
~-i0ffin;;;, 

The Murnb;;ting 8, Pl-Hernent opiion she.,tappe-~E 

Write and Draw UJer-Guide 

Continued notice 

Structure characters called marking tiles enclose the 
continuation and continued notices. 

The font and size of the text in the continuation and 
continued notices match the font and size of the last 
character in the first part of the footnote. 

+ 

The second part of the split footnote appears in a footnote 
continuation frame that has the same text frame properties 
as the first frame. If a footnote continuation frame appears 
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on a page with a different page format, the width of the 
continuation frame automatically adjusts to fit. 

Paginating the document automatically removes the notices 
when the footnote no longer needs to be split. 

+ Tip: Enter a break character (KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+2) to control 
where the split occurs in a footnote that has automatically 
split. You must leave at least two lines of text in the first p;irt 
of the split footnote. The break character has no effect if it 
ends up in the second part of the split footnote after 
pagination. Entering a break character in a footnote that 
hasn't been automatically split has no effect. Refer to chapter 
1, "Creating and editing documents," for more information 
about the break character.+ 

To change the properties of text in a split footnote: 

~ Select and edit the text in each frame the same way you 
edit document text. 

To change the properties of the frames in a split footnote: 

~ Select and edit each frame. 

+CAUTION: Don't use SAME when editing split footnote 
frames because some properties don't transfer.+ 

To copy, move, or delete a split footnote: 

1 . Select the footnote reference character or one of the 
frames. 

2. Press COPY, MOVE, or DELETE. 

If you press COPY or MOVE, both frames are automatically 
selected. If you press DELETE, both frames are deleted. 

3. If you pressed COPY or MOVE, select the destination 
location for the footnote. 

When you copy or move a split footnote, it's split in the new 
location only if pagination determines that it needs to be split. 
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Copying, moving, and deleting notices for split footnotes 

Continuation and continued notices are automatically 
generated when you split a footnote. See the section "Splitting 
long footnotes between pages." 

To copy, move, or delete notices: 

1. Double-click the Select mouse button on one of the 
marking tiles that encloses the notice . 

.':0.fter you .add a footnote .. the c1nly way to chan?,"e it 
fo~mat is to :E-el-=d the footnote text-21.nd o:han;:;-e if.:: 
ptopet-lies u=in;~- the Texf prnperty ~beet or the Tunclion 
ke,1::.,rn-1 

1111·:-y;;::.:i:--i·r;·:;.:·i·c;·r;·~::·fo·,::tr;;)·r;;·:·t:e::::t·i·r;·:~:-1;:;r;i:-fo·.::tr;c.Te·:·y;;;J 

in a long foc•trwt-:;. Texl: m -3. long tootno:ote. Te.0: 1r~ 
.al1:ir,~:footnote. T.;.:d:in .;i.lc·n~;footnote. Text in .a 
Ion~:- footnote. Text1n along· footnote. Tex-l:in .:i.I•) nE~ 

fo,+eo.·ot•········T':Iiliii\.hiJiil 

2. Press COPY, MOVE, or DELETE. 

3. If you pressed COPY or MOVE, select the destination 
location for the notice. 

Mixing footnote frames with other frames 
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Footnote frames aren't automatically placed below other flush 
bottom frames on the same page. 

To place footnote frames below other frames on single
column pages: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Use column-spanning, flush bottom footnote frames 
and set all other frames to floating vertical alignment. 

Column-spanning footnote frames are the width of 
one column. 
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• Use page-spanning, flush bottom footnote frames and 
make sure that no other frames are set as page
spanning. 

Page-spanning footnote frames are the width of the 
page. 

To place footnote frames below other frames on multi
column pages: 

~ Use column-spanning, flush bottom footnote frames and 
set all other frames to floating vertical alignment. 

Column-spanning footnote frames are the width of one 
column. 

+CAUTION: If you use page-spanning, flush bottom 
footnote frames, footnotes for references occurring in 
columns other than the first column appear on the next 
page.+ 

Finding footnote reference symbols 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

To find footnote reference symbols: 

~ Select Go to Next Footnote Reference in the Content 
menu. 
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The next footnote reference symbol in the document 
highlights. 

Cross-referencing a footnote 
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You can create a cross-reference to a footnote within the same 
document, for example, "Refer to footnote 3." The cross
reference is an active copy of the referenced footnote number 
that changes when the footnote number changes. You can 
create multiple cross-references to the same footnote. 

+ CAUTION: A cross-reference can only refer to a footnote 
that precedes it in the document.+ 

Cross-references are automatically updated when you 
paginate. Selecting Paginate Displayed Pages or Paginate 
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Specified Pages updates the cross-references only on the 
displayed or specified pages. 

To cross-reference a footnote: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Select the footnote cross-reference character in the frame 
of the footnote you want to cross-reference. 

Positioning: footnotes 

Yo•J ,:.3n p.:·~il:ion lO•Jtn ')tO::~ .~.ttho: bc·t'!•:crn C•t n.e p-21.,o; .. •)t"-3.t. 
the o::r1d otth;; d•)•:1Jrn;;nt1:°"ndnc•te~).ffi' 

Footnote cross-reference ---Ill---~~---~ 
character 

Location for cross
reference 
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li.O:J-~>ot. ::of il_i_:~I!·:;_·:~;_tr;;:.\~_ .
UJX:.·I ~-~-r_;::·~·.:o:_~·_;= -:fr•.§f::;_·.~:\r!·.?\~_-.-

When you select the footnote cross-reference character, 
the footnote reference symbol is automatically selected 
also. 

3. Press COPY. 

4. Select the location in the text where you want the cross 
reference to appear. 

Tho:: 

To position footnotes: 

1, Se\ed5hovi Fo•:dnote ,.)ptic•nsin tJ1e Dc1i:urnent 
menu. R.;;far to toc,fnote f· 
ltu,., F•J.:•tn,:ot.; O::::Opfic,n~- o:ornrn-H1d d.:·e~r,··t 

.oi.pp;,,~r 1n [•o:•o:urnent rn;;nu_. l•J,o; .;,tf _~_nd k·~ 

Tho:: Footno+.; opl:ion ~-t1eet.::i.ppe.~t'~. 

The location you select must be after the referenced 
footnote. 

The footnote cross-reference character and the footnote 
reference symbol appear in the document text. 
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Copying, moving, or deleting cross-references 

Copy the footnote cross-reference character in the document 
text to create additional cross-references to the same footnote. 
You can't copy or move a footnote cross-reference character 
between documents. 

To copy, move, or delete cross-references: 

1. Select the footnote cross-reference character in the 
document text and press COPY, MOVE, or DELETE. 

Thi;. option~. 'JOU settc• p ojtion footnotesbke effeo:t·,.,•hen 
you pagina1e. 

To positiot1 foob1otes: 

·1 . .Seled.Show F')ot.noh~ Option~. in the Document 
menu. Refer fo foot.note ;tlJI· 
11the .Show Footnc•te Op1ions command doesn't 
a.ppea.rin the Doo:11ment menu, loR off a.rid log on 
-~.gain. 

The Footnote opiion sheE:t appears. 

2. If you pressed COPY or MOVE, select the destination 
location for the footnote cross-reference character. 

The location you select must be after the referenced 
footnote. 

Creating a styled footnote 

If you put footnotes in a styled document, you might want to 
style the footnote reference symbol and the footnote text. See 
chapter 10, "Using styles to format documents," for detailed 
information about using styles. 

To create a styled footnote: 

1. Set the options for positioning the footnote. See the 
section "Positioning footnotes." 
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2. Set the options for numbering the footnote. See the 
section "Numbering footnotes in a document." 

3. Specify the footnote reference symbol. See the section 
"Formatting footnote reference symbols." 

4. In the stylesheet, define a character style rule for the 
footnote reference character (the structure character 
preceding the footnote rPfPrPnce symbol). 

This style rule formats the footnote reference symbol that 
is printed in the document. 

5. Define a character style rule and a paragraph style rule for 
the footnote text. 

6. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

7. Select the location in the document where you want to 
insert a footnote reference symbol. 

8. Enter a footnote reference character (KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+B). 

9. Enter the footnote text in the footnote frame. 

10. Select the footnote reference character and apply the style 
rule for the footnote reference character. 

11. Select the footnote text by clicking the Select mouse 
button four times and apply the character and paragraph 
style rules for the footnote text. 

12. Paginate the document to position and number the 
footnote. 

To add additional footnotes, you can copy the styled footnote 
reference character to other locations in the document. You 
can also add the styled footnote reference character to an 
expansion dictionary and use the Define/Expand feature to 
enter the footnote reference character in your document. 

+Tip: You can create customized footnote reference 
symbols. After entering the footnote reference character in the 
document, add other characters to it, for example, parentheses 
or slashes. Define character and paragraph style rules for the 
footnote reference character and the characters you added. 
Apply the style rules to the customized footnote reference 
character. Add the customized footnote reference character to 
an expansion dictionary and use the Define/Expand feature to 
enter the customized footnote reference character in your 
document.+ 
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Editing footnotes 

9-26 

See the section "Entering pre-defined text, graphics, and 
tables" in chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents," for 
more information about the Define/Expand feature. 

After adding footnotes to a document, you can edit them. If 
you use split footnotes, see the section "Editing split 
footnotes." 

To change the properties of a footnote frame: 

1 . Select either the footnote frame border or the footnote 
reference character. 

2. Edit the footnote frame properties the same way you edit 
other frame properties. 

+CAUTION: Don't use SAME when editing footnote 
frames because some properties don't transfer.+ 

To change the properties of footnote text: 

~ Select and edit the text in the footnote frame the same 
way you edit document text. 

To change the properties of the footnote reference character 
or footnote cross-reference character: 

~ Select the character and use one of the following 
methods: 

• Change the properties in the Text property sheet. 
• Press the function keys. 
• Use SAME. 

• Change the style rule, if you have styled footnotes. 

You can copy and move footnotes within the same document 
and between documents. After copying, moving, or deleting 
footnotes, paginate to renumber and reposition the footnotes. 
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Numbering footnotes in a book 

You can number footnotes in a book in the following ways: 

• Start the numbering on each page. You might want to do 
this if you use special symbols for footnote reference 
symbols, such as t or § 

• Start the numbering at the beginning of each document. 

• Start the numbering at the beginning of the first document 
and consecutively number footnotes throughout the 
documents in a book. 

The first procedure in this section shows the first two ways. 
The second procedure shows the third way. 

To number footnotes within a document: 

1. Place the documents in a book in the order you want 
them to appear. 

In the first document: 

2. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

The Footnote option sheet appears. 

3. Select Numbering & Placement for Display. 

4. Select Restart for the At Start of Document Numbering 
option. 

5. Do one of the following: 

• To start numbering footnotes at the beginning of each 
page, select Restart for the At Start of Each Page 
Numbering option. 

• To consecutively number all footnotes in the 
document, select Continue for the At Start of Each 
Page Numbering option. 

6. Select Done in the header of the Footnote option sheet 
and close the document. 

7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 for the remaining documents. 

8. Close the book and paginate it. 
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To number footnotes consecutively throughout all the 
documents in a book: 

1. Place the documents in a book in the order you want 
them to appear. 

In the first document: 

2. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

3. Select Numbering & Placement for Display. 

4. Select Restart for the At Start of Document Numbering 
option. 

5. Select Continue for the At Start of Each Page Numbering 
option. 

6. Select Done in the header of the Footnote option sheet 
and close the document. 

In the second document: 

7. Select Show Footnote Options in the Document menu. 

8. Select Numbering & Placement for Display. 

9. Select Continue for the At Start of Document Numbering 
option. 

10. Select Done in the header of the Footnote option sheet 
and close the document. 

11. Repeat steps 7 through 10 for the remaining documents. 

12. Close the book and paginate it. 

Changing the defaults for footnotes 
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You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile options 
for documents." 

To edit default values in the Footnote option sheet, add or edit 
entries in the Footnotes section of your User Profile as shown 
in the following list. 
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In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Footnotes] 

Footnote Rule: False 
--FalselTrue 

False-Specifies that no ruling line appears preceding 
footnotes. 

True-Specifies that a 1/3 column-width ruling line 
appears preceding footnotes. 

Split Footnotes: False 
--FalselTrue 

False-Specifies that footnotes are not automatically split 
between pages. 

True-Specifies that footnotes are automatically split 
between pages as necessary. 
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You use styles to format or design your document. Format, 
design, and style are words often used interchangeably to refer 
to the "look" of a document. Format and design usually refer 
to the typographic aspects of text and the arrangement of text 
on the page. 

In GLOBAL VIEW, style has a special meaning. A style, or 
stylesheet, is the part of the document that contains the 
instructions, or style rules, to determine how the document 
looks. Each style rule has a name and a set of properties. You 
apply style rules to the text in your document whenever you 
want to change the format. For example, you apply a style 
rule to begin a new paragraph or a new section heading. 

The benefit of using styles is that the format of the document is 
separate from the text of the document. This separation allows 
you to quickly change the format. For example, you can 
change the look of paragraphs by redefining the paragraph 
properties in the style rules, instead of changing the properties 
of each individual paragraph in the document. 

Viewing the types of text properties 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

You format documents using two types of text properties: hard 
properties and style properties. You set hard properties 
individually, character-by-character and paragraph-by
paragraph. See chapter 3, "Formatting text," for information 
on setting hard properties. You define style properties as style 
rules. 

If you want to know the type of text properties in a document, 
you must view them. 

To view text properties: 

1 . Select the paragraph character or text whose properties 
you want to view and press PROPS. 

The Text property sheet appears. 
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TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

Display Ji¥1Giill PARAGRAPH I 

Style @)lb 
~----~ 

Properties Shown I None I Hard 11111 Default I Appearance I 

Famlly @ ~ face @ I Omega-Regular I 
Size 16171 s I 9 IBl 11 I 12 I 14 113 I 24 I 30 136 I Other I 

Weight @ ~ Posture @) I Roman I 
Underline lml Single I Double I r~.t:~t~:~?..i~.:J 

Position 

......................................... 

Redlining [11:±:.l!~tJ iP:~lete<l:fe~t1 
Text Color r•,@) [~i~~~:-j 

® f~f.~B~P:~~~~~:J 

2. Select Character or Paragraph for the Display setting. 

Display displays Character or Paragraph properties. 

3. Select a Properties Shown setting. 

Properties Shown displays the properties for the current 
selection as follows: 

Hard-Displays the hard properties. 

Style-Displays the style properties. 

+ 

Default-Displays the default properties. If a property is 
not set by a style rule or a hard property setting, the 
default setting is in effect. 

Appearance-Displays the combination of hard, style, 
and default properties. 
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When you use styles to format documents, you need to define 
style rules for each element in the document, for example, 
body text, section headings, and figure captions. Each style 
rule has a name and a set of properties. You apply style rules 
to the text in your document whenever you want to change 
the format. See the section "Managing style rules" for 
information on naming and organizing style rules. 

You can define style rules in a new document or in a 
document that already contains text. After you define a style 
rule, apply it to some text in the document to see if it produces 
the format you want. You can change the style rule and apply 
the change to the text until you get the format you want. 

You can create a template document that contains all of the 
style rules needed for a particular format. See "Creating and 
using a template document." 

Define style rules in pairs: one rule for character properties 
and one rule for paragraph properties. The following 
illustrations show a stylesheet containing style rules and a 
document containing elements that are formatted by the style 
rules. 

Styles he et of Ch 1 o 
Stylesheet of Ch 1 0 

The style rules in 
this stylesheet 

format the 
elements in the 

document 

RULE T"lPE 

CH,6.F: .. "".CT ER. 

f'C.f:CGF.~f'H 
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h 1 

Blank Paragraph St)1 le 

HI 

hd 1 ted CH,O.R 

body text CH.-".R 

hd 1 text. P,6,R,6, 

body text F'.t..F: .. il, 
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The h 1 and H 1 style rules 
set the properties of 

the first-level section 
heading text 

The b and B style rules 
set the properties of 

the body text 

The h 1 and b style rules 
set the character 

properties. The H 1 
and B style rules set 

the paragraph properties. 

m 

Chm 

Save<J,Edlt 

Using rtyle~toformilt dorumentt 

~------ Defining a style rule 

~----- De1in"' st~1e rulP..::> in p-3.irs: one rul.:: for ch3E•.d.et 
properties .and one rnli:= for p.:ira;:;l·.aph properfii::= .. 

To define a style mle: 

·1, .Se!ed.Sh•)W.St~fi:=sheetin the Document menu. 

2. Do one ot the follo....,in;::-: 

If yc•u .;1.n;0 detinin?," .:i. ch.:rn.derst'/1e pjJ.._, seledthe 
E:l.ank Ch<1.J"'.J.der Stile rule and pre~. CG.PY. 

If you .:H·e de1ininf;; a p.:ir.:i.~:r.aph st~ie nJI.?, ::.eledthe 
Eilank P-~n1.;o;nph Style rule and pre::-:= CG-PY. 

3. D•) one of the follo't!,in;::-: 

• If you .:iJ·e detinin;::· a ch.:ii·.:i.der style ruh:0 .• select a 
locali on fot the ne'>v style rule . ..,;thin the Ch.:in1.der 
Rule Type f:YOUp and, '>';hen you .see the at1·ow1 
dick U1e .Select rnou.se button. 

• If you .ye de1inin;:;- a p.3J'.:i.;:;-raph .st:tle r1Jle,, ::.efed a 
loc.ai:ion fo1 th.;. n,;,wst:11e rule .,...;thin ~he P.~f.O\;:;t·.:i.ph 
Rule Type r,rnup -Cl.rid, when you see +.he ~now, 
dick the .Se.led rnou::.e button. 

Write -ii nd Dr.1 w u~er- Guide 

+Tip: If you use the same style rule names in different 
documents, you can change the format of a document by 
copying the text from that document to a document containing 
a different style. The text automatically assumes the format 
specified in the style of the destination document. See the 
section "Transferring a style rule to other documents."+ 

To define a style rule: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 
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Style rules are 
grouped into 

two types: 
character and 

paragraph. You 
can copy and 

move style 
rules only 
within the 

same group. 

.r .:<::_I 

Stylesheet of Ch ·t 0 

F~ULE TYF'E 

P ,I!., R .. 6. (i RAP H 
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Ch 10 

Och 10 

m 

-
Def 

Don't Sho\<V 5tni(ture 

Shov·i [\Jon-Printing '•Ni th Spaces 

Sho\i .. · [".Jon-Printing V·iitho1Jt_ Space:: 

E\ tract_ Scripts and F:.ules 

[:•.,linl-------------1 

prop· Con·1press and P::.igina1e 

To de Pa1)inate 

·1 · ~) FF::. g,-,i1t11, .. :. ',:_ Displayed Pages 
.•• _, c· ~.pei:ified P::1ges 

Prornpt for Fields 

Enable Ei1...1ttons 

If :iOU .:ir.;: d-=finin;:; .:i . .;h:if.;.der ::.fy1e rulo:_. ~-eled o. 
lo-:.:i:lion for the new ~-t·1ie nJle ·,•,ithin the Ch.:in-.dBr 
Ru]t;, Type ;;:Yo up 3.nd_. when )'JU s.;e the. 3H"O'•'i. 
did; the _3.,1.,d rnou~-"'- butt.:1n, 

It you .:ii·e definin~. -•- p-•n.;o:l·-:iph ~-t·11.- rule. ~-elE>d :i 

10:10:.:i.i:ion for the ne·,,;0.1::11 e rnle '~Ii thin the F'-::i.r·.a~--~ph 

F".11le T1pe ;::roup .and_. 'Nhen 'fOIJ see ~he: 3ll"OW. 
dio:k the: -Select mO:"J~-E: buttor1 

Write.and Dl'ilW UterGuide 

The stylesheet appears . 

E:lan~ ,-=hara.:ter Style 

1·h 

h3 

E:lank Paragraph Style 

(H 

Ht 

H2 

H3 

Styles heet of Ch 10 

Chapter heading CH.ll,P. 

hd ·1 te::d CH,6,F: 

hd 2 te t CH.6,R 

hd ::; te :t CH.6,p, 

body text CHAR 

Chapter heading P,6.RA 

hd ·1 text P.i;.,F~.e. 

hd 2 t.e:· t P,6,f: .. 6. 

body text P."'.F:.A 

!+ 
'I: 
.fl 
: 

I 

• 

i 

I~ 
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2. Do one of the following: 

• If you are defining a character style rule, select the 
Blank Character Style rule and press COPY. 

• If you are defining a paragraph style rule, select the 
Blank Paragraph Style rule and press COPY. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If you are defining a character style rule, select a 
location for the new style rule within the Character 
Rule Type group and, when you see the arrow, click 
the Select mouse button. 

• If you are defining a paragraph style rule, select a 
location for the new style rule within the Paragraph 
Rule Type group and, when you see the arrow, click 
the Select mouse button. 

A new style rule named "Copy of Blank Character Style" 
or "Copy of Blank Paragraph Style" appears highlighted in 
the stylesheet. 

4. Press PROPS. 

The Style Rule Definition sheet appears. 

STYLE R.ULE DEFl~llTION 

Narne Copy of Blank Character 
Style 
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The Style Rule Definition sheet contains the same 
properties as the Text property sheet. Al I properties 
appear neutral (covered by gray diagonal lines) until you 
select them. 

5. Delete "Copy of Blank Character Style" or "Copy of Blank 
Paragraph Style" in the Name box and enter the name you 
want to assign to the style rule. 

You can enter up to 40 characters. To easily recognize 
pairs of style rules, give the same name to the character 
and paragraph style rules in a pair, but use different cases 
so that you can tell them apart. A document cannot have 
two character style rules or two paragraph style rules with 
the same name. 

6. Enter a brief description of the style rule in the Description 
box. 

You can enter up to 530 characters. 

7. Do one of the following: 

• If you are defining a character style rule, set the 
character properties of the style rule. 

• If you are defining a paragraph style rule, set the 
paragraph properties of the style rule. 

See chapter 3, "Formatting text," for detailed information 
on the properties. 

8. Select Done in the header of the Style Rule Definition 
sheet. 

The sheet closes, and the name and description of the 
style rule appear in the stylesheet. 

9. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

Defining style rules that match hard properties 
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If you have text that is formatted with hard properties and you 
want to define style rules that have the same properties, you 
can view the. hard properties while you define the style rules. 
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To define style rules that match hard properties: 

1. Select the text that has the hard properties you want in a 
style rule and press PROPS. 

2. Open a blank document and select Show Stylesheet in the 
Document menu. 

3. Define style rules on the stylesheet for the blank 
document, as shown in the section "Defining a style rule." 

4. Move or copy the style rules to the stylesheet for the 
document you are styling. See the section "Transferring a 
style rule to another document." 

Resetting style rules to the default settings 
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If you haven't applied a style rule to the document, you can 
reset the properties of the unapplied style rule by selecting 
Defaults in the Style Rule Definition sheet. You might want to 
do this if you've set several properties for a style rule and then 
decide that you want default settings for all properties except 
one. 

+CAUTION: Do not use the following procedure to reset the 
properties of applied style rules (style rules that you have 
applied to the document). See the next procedure "To reset 
applied style rules to the default settings" in this section for the 
correct steps to follow.+ 

To reset unapplied style rules to the default settings: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 
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2. In the stylesheet, select the style rule that you want to 
reset to defau It settings and press PROPS. 

5tyle::.heet of Ch -10 

R.ULE T\'PE 

CH.-".Rr8.r=TER 

- ·"""··· 

The properties of the style 
rule are set to neutral 

(covered by gray diagonal 
lines) 
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·h 

h·10 

Ch.:ipter heading ,--H.1'>.R 

hd -1 0'.•etTule CH/>,F 

h1 hd 1 text CHAR 

hl u hd 1 underline CH.-".R. 

h2 hd 2 te::d CH,6,R. 

h2u hd ~ under line CHP..R. 

body te;d CH.6.R. 

bb bod·i• text B•)LD CH.6.F: 

bi bod·{ text IT ALI•.: r:H.6.F: 

:3p 

.. J 

3. In the header of the Style Rule Definition sheet, select 
Defaults. 

~·TYLE RULE DEFH\JITIOf'>.J 

f\Jarne IBodyTe-:t 

De::.cription I For regular body te:-:t 

-i """·· 

ST\'LE RULE DEFINITION 

If you selected a character style rule in step 2, the name of 
the rule changes to "Body Text" and the description to 
"For regular body text." 
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If you selected a paragraph style rule in step 2, the name 
of the rule changes to "Body Paragraph" and the 
description to "For regular body paragraphs." 

4. Reenter the name and description and set new properties 
for the style rule. 

5. Select Done in the header of the Style Rule Definition 
sheet. 

6. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

To reset applied style rules to the default settings: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. In the stylesheet, select the style rule that you want to 
reset to default settings and press PROPS. 

3. Position the pointer on the property that you want to reset 
to the default settings, and press the Menu mouse button. 

STYLE RULE DEFll"JITION 

f\Jarne h1 
C==============:__~~~~~~ 

Description I hd 1 te:<t CH.6.F: 

The pointer changes ---~-~~~-[;~~~~~m~:tt• to a horizontal arrow, 
and the Set to Neutral 

box appears 
Position 

T e~d Color 

Highlight Color 

4. Move the pointer inside the Set to Neutral box and release 
the mouse button. 

The property changes to a neutral setting (covered by gray 
lines). The neutral setting takes on the document default 
setting. 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each property that you want to 
reset to the defau It setting. 
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6. Select Done in the header of the Style Rule Definition 
sheet. 

7. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

After defining style rules in a stylesheet, apply those rules to 
the document containing that stylesheet. The document can 
be a new document, or a document already containing text 
that is either not styled (formatted with hard properties) or 
styled. 

You can also transfer the style rules to other documents. See 
the section "Transferring style rules to other documents." 

When you apply style rules to a document, the following 
conditions apply: 

• When you apply character and paragraph style rules to a 
paragraph character, the style rules set the paragraph and 
character properties of all new text that you enter 
following the paragraph character. 

• When you apply a paragraph style rule to an existing 
paragraph, the style rule sets the paragraph properties for 
all the text in the paragraph and any text you enter 
following it. 

• When you apply a character style rule to selected text, the 
style rule sets the character properties of that text and any 
text that you enter following it. 

• You can reset the style rules to the default setting. See the 
section "Resetting style rules to the default settings." You 
can also apply hard properties to styled text. See the 
section "Applying hard properties to styled text." 

Applying style rules to a new document 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

You can set up style rules in a blank document before entering 
text. This is useful for creating a template document with the 
style rules you usually use. After creating the styles rules in a 
blank document, use the following procedure to apply a 
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character and paragraph style rule to the blank document so it 
will be ready for entering styled text. 

To apply style rules to a new document: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Non-Printing with Spaces or Show Non
Printing without Spaces in the Document menu. 

3. Select the paragraph character, then click the Adjust 
mouse button on the page format character. 

4. Press PROPS. 

5. Select the paragraph style rule you want to apply in the 
Style menu. 

TEXT PF,OPERTY SHEET 

Display I CH.6.R.6 .CTER. !M:StiJSi¥11 
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6. Select Character for the Display setting. 

7. Select the character style rule you want to apply in the 
Style menu. 
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TE:<T PR.OPER.T'T SHEET 
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8. Select Done. 

9. Enter the text. 

10. If you want to change the style rule for a new paragraph, 
press RETURN, select the paragraph character, and repeat 
steps 4 through 9. 

Applying style rules to existing text 

If you need to significantly change the format of a document 
that has hard properties, you might want to style it. Styling the 
document allows you to make the format changes more 
quickly. 

When you apply style rules to a document that is already 
styled, the following conditions apply: 

• Any hard properties you've applied to the styled text 
remain in effect. 

• If you apply a character style rule to a paragraph 
character, the existing text characters in the paragraph 
retain the properties of the original character style rule. 
However, if you select the paragraph character and type 
new text, the new text has the properties of the new 
character style rule. 
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• If you apply a paragraph style rule to a paragraph 
character, and type new text at the end of the paragraph, 
the new text has the properties of the paragraph style rule 
you applied. If you copy text to the paragraph, the copied 
text has the properties of the paragraph style rule you 
applied, but it retains the character properties it had in its 
original location. 

To apply style rules to existing text: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Non-Printing with Spaces or Show Non
Printing without Spaces in the Document menu. 

3. Select the text you want to style using one of the following 
methods: 

To apply Use this selection method 

A character style rule to a Click on the text character. 
single text character 

A character style rule to Click on the first text 
two or more text characters character. Extend the 

selection by clicking the 
Adjust mouse button on 
the additional text 
characters. 

A character style rule to a Click on the paragraph 
paragraph character character. 

A character style rule to a Click on the paragraph 
paragraph character and character. Extend the 
one or more text characters selection by clicking the 

Adjust mouse button on 
the text characters. 

Paragraph style rule to one Click four times on the 
paragraph new paragraph character. 

Paragraph style rule to two Click four times on the first 
or more paragraphs paragraph and extend the 

selection by clicking the 
Adjust mouse button on 
the additional paragraphs. 
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4. Press PROPS. 

5. Do one of the following: 

• If you're applying a character style rule, select 
Character for the Display setting and select a style rule 
in the Style menu. 
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• If you're applying a paragraph style rule, select 
Paragraph for the Display setting and select a style 
rule in the Style menu. 
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6. Select Done. 

Applying an undefined style rule 

You can apply an undefined style rule to the text in a 
document if you are undecided on the properties for the style 
rule but don't want to wait to enter the text in the document. 
Later, you can define the style rule. 

To apply an undefined style rule: 

1. Select the text or paragraph character and press PROPS. 

2. Type the name of the style rule in the Style box. 

3. Select Done. 

The text or paragraph character has default properties. 

4. When you're ready to define the style rule, select Show 
Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

5. Select the style rule, press PROPS, and set the properties in 
the Style Rule Definition sheet. 

6. Select Done in the header of the Style Rule Definition 
sheet and Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

The text or paragraph character takes on the properties 
you defined. 

Seeing which style rule applies to text 
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To see which style rule applies to text: 

1. Select the text and press PROPS. If necessary, select Style 
for the Properties Shown. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• If you want to see which character style rule applies, 
select Character for the Display setting. 

• If you want to see which paragraph style rule applies, 
select Paragraph for the Display setting. 

The style rule name appears in the Style box. 
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Styling page headings and footings 

You can't apply style rules directly to the text in the Heading 
and Footing boxes in the Page Headings property sheet, 
however, you can use style rules to set hard properties for the 
character and paragraph text. This is useful if you have a style 
rule already created that has all the properties you want, such 
as line height, spacing, and tab settings. See chapter 2, 
"Setting page layout," for more information about creating 
page headings and footings .. 

To style page headings and footings: 

1. Enter the text for the page heading and footing in the body 
of a separate document that contains the style rules you 
want to use. 

2. In the separate document, apply the style rules to the text 
for the headings and footings. 

3. Copy the headings and footings from the separate 
document to the Headings and Footings boxes in the Page 
Headings property sheet of the document where you want 
to use them. 

4. Paginate the document to apply the new heading and 
footing text. The text has hard properties that match the 
properties of the style rules you applied. 

Transferring a style rule to other documents 
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After you define a style rule in the stylesheet of a document, 
you can transfer the style rule to other documents using the 
following methods: 

• Move or copy styled text from one document to another. 
The style rules that apply to the text automatically transfer 
to the stylesheet for the destination document. See 
chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents," for 
information on copying and moving text. 

If the destination document already contains a style rule 
with the same name as the style rule for the copied or 
moved text, the style properties in the source document 
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don't transfer to the destination document. Instead, the 
copied or moved text reflects the properties of the style 
rule already in the destination document. 

• Display the stylesheets in two different documents and 
copy the style rule from one stylesheet to the other. 

• Store styled entries in an expansion dictionary and apply 
them to other documents. See the section "Applying style 
rules using the Define/Expand feature." 

• Select the text in the document that you want to style, 
press SAME and select the text in the document that is 
.already styled. See the section "Transferring style rules 
using the Same key." 

Using shortcuts to apply style rules 

You don't have to display the Text property sheet to apply 
style rules. Use the methods described in this section to apply 
style rules more quickly. Two of the ways, using the keyboard 
and the Define/Expand feature, require some setting up, but 
the time investment is worth the time saved later. 

Applying style rules using the keyboard 

Assigning style rules to 
style soft keys 
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After you define style rules, you can assign those rules to the 
style soft keys, a set of soft keys that contain the names of style 
rules. Then, you can quickly apply a style rule to a document 
by selecting the soft key on the screen or pressing a function 
key that corresponds to the soft key. 

Before you apply style rules using the keyboard, you must 
assign the style rules to the style soft keys. 

To assign a style rule to a soft key: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Style Soft Key Assignments in the header of 
the stylesheet. 
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The Style Soft Key Assignments window appears. 

Style Soft Key Assignments 

3. In the stylesheet, select a style rule and press COPY. 

The style rule is highlighted. 

4. In the Style Soft Key Assignments window, select the key 
you want the style rule assigned to. 

The style rule name appears on the key. The name is 
truncated if it's too long to fit on the key. 

Assign the most frequently used rules to the top row of 
keys. Later, when you use the soft keys, the first row 
appears when you hold down SHIFT and press PROPS, but 
you must press MORE to see the remaining rows. See the 
section "Applying style rules using soft keys." 

5. Select Done in the header of the Style Soft Key 
Assignments window and Close in the header of the 
stylesheet. 

To move a style rule to a different soft key: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Style Soft Key Assignments in the header of 
the stylesheet. 

3. Select the key containing the style rule you want to move 
and press MOVE. 

4. Select the key where you want the style rule. 

5. Select Done in the header of the Style Soft Key 
Assignments window and Close in the header of the 
stylesheet. 
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Applying style rules using 
soft keys 

To delete a style rule from a soft key: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Style Soft Key Assignments in the header of 
the stylesheet. 

3. Select the key that has the style rule name you want to 
delete and press DELETE. 

The style rule name is removed from the soft key. The 
style rule remains defined in the stylesheet. 

4. Select Done in the header of the Style Soft Key 
Assignments window and Close in header of the 
stylesheet. 

To apply style rules using soft keys: 

1. In a document, do one of the following: 

• If you want to apply the style rule to the beginning of 
a new document, select the paragraph character by 
clicking the Select mouse button, then click the Adjust 
mouse button on the page format character. 

• If you want to apply the style rule to existing text, 
select the text. 

• If you want to change the style rule for a new 
paragraph, press RETURN and select the paragraph 
character. 

2. Hold down SHIFT and PROPS. 

The Style soft keys appear. 

3. Release SHIFT and continue holding down PROPS. 
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4. Select or press the style soft key for the character or 
paragraph style rule you want to apply. 

If the style soft key you want isn't visible, select or press 
MORE until the key appears. 

5. Release PROPS. 

The selected paragraph character and page format 
character or text takes on the properties uf the style rule. 

6. If you are working in a new document, enter the text. 

The text you enter takes on the properties of the style rule. 

Applying style rules using the Define/Expand feature 

Storing style rules in an 
expansion dictionary 
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You can store styled entries for body text, section headings, 
and other document elements, for example, footnotes, in an 
expansion dictionary. Then, you can quickly recall the styled 
entries from the expansion dictionary instead of typing the 
entries and then applying style rules to them. 

See the section "Entering pre-defined text, graphics, and 
tables" in chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents," for 
more information about using the Define/Expand feature. 

The following procedure shows how to store a styled entry for 
a section heading. You can adapt the procedure to store any 
kind of styled entry. 

To store a styled entry for a section heading in an expansion 
dictionary: 

1. Copy the styled section heading, including any table of 
contents markers, that has the properties you want into a 
document. Include in the selection the paragraph 
character for the body text that follows the section 
heading. 
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l'IOCOCDefining a slyle rule~~ 

2. Ensure that the paragraph character for the body text that 
follows the section heading includes the character and 
paragraph style rules for body text. 

3. Ensure that the structure and non-printing characters 
preceding the section heading text have the same 
character style rule as the section heading text. 

4. Delete the section heading text from the copy so that the 
entry consists only of the paragraph characters, table of 
contents markers, and rules, if the section heading has 
them. 

0Ch10 

.. Uting nylef to format documents 

5. Load the expansion dictionary you want to use. 

6. Select the characters comprising the entry you want to 
store and press SHIFT +DEF/EXP. 

The Define Options sheet appears. 

7. Enter an abbreviation in the Define Options sheet to 
represent the entry. 
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8. Deselect Use Destination Char Props on Expand so that 
the styled properties in the expansion dictionary are 
applied instead of the properties of the text that precede 
the entry in the document. 

9. Select Start 

10. To permanently store the entry in the expansion 
dictionary, select Store Expansion Dictionary in the 
Workspace menu before you log off 

The updated dictionary appears in the workspace. If a 
previous version of the dictionary exists, rename, file, or 
delete it. 

To apply style rules using DEF/EXP: 

1. In your document, select the character that precedes the 
location where you want the styled entry. 

2. Type the abbreviation for the entry. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If the character you selected in step 1 is a space, 
punctuation mark, or structure character, press 
DEF/EXP. 

• If the character you selected in step 1 isn't a space, 
punctuation mark, or structure character, select the 
abbreviation and press DEF/EXP. 

The entry is added to your document, and the style rules 
for the entry transfer to the stylesheet for your document. 

Ch 10 

[)ch 1 o 
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4. Do one of the following: 

• If you are working in a new document, enter text 
following the entry. 

• If you are working in an existing document, move the 
existing text so that it fol lows the entry. 

Transferring style rules using the Same key 

Use the procedure in this section if you already have styled 
text whose properties you want to transfer to other text. For 
example, if you copy text from another document where the 
text has different properties than those in the current 
document, you can change the properties of the copied text to 
match the properties of the text in the current document. 

+ Note: If the text you are styling includes hard properties 
you want to retain, use the Text property sheet or style soft 
keys to apply the style rules. Don't use the SAME key; the SAME 
key overrides hard properties.+ 

To apply style rules using the SAME key: 

1. Select the text characters or paragraph you want to style 
and press SAME. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• If you selected text characters in step 1, select any 
character that has the character style rule you want to 
apply. 

• If you selected a paragraph in step 1, select any 
character in a paragraph that has the paragraph style 
rule you want to apply. 

The selected characters or paragraph are styled, and the 
style rules transfer to the stylesheet for your document. 

Changing a style rule 

To change a style rule: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 
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2. Select the style rule you want to modify and press PROPS. 

+CAUTION: Although the Name property is 
highlighted, don't change the style rule name with this 
procedure. If you do, the styled properties return to 
default settings. See the section "Renaming a style rule" 
for the correct procedure to use.+ 

3. Change the description; if nerPssary. 

4. Select the properties you want to change and select Done. 

5. If you want to see the effects of the changes before closing 
the stylesheet, select Apply Style Changes in the header of 
the stylesheet. 

6. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

Recovering from renaming a style rule in the Style Rule Definition sheet 
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If you use the procedure for changing a style rule to change 
the name of a style rule, the following things happen: 

• When you select Apply Style Changes or Close in the 
header of the stylesheet, the text that is styled by the style 
rule returns to the default properties. 

• GLOBAL VIEW displays the following message: 

"A deleted style is still referenced and has been 
recreated." 

To recover from renaming a style rule in the Style Rule 
Definition sheet: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 
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RULE TYPE DESCP-IPTIO~J 

The new style rul:H;::~Er. chptr 

Chapter heading CHAR 

>1.:)L::~: 1.)ndefined but referenced ~:;.1;:.i.: 

hd -1 overrule CH,A.R 

original description h1 hd -1 text CH.t..R. 

h·111 hd 1 underline CH.6.R 

appears with the J ;,~ 0 

The description of the original h2 hd 2 text CH.t..R_ 

style rule name changes to h2u hd 2 under line CHF.F:. 
"Undefined but referenced" 

L 
body te}:t CH,6.F: 

2. Select the original style rule name (the one with the 
"Undefined but referenced" description) and press DELETE. 

3. Select the new style rule name (the one with the original 
description) and press PROPS. 

4. In the Style Rule Definition sheet, change the name back 
to the original name. 

5. Select Done in the header of the Style Rule Definition 
sheet. 

6. Select Apply Style Changes in the header of the Stylesheet. 

The text that is styled by the style rule returns to the style 
properties. 

You are now ready to rename the style rule using the 
correct procedure. See the section "Renaming a style 
rule." 

Renaming a style rule 
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When you change the name of a style rule, all references to 
the style rule name are automatically changed, including the 
name in the document stylesheet, on the style soft keys, and in 
the Text property sheets. 
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To rename a style rule: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. Select the style rule you want to rename. 

3. Select Rename Style Rule Globally in the header of the 
stvlesheet. 

(':_r--· Styles heet of Ch 10 

~.tyleshe:et of Ch 1 O _Clos~ .. ! f'-PP ly_S1yleChangesj' __ 5_h_ovv_ S1yl_e __ 5ofl_ Key 
Fln.:lt_ing lt.etr15 

f'.l._ILE T·,'F'E F:ULE f1.J . .!.:..lvlE 

h'l 0 

h1 u 

h2 

h2u 

bb 

bi 

:Jp 

DES•:RIPTIC,\\J 

hd -1 overrule CH.t..F: 

hd ·1 te-d CH.6,f: 

hd 1 underline CH."'.R. 

hd 2 te>:_t 1.::H.6,f: 

hd 2 under line 1:H,-".F: 

body ~e~d. CH.t..R. 

bod)· text BOLD CH,"-$ 

body te:d IT ~.L11: CH,6,p, 

~·rna!I (aps and o:aption text CH.t..R 

The Global Rename option sheet appears. 

Global Rename 

Global Renarne 

4. Delete the current style rule name from the New Name 
option in the Global Rename option sheet and enter the 
new name. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

1+: 
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Applying hard properties to styled text 

Instead of defining and applying style rules to add emphasis to 
text, such as italic or bold, you might want to apply hard 
properties. When you apply hard properties to styled text, the 
hard properties override the style properties; that is, style rules 
no longer affect the text that is formatted with hard properties. 

+ CAUTION: Applying hard properties to styled text causes 
problems if you need to modify the format of the text later on. 
When you redefine the current style rule or apply a different 
style rule to text that has hard properties, the style rule has no 
effect on the hard properties. If you need to modify the format 
of the text later on, it's recommended that you do not apply 
hard properties to styled text.+ 

To apply hard properties to styled text: 

1. Select the styled text that you want to give hard properties. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Press PROPS, set the hard properties in the Text 
property sheet, and select Done. 

• Press the appropriate function key. 

Removing hard properties from styled text 
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When you remove hard properties from styled text, the style 
properties become effective again. After removing hard 
properties, you can change the format of the text by modifying 
the current style rules or applying different style rules. 

To remove hard properties from styled text: 

1 . Select the text that has the hard properties and press 
PROPS. 

2. Select Character or Paragraph for the Display setting. 
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3. Position the pointer on the hard property that you want to 
remove, and press the Menu mouse button. 

r=------------- TEXT PROPERTY SHEET 

TEXT PF:OPERT'( SHEET 

Displa~~· IP#.sjf.ii143il F' ,6,F: .. 6.1_:;F:_,6,PH I 

Style r~ E- ---- --~ Propertie~ Shov n I [\Jone lm:IJ Style I Uef.Clui~ ! ,i:.,ppt:·::1r~r1u:: I 

@ p,,,,,_,,{ @ : 

,,,::1~'1'~Ji1'6:i'~k01xxox~J1*~~ 
R_edlining !F:_e··..-i5ed Te: . .-t j j Deleted Te:-d I 

Text color •I @[block ., 

Highlight Color 

-~ 

4. Move the pointer inside the Set to Neutral box and release 
both mouse buttons. 

The property changes to a neutral setting (covered by gray 
diagonal lines). Neutral settings take on the properties of 
the style rules. 

5. Select Done. 

+ Note: If the Family property is already neutral, setting it to 
neutral neutralizes the Weight and Stress properties.+ 

Deleting a style rule 

+CAUTION: Don't delete a style rule that is applied to text 
in the document.+ 

To delete a style rule: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. Select the style rule you want to delete. 
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You can't delete the last remaining character style rule or 
paragraph style rule in the stylesheet. The stylesheet must 
always contain at least one character style rule and one 
paragraph style rule. 

3. Press DELETE. 

The style rule disappears from the stylesheet and from any 
style soft key to which it's assigned. 

4. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

Resetting properties of a deleted style rule 
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If you delete a style rule that is applied to text in the 
document, the following things happen: 

• When you select Apply Style Changes or Close in the 
header of the stylesheet, the text that is styled by the 
deleted style rule returns to the default properties. 

• GLOBAL VIEW displays the following message: 

"A deleted style rule is still referenced and has been 
recreated." 

If you decide you need the deleted style rule, you must 
redefine the original properties as described in the following 
procedure. 

To redefine the original properties for the deleted style rule: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 
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Styles he et of Ch 1 0 
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2. Select the name of the style rule you deleted and press 
PROPS. 

All properties for the style rule have changed to neutral 
settings. 

+ 

3. Re-select the original properties and the description of the 
style rule on the Style Rule Definition sheet and select 
Done. 

4. If you want to see the effects of the changes before closing 
the stylesheet, select Apply Style Changes in the header of 
the stylesheet. 

5. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

Use the following techniques to manage style rules: 

• Create style rules for document components, such as 
section headings, body text, and figure captions, and 
combine them into entries that you can store in an 
expansion dictionary for easy access. See the section 
"Applying style rules using the Define/Expand feature," in 
this chapter and the section "Entering pre-defined text, 
graphics, and tables" in chapter 1, "Creating and editing 
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Printing a stylesheet 

Converting units for size 
properties in printed 
stylesheets 
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documents," for more information about using the 
Define/Expand feature. 

• Delete style rules you no longer need. 

• Give each style rule a name that is unique for that type of 
style rule (character or paragraph). If you want to give a 
pair of character and paragraph style rules the same name, 
use uppercase letters for one and lowercase letters for the 
other to help you distinguish the two types of style rules. 

• Keep the names of style rules short and meaningful. 

• Organize the style rules in the style sheet, for example, 
alphabetically or functionally. Style rules are grouped 
into two types: character and paragraph. You can only 
move rules within the same type. 

• Print a copy of the stylesheet and use it to maintain a 
record of existing style rules. See the section "Printing a 
stylesheet." 

• Create template documents that contain style rules. See 
the section "Creating and using a template document." 

To print a stylesheet: 

1. Select Show Stylesheet in the Document menu. 

2. Select Print Stylesheet in the header of the stylesheet. 

The pointer changes to the copy pointer. 

3. Select a printer icon. 

4. Select Close in the header of the stylesheet. 

All size properties, such as Font Size and Margins, are shown 
in points on the printed stylesheet. Table 10-1 shows the 
number of points per unit for each of the units of measure 
available for size properties. 
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Table 1 0-1 . Number of points per unit for each of the units 
of measure 

Unit Number of points 

Centimeter 28.35 

Inch 72 

Millimeter 2.84 

Space 6 

Creating and using a template document 
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You can create a template document that contains all of the 
style rules needed for a particular format. Then, all you need 
to do is copy the template document, open the copy, enter 
text, and apply style rules to the text. 

If several writers are working on different sections of the same 
document or on different documents in the same set, using a 
template ensures that everyone follows the same format. 
Using a template for a document that you produce repeatedly, 
such as a weekly report, cuts down on the time you spend 
formatting. 

To create a template document: 

1. In a blank document, set the page layout properties. 

See chapter 2, "Setting page layout," for the procedures. 

2. In the stylesheet, define style rules for each document 
element, such as chapter titles, section headings, body 
text, procedures, and footnotes. 

See the section "Defining a style rule." 

3. Assign the style rules to the style soft keys. 

See the section "Assigning style rules to soft keys." 

To use a template document: 

1. Copy the template document to your workspace. 
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2. Open the template document and enter text. 

3. Apply style rules to the text using the style soft keys. 

Changing the defaults for styles 
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You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
the step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile 
options for documents." 

To edit default values for printed stylesheets, add or edit the 
entry in the Styles section of your User Profile as shown here. 

The entry is followed by a colon, one space, and the preset 
defau It. Options for the defau It value appear on the next Ii ne 
preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow options that 
might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Styles] 

Show Tab Stop Type: False 
--FalselTrue 

False-Specifies that printed stylesheets list the sizes of 
tabs but not their types (flush left, centered, flush right, or 
decimal). 

True-Specifies that printed stylesheets list the sizes and 
types of tabs. 
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Adding tables to 
documents 

Creating tables 

Typing text into cells 

Moving or copying text into cells 

Selecting and deselecting parts of a table 

Selecting a table 

Selecting a column or row 

Selecting more than one column or row 

Deselecting columns and rows 

Selecting table ruling lines 

Deselecting table ruling lines 

Adding columns and rows 

Adding columns and rows with the Table 
property sheet 

Copying columns and rows within a table 

Copying columns and rows to another table 

Adding columns and rows using the 
Skip/Next key 

Typing to add a row 

Deleting columns, rows, and tables 

Subdividing columns and rows 

Dividing a column into subcolumns 

Creating a column with subrows 

Selecting subcolumns and subrows 
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Selecting a single subcolumn 

Selecting a column that contains subcolumns 

Selecting a subrow 

Selecting a column that contains subrows 

Removing subcolumns and subrows 
Changing the appearance of tables 

Changing column width 

Changing column margins 

Copying column widths and margins using 
the Same key 

Changing row margins 

Changing row line height 

Turning off the header row 

Changing header row margins 

Changing the width and style of table 
ruling lines 

Changing the style and width of 
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Changing the alignment of a table 

Sorting information in tables 

Adding table captions 
Changing the caption area of a table 

Changing table margins to enlarge 
the caption area 

Working with tables that span 
more than one page 

Positioning tables that span more 
than one page 

Scrolling through tables that span more 
than one page 

Preventing a caption on each page 
of a long table 
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Adding "continued" to the caption 
of a long table 

Preventing the header row from repeating 

Using a shortcut to create tables 
Changing the defaults for tables 
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Creating tables 
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Tables present groups of related information in columns and 
rows that are easy to read and understand. Use tables to 
display and sort information, to create forms that require ruled 
boxes, and to merge information into form letters, labels, and 
lists. 

Because of the sorting and merging capabilities of tables, you 
can use them as the catalyst for other applications, such as 
Data Capture, Mail Merge, List Manager, and Cale. You can 
also create fill-in rules to automatically enter data into tables. 
For more information, see the GLOBAL VIEW Database 
Management User Guide. 

Insert a table as an anchored frame in a document or as an 
embedded frame in a draw frame. Embedding a table frame in 
a draw frame combines tables and graphics. For more 
information, see chapter 13, "Using frames in documents." 

After you create a table, enter information in the cells by 
copying or typing text. 

Default tables, like the one below, contain two columns, two 
rows, and a header row, outlined by a frame. 

For information about changing the look of the default table 
that's created when you use the following procedure, see 
"Changing the defaults for tables" at the end of this chapter. 

To create a table: 

1. Select the location in your document for the table. 

2. Hold down KEYBOARD and press SPECIAL. 
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3. Do one of the following: 

• Press D to insert a by-column table if you want the 
caret to move from column cell to column cell when 
you press SKIP/NEXT. 

• Press F to insert a by-row table if you want the caret to 
move from row cell to row cell when you press 
SKIP/NEXT. 

4. Release KEYBOARD. 

After you create the table and begin entering text, press 
SKIP/NEXT to quickly move the caret to the next cell in the 
column or row, depending on the type of table you 
entered. 

If the table frame doesn't appear immediately following the 
anchor, paginate your document. If text still appears between 
the anchor and the table, add a break character (KEYBOARD+ 

SPECIAL+2) immediately after the anchor to force the text to the 
next page. For information about paginating tables that don't 
fit on one page, see the section "Working with tables that span 
more than one page." 

If you insert the table in a draw frame, you can use GV Draw 
operations to position the frame, layer shaded rectangles over 
table elements, and otherwise enhance the table presentation. 
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To type text into cells: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in a cell to position the 
caret and begin typing. 

2. Press SKIP/NEXT. 

The caret skips to the next cell in a column or a row, 
depending on the kind of table you created. The row 
expands vertically to accommodate more than one Ii ne of 
text. 

After you add text to your table, you can format it using the 
procedures in chapter 3, "Formatting text." 

+Tip: To quickly change the line height or justification of the 
text in an entire column or row, use the Text display setting in 
the Column or Row property sheet. See the section "Selecting 
a column or row" for more information.+ 

To add captions to your table, see the section "Adding table 
captions." 

Moving or copying text into cells 
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To move or copy text into cells: 

1. Select the text to put in your table. 

2. Press COPY or MOVE. 

3. Select inside the table cell where you want the text copied 
or moved. 

If you copy or move more than one line of text into a cell, 
the row expands vertically to accommodate the text. 
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Selecting and deselecting parts of a table 

Selecting a table 

After you create your table, you can change the number of 
columns or rows, or change their sizes. To change the 
appearance of tables, columns, rows, or ruling lines, you must 
first select them. 

Selecting a table and pressing PROPS displays the Table 
property sheet. Use the Table property sheet to sort the 
information in the table and change elements, such as the 
number of columns and rows, and the appearance of the 
table. For specific procedures, see the sections "Sorting 
information in tables," "Adding columns and rows with the 
Table property sheet," and "Changing the appearance of 
tables." 

To select an entire table: 

~ Click on the table frame with the Select mouse button. 

The table is selected. 

+CAUTION: When you select a table frame, the Special 
keyboard for graphics appears. Don't use the Draw soft keys 
to stretch or magnify a table. To change the size of the table 
frame, see the section "Changing the appearance of tables."+ 

Selecting a column or row 
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When you select a column or row and press PROPS, a property 
sheet appears that you can use to sort information, change the 
properties of the column or row, and change the properties of 
the text within the column or row. For more information 
about sorting tables, see the section "Sorting information in 
tables." 

To select a column: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in a cell of the column. 
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2. Do one of the following: 

• Point to another cell in the same column, and click 
the Adjust mouse button. 

• Select the Select Table Column command in the 
Content menu. 

elect Table Column 

Select Table F:.•=1\·V 

~.ubdivide Table Col1.irnn 

~.ort Table Selection 
Sort A-.11 Table::. 

F:efre_::h Table Line.:. 

The column is selected. 

To select a row: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in a cell of the row. 

2. Do one of the following. 

• Point to another cell in the same row, and click the 
Adjust mouse button. 

• Select the Select Table Row command in the Content 
menu. 

~ doc, 

The row is selected. 

elect Table Row 

Slibdivide Table Colwnn 

Sod Table ~.elei:t.ion 

So~-t All Table:: 

P,efre:::h Table Line.:; 

Finalize F:_edlined F;e.,_,ision.:. 

Fill T e::d Frarne.:: 
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Selecting more than one column or row 

To copy, move, delete, or apply the same properties to more 
than one column or row, you can use the following procedure 
to select more than one column or row at a time. 

To select more than one column: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in the header cell of the first 
column you want to select. 

2. Click the Adjust mouse button in the header cell of the 
last column you want to select. 

A range of columns is selected. 

To select more than one row: 

1. Select a row. 

2. Click the Adjust mouse button in a cell in any row above 
or below the row you selected. 

A range of rows is selected. 

Deselecting columns and rows 

To deselect columns or rows: 

~ Click the Select mouse button anywhere outside the table. 
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Selecting table ruling lines 

To select table ruling lines: 

1. Point to a table ruling line and click the Select mouse 
button. 

2. Point to the lines and click the Adjust mouse button to 
select additional lines. 

Deselecting table ruling lines 

To deselect table ruling lines: 

~ Click the Select mouse button anywhere outside the table. 

Adding columns and rows 
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After you create a table, you can change the number of 
columns and rows to fit your needs. A document can hold as 
many as 3500 table cells distributed in any number of tables. 

Add columns or rows in any of four ways: 

• Using the Table Property sheet 
• Copying a column or row 
• Using SKIP/NEXT 

• Typing to add a new row 

The following sections provide suggestions for when to use the 
different ways of adding columns and rows. 
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Adding columns and rows with the Table property sheet 
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Use this method to create a large table with many rows or 
columns, or if you already know how many columns and rows 
you want in your table. 

T A.BLE PR.OPER.TIES 

f".Jarne 

f·,Jurnber of F:.o\·VS 

Nurnber of Col1_1~·nn.:. 

Fill-in by 

TAllLE PROPERTIES 

Table2 

4\ I Fl·ED \l!!llm'I\ 
:===~ 

4 \ Fl:<rn 

\lm\cou_11vlf\J\ 
I 
I 

REPEAT TOP CAPTION ON PRINT . . -

To add columns or rows using the Table property sheet: 

1. Select the table frame, and press PROPS. 

2. Select Table for the Display setting. 

3. Change the value for Number of Columns, Number of 
Rows, or for both. 

+ Note: If the page size can't accommodate the number 
of columns you specify, the columns that don't fit slide 
under the right page margin. The columns are still there, 
but you can't see them. To fix this, reduce the number of 
columns in your table, reduce the column widths, or 
change your page margins.+ 

4. Select Done. 

Your table reappears with the number of columns and 
rows you specified. 
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Copying columns and rows within a table 

Use this method to add columns or rows anywhere in a table, 
or to duplicate columns or rows that contain text. 

To add columns or rows by copying: 

1. Select the columns or rows and press COPY. 

2. Place the pointer on the ruling line where you want the 
new columns or rows, and click the Select mouse button. 

Copied columns appear to the right of the ruling line you 
select. Copied rows appear below the ruling line you select. 
If the column or row you copy contains text, the text is copied 
also. 

Copying columns and rows to another table 
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You can combine two tables, or copy columns and rows from 
one table to a table that has fewer columns or rows. 

To copy a column or columns to another table: 

1. Open the property sheets for both tables. 

2. Change the number of rows for the table with fewer rows 
to the same number as the table with more rows and 
select Done. 

It doesn't matter that the added rows are empty. 

3. Select the columns you want to copy, and press COPY. 

4. Click the copy pointer on a column ruling line in the table 
where you want the columns copied. 

The columns appear in the table. 

To copy a row or rows to another table: 

1. Open the property sheets for both tables. 
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2. Change the number of columns for the table with fewer 
columns to the same number as the table with more 
columns. 

It doesn't matter that the added columns are empty. 

3. Select the rows you want to copy, and press COPY. 

4. Click the pointer on a row ruling line in the table where 
you want the rows copied. 

The rows appear in the table. 

Adding columns and rows using the Skip/Next key 

Typing to add a row 
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Add columns and rows to the end of a table using SKIP/NEXT. 

To add columns or rows using SKIP/NEXT: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

The Table property sheet appears. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To add columns as you press SKIP/NEXT, select Column 
for the Fill-in by property. 

• To add rows as you press SKIP/NEXT, select Row for the 
Fill-in by property. 

3. Close the Table property sheet. 

4. Place the caret in the last cell of your table and press 
SKIP/NEXT. 

A new column or row is added. 

Use this method to add rows anywhere in your table. 

To add a row by typing: 

1. Select a row. 

2. Type the information to appear in the first cell of the new 
row. 
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[ 

As you type, a new row containing the text is created 
below the row you selected. 

Deleting columns, rows, and tables 

To delete columns and rows: 

~ Select the column or row to delete and press DELETE. 

To delete an entire table: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Select the table, and press DELETE. 

• Select the frame anchor and press DELETE. 

If you don't see the frame anchor, select Show 
Structure in the Document menu. 

Subdividing columns and rows 
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The layout of your table shows relationships between groups 
of information. Creating subcolumns and subrows within the 
columns of your table can further clarify those relationships. 

Subcolumns 

Column 

I I I I I 

Su brows 
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Dividing a column into subcolumns 

11-16 

To divide a column into two subcolumns: 

1. Select the column you want to divide. 

2. Select Subdivide Table Column in the Content menu. 

new 

Prh)t i Reset 1 Save&Edit 

ubd1v1de Table Column 

Sort Table Se!ei:tion 
Sort .6.ll Tables 

Refresh Table Lines 

The column you selected divides into two subcolumns. 

To divide a column into multiple subcolumns: 

1. Select the column you want to divide and press PROPS. 

2. Select Divided for the Structure property. 

T A.BLE COLUfv11\J PROPERTIES 

r·.Jarne ~Ta_b_le_2._'.l=c1='lc=m=1n=1 ==::::'._ _____ __j+ 

Description 

Stn..icture 

Subrov·.is 

3. In the Subcolumns box, enter the number of subcolumns 
you want. 

4. Select Done. 

The column divides into the number of subcolumns you 
specified. 
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Creating a column with subrows 

Adding subrows lets you create tables like the one below. 

Model 
Manufacturer Brand 

Company X Product X X Model 1 
X Model 2 
X Model 3 

Company Y Product Y Y Model 1 
Y Model 2 

When you create subrows, you must first specify the column 
or columns that will contain the subrows. 

To create a column with subrows: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Table for the Display setting. 

3. Select Row for the Fill-in by property. 

4. Select Done. 

5. Select the column to contain subrows, and press PROPS. 

The Table Column property sheet appears. 

6. Select Divided for the Structure property. 

7. Enter 1 for the Subcolumns property to create subrows in 
a single column. 

8. Select Repeating for the Subrows property. 

9. Select Done. 

10. Place the caret in a cell of the column where you want the 
subrows to begin, and press SKIP/NEXT. 

A new subrow appears. 

11. Continue to press SKIP/NEXT, adding as many subrows as 
you need. 
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Selecting subcolumns and subrows 

To change, copy, move, or delete subcolumns and subrows, 
you must first select them. Change selected subcolumns and 
subrows in the Table Row or Table Column property sheet. 
Use the same copy, move, and delete procedures that you use 
for undivided columns and rows. 

Selecting a single subcolumn 

To select a single subcolumn: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in a cell of the subcolumn. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Click the Adjust mouse button in another cell of the 
selected subcolumn. 

• In the Content menu, select the Select Table Column 
command. 

loc, 

Subdivide Table Co!1_Jrnn 

~.ort Table Selection 

Sor~ ,i:.,ll Tables 

F~efre5h Table Lines 

Finalize F:edlined R.evision.: 

The subcolumn is selected. 

Selecting a column that contains subcolumns 
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To select a column with subcolumns: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in the column header. 

2. In the Content menu, select the Select Table Column 
command. 

The entire column is selected. 
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To select a subrow: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in a cell in the subrow. 

2. Select the Select Table Row command in the Content 
menu. 

The subrow is selected. 

Sele(t Table Column 

elect Table Row 

Slibdivide Table (ol1..1mn 

Sort Table Selection 
Sort ,t,.11 Tables 

F~efre.:.h Table Lines 

Finali:e F:.edlined Revision.:; 

Fill Text F~-arne~. 

3. To include the entire row, select the Select Table Row 
command again. 

The entire row is selected. 

Selecting a column that contains subrows 
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To select a column with subrows: 

1. With the Select mouse button, select a subrow cell. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• In the Content menu, select the Select Table Column 
command. 

• With the Adjust mouse button, select another subrow 
cell. 

The column containing the subrows is selected. The 
header row is not selected. 
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3. Do one of the following to include the header row: 

• Click the Select mouse button in the highest cell that 
is highlighted. 

• In the Content menu, select the Select Table Column 
command. 

The entire column is selected, including the header 
row. 

Removing subcolumns and subrows 

If you create a table that contains columns with subcolumns or 
subrows, you might want to restore those divided columns to 
their original form, without subrows or subcolumns. You must 
delete any subrows before you can restore a subdivided 
column into one that contains no subcolumns. 

+ CAUTION: When you restore a subdivided column into 
one that contains no subcolumns, the text in all but the first 
subcolumn on the left disappears, and you cannot retrieve it. 
To save the text in subcolumns, copy or move it to a cell in 
another column or to another location in your text. You can 
also move or copy the column to another location.+ 

To restore columns: 

1. Select the entire column, including all subcolumns and 
subcolumn headers. 

2. Press PROPS. 

5:J Ti\&LE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

TABLE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

Display 1111!1111111 TE:'T I SORT i<.E\'S I 

r··Jarne T.;ible1. I Colurnn·l 

Description 

StructLire 

3. Deselect Divided for the Structure property. 

4. Select Done. 
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To delete subrows: 

1. Click the Select mouse button in a cell of the subrow. 

2. Select the Select Table Row command in the Content 
menu. 

3. Press DELETF. 

Changing the appearance of tables 

Changing column width 

Besides changing the size and placement of tables, you can 
customize the width of columns, the margins of columns and 
rows, and the alignment of the column and row contents. 

If you repeatedly change the number of columns and rows, 
consider changing the appearance of the default table. For 
more information, see the section "Changing the defaults for 
tables." 

Change the width of individual columns to accommodate the 
different types of information they contain. 

To change the column width: 

1. Select a table column and press PROPS. 

2. Select Column for the Display setting. 

3. Enter the value for the width in the Width box. 
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;:J TABLE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

T .6.BLE COLUrvlN PROPERTIES 

Display llllml TE:<T I soRT V:E\'5 I 
r .. Jarne Table1' I Column1 

Description 

Structure 

Contents I FLUSH LEFT lh#§l1434il FLUSH R.I 

Units @~ 
11\lidth 1,191 

The value you enter is in the unit of measurement shown 
in the Units box. To change units, select a new unit in the 
Units menu. 

4. Select Done. 

Changing column margins 

Changing the column margins lets you increase or decrease 
the space on either side of the text in column cells. 

+ Note: Changing the margins of a column also changes the 
margins in the column header.+ 

TABLE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

T P..B.LE COLUr·.M,f PR.OPEP,TIES 

Display llllml TEXT I soR.T VE', 5 I 
f\Jarne Table1 5, I Colurnn 

Description 

Struct1_ire 

Contents I FLusH LE Fr ID4111#4#il FLu~.H R.1•3Hr I DEi: 1rv1P.L Au•.:;r.,,JED I 
Units ®~ 
'l•Vidth I 21 
Margin.: Left I .061 f:.ight I ,06 \ 

~~~~ ~~~~ 

To change column margins: 

1. Select a table column and press PROPS. 
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2. Select Column for the Display setting. 

3. Enter values for the left and right margins in the Margins 
boxes. 

The values you enter are in the unit of measurement 
shown in the Units box. To change units, select a new 
unit in the Units menu. 

4. Select a Contents property to align your column text 
within the margins you set. 

If you select Decimal Aligned for the Contents property, a 
tab character is inserted after the paragraph character in 
the column, and a Tab Setting box appears in the Table 
Column property sheet. Use the Tab Setting box to 
specify how far from the left vertical ruling line you want 
the decimal points to align. 

5. Select Done. 

Copying column widths and margins using the Same key 

Changing row margins 
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After you set the width and margins for a particular column, 
you can copy those properties to other columns in the same 
table or columns in different tables. 

To change the widths and margins of columns using the SAME 
key: 

1. Select the column you want to change. 

2. Press SAME. 

3. Click the Select mouse button in the column with the 
values you want to copy. 

The first column's width and margins change to the values 
of the second column. 

Changing the row margins lets you increase or decrease the 
space above or below the text in row cells. 
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To change row margins: 

1 . Select a table row and press PROPS. 

2. Select Row for the Display setting. 

3. Enter values for the top and bottom margins in the 
Margins boxes. 

TABLE ROW PROPERTIES 

T.il.BLE F:.O\•V PR.OPE/HIES 

c'isplay Jml TEn I 
Units I§ I inches I 
.~.!ignrnent 1i4iiji¥INI) CEf\JTER.E[1 I FLUSH Bi: :iTTOM I 
Height :17 

rvl:sirgins Top [ 

-1 

,06 [ BoUorn I ,061 

_J 

The values you enter are in the unit of measurement 
shown in the Units box. To change units, select a new 
unit in the Units menu. 

When you increase the row margin, the row expands 
vertically to accommodate the added space. 

4. Select an alignment to place your row text within the 
margins you set. 

5. Select Done. 

Changing row line height 

The line height of a table cell limits the font size that the cell 
accommodates. Increase the line height if you select a font 
that is too big for the height of the cell. 

To change the row line height: 

1. Select a table row and press PROPS. 

2. Select Text for the Display setting. 

3. Select a Line Height property or select Other to enter a 
text line height different from those provided. 
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I .:J TABLE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

T,6,BLE 1.:c-,LUMf'.,J PR.C.1F'ER.TIES 

Line Height 11!111111 I q~;:;;;;;r0&}01h~ 

I Justified I 

4. Select Done. 

Turning off the header row 

The row shrinks or expands to accommodate the line 
height you selected. 

When you creale a table, the header row automatically 
appears with the other columns and rows of the table. You 
can turn off the header row when you don't want to use it. 

To turn off the header row: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Header for the Display setting. 
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3. Do one of the following: 

• Deselect Show for the Visibility property. 

• If the table spans more than one page and you want 
the header row turned on for the first page, but turned 
off for the following pages, deselect Repeat Header 
Row on Each Page . 

..<:J 
. 

TABLE PRQl'ERTl.ES 
-

TABLE PF\OPER.TIES Don~!~ can1!'J Defav~ F\e!;ei l 

DISPLAY I FF\.~IVIE I TABLE llllmlll SORT KEYS I ~ II 
Vbibili~y 111w1 

I~ 
I I I;; 

4. Select Done. 

Changing header row margins 

You set header row margins separately from column or row 
margins. Changing the header row margins increases or 
decreases the space above or below the text in header row 
cells. After you set the margins, select the horizontal and 
vertical placement for the contents of header rows. 

To change header row margins: 

1 . Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Header for the Display setting. 

3. Enter a value for the top and bottom margins in the 
Margins boxes. 
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4. Select a horizontal and a vertical placement for the 
Contents property. 

) FLU~.H LEFT !ii41'1434•iJ FU_.1~.H f:1•--1HT I hor-i::ontall}' 

I FLU'-,H TOP IM4111434•il FLU5H B0:_1TT•-·rv1 j -..•ertically 

Te~<t Direction (11411@3@§111 R.l(iHT Tr.) LEFT I 

Height ,4c 

lvlargins Top ~I ___ .1~:::1 Bottorn , -- - -.--1-~:-] 

Your text is aligned within the margins you set. 

5. Select Done. 

+ Note: The margins you set for the Column in the Column 
property sheet override the horizontal alignment for header 
rows that you select in the Table property sheet. If the text in 
one of the cells of the header row doesn't align properly, 
check the margin settings for that column.+ 

Changing the width and style of table ruling lines 
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You can change the width and style of the ruling lines 
between columns and rows, or set them so they don't show. 

To change the width and style of table ruling lines: 

1. Select one or more ruling lines. 

2. Press PROPS. 

The Table Ruling Line property sheet appears. 

TABLE RULING LINE PROPERTIES 

TABLE f:UUl"JG Lll'JE PR.OPERTIES 

\•'•/idthl-1=1-1-1-1-1 
Style 11:11- - I -·- I ""'" I= I I 

_, 
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3. Select a line Style and Width, or select the blank box Style 
to make the line invisible. 

4. Select Done. 

Changing the style and width of table borders 

To change the table border: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

TABLE PROPERTIES 

T J>.BLE PROPERTIES 

Border Style = --""" = -·-

Border Width I - 1=1-1-1-1-1 

3. Select a Border Style and a Border Width, or select the 
blank box to make the border invisible. 

4. Select Done. 

Changing the alignment of a table 
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The alignment determines the position of your table within the 
page margins or text column of your document. 

To change the alignment of your table: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Select a horizontal and a vertical alignment. 

The options are shown in the following illustration. 
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Flush Left or Flush Right places 
your table to the left or the 

right in the text column. 
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-----"'---- Floating places your table 

Aligning table~ 

Flush Bottom places your table at the 
bottom of the same page as its anchor. 

in the text column 
immediately folluwi11g 
the table anchor. 

Flush top places your 
table at the top of the 
following page. 

The Span option that appears when you select either Flush Top or Flush 
Bottom lets you position your table across the entire page, or just 
across the text column in which it is anchored if you have more than 
one text column. If the table is wider than the text column or page where 
you insert it, the columns that don't fit slide under the right margin. 

•Note: If you insert a vertically floating table that's 
wider than the text column in which it's anchored, the 
table column or columns that don't fit slide under the right 
text margin. The columns are still there, but you can't see 
them.• 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate your document. 
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Sorting information in tables 

Employee 

Hancock 

McFadden 

Evans 

Samuelson 

Rietz 

Brietenfeld 

Davi in 

Phillips 
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Sorting tables lets you display data in a meaningful format. 
For example, the unsorted table below shows employees 
listed by department, grade, and salary. 

Department Grade Salary 

Engineering GS 3S,OOO 

Documentation G8 SS,000 

Documentation GS 37,000 

Engineering G8 S8,000 

Documentation G6 37,000 

Engineering GS 3S,OOO 

Engineering G8 SS,000 

Documentation G6 38,000 

All the data in the table is visible, but it's difficult to analyze 
what it means without sorting. 

Use columns to sort tables and give a meaningful order to the 
information. You can sort your table using one column, or 
using as many as 12 columns. 

The columns you use to sort the table are called sort keys. 
The number of columns you use as sort keys depends on what 
you want to conclude from the data in your table. In a one
column sort, you could group the employees alphabetically. 

A two-column sort rearranges the rows based on the first 
column that you sorted. For example, if you wanted to know 
the grades of the employees in each department, you could 
sort by department and by grade. 

Sorting with more columns, or changing the order in which 
you sort the columns, can change the focus of the information 
in your table. For example, you could sort salary range by 
department and by grade. 
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Department Grade Salary 

Engineering GS 3S,OOO 

Engineering GS 3S,OOO 

Documentation GS 37,000 

Documentation G6 37,000 

Documentation G6 38,000 

Documentation G8 SS,000 

Engineering G8 SS,000 

Engineering G8 S8,000 

Think of the detailed procedure for sorting a table as four 
general steps performed in two different property sheets. 

General procedure for sorting tables: 

1. In the Column property sheet: 

a. Rename the column you want to sort. 

b. Specify whether to sort the information in the column 
as text, an amount, or a date. 

2. In the Table property sheet: 

a. List the column or columns with which you want to 
sort your table. 

b. Specify whether to sort the information in each 
column by ascending or descending order. 

To sort a table: 

1. Select a column and press PROPS. 

2. Select Column for the Display setting. 

3. Rename the column. 
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Type property 

+ Tip: Name each column according to the type of 
information it co.ntains. If you don't name the columns, 
the system names them in the order in which you create 
them, starting with Columnl. If you add or delete 
columns, or create subcolumns, the order won't appear to 
be sequential, and the appropriate column will be difficult 
to identify when you create your Sort Key List. See step 9 
for an explanation of the Sort Key List.+ 

4. Select the type of sort to perform with the Type property. 

' :<:J TABLE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

T,6,BLE COLUMN PROPERTIES 

Display llllml TE'.·'.T I SOF:T KEYS I 
l\Jarne Table6, I Colurnn2 

Desi:ription 

Structure I Di~·ided I 
Contents I FLu·-·H LEFT lii411143=1il FLusH P..1GHT I 0Er::1rv1AL. 

Units @)~ 
I , _, 9 I 

Left j .06 / F:_ight I ,061 
lml TExr 1.~rv1our-.n I D.".TE I 

+ Note: The Type property not only sorts the information 
according to text amount or date, it requires that the 
information in the column be of that type. If you set the 
Type property of a column before you enter information, 
and then try to put a different type of information in that 
column (for example, a date in an amount column), you 
receive an error message. 

Don't set the Type property to Required unless you 
require data in all the cells of the column.+ 

5. Close the Column property sheet. 

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for each column you want to 
sort. 
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+ Note: When you sort a table using two or more sort 
keys, one of the columns you sort must have identical 
entries in two or more cells for the sort to have an effect. 
For example, in the previous table the columns for 
Department, Grade, and Salary each have entries that are 
the same in at least two cells.+ 

7. Select thP t;ihlP ;ind press PROPS. 

8. Select Sort Keys for the Display setting. 

The Sort Key List includes a menu for each column 
available for sorting and options for sorting the columns in 
ascending or descending order. 

9. In the Sort Key List menus, select the name of each 
column to sort, in the order in which you want them 
sorted. 

(::I -- TABLE PROPERTIES 

T AE:LE PF:.oPrnTIE5 

Sod l<_ey List 

li·Si#§IQl§dl c~EscEr-..JDlf\JG I 1~ ~ 
li·Jii4@01§HI [•E5CEf\JDlf\K1 I 1~ I Colurnn-1 I 
i·S.fi4ij!§iijti DESCE · 

JM4iji1Jlij[i DESCE colurnn-1 :: 

Colu~·nn3 

Colurnn4 

10. Select Ascending or Descending for each column, 
depending on how you want the information to sort. 

11. Select Apply or Done to sort the table. 

+ Note: When sorting tables, you can perform the same 
operations on subcolumns that you perform on columns 
by listing the subcolumn sort keys in the Column property 
sheet.+ 
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Adding table captions 

Tables contain a default caption area at the bottom of the 
table. To see the text entry point for the table caption, you 
must show the non-printing characters in your document. 

For information about adding captions to tables that span 
more than one page, see the section "Working with tables that 
span more than one page." 

To add table captions: 

1. Select Show Non-Printing without Spaces in the 
Document menu. 

2. Select the paragraph character below the table and type 
your caption. 

OJ 

I 
OJ 

OJ OJ 
.; 

~ 
ii 

0 

Changing the caption area of a table 
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The table margins provide an area for you to enter the table 
number or title, and descriptive information. You can place 
the table caption on any of the four sides of the table. Use the 
following procedure to change the placement of the table 
caption. 

To change the caption area of a table: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Select Left, Right, Top, or Bottom for the Captions 
property. 

+ Note: Make sure you specify enough space in the 
corresponding Margins box. See the following section for 
the procedure.+ 
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Capt.ions 

'•/•lid th 

Height 

."-.lignrnent 

4. Select Done. 

~I FViHr. j jrnf' I IEllZlll 
:',3•1 I Fl:•:ED ll!J'!lll 

."7 jF1·mll!J'!lll 
I FLl.J';H LEFT 16411•4·!4·•1 fll_J~.H RI• 

I FLusH roP ) fL\JsH Borrorv1 Im 

The paragraph character appears on the side of the table 
you selected. 

Changing table margins to enlarge the caption area 

Table margins specify the size of the caption areas. 

Because the margin doesn't expand as you enter text, set the 
table margins so that they accommodate the caption. 

To change table margins: 

1 . Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Delete the old values and enter new values for the Left, 
Right, Top, and Bottom table margins. 

rvlargin:: Left R.ight 

Top ,::"5 E:ottorn 
~---~ 

Captions 

The value you enter is measured in the units shown in the 
Units box. To change units, select a new unit in the Units 
menu. 

4. Select Done. 
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Working with tables that span more than one page 

Although a table that spans more than one page appears on 
your screen without breaks, GV Write divides the table into 
segments and puts them on separate pages when you paginate 
and print the document. You can't change where the table 
breaks into segments. 

Positioning tables that span more than one page 
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When a table is too long to fit on the page where its anchor 
appears, GV Write starts the table on the next page. When 
this happens, text that should follow the table might instead fill 
the space between the anchor and the table. To prevent 
misplaced text and begin the table on the same page as its 
anchor, do the following. 

To start a long table on the page where its anchor appears: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Table for the Display setting. 

3. Deselect Defer Table on Paginate. 

TABLE PROPERTIES 

TABLE PP.OPERTIE5 

I· 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate your document. 

The text that follows the long table starts on the same page 
where the table ends, if there is room. Use the following 
procedure to force the text to start on a new page. 
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To force text that follows a long table onto a new page: 

1. Select the table anchor. 

2. Press l<EYBOARD+SPECIAL +2. 

A break character appears next to the anchor. 

3. Paginate your document. 

+ Note: You might need to add another paragraph character 
and another page break character.+ 

Scrolling through tables that span more than one page 

Use the following procedures to quickly scroll through tables 
that span more than one page. 

To scroll through tables that span more than one page: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Click the Adjust mouse button on the plus or minus 
sign in the scrollbar to scroll one segment at a time. 

• Slide the pointer up and down in the scrollbar while 
holding down the Adjust mouse button. The number 
that you see in the scrollbar represents a percentage of 
the page. 

Preventing a caption on each page of a long table 

Adding a caption to a long table with segments is the same as 
adding a caption to any other table. 

The caption repeats on each page of the printed table unless 
you perform the following procedure. 

To prevent repeating a table caption on each page of a long 
table: 

1 . Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Table for the Display setting. 

3. Deselect Repeat Bottom Caption On Print or Repeat Top 
Caption On Print. 
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REPEAT BOTTOM CAPTION ON PRINT 

4. Select Done. 

Adding "continued" to the caption of a long table 

Use the following procedure if your table spans more than one 
page and you want the caption to include the word 
"continued" on each page when it's printed. 

To add the word "continued" to the caption of a long table: 

1. Paginate and print your table to see where the table 
segments split. 

2. Copy the table anchor next to itself. 

'J c,,...J,....,....._ n .......... ;...,.,.....,_,..... n: ........... 1 ............. ..-J n ..... '"""'""'"' : ...... .,.[.....,..... n ........ ~ .. ~ ......... .s.. ~,..... ....... 
J, JC::IC:Ll I a5111atc: Lll:.">f'Jlayc:u I a5c:;:, Ill lllC:: UULUlllC:lll lllC:llU 

to arrange the table frames in the correct sequence. 

4. Delete all rows in the first table that don't appear on the 
first table page in your printout. 

5. In the second table, delete all rows that appear on the first 
table page in the printout. 

6. Type "continued" in the second table caption. 

7. Paginate your document. 

Preventing the header row from repeating 
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To prevent the header row from repeating on each page of a 
table that spans more than one page: 

1. Select the table and press PROPS. 

2. Select Header for the Display setting. 
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3. Deselect Repeat Header Row on Each Page. 

T,6,BLE PR_OPER_TIE5 

Visibility H!.#11 
I 

4. Select Done. 

Ti\CLE PROPERTIES 

1:: 

Using a shortcut to create tables 
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You can use the Define/Expand feature to create a template 
from an existing table whose properties you often want to 
duplicate. For more information on creating expansion 
dictionaries, see chapter 1, "Creating and editing documents." 

To define tables for your expansion dictionary: 

1. Load your expansion dictionary. 

2. Select the table anchor. 

3. Press SHIFT+DEF/EXP. 

The Define Options sheet appears. 

4. Type the abbreviation for the table in the Abbreviation 
box. 

+ CAUTION: If you use the same abbreviation as an 
existing item in the expansion dictionary, the new item 
replaces the old one without warning.+ 

5. Select Start. 

The system adds your abbreviation and the table it defines to 
the expansion dictionary. 
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To add defined tables to your document: 

1. Select the location in your document where you want to 
insert the table anchor. 

2. Type the abbreviation for the table. 

3. Press DEF/EXP. 

The table anchor appears at the selected place in your 
document. 

4. Paginate your document to make the table appear 
immediately following the anchor. 

Changing the defaults for tables 
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The table defaults define a standard table as a starting point for 
creating more complex tables. As described at the beginning 
of this chapter, the default table has two columns, two rows, 
~~rl ~ t...~~rl~- ·-~ ... 
CTI IU a I IC::dUt::I I UVV. 

You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
the step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile 
options for documents." 

To edit default values for tables, add or edit entries in the 
Document Tables Defaults section of your User Profile as 
shown in the following list. 
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In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

[Document Tables Defaults] 

Units: Inches 
--inchesi Millimeters I Centi meters I Pointsi Spcices 

Horizontal Alignment: Centered 
--CenteredlFlush LeftlFlush Right 

Vertical Alignment: Floating 
--FloatinglFlush BottomlFlush Top 

Floating-Places your table in the text column 
immediately following the table anchor. 

Flush Bottom-Places your table at the bottom of the 
same page as its anchor. 

Flush Top-Places your table at the top of the page 
following its anchor. 

--Border Width: Width2 
Width21Widthl 1Width31Width41Width51Width6 

--Border Style: Solid 
Solid I Invisible I Dashed I Dotted I Double I Broken 

--Span: Column 
Column I Page 

--Top Margin: 0.25 
Value range depends on Units; for inches, supply a value from 
0 to 13.88 

--Bottom Margin: 0.5 
Value range depends on Units; for inches, supply a value from 
o to 13.8a 

--Left Margin: 0 
If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 25.99; if points, range 
is 0 to 1871 

--Right Margin: 0 
If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 25.99; if points, range 
is 0 to 1871 

Top Caption: False 
--False IT rue 
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Bottom Caption:True 
--FalselTrue 

Left Caption: False 
--FalselTrue 

Right Caption: False 
--FalselTrue 

Width: 2.39 
--From 0 to 25.99 inches, but default can depend on column 
width and frame margins 

Height: 0.97 
--Value range depends on Units: for inches, supply a value 
from 0 to 55.54 

Fixed Width: False 
--FalselTrue 

False-Allows the table width to increase when you add 
more columns to the table. 

True-Prevents the table width from increasing when you 
~..J...J ~-~·-~ __ I. _______ If _________ J.._ :_ .._f __ ------ ---~-1.._1_ ..__LI_ 
dUU 111u1e LUIUlllll:'). 111e 1e:":>Ull I:') u1e :')di lie VVIULll ldUle 

with narrower columns. 

Fixed Height: False 
--False IT rue 

False-Allows the table height to increase when you add 
more rows to the table. 

True-Prevents the table height from increasing when you 
add more rows. The result is the same height table with 
narrower rows. 

Number Of Rows: 2 
--211 1314151617181911 0 

Number Of Columns: 2 
--211 1314151617181911 0 
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Rows: Varying 
--Varying I Fixed 

Varying-Allows the number of rows to increase if you 
press SKIP/NEXT when the caret is in the last cell of the last 
table row. 

Fixed-Prevents the number of rows from increasing if 
you press SKIP/NEXT when the caret is in the last cell of the 
last table row. 

Columns: Varying 
--VaryinglFixed 

Varying-Allows the number of columns to increase if 
you press SKIP/NEXT when the caret is in the last eel I of the 
last table column. 

Fixed-Prevents the number of columns from increasing if 
you press SKIP/NEXT when the caret is in the last cell of the 
last table column. 

Fill-in by: Row 
--Row I Column 

Row-Moves the caret to the next cell in the row when 
you press SKIP/NEXT. 

Column-Moves the caret to the next cell in a column 
when you press SKIP/NEXT. 

Repeat Top Caption On Print: True 
--True I False 

Repeat Bottom Caption On Print: True 
--TruelFalse 

Defer Table On Paginate: True 
--TruelFalse 

True-Moves the table to the next page when you 
paginate, if it doesn't fit on the same page as its anchor. 

False-Starts the table on the same page as the anchor, 
and splits the table when you print it after paginating. 
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Printing documents 
and books 

Preparing a document for printing 12-4 

Preparing a book for printing 12-5 

Setting printer icon properties and options 12-5 

Printing closed documents, books, and folders 12-6 

Printing an open document 12-6 

Printii:ig and displaying Pro Illustrator 
graphics 12-8 
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This chapter provides tips for preparing your documents and 
books for printing. For workstation GLOBAL V1 EW users, the 
following table shows where to go for other printing 
information: 

For information on: See: 

System and rrinter fonts CLOBAL VIEW Font Sampler 

TCP/IP printing GLOBAL VIEW Workspace 
User Guide 

Shared Document Services Xerox GLOBAL VIEW Network 
printing Access User Guide 

Local printing GLOBAL VIEW Local Printing 
User Guide 

For PC GLOBALVIFW users, the following table shows where to 
go for other printing information: 

For information on: See: 

Desktop and PS printing GLOBAL VIEW Printing User 
Guide 

Shared Document Services Xerox GLOBAL VIEW Network 
printing Access User Guide 

System and printer fonts GLOBAL VIEW Font Sampler 
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Preparing a document for printing 

Before you print a document, answer the questions in the 
following table to be sure your document is complete and 
ready for printing. 

Did you: For information on: See: 

Paginate the entire Paginating documents Chapter 1, "Creating and 
document, and correct editing documents" 
undesirable page breaks? 

Make sure words are Manually adding hyphens to Chapter 1, "Creating and 
hyphenated correctly, and, if words editing documents" 
necessary, update the 
hyphenation dictionary? Automatically adding Chapter 5, "Hyphenating 

hyphens to words and text automatically" 
updating the hyphenation 
dictionary 

Make sure that graphic, Working with graphics Chapter 13, "Using frames 
table, and chart placement in documents" 
is correct in relation to text? 

Working with tables Chapter 11, "Adding tables 
to documents" 

Working with charts GLOBAL VIEW Paint and Chart 
User Guide 

Make sure the page Creating page headings and Chapter 2, "Setting page 
headings and footings are footings layout" 
correct? 

Make sure the page numbers Creating page numbers Chapter 2, "Setting page 
are correct? layout" 

Make sure the printer you Identifying document and GLOBAL VIEW Font Sampler 
want to use has the correct printer fonts 
fonts loaded? Your printer documentation 

Finding out what fonts are or your system administrator 
loaded on the printer 
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+ Note: If you are not sure which fonts are loaded on the 
printer you are using, select fonts for your document that are 
compatible with any printer.+ 

Preparing a book for printing 
--------------"-----"-------------- ------·----

To prepare a book for printing: 

1. Place the documents in the book and arrange them in the 
order you want them to print. 

2. Set the page numbering properties for all documents in 
the book including any documents contained within 
folders or other books. For information, see the section 
"Numbering pages sequentially across book contents" in 
chapter 2, "Setting page layout." 

3. Set the page heading and page footing properties for all 
documents in the book. 

4. Paginate the completed book by selecting Compress And 
Paginate in the Workspace menu. 

+ Note: To print specific pages in a book, make sure the 
cover sheet of the book is not displayed. If the cover sheet is 
displayed, select Don't Show Cover Sheet in the Floating Items 
menu before copying the book icon to the printer.+ 

Setting printer icon properties and options 
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You can set properties for your printer icon before printing, or 
you can set the options each time you print. 

For information on setting printer icon properties, workstation 
users see the GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User Guide. 

PC users can find this information in the GLOBAL VIEW Printing 
User Guide. 
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Printing closed documents, books, and folders 

To print a closed document, book, or folder: 

1. Select the document, book, or folder icon. 

2. Press COPY. 

3. Position the pointer on the printer icon and click the 
Select mouse button. 

4. Do one of the following: 

• If you deselected When Printing Display Options on 
the property sheet for that printer, the document prints 
automatically. 

• If you selected When Printing Display Options on the 
property sheet for that printer, the Printing option 
sheet appears. Select the options you want and select 
Start to print the document. 

Printing an open document 
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Software required-Run the Open Doc Print software applica
tion to perform the tasks in this section. 

+Note: Paginate the open document before printing. You 
can set the Printing option sheet so that the document 
paginates automatically before printing, or you can paginate it 
yourself by selecting Paginate or Compress And Paginate in 
the Document menu.+ 
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To print an open document: 

1. Select Print in the document header. 

· .:_I Sample Doc - 01 

CJSample Doc - 01 .~2,!;=l~_;!!~Fn\ JljjlJ.kl]!J 
I' ............................................................................... . 

f:)Sample Dorument heading 

+llThlsisthe first paragraph in thes::imple document, 
The t€'r.t is 10 point Modem, The Line Height property 
is single, The Before Paragraph propertyissingle, The 
After Paragraph property is 1112, 

f:JThis is the se(ond p:ar:aqnph inthes:ample document, 

The mouse pointer changes to a small document shape. 

2. Position the small document on the printer icon and click 
the Select mouse button. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If you deselected When Printing Display Options on 
the property sheet for that printer, the document prints 
automatically. 

• If you selected When Printing Display Options on the 
property sheet for that printer, the Printing option 
sheet appears. Select the options you want and select 
Start to print the document. 

+Note: When you send the open document to the 
printer, there is a time delay of a few seconds during 
which you cannot edit the document. When the message: 

"OK for editing again" 

appears, you can edit the document.+ 

To stop the print operation before selecting the printer: 

~ Press STOP. 
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Printing and displaying Pro Illustrator graphics 

12-8 

If you have a document that contains Pro Illustrator graphics, 
you can display and print the illustrations even if you do not 
have the Pro Illustrator application running. To do this, load 
and run the Illustrator Basics application. 

Illustrator Basics allows you to do the following: 

• View Pro Illustrator graphics in Outline or Full Display 
mode using the Show Full Illustrator Graphics and Outline 
Illustrator Graphics commands in the Document menu 

• Select, copy, move, resize, and delete Pro Illustrator 
graphics frames 

• Change Pro Illustrator frame properties 

• Paginate and print documents containing Pro Illustrator 
graphics 

For more information about the Illustrator Basics application, 
see the Pro Illustrator documentation. 
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Using frames in 
documents 

Frame basics 

Inserting anchored frames in documents 

Positioning anchored frames on a page 

Copying, moving, and deleting 
anchored frames 

Embedding frames in anchored 
draw frames 

Copying or moving embedded frames 

Deleting embedded frames 

Modifying frames 

Changing frame size 

Changing frame margins 

Changing the frame caption area 

Changing the style and width of frame borders 

Using color with frames 

Copying frame properties with the Same key 

Using bitmap frames to enter illustrations 

Changing the scale of the contents of 
bitmap frames 

Placing an illustration in a bitmap frame 

Using text frames to annotate graphics 

Changing the inner margin of text frames 

Changing the text orientation of text frames 
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Using image frames to merge illustrations 
storeCI remotely 13-25 

Changing the defaults for frames 13-26 
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Frame basics 
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USING FRAMES IN DOCUMENTS 

You insert frames in documents to hold tables, graphics, 
equations, footnotes, or text. The type of frame you enter 
indicates what type of information the frame holds. 

This chapter explains how to enter the different frames and 
how to use the features common to all frames for: 

• Setting frame width and height 
• Setting frame margins 
• Aligning the frame on the page 
• Changing the appearance of frame borders 
• Specifying the frame border and background colors 
• Specifying the side of the frame for the caption 

Within a document, you can enter frames in two ways: 
anchored within the text or embedded within an anchored 
draw frame. 

When you anchor a frame in text, the frame anchor appears in 
the selected location, and the frame appears in the first 
available location after the anchor. 

You enter embedded frames inside anchored draw frames. 
Embedded frames don't have an associated frame anchor 
character. 

Both anchored and embedded frames have property sheets 
you use to modify the appearance and placement of the frame. 

The following table shows where to find more detailed 
information about using frames for specific functions. 
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Frame type Used for 

Bitmap Holding and editing 
bitmap (raster) graphics 

Draw Creating simple line 
drawings in your 
documents, and a 
container for embedded 
frames 

Equation Creating equations in 
documents 

Footnote Inserting footnotes in 
documents 

Image 

•~LI_ 
I dLJle 

Text 

Reserving a space for 
bitmap (raster) graphics 
stored at a central printer 

Creating tables i11 
documents 

Annotating graphics and 
creating custom page 
layouts 

Chapter Name Application 

Chapter 13, "Using GV Write 
frames in documents" 

Chapter 14, "Using GV Draw 
GV Draw" 

Chapter 16, "Adding GV Equations 
equations to 
documents" 

Chapter 9, "Adding Footnotes 
footnotes to 
documents" 

Chapter 13, "Using GV Write 
frames in documents" 

Ci1d1Jier 11, "AJJi11g GV 'vVriie 
tables to documents" 

Chapter 2, "Setting GV Write 
page layout" 

Inserting anchored frames in documents 
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When you enter an anchored frame, the frame anchor appears 
in the selected location, and the frame appears in the first 
available location after the anchor. 

Anchored footnote frames are the exception; the frame 
appears at the bottom of the page on which you insert the 
anchor. For more information see chapter 9, "Adding 
footnotes to documents." 
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To see the frame anchor: 

~ Select Show Structure in the Document menu. 

D 
Show Structure 
Sho .,.. [\Jon-Printing ,,,..,..ith Spai:e:: 

::;h.-, ·" r .. 1,-,n-Pdntin') Mith1-111t ·0,p.'1•-p-o; 

~.hu·,1 .. Style.:.heet 

To insert an anchored frame in a document: 

1. Select the location in your document for the frame. 

2. Hold down KEYBOARD and press SPECIAL. 

3. Press Show to see the Special keyboard for graphics. 

Keyboard Window 

4. Do one of the following: 

• Press A to enter a draw frame. 
• Press s to enter a text frame. 
• Press D or F to enter a table frame. 
• Press B to enter a footnote frame. 
• Press c to enter an equation frame. 

The frame anchor appears in the selected location, and 
the frame appears in the first available location after the 
anchor. 

5. Release KEYBOARD. 

6. Paginate your document. 
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If text appears between the anchor and the frame, add a 
break character (KEYBOARD+ SPECIAL+2) immediately after 
the anchor to force the text to the next page. 

+ Note: Because anchored frames (except table frames) are a 
continuous scroll, they don't carry over from one page to 
another. A frame that is longer than a single page is cut off 
when you print it.+ 

Positioning anchored frames on a page 
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The combined width of a frame and its margins is usually 
limited to the text column width. On a single column page, 
the text column width includes the distance between the left 
and right page margins, so frames can span the page anywhere 
on a single text column page. 

On multiple text column pages, frames can span the entire 
page only if you position them at the top or bottom of the 
page. 

You position frames at the top or bottom of the page by setting 
the Alignment property in the Frame property sheet. 

,i!.,fignrnent 

,-,.I 

I FU JSH LEFT !Piijll§;J#il FLUSH RIGHT I horizontally 

I FLUSH TOP I FLUSH BOTTOM IHMIMHI vertically 

The property for horizontal Alignment places the frame 
horizontally within the text column in which you place the 
anchor, reserving space for the values that you specify in the 
frame Margins property. The default horizontal Alignment is 
Centered and the default left and right Margin values are 0. 

The property for vertical Alignment specifies where the frame 
appears in relation to its anchor. 

Floating-Places the frame immediately following the anchor. 
If the text is edited and the anchor moves, the frame moves 
also. Floating is the default setting for the vertical Alignment 
property and the default top and bottom Margin values are .25 
inches. 

Flush Top-Places the frame at the top of the next page after 
the anchor. 
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Flush Bottom-Places the frame at the bottom of the same 
page as the anchor. 

Use the following procedure if you want a frame to span 
multiple text columns, or if you want to change the position of 
the frame within a single text column. 

To position a frame on the page: 

1. Select the border of the frame, and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Select a property for the horizontal and vertical 
alignments. 

4. Select Done. 

5. Paginate your document. 

Copying, moving, and deleting anchored frames 
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If you copy, move, or delete an anchored frame, the frame and 
all the objects it contains, including embedded frames, are 
copied, moved, or deleted also. 

To copy or move an anchored frame: 

1. Do one of the following: 

• Select the frame border. 
• Select the frame anchor. 

2. Press COPY or MOVE. 

3. Place the pointer where you want the anchor to appear, 
and click the Select mouse button. 

The anchor appears where you clicked the pointer, and 
the frame appears in the first available location in the 
document. 

4. Paginate your document. 

The frame position adjusts in relation to the anchor 
according to the setting of the Alignment property. See 
the section "Positioning anchored frames on a page" for 
more information. 
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To delete an anchored frame: 

1. Do one of the following. 

• Select the frame border. 
• Select the frame anchor. 

2. Press DELETE. 

3. Select Yes to confirm. 

The frame and its anchor are deleted. 

4. Paginate your document. 

Embedding frames in anchored draw frames 
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You can insert draw, text, table, bitmap, equation, or image 
frames in an anchored draw frame to create complex or 
annotated graphics. 

Table frame 

1:1itmap r-rame [ J 
TextFrame ._I+' __ _. 

lmageframe rimage l\Jame: I 
--- Anchored draw frame 

To add an embedded frame to an anchored draw frame: 

1. Select inside a draw frame. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+ SPECIAL. d 

3. Do one of the following: 
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• Press A for a draw frame. 
• Press s for a text frame. 
• Press D or F for a table frame. 
• Press H for a bitmap frame. 
• Press K for an image frame. 
• Press c for an equation frame. 

4. Release KEYBOARD. 

Copying or moving embedded frames 

After you place an embedded frame in a draw frame, you can 
copy, move, or delete it. 

You can copy or move embedded frames: 

• To another position in the same draw frame or into 
another draw frame. The resulting frame is still an 
embedded frame. 

• To a position in the main body of text if your frame is an 
embedded text, table, or draw frame. The resulting frame 
is an anchored frame. 

To copy or move an embedded frame: 

1. Select the frame border. 

2. Press COPY or MOVE. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select a destination within the text for an anchored 
frame. 

• Select a destination within a draw frame for an 
embedded frame. 

4. If the resulting frame is an anchored frame, paginate the 
document. 

Deleting embedded frames 

To delete an embedded frame: 

1. Select the frame border. 

2. Press DELETE. 
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Modifying frames 

Changing frame size 

13-10 

Using the Frame property sheet, you can change the size and 
margins of frames, the color, style, and width of the frame 
border, and the color of the frame background. 

The frame size includes the outside margins, which are 
invisible. Adjust the size of the frame and its margins so that 
their combined size fits within the page or column. See the 
section "Changing frame margins" for more information. 

The total space occupied by the frame consists of the content 
area of the frame, the inner and outer frame margins, and the 
frame border. 

~1---- Outer Margin 

! !--, ~n~n~:~:::~~: l 
l 

~ ____ t_ ____ : 

, .... - -- -- ....... 

I 
! 

1----.....--- Border 

. . 
.. -- .... --- .. - .. -- --- -- -- ...... - -- -- .. - -- - -

You can change the size of the frame using either: 

• The Draw soft keys and the guiding point of the frame 
• The Frame property sheet 

+ Note: Don't use function keys to adjust the size of table 
frames. See chapter 11, "Adding tables to documents" for 
more information.+ 
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USING FRAMES IN DOCUMENTS 

> 

To change the frame size using the Draw soft keys: 

1 . Select a corner of the frame. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Press the STRETCH function key to adjust the frame 
width, height, or both. 

• Press the MAGNIFY function key to adjust either the 
width or height. The other dimension adjusts 
proportionally. 

The guiding point appears at the corner you selected, 
and the pinned point appears at the opposite corner. 

3. Place the pointer where you want the guiding point to 
move, and click the Select mouse button. 

The frame size changes. 
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To change the frame size using the Frame property sheet: 

1 . Select the border of the frame and press PROPS. 

ORilW FRilME PROPERTIES 

DR .. 0.'N FRAME PROPERTIES 

Display llm!Zllll GR.ID I 
Borde~- Colm· •@!black I 
Ba(~::ground Color· D I~ lv.;hite j 

Border INidth 

l_Jnits 

r· . ..-1 a rg ins 

(aptions 

\t•iidth 

Height 

."'.lignrnent 

~I ~11:1~1---~,-.... ~ .. ,-=~I~--~-I 
1-1=1-1-1-1-1 
®~ 
Left I O I 
~==~ 

Top l~---·2~51 
~~I TOP I ~I B_.O_TT_O_M~I 

F:.ight_ [ o] 
~==.=:2sl Bottcirn 

[ ·~ 

I 1 I 
I FLUSH LEFT ID4ijll43411 FU .!SH F:li::;HT I horizontall-y 

I FLUSH T()p j FLUSH 80TTO~·i1 IHW.jl!ijtll ver-tically 

'i 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Enter new values for Width or Height, or for both. 

I~ 

The values you enter are in the units specified in the Units 
property. You can select a different unit in the Units 
menu to change units. 

4. Select Done. 

The frame changes to the size you specified. 

+ Note: In text, table, and equation frames, you have the 
additional option of setting the Width and Height properties to 
Fixed or Varying. If you select Fixed, the value in the box 
cannot change, so the frame doesn't expand to hold additional 
characters. If you select Varying, the value in the box changes 
as you enter more characters in the frame, letting the frame 
expand horizontally, vertically, or both.+ 
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Changing frame margins 
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Frame margins are invisible areas outside the frame border 
that provide space for the caption in anchored and embedded 
frames. 

You can Jlso use the MJrgin properties to center or offset 
anchored frames within the page or column margins. 

The Jmount of space you enter for the margins is added to the 
frame size. 

Adjust the size of an anchored frame or its margins so that its 
combined size fits within the page or column. For example, if 
the width between the page or column margins is five inches, 
the combined width of the frame and its side margins must not 
exceed five inches. 

If you change the margin of an embedded frame, making it 
larger than the frame in which it is embedded, the excess 
margin area slides under the border of the anchored frame and 
disappears. The content of the frame is still there, but you 
can't see it. 

To change frame margins: 

1. Select the border of the frame and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Enter new values for the Left, Right, Top, or Bottom 
Margin property. 

Margins 

Captions 

\•\lidth 

Height 

."-.lignrnent 

Left F:ight 

Top Bott_orn 

~~I TOP 11 BOTTOfvl I 

\ FLU:.H LEFT \k4Qijll444il FLI ISH F:.1 1:..:iHT I horizontally 

) FLUSH TOP I FLUSH BOTTOrv1 )H@liijhl vertii:ally 
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The values you enter are in the units specified in the Units 
property. You can select a different unit from the Units 
menu. 

4. Select Done. 

The margins change. 

Changing the frame caption area 
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You can place a caption on any side of a frame that has 
sufficient space in the outside margin. The default caption 
area is Bottom for all frame types. 

To change a frame caption area: 

1 . Select a frame and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Select Left, Right, Top, Bottom, or any combination of 
sides for the Caption property. 

Captions 

Width 

Height 

Alignment 

~~l10PI lsonoM I 
11 
11 

I FLUSH LEFT 11111141111 FLUSH R1GI 

I FLUSH TOP I FLUSH BOTTOM 111111 

4. If necessary, change the Margin value to accommodate 
the caption text. See "Changing frame margins" for the 
procedure. 

If you highlighted a setting for the Caption property, but 
the corresponding Margin value is 0, the property sheet 
doesn't close until you provide a positive value for the 
margin. 

5. Select Done. 

A paragraph character appears on the side or sides of the 
frame you selected for the caption area. 
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To enter text in the caption area: 

~ Select the paragraph character and begin typing. 

If some of your caption disappears from view, change the 
margin for that side of the frame. 

You can set character and paragraph properties for the caption 
text using the Character property sheet or the function keys. 
See chapter 3, "Formatting text" for more information and 
procedures. 

Changing the style and width of frame borders 
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GLOBAL VIEW provides several frame border styles and widths 
for both anchored and embedded frames. 

The default style and width properties are different depending 
on whether the frame is anchored or embedded. 

r.~1 DRAW FRAME PROPERTIES 

DR..i:.,'1N fF:_.t..fvlE PF:_CiPEF:_TIE5 

Display IBlll •:;RID I 
Borde1 • @) lbla 0:k I 
Background Color D I_~ l\'·ihite I 
Border Style ~! -=1==~1---~1.-... -.. ~I =-~1----~1 
Borde1..-idtl1 l-IC:ll-1-1-1-1 

The width of the frame border doesn't change the dimensions 
of the frame. If you select a thick border, it might obscure 
some of the contents near the edges of the frame. 

To change the style or width of the frame border: 

1 . Select the border of the frame and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select a Border Style. 
• Select a Border Width. 

4. Select Done. 
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Using color with frames 

Display llD!IZlll Gf:ID I 
Border Color • I~ ltdack I 
Ba(kgro ,,,.d_'.:nk - D.L~ E~ 

tr~nspanC'.nt I"-"' --0+< blach • 
'/ellO\•VS----'o-

Oranges-:. 

If you print your document on a color printer, you can choose 
from a selection of border and background colors for frames. 

To change the border or background color of a frame: 

1 . Select the frame and press PROPS. 

2. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

3. Do one or both of the following: 

• Select a border color in the Border Color menu. 

• Select a background color in the Background Color 
menu. 

R.ed,_, 4. Select Done. 
Pinks--=. 

Purples_,. 

E:l1..1eS---+ 

Cireens ......... 

Copying frame properties with the Sarne key 
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You can use the SAME key to copy the following frame 
properties from one frame to another: 

• Border Color 
• Background Color 
• Border Style 
• Border Width 
• Units 
• Margins 
• Caption area 

You cannot use the SAME key to copy frame Width or Height 
properties. 

To copy Frame properties using the SAME key: 

1. Set the properties you want in the first frame. 

2. Close the property sheet and select the second frame. 
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3. Press SAME. 

4. Select the first frame. 

The properties of the second frame change to those of the 
first frame. 

Using bitmap frames to enter illustrations 

A bitmap frame provides a container to hold both color rasters 
and black and white bitmaps. Bitmap frames must be 
embedded in draw frames. 

You can place the following converted formats into bitmap 
frames. Illustration Format graphics can also be converted to 
these formats: 

• Tiff 
• CALS Raster 
• PCX 
• Sun Raster (B) 
• Sun Raster (B/C/C) 
• MacPaint 
• IMC 

For information about using converters, see the GLOBAL VIEW 
Text and Graphics Conversion User Guide. 

When you create an illustration using CV Paint, you can 
display it in your document by copying or moving it directly 
into the bitmap frame or by calling it from your workspace. 
Calling an illustration from your workspace is convenient if 
you use the same illustration in several locations or if the 
illustration consumes a large amount of disk space. For 
information about using the CV Paint application, see the 
GLOBAL VIEW Paint and Chart User Guide. 

Changing the scale of the contents of bitmap frames 
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Use the Bitmap property sheet to change the scale of the 
illustration before you place it in a bitmap frame. 
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You have three choices (Automatic, Fixed, and Print 
Resolution) for determining how a bitmap frame scales the 
illustration you place in it: 

Automatic Shrinks or expands the illustration to fit the bitmap frame. The 
Shape property that appears when you select Automatic 
controls whether to maintain the illustration proportions 
during scaling. 

BITM.6,P FR/;,rv'IE PROPER.TIES 

Display lmll!lill m.~ME I 
Bitmap Color • @) ltdack I 
Scaling IMNBtjiil Fl:=·=:ED I PR.INT F:.ESULUTIUf\J I 
Display Source liiN"ll4i••I '•1"•.IORJ<.SP.6.CE I 
Print Source I orsPLAY souRcE 11a;am1141111 
[\Jarne 

Shape l•M##ii*Mill FI LL up FRAME I 

Keep Shape-Maintains the relative proportions of the 
illustration during scaling. 

Fill Up Frame-Shrinks or expands the illustration both 
horizontally and vertically to meet the edges of the bitmap 
frame. 
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Fixed Modifies the contents of the bitmap frame according to the 
Scale and Alignment properties that appear. 

-- _::: __ I BITMAP FRAME PROPERTIES 

BITrvlAP fF:_.t..rvlE PROPEF:.T!ES 

Display 11111!11 FRArv1E I 
t:1tmap <.olot ·I~ lblack I 
scaling ~I ,~-·.1 __ -,T-o-r111-.t..-r 1-c~lllD==.~1-PF-:.n·-.,n-f-:.E-~.i:-)L-1._.-,T-1•)-r.1~1 

Display Souri:e li@i@i4Hil · . ..-,,,'OP.J<_SP."'.CE I 
Print 5our(e li+U1Qjifp1!J4ij] P.Erv1 1·_·1TE FILE I 
5rnle 

."'.lignrnent I LEFT jiiiH11¥J4il f:_1 1~HT j Hori::1=1ntally 

I TUF' IR4ijllg34il B•.:iTT" •r..,11 I Vertii:all~~· 

Scale-Determines the percentage by which the contents of 
the bitmap frame shrink or expand. Enter a number between 1 
and 100 to indicate the percentage of scaling. If you enter 
100, the contents keep their current size. If you enter 50, the 
contents of the bitmap frame shrink by half, both horizontally 
and vertically. 

Alignment-Controls the horizontal and vertical position of 
the bitmap image within the bitmap frame. 

Print Resolution Scales the contents of the bitmap frame according to the Print 
Resolution property that appears. 

BITMAP FRAME PROPERTIES 

BITrvlAP FR.P..rvlE PP..OPEF:_TIES 

Bitmap Color ·I~ lbla:J I 
S(aling 1--"--'_-,T-,)-M-P..-Tl-1.:~l-F1-:.-::E-[~! I PRINT RESOLUTION 

Display 5oun:e I D(:icUiv1Ef\JT )1§131.iijilj 

Print Source I D1·-,pL,t..Y ~.ouR.cE I ,,, ...... of~f<5F'.6,CE 11u4ero1441111 

Print Resolut_ion liihliijl@@lil 72 j ?s I ·1 su I 200 ! :uo 1 ·-•THEF:_ I spi 

+ J 
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Print Resolution-Specifies the number of spots per inch to 
use when printing the bitmap. 

+Tip: To get the best results, use a factor of your printer 
resolution. For example, for a printer with 300 spi resolution, 
choose numbers such as 75, 100, 150, and 300. Don't use a 
resolution higher than the resolution of your printer.+ 

To change the scale of the contents of bitmap frames: 

1. Select the bitmap frame and press PROPS. 

2. Select Bitmap for the Display setting. 

3. Select a Scaling property. 

• If you select Fixed, supply a value for the Scale, and 
select a Horizontal and a Vertical alignment. 

• If you select Print Resolution, select or provide a value 
for the Print Resolution. 

4. Select Done. 

Placing an illustration in a bitmap frame 
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Before performing the following procedure, reduce the size of 
the illustration to save space in your document. Make sure 
you record the size of your illustration before closing it. See 
the GLOBAL VtEW Paint and Chart User Guide for information 
about sizing your illustration. 

To place an illustration in a bitmap frame: 

1. Select inside a draw frame and press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+H 
to enter a bitmap frame. 

2. Make the bitmap frame and the draw frame the same size 
as the illustration. 

3. Select the illustration and press COPY or MOVE. 

4. Click inside the bitmap frame with the Select mouse 
button. 

The illustration appears inside the bitmap frame. 
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+Tip: If you enter an ii lustration, then decide to revise it, edit 
the original. Then use the procedure above to copy the 
revised illustration into the bitmap frame. Select Yes to 
confirm that you want to replace the first illustration.+ 

To call an illustration from your workspace into a bitmap 
frame: 

1. Make sure the bitmap or raster illustration resides in your 
workspace; it cannot be stored as a remote file. 

2. Select inside a draw frame and press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+H 

to enter a bitmap frame. 

3. Select the bitmap frame and press PRCWS. 

4. Change the size of the bitmap frame to accommodate the 
illustration. 

5. Select Bitmap for the Display setting. 

6. Select Workspace for the Display Source. 

7. Type the name of the illustration in the Name box. 

+ Note: If the illustration is inside a folder, type the name 
of the folder, a slash(}), then the illustration name.+ 

8. Select Done. 

The illustration appears in the bitmap frame. 

Using text frames to annotate graphics 
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To insert text frames into a draw frame for annotations, you 
can: 

• Insert a text frame automatically 
• Insert a text frame using the Special keyboard for graphics 
• Copy a text frame from the Draw Transfer Document 

This section describes the procedures for the first two 
methods. For information about using the Draw Transfer 
Document, see chapter 14, "Using GV Draw." 
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r·~b·~·;;"i";~;·············: 

l.~Y~.~-~~1.~ ••••••••••••••• i 

Before you can perform the following procedures, you must 
insert an anchored draw frame in your document. See the 
section "Inserting anchored frames in documents." 

To automatically insert a text frame in a draw frame: 

1. Select inside an anchored draw frame. 

2. Begin typing. 

A text frame is automatically inserted around the 
characters you type. 

To insert a text frame in a draw frame using the Special 
keyboard for graphics: 

1. Select a location inside an anchored draw frame. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL +S. 

A text frame is inserted in the draw frame. 

3. Select inside the text frame, and begin typing. 

+ Note: If the Width and Height properties for the text frame 
are set to Varying, the frame expands to include all of the text 
you enter. If Width and Height are set to Fixed, it is possible 
to type more text into the frame than can fit within the frame 
borders. If that happens, change the size of the text frame, or 
set one of the dimensions to Varying.+ 

The text in text frames uses the same formatting properties as 
other document text. For information on formatting text, see 
chapter 3, "Formatting text." 
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The following properties are unique to text frames: 

• Inner Margin 
• Text Orientation 

..!:J TEXT FRAME PROPERTIES 

Unit:. @)~ 

Inner rn:sn·gin 41 

Te:-.::t 1)rientati•=1n f@:MJHelijlC~JMj',.IEF:Tl(,;,.,L f 

I f\J.:i~-ne att.:ii:hed I 

Changing the inner margin of text frames 

The inner margin of the text frame specifies the distance 
between the frame border and the text in the frame. 

+ Note: If you don't have room at the bottom of the text 
frame for your text, use the function keys to enlarge the text 
frame, or change the height in the Frame property sheet. See 
the section "Changing frame size" for the procedures.+ 

To change the inner margin: 

1 . Select the frame border and press PROPS. 

2. Select Text for the Display setting. 

3. Enter a value for the Inner margin property. 

The values you enter are in the units specified in the Units 
property. You can select a different unit in the Units 
menu. 

4. Select Done. 

Changing the text orientation of text frames 
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If you use a vertical language such as Japanese, you can set 
text frames to vertical orientation by changing the Text 
Orientation property. 
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When you select Vertical for the Text Orientation property, the 
following rules apply: 

• Text characters display from top to bottom and progress 
from right to left. 

• Underlines, superscripts, and subscripts appear to the right 
of vertical text. 

• The paragraph character rotates one-quarter turn to the 
right. 

• Increasing or decreasing the paragraph properties for the 
line height, the before-paragraph value, or the after
paragraph value adds space vertically between the lines of 
characters or the paragraphs. 

To set the orientation for the text: 

1. Select the frame border and press PROPS. 

2. Select Text for the Display setting. 

3. Select Horizontal or Vertical for the Text Orientation 
µruµerl y. 

4. Select Done. 
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Using image frames to merge illustrations stored remotely 
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Image frames let you merge your document with an image file 
stored at a remote printer, then print them together. 

Storing an illustration remotely as an image file is convenient 
if: 

• The illustration consumes a large amount of disk space 
• The illustration appears in several locations 

Before calling an image into a frame, make sure the image file 
resides on an available Xerox 9700 or 3700 Printing System 
and has an assigned name, such as IMG>filename.img. 

To print a remote illustration file using image frames: 

1. Select inside a draw frame and press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+I< 

to insert an image frame. 

2. Press PROPS. 

3. Select Frame for the Display setting. 

4. Enter settings for the Width and Height properties of the 
image frame. 

The dimensions must be the same as the dimensions of 
the image file stored at the printer. These dimensions are 
the ones used for cropping when the image was scanned. 

5. Select File Name for the Display property. 

IMAGE FRAME PROPERTIES 

lfvl.6.GE FR_,.U.,r·.,1E PR,OPERTIES 

Display j FF:~,rvlE [Hilj§Q8!il 

File narne 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
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6. Enter the name of the image file in the File Name box, 
excluding the extension. For example exclude .img. 

7. Select Done. 

The name you enter for the File Name appears on the 
image frame. 

8. Adjust the size of the surrounding draw frame to 
accommodate the Image frame. 

9. Print the document. 

The image file is merged into the document at the location 
of the image frame. 

Changing the defaults for frames 
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You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBAL VIEW objects by editing your User Profile. For 
the step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile 
uµiiuns fur ducurnenis." 

To edit default values for frames, add or edit entries in the 
Draw Frame, Document Table, Document Equation, Bitmap 
and Text Frame, Draw Rectangles and Buttons sections of your 
User Profile. The defaults for the respective frame types might 
be different from those shown in the list. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Draw Frame Defaults] 

Units: Inches 
--Inches I Mil I imetersl Centimeters I Poi ntsl Spaces 

Horizontal Alignment: Centered 
--Centered I Flush Left I Flush Right 

Vertical Alignment: Floating 
--FloatinglFlush BottomlFlush Top 
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Floating-Places your table in the text column 
immediately following the table anchor. 

Flush Bottom-Places your table at the bottom of the 
same page as its anchor. 

Flush Top-Places your table at the top of the page 
following its anchor. 

Border Width: Width2 
--Width21Widthl 1Width31Width41Width51Width6 

Border Style: Solid 
--Solidi Invisible I Dashed I Dotted I Double I Broken 

Span: Column 
--Column I Page 

Top Margin: 0.25 
--Value range depends on Units; for inches, supply a value 
from 0 to 13.88 

Bottom Margin: 0.25 
--Value range depends on Units; for inches, supply a value 
from 0 to 13.88 

Left Margin: 0 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 25.99; if points, 
range is 0 to 1871 

Right Margin: 0 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 25.99; if points, 
range is 0 to 1871 

Top Caption: False 
--False I True 

Bottom Caption:True 
--FalselTrue 

Left Caption: False 
--False IT rue 

Right Caption: False 
--FalselTrue 

Width: 1 
--From 0 to 25.99 inches, but default can depend on column 
width and frame margins. 
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Using GV Draw, you can enhance your documents by 
creating illustrations containing points, lines, curves, and 
geometric shapes. 

In GV Draw, points, lines, curves, and shapes are known as 
objects. These objects exist inside draw frames. You create 
the frame and insert objects, such as rectangles and lines, into 
the frame. You can also embed text frames and other types of 
graphics in draw frames. 

GV Draw provides three tools that you use to insert and 
manipulate objects. This chapter explains how to use the 
Special keyboard for graphics, the Draw Transfer Document, 
and the Draw sofl keys to insert objects and make changes to 
their appearance. 

Software required-Run GV Draw to perform the tasks in this 
chapter. 

Adding a draw frame to a document 

To add an illustration to your document, you must insert a 
draw frame. You can anchor the frame to text or you can 
embed it in another draw frame. 

You enter a draw frame using the Special keyboard for 
documents. 

Refer to chapter 13, "Using frames in documents," for 
information about changing the properties and size of the 
draw frame. 

Adding an anchored draw frame 
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To add an anchored draw frame: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu if you want 
to display the anchor and the frame as you insert them. 

2. Select the character you want the draw frame anchor to 
follow. 

3. Press l<EYBOARD+SPECIAL+A. 

The default draw frame appears in your document. 
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4. Paginate your document to place the frame as close to the 
line containing the anchor as possible. 

Adding an embedded draw frame 

To add an embedded draw frame: 

1. Select the location inside the anchored draw frame where 
you want the embedded draw frame to appear. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+A. 

The default embedded draw frame appears. 

Creating objects in draw frames 

You create objects in a draw frame using the following tools: 

• Special keyboard for graphics 
• nr;:iw Transfer Document 
• Draw soft keys 

Using the Special keyboard for graphics 

14-4 

Use the Special keyboard for graphics to add small objects to 
your document that you can then copy, move, stretch, and 
magnify to create your illustration. 

To insert objects using the Special keyboard for graphics: 

1. Click once inside the draw frame where you want to insert 
an object. 

The Draw soft keys appear. 

2. Hold KEYBOARD and press SPECIAL. 

3. Press SHOW to display the Special keyboard for graphics. 
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Keyboard Window 

4. Insert an object by doing one of the following: 

• Press the key on the keyboard that corresponds to the 
object you want. 

• Select the key from the Special keyboard on the 
screen that corresponds to the object you want. 

5. Release KEYBOARD. 

Some of the objects that might appear in the Special keyboard 
for graphics are elements of an optional application, GV 
Chart. These objects include bar, line, and pie charts. For 
more information, see the GLOBAL VIEW Paint and Chart User 
Guide. 

Using the Draw Transfer Document 
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Use the Draw Transfer Document to copy objects from an 
existing document rather than entering them from the 
keyboard. The Draw Transfer Document is in the Basic Icons 
folder. The following illustration shows the Draw Transfer 
Document. 
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-2:.1 .Dtaw Transfer li.ocu.me nt '.'> :: 
Do..,;w Transfer J;ocumen·t. ''i: Done!~ Print[Qf.IJ ~.!J 

If 

~ 
Graphics Transfer Sheet 

-- I "' 6 D 

I I I I I I I I 
Text Fr-ame For-m Field Draw Frame Bitmap Frame 

\ 0 0 Cfill] 
Cusp Button image l\lame: I 

:ttE '~ • A 

1 --

B 
I~ 0 

A B 0 1 2 I~ 
I -T<OO ... ,.., 
~ 

Your Draw Transfer Document might contain other objects if 
you have optional GLOBALVIEW applications loaded and 
running. 

If you load an optional graphics application, you must log off 
and log back on to update the Draw Transfer Document in the 
Basic Icons folder. 

+Tip: After you copy the Draw Transfer Document to your 
workspace, you can modify the objects to create a custom 
transfer document that can be used by you or by al I members 
of your work group.+ 

To insert objects using the Draw Transfer Document: 

1. Copy the Draw Transfer Document from the Basic Icons 
folder to your workspace. 

2. Open the Draw Transfer Document and the document in 
which you want to place a draw object. 

3. In the Draw Transfer Document, point to the outline of the 
object you want and click the Select mouse button. 
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4. Press COPY. 

5. Click the Select mouse button in the draw frame in your 
document where you want the object to appear. 

Using the Draw soft keys 

You can create two kimJs of oojecb, lines arnJ curves, using 
the Draw soft keys. 

To create lines and curves using the Draw soft keys: 

1. Click once inside the draw frame in the location where 
you want the line or curve to begin. 

The Draw soft keys appear. 

2. Press LINE or CURVE. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If you press LINE, an X appears as the beginning point 
for the line at the location you selected. Click the 
Select mouse button to indicate the endpoint for the 
line. 

Beginning point -- x 

Endpoint----- t" 

0~-- Completed line 

"' 

• If you press CURVE, an X appears as the beginning 
point for the curve at the location you selected. Click 
the Select mouse button to select a position for the 
apex of the curve, then click again for the endpoint of 
the curve. 
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Selecting objects 

Beginning point -- x 

Apex x ) Completed curve 

Endpoint --- t 

4. When you finish drawing the line or curve, click 
somewhere else in the draw frame to deselect the line or 
curve. 

You can add arrow endings to lines and curves. See the 
section "Changing the width, style, and color of lines and 
curves" for the procedure. 

After you insert objects in your draw frame, you can 
manipulate them or change their appearance, but you must 
select them first. 

Control points on objects 
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When you select objects, the objects display tiny black boxes 
called control points. You use control points to manipulate 
objects. 

The control point nearest the pointer location when you 
release the mouse button becomes the guiding point. The 
guiding point. is bigger than the other control points. You use 
the guiding point as a handle to manipulate the object. 

The following illustration shows the control and guiding points 
for various objects. 
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Selecting a single object 

To select a single object: 

1. Move the pointer to the object. 

2. Click the Select mouse button. 

You can change the guiding point by selecting different 
control points on the object. 

When two objects are very close or touching, make sure you 
position the pointer carefully to select the object and guiding 
point you want. 

Selecting multiple objects 

Using the extended 
selection method 
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You can select several objects at one time and then 
manipulate them together. For example, you can enlarge all 
objects by the same amount at the same time or apply the 
same properties to all objects in one operation. 

You can use either of two techniques for multiple selection: 
the extended selection method or the draw-through method. 

To select a few dispersed objects, use the extended selection 
method. 
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Using the draw-through 
method 
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To select objects using the extended selection method: 

1. Select the first object with the Select mouse button. 

2. Select each additional object with the Adjust mouse 
button. 

Use the draw-through method to select several close, small 
objects. This method creates a boxed selection area around 
the objects. 

To select objects using the draw-through method: 

1. Select any one of the objects with the Select mouse 
button. 

2. Position the pointer at a corner of a rectangular area that 
includes all of your objects. 

3. Hold down the Adjust mouse button and move the pointer 
to the diagonally opposite corner. 

i~~&·:.::.·································1···········! 
( •, ; ...... . 
I ' 
~ ··. i ... ~. :: 

I ····u···-. i ··. ) .. ' 
' I . ··. I 

', I 

."L ···················································ffi 

As you move the pointer, a box appears around the 
objects. Make sure the box includes all control points for 
each object, including the apex for each curve. 

4. When all the objects you want to select are included in 
the box, release the Adjust mouse button. 

5. Add more objects to the selection by making more draw
through selections or by using the Adjust mouse button to 
select objects. 
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To cancel the selection of one or more of the objects: 

~ Do the following: 

• Cancel the selection of one of the objects in the 
multiple-object selection by positioning the pointer on 
that object and clicking the Adjust mouse button. 

• Cancel the selection of all the objects by clicking the 
Select mouse button in a blank area of the frame or 
outside the document. 

Using a grid to align objects 

A grid is a tool that helps you align objects inside the frame. 
When you display the grid, any object you copy or move into 
the frame or create in the frame automatically lines up with 
the grid. The grid does not print; it is an alignment tool only. 

You can turn the grid on and off using the GRID soft key or the 
Grid property sheet. The GRID soft key displays a grid with the 
default style and spacing. To modify the grid, use the Grid 
property sheet. 

Displaying the default grid 

To display the default grid: 

1. Select a location inside the draw frame. 

2. Press GRID. 

Displaying a customized grid 
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After you turn on the grid, you might want a different grid style 
or you might want to change the spacing. 

To customize a grid: 

1. Select the frame and press PROPS. 
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Dot style 

14-12 

2. Select Grid for the Display setting if it is not already 
selected. 

-,i) DRAW FRAME.PROPERTIES 

DRAW FRAME PROPERTIE5 'Done!~ <ancell Def•~ltsJ Resetj 

Display J FRAME J•I 
Grid joNillli 

:::..::: !.I 

3. Select On for the Grid property to display the grid 
properties. 

4. Select a grid style. 

5. Select the grid spacing. 

The spacing specifies the density of the grid points. The 
options are 4, 8, 12, 16, or 32 screen dots; there are 72 
screen dots per inch. 

The following illustration shows grids with different style 
choices. 

Tick style Plus style 

+Note: The changes you make to the grid in a draw frame 
remain in effect until you change them.+ 
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To turn off the grid: 

~ Do one of the following: 

• Press GRID. 

• Select Off for the Grid property in the Grid property 
sheet. 

Copying or moving objects 

After you place objects in the draw frame, you can copy or 
move them within the frame. You can also move or copy 
objects from one frame to another, and from one GLOBAL VIEW 
document to another. 

+ Note: If you copy or move objects when the grid is on, the 
guiding point "snaps to" the grid point nearest the place you 
select. This lets you easily align objects as you move or copy 
them in the frame.+ 

Copying or moving single objects 

To move or copy an object: 

1. Select the object you want to move or copy. 

2. Press MOVE or COPY. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Click the Select mouse button to select the destination 
for the object. 

• Press and hold down the Select mouse button, and 
drag the object to position it. Release the mouse 
button when the object is in the correct position. 
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The following illustration shows objects being copied and 
moved. 

:t 

D 
: : j 

:~: 

:i 

Copying or moving layered objects 
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You can add a handle to a layered object to help you copy or 
move the object. 

To move or copy a layered object: 

1. Draw a long line that touches the object you want to copy 
or move. 

This line becomes the handle to the object. 

2. Select the object with the Select mouse button. 

3. Select the far end of the line with the Adjust mouse 
button. 

4. Press MOVE or COPY. 

5. Hold down the Select mouse button, position the object, 
and release the mouse button. 

6. Delete the line. 
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To delete an object: 

1. Select the object you want to delete. 

2. Press DELETE. 

+ CAUTION: When you press DELETE, the object disappears; 
you cannot press UNDO to recover it.+ 

After you add objects to your illustration, you might want to 
change their appearance. Use the procedures in the following 
sections to change object properties. 

Changing the width, style, and color of lines and curves 
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You use the Line property sheet to change the width and style 
of a line or curve. You can also use this property sheet to 
create an arrow. 

To change the width and style of lines and curves: 

1. Select the line or curve and press PROPS . 

. ~_-,-! ------Ll-N-E-PR_O_P-ER-T-IE_S ________ , 

ur .. JE PROPER.TIES 

'Nidth 1-1=1-1-1-1-1 
Style IC:ll - - I '""'I = I -·- I 
Left! Upper) End I ~1=1 +--l-+-1....,_I +-I 
fight (Lower) End 1--1=1-: 1-.1-+ I-+ I 
Con::.tr·aint \ Fixed .~.ngle I 
•=olor •@El 

. .J 

2. Select a value for the Width property. 

3. Select a value for the Style property. 
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4. Select a color in the Color menu. 

Color 1E'l white 
I~ black • 

Yellows---;. I~ 
-~ -•--- ',,., 

!!.] Reds-* strong orange 

Pinks--* brownish orange 
Purples---* moderate orange 

Blues~ strong reddish orange Ill 
Greens~ moderate reddish orange B 
Browns~ deep reddish orange Ill 
Grays~ dark reddish orange • 

5. Select Done. 

To create an arrow: 

1. Select the line you want to have an arrowhead and press 
PROPS. 

2. Select an arrow value for the Left (Upper) End property, 
the Right (Lower) End property, or both. 

ICl~l+-1-+-l+-l+-I 
1=1--+ I-+ l-+-1-+ I-+ I 

3. Select Done. 

Changing the color, shading, and texture of shapes 

You use the Shape property sheet to change the appearance of 
different shapes, such as rectangles or ellipses. 

To change the color, shading, and texture of shapes: 

1 . Select the shape and press PROPS. 
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SHAPE PROPERTIES 

SH,.b.PE PP,OPER.TIE:. 

Linerlidth l-1=1-1-1-1-1 t!• 

Line Style I 1=1 -- I """ I = I -·- I 
Line Color •@EJ 
Shading IC:::]•:::::::: l::Il\i~\i,l•l•I 

Shading Color • r~ ltdack I 
Ted,•re lllIIIIlil I I 
Teodure •:olor • @lblack I 

•0.ppearance D 
,·:on~.tr·aint ~I F-i<,._,-,d-Sh-a-pe~I 

~.L .. "°'. . +i :__J 

2. Select a value for the Line Width property. 

3. Select a value for the Line Style property. 

If you want the object to have no border, select the blank 
value for the Line Style property. 

4. Select a color in the Line Color menu. 

SH,i!.,PE PR.OPER.TIES 

Line V•iidth 

Line Style 

Line (r"---_,_'-"01 
\·vhite 

Sh:::idi blac~. --
Te::du 

R.eds--;. .>trong on1nge 

Pinks-"" brnv·inish orange 

. .:.:..ppe._ 

E:n:•\·vns--"" deep r·eddish or·::inge 

C1xi::.tt Ciray::.--"" dark reddish or-ange 

5. Select a Shading property. 

+ Note: If you select the first choice (the blank value) for 
both the Line Style property and the Shading property, you 
cannot see the object. A message appears if you attempt 
to choose this combination.+ 
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6. Select a color in the Shading Color menu. 

7. Select a Texture property. 

Look at the Appearance box to see what the shading and 
texture combination you choose looks like. Modify the 
shading or texture or both until the Appearance is what 
you want. 

8. Select a color in the Texture Color menu. 

9. Select Done. 

Changing the size, style, and color of points 

To change the size, style, and color of points: 

1. Select the point and press PROPS. 

i ~,,,;,,,m"' !<>=~Moo'"~ 
Size I · l•I I I• I• I 
Style liiiil • I • I x I 
FormlDI 0 I 
Color·®~ I~ 

•••• 
2. Select a value for the Size property. 

3. Select a value for the Style property. 

4. Select a value for the Form property. 

5. Select a color for the point in the Color menu. 

LL ~lblack I 
white 

I~ black • Yellows-+ I~ light orange 
Reds-+ strong orange 

~ ::!iZ !.I 
Pinks-+ brownish orange 

Purples-+ modera,te orange 
Blues-+ strong reddish orange Ill 

Greens-+ moderate reddish orange B 
Browns-+ 

Grays-:. dark reddish orange • 
6. Select Done. 
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You can reduce or enlarge objects using the STRETCH or 
MAGNIFY soft keys. Stretching changes the size of objects and 
can also change their shape and proportion. Magnifying 
changes the size of objects, but does not change their 
proportions. 

When you select an object and press the STRETCH or MAGNIFY 

keys, the control point farthest from the guiding point becomes 
the pinned point; the pinned point cannot be moved. Each 
pinned point appears as an "X." 

The following illustration shows examples of pinned points 
and guiding points as you stretch or magnify objects. 

~ 
-- .. _ 
' .. -- .. -... ~.------

'\ 

The pinned point for each object differs according to the 
shape of the object. 

When you select a rectangle, the control point on the opposite 
corner or edge from the guiding point is the pinned point. 

When you select a triangle or curve, the control point farthest 
from the guiding point is the pinned point. (Triangles have two 
pinned points, and curves have two or three, depending on 
the guiding point position.) 

When you select an ellipse, the control point opposite the 
guiding point is the pinned point. If the guiding point is the 
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Stretching objects 

Stretching lines and 
curves 

14-20 

center of the ellipse, the pinned point is the control point in 
the upper left corner. 

The point you choose as the guiding point determines the 
direction in which you stretch or magnify the object. As you 
move the guiding point while holding down the Select mouse 
button during stretch and magnify operations, you see an 
outline of the object showing its new size and orientation. 

If you stretch or magnify a large group of objects, the outline 
of the group might lag behind the guiding point. Hold the 
mouse in place to let the outline catch up. 

Stretching changes the size of objects and, except for lines, 
can also change their shape and proportion. You change the 
size and shape of an object using the STRETCH soft key. 

The Constraint property in the Line property sheet affects the 
changes you can make when stretching a line or curve. 

When stretching a line, if you do not select Fixed Angle for the 
Constraint property, you can lengthen or shorten the line and 
rotate the line around its pinned point. If you select the Fixed 
Angle option, you can lengthen or shorten the line, but you 
cannot rotate it; its angle remains fixed. 
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When stretching a curve, if one of the endpoints of the curve 
is the guiding point, and you do not select Fixed Angle for the 
Constraint property, you can lengthen or shorten the curve 
and rotate the curve around its pinned point. If you select the 
Fixed Angle option, you can lengthen or shorten the curve, but 
you cannot rotate it about its pinned point. 

Original curve ---------. 
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Constraint I Fixed Angle I Constraint litill'tll•I 
Color @) lblock Color 

..... ..... 

When stretching a curve, if the apex is the guiding point, and 
you do not select Fixed Angle for the Constraint property, you 
can stretch the curve in all directions. If you select Fixed 
Angle for the Constraint property, you can stretch the curve in 
only one direction. 
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To stretch a line or a curve: 

1. Do one of the following: 

Constraint IMMMI 
•:olor 

• If you want to constrain the angle of the stretch, select 
the line or curve, press PROPS, and select Fixed Angle 
for the Constraint property. 

• If you wantto rotate the line or curve when you 
stretch it, be sure that Fixed Angle is deselected. 

2. Select the line or curve you want to stretch. 

3. Press STRETCH. 

The guiding point and the pinned point of the line or 
curve appear. 

4. Hold down the Select mouse button and move the pointer 
away from the pinned point to lengthen the line or curve, 
or toward the pinned point to shorten the line or curve. 

5. When the line or curve is the length you want, release the 
mouse button. 

Stretching shapes When you stretch shapes-rectangles, triangles, and ellipses
their shape and proportion might change. You cannot rotate 
shapes around their pinned points as you can lines and curves. 
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To stretch a shape: 

1. Select the shape you want to stretch. 

2. Press STRETCH. 

The guiding point and the pinned point appear. 

3. Hold down the Select mouse button and move the pointer 
away from the pinned point to expand the shape, or 
toward the pinned point to shrink it. 

o~·······! 
: ........... :::~:~; A 

··." ".. I ·.' ':.: 
:~ 

D 

.0 •, .. 
: / ·· .. t 

0 
4. When the shape is the size you want, release the mouse 

button. 

Magnifying an object changes its size but retains its 
proportions. 

To magnify an object: 

1. Select the object you want to magnify. 

2. Press MAGNIFY. 

The guiding point and the pinned point appear. 

3. Hold down the Select mouse button and move the pointer 
away from the pinned point to expand the object, or 
toward the pinned point to shrink it. 
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4. When the object is the size you want, release the mouse 
button. 

Joining objects into a cluster 

Splitting a cluster 

14-24 

You can join several objects in a frame into a cluster, making 
your multiple selection permanent. GV Draw treats the cluster 
as a single object that you can copy, move, stretch, or modify. 

To join objects: 

1. Select the objects you want to join into a cluster, using the 
draw-through or the extended selection method. 

') 
.<... Press JOIN. 

The following message appears: 

"The extended selection is now joined into a cluster." 

When you select one object in a cluster, you select them all. 

You can split a cluster into its component objects. You might 
do this to alter some objects but not others, or to move an 
object around relative to the others. 

To split a cluster: 

1. Select the cluster. 

2. Press JOIN. 

The following message appears: 

"The cluster is now split." 

You can now select each object individually. 
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Clustering objects in an embedded frame 

Layering objects 

Bottom layer-----
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If you have several objects you want to use as one cluster, you 
can place them all in an embedded draw frame rather than 
joining them. You can then select and move the draw frame to 
move the group. 

Use this method when you frequently edit a cluster, and you 
want to avoid splitting and joining the cluster for every edit, or 
when you have multiple clusters you want to keep as 
individual clusters but you want to manipulate these clusters 
as a single unit. 

Place multiple clusters in one embedded draw frame. Using 
this multi-level cluster method, you can split one of the 
clusters and edit it without disturbing the other clusters or the 
major grouping. 

GV Draw layers the objects in illustrations. The first object 
you enter into the frame is on the bottom (underneath); the last 
is on the top (covering the other objects). As shown in the 
following illustration, when objects overlap, the layering is 
visible. When objects do not overlap, their order in the stack 
is not immediately apparent. You can change which object is 
on the top or bottom of a stack. 

You can copy, move, or stretch any object in the frame to 
overlap other objects. 
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The overlapping area combines the shadings and textures of 
the objects in the stack. Shading refers to a shade of gray; 
texture refers to a pattern. 

Frames and other layered objects can be opaque or 
transparent, as shown in the following illustration. 

• Opaque objects cover other objects. 

• Transparent objects allow objects beneath them to show 
through if the shading and texture of the objects on the 
bottom is darker than those on top. 

To place an object on top: 

1 . Select the object. 

2. Press TOP. 

Transparent objects, with 
combined shadings and 
iexiures. 

Copying object properties using the Same key 
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The SAME key copies the properties of one object to another. It 
does not alter the type or size of an object (for example, it 
does not turn a square into a circle). It changes only the 
properties both objects have in common. You can copy the 
following properties from one object to another: 

• Line width and style 
• Shading 
• Texture 
• Constraint 
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To copy properties using the SAME key: 

1. Select the object you want to modify and press SAME. 

2. Select the object that has the properties you want to copy. 

Changing the defaults for GV Draw 

You can change the default values in property sheets and 
other GLOBALVIFW objects hy editing your User Profile. For 
the step-by-step procedures, see chapter 17, "User Profile 
options for documents." 

You can change defaults for the following CV Draw objects: 

• Curves and lines 
• Points 
• Ellipses, rectangles, and triangles 

Changing the defaults for curves and lines 
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To edit default values in the Line property sheet, add or edit 
entries in the Draw Curve Defaults and the Draw Line Defaults 
sections of your User Profile as shown in the following list. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Draw Curve Defaults] 

[Draw Line Defaults] 

Line Width: Width2 
--Width21Widthl IWidth3 IWidth41Width5 IWidth6 

Line Style: Solid 
--Solid I Dashed I Dotted I Double I Broken 

Double-The Double option is available only for lines. 
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Left (Upper) Line End: Square 
--Square I Flush I Round1Arrow1 1Arrow21Arrow3 

Right (Upper) Line End: Square 
--Square I Flush I Round 1Arrow1 1Arrow21Arrow3 

Fixed Angle: False 
--FalselTrue 

False-Does not maintain the angle of lines or curves 
when they are stretched. 

True-Maintains the angle of lines and curves when they 
are stretched. 

Changing the defaults for points 

To edit default values in the Point property sheet, add or edit 
entries in the Draw Point Defaults section of your User Profile 
as shown in the following list. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Draw Point Defaults] 

Point size: Width2 
--Width21Width11Width31Width41Width51Width6 

Point Style: Round 
--RoundlSquarelTrianglelCross 

Point Form: Solid 
--Sol id I Ho I low 

Changing the defaults for ellipses, rectangles, and triangles 
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To edit default values in the Shape property sheet, add or edit 
entries in the Draw Ellipse Defaults, Draw Rectangle Defaults, 
and Draw Triangle Defaults sections of your User Profile as 
shown in the following list. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
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next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Draw Ellipse Defaults] 

[Draw Rectangle Defaults] 

[Draw Triangle Defaults] 

Border Width: Width2 
--Width21Width 1 IWidth3 IWidth41Width5 IWidth6 

Border Style: Solid 
--Solidi Invisible I Dashed I Dotted I Double I Broken 

Double-The Double option is available only for 
rectangles and triangles. 

Shading: White 
--Whitel25% Grayl50% Grayl75% GraylBlack 

Vertical Texture: False 
--False IT rue 

Horizontal Texture: False 
--FalselTrue 

Upperleft-LowerRight Texture: False 
--FalselTrue 

Lowerleft-UpperRight Texture: False 
--False IT rue 

Dotted Texture: False 
--FalselTrue 

Fixed Shape: False 
--FalselTrue 
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Use fields in documents to create forms for entering data. For 
example, you can use fields to create an employee application 
form with fields for name, address, and Social Security 
number. Fields reserve spaces in documents for entering data. 

Employment application 

[jErnployrnent application 

r J r J r J 

r J r J 

r J 

Employment history 

r J r J 
D;rt·~I 

h·•·m r JT., r J r J r J r J 

r J r J r J 

F•omr Jr .•. r J r J r J r J 

r J r J r J 

Outside activities Hobbies 
r J r J 

References 

r J r J r J r J 

r J r J r J r J 

~--------------1~ 
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You can create fill-in rules to automatically enter specific 
types of information in fields, and to perform calculations on 
values in fields. For example, you can define a rule that adds 
the prices of all items on an order form and puts the total in a 
Total field. For information about fill-in rules, see chapter 2, 
"Using fill-in rules to automate forms" in the GLOBAL VIEW 
Data Management User Guide. 

You can use data in tables and List Manager record files as 
sources of information for fields. You can: 

• Combine information in tables with fill-in rules to extract 
data from tables into fields. For more information, see 
chapter 2, "Using fill-in rules to automate forms," in the 
GLOBAL VIEW Data Management User Guide. 

• Use tables with the Mail Merge feature to place data from 
tables into document fields. For more information see 
chapter 1, "Merging data into letters, labels, and lists," in 
the GLOBAL VIEW Data Management User Guide. 

• Combine information from List Manager record files with 
fill-in rules to copy the record file data to fields in 
rlr..r-1 ........... ,.. ...... +.. [:,..,. .....,,..,,,. ... ,...,, : ...... .Cr.. ... .-.-...--.+:,. ...... ,..,.,....,,..,,. ,,.....(.....,.....V">,+.,..... ... c 
UV'-.,UlllLllL~. I VI lllVIL 1111v1111auu11, ,:,cc LllOt.JlCI J, 

"Creating databases," in the GLOBAL VIEW Data 
Management User Guide. 

This chapter shows you how to create basic forms using fields. 
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Adding a field to a document 

Field-bounding characters 
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You can add fields to text and draw frames. You can insert a 
field into any text area of a document, including text frames 
and frame caption areas. 

When you add a field to a draw frame, GV Write adds a text 
frame containing field-bounding characters that you fill in like 
any other field. Create a form in a draw frame when you need 
shading, or a combination of text and graphics aligned next to 
each other, as shown in the previous illustration. You can 
insert a field in an anchored or an embedded draw frame. For 
information about text frame properties, see chapter 13, 
"Using frames in documents." 

When you add a field, GV Write adds field-bounding 
characters. 

BProfile 

PE RS ON AL IN FORMATION (Confidential) 

Name: r J 
Employee Number: r J 
BLidget Center: r J 
Division: r J 

Field-bounding characters don't take up space in a printed 
document, but appear in the displayed document when 
document structure is turned on. 
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To add a field to a draw frame or text area: 

1. In your document, select Show Structure in the Document 
menu. 

2. Select a location for the field and press 
KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+Z. 

Field-bounding characters appear where you selected. 

After you add all the fields you want, you need to specify the 
order in which you want the fields filled. See the next 
procedure, "Setting the fill-in order." 

To turn off field-bounding characters: 

~ Select Don't Show Structure in the Document menu. 

Setting the fill-in order 

The fill-in order is the sequence in which the caret moves from 
field to field when you press SKIP/NEXT. Set the fill-in order 
after you add all the fields you want to your document. If you 
need to move or delete fields, do so before setting the fill-in 
order. See the section "Selecting, copying, moving, and 
deleting fields" for the procedure. 

You can include tables in the fill-in order. The Fill In By 
property for the table determines whether the caret moves to 
the next row or column when you press SKIP/NEXT. 

+ Note: You don't need to include every field or table in the 
fill-in order.+ 

To set the fill-in order: 

1. In your document, select Set Field/Table Fill-in Order in 
the Content menu. 
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2. Select Yes to confirm that you want to recreate the fill-in 
order. 

(In this case, you have not set the fill-in order yet. You 
can also use this command to reset the fill-in order.) 

3. Do one of the following: 

• Select the left field-bounding character for the first 
field in the fill-in order. 

• To specify a table as the first element in the fill-in 
order, select anywhere within the table. 

4. Do one of the following: 

• Select the left field-bounding character for the next 
field you want in the fill-in order. 

• If a table is the next element in the fill-in order, select 
inside the next table. 

5. Repeat step 4 until you select all the fields and tables you 
want in the fill-in order. 

6. Select End Field/Table Fill-in Mode in the Content menu. 
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The option sheet displays 
the fill-in order you 

specified. 

Fields and tables fill-in -
order I ist 

Fields and tables not in 
fill-in order list 

To verify the fill-in order: 

~ Select Edit Field(fable Fill-in Order in the Content menu. 

The Field(f able Fill-in Order Editor option sheet appears, 
displaying the order you specified. 

rs_J 

Field/Table Fill-in Order Editor 

Fields and tables in fill-in order' 

Fields 

Field6 

Field7 

Fields 

Field9 

Field-10 

Fiel1fl ·1 

Fieldl 2 

Fields and tables not in fill-in order: 

Field·l 

Field2 

Field::: 

Field4 
+ 

_J 

You can set or change the fill-in order by moving field or table 
names from one list to the other or from one position to 
another in the same list. Edit the order using the procedure in 
the section "Changing the fill-in order." 
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Changing the fill-in order 
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You might need to change the fill-in order if you move fields 
to a different location in your document or if you add or delete 
fields. 

To change the fill-in order of a form: 

1. In your document, select Edit Field/Table Fill-in Order in 
the Content menu. 

The Field/Table Fill-in Order Editor option sheet appears. 

r .::J Field/Table Fill-in Order Edito1· ... 

FieldlTable Fill-in ()rder Edit.or .. '.?.?~:_JJU 

Field.:: and tables in fill-in 1:ir-de~-, 

Field-1 

Field2 

Field3 

Field4 

Fields and tables not in fill-in order 

Field5 

2. To verify which field or table in your document 
corresponds to a field or table shown in the option sheet: 

a. Select the name in the option sheet. 

b. Select Show Object in the option sheet Floating Items 
menu. 

The corresponding field or table is highlighted in the 
document. 

~I Field/Table Fill-in Order Editor 

Field/Table Fill-in Order Ediiru:. f"lon•J..I 
Floating lterns 

F:eset 
Fields and tables in fill-in or (ancel 

Field·l ~--~ 
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3. Select the field or table name to move in the fill-in order 
and press MOVE. 

4. Position the pointer where you want the field to go and 
press and hold the Select mouse button. Hold down the 
mouse button until you see the arrow, then release the 
mouse button. 

If you see a question mark, reposition the pointer. 

The field appears in the order you specified. 

f':J Field/Table Fill-in Order Editor 

Field/Table Fill-in Order Editor .P9.~~'~'~T 

I+ 
Fields and tables in fill-in order: 

Fiel13"1 

Field2 

Field3 

Field4 

Fields and tables not in fill-in order: 

To remove a field or table from the fill-in order: 

~ In the Field(f able Fill-In Order Editor option sheet, select 
the name of the field or table in the Fields and Tables in 
Fill-in Order list, and move it to the Fields and Tables Not 
in Fill-in Order list. 

To reset the fill-in order: 

~ In the Field(f able Fill-In Order Editor option sheet, select 
Reset in the Floating Items menu. 
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Formatting text in fields 

When you insert a field into a document, the left field
bounding character takes on the same character properties as 
the character that precedes it. When you enter text into an 
empty field, the properties of the left field-bounding character 
determine the font and othe;· char<Jcter properties of the text. 

You set character properties for the left field-bounding 
character as for any other character. You can also change the 
properties of the text in the field. 

+ Note: When GV Write fills a field automatically using fill
in rules, the text appearance depends on the instructions in the 
fill-in rule. For more information, see chapter 2, "Using fill-in 
rules to automate forms" in the GLOBAL VIEW Data 
Management User Guide.+ 

To format text in a field: 

1. Select the left field-bounding character and press PROPS. 

2. Set the character properties in the Text property sheet. 

3. Select Done. 

Selecting, copying, moving, and deleting fields 

Selecting a field 

PERSONAi INFOBMAJION (ConfjdentjaD 

r-..iarne: !r!fN•SMf§ffil 
Empie.ye :umber: r J 
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Copy, move, and delete fields in text the same way you copy, 
move, and delete text. Copying, moving, and deleting fields 
in draw frames is the same as copying, moving, or deleting 
text frames. Before you copy or move a field, you must select 
it correctly. 

To select a field: 

Double-click on one of the field-bounding characters. 

The field-bounding characters and the text within the field 
are highlighted. 
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Copying a field 

Moving a field 

15-12 

Each field must have a unique name. The system assigns the 
names "Field1 ," "Field2," and so on to each field you enter. 
When you copy a field, GV Write increments the highest field 
number by one and appends the number to "Field." 

To copy a field in document text: 

1. Double-click on one of the field-bounding characters and 
press COPY. 

2. Select another location in the document. 

3. To change the name the system assigned to the field, 
select the field you copied and press PROPS. Enter a new 
name for the Name property. Select Done. 

To copy a field in a draw frame: 

1. Select the frame for the field and press COPY. 

2. Select another location in the draw frame. 

3. To change the name the system assigned to the field, 
select the field you copied and press PROPS. Enter a new 
name for the Name property. Select Done. 

When you move a field, the fill-in order remains the same, 
even if you move the field before or after other fields. To 
change the fill-in order after moving a field, see the section 
"Changing the fill-in order." 

To move a field in document text: 

1. Double-click on one of the field-bounding characters and 
press MOVE. 

2. Select another location in the document. 

3. Edit the fill-in order, if necessary. See the section 
"Changing the fill-in order." 
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To move a field in a draw frame: 

1. Select the frame for the field and press MOVE. 

2. Select another location in the draw frame. 

3. Edit the fill-in order, if necessary. See "Changing the fill
in order" in the previous section. 

When you delete a field, GV Write also deletes the text inside 
the field. To keep the text, move the text outside the field 
before you delete the field. 

To delete a field in document text: 

~ Double-click on one of the field-bounding characters and 
press DELETE. 

To delete a field in a draw frame: 

~ Select the frame for the field and press DELETE. 
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Naming fields 

When you create a field, GV Write assigns a default name to it 
(Field1, Field2, and so on). It is helpful to give a field a 
specific name to identify the type of information you want 
users to enter. For example, if you create an employee 
information form, you might name the fields "Name," 
"HireDate," "BirthDate," "EmployeeNumber," etc. 
GLOBAL VIEW displays the field names if the document is set up 
to prompt users as they fill out the form. 

You can also create prompts describing in more detail the type 
of information users should enter in a field. For information 
about creating prompts and displaying them, see the section 
"Creating prompts that appear while filling in the form." 

To name a field: 

1. Double-click on the one of the field-bounding characters 
and press PROPS. 

Fiel1 

Field Properties 

Display IEI suMMARY I 
Narne I=•=-~--~ 

2. Delete the name in the Name box and enter a new name. 

Make sure the field name is unique within the document. 

Naming fields used infill-in rules and CUSP buttons 

To use the field name in fill-in rules, the name cannot: 

• Contain spaces or punctuation characters 

• Begin with a numeral 

• Be a CUSP reserved word (refer to chapter 2, "Using fill-in 
rules to automate forms" in the GLOBAL VIEW Data 
Management User Guide) 

• Be the name of a table in the same document 
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You can work around the first three restrictions by including 
apostrophes in the field name when you use it in a fil I-in rule. 
For example: 

• Enter January Receipts as January' Receipts 
• Enter 3rdQuarter as '3rdQuarter 
• Enter Comment (which is a reserved word) as Comment 

You can put the apostrophe anywhere in the reserved text. 

Creating prompts that appear while filling in the form 
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You can create prompts that GLOBALVIEWwill display while 
you fill in the form. A prompt can describe the information 
the field should contain, or specify restrictions about the kinds 
of information you can enter, such as text or numerals, a range 
of values, or a particular format. Following are some 
examples of prompts: 

• Enter your birth date using this format: MM/DD/YY. 
• Enter your age (enter numerals only, please). 
• Enter a number from 1 to 100. 
• Enter your phone number. Please include your area code. 

+Note: You can restrict the types of data and the format of 
data that you can enter in a field. See the sections "Restricting 
data types in a field" and "Restricting the data format allowed 
in a field" for more information.+ 

To create a prompt: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Enter the text for the prompt in the Description box. 

Field Prnperties 

Field Properties 

Display IEI suMrv1.~RY I 
Name I Field-1 

~======'-~~~~~~~~ 
Description Enter rnurse star·t date and pr-t:!sS the Sl<IPir··.JL~:T key 
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Don't Show Structure 
Show Non-Printing with Spaces 

Show Non-Printing without Spaces 

Show Stylesheet 

Compress and Paginate 

Paginate 

Paginate Displayed Pages 

Paginate Specified Pages 

Enable Buttons 

~i~~~;~·~~~~~~~~~-
[j J!!!llll 
Don't Show Structure 

Show Non-Printing with Spaces 

Show Non-Printing without Spaces 

Show Stylesheet 

Compress ;;;ind Paginate 

Paginate 

Paginate Displayed Pages 
Paginate Specified Pages 

J~1 t Prompt for F1el j: 

Enable Buttons 
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3. Select Done. 

To enable prompts to appear in a document: 

~ Select Prompt for Fields in the Document menu. 

If you have prompts enabled and you skip to a field that 
does not have a prompt defined, the name of the field 
appears as the prompt. 

To turn off prompts in a document: 

~ Select Don't Prompt for Fields in the Document menu. 
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Filling in the form 

Skipping fields 
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After the form is set up, you can fill it in. 

To fill in a form: 

1. If your form contains prompts, select Prompt tor Fields in 
the Document menu. 

2. Select Show Structure in the Document menu if you want 
to display the field-bounding characters. 

3. Select Go to First Fill-in in the Content menu. 

The caret appears between the field-bounding characters 
of the first field in the fill-in order. Look for the 
GLOBAL VIEW prompt. 

4. Enter information into the field. 

5. When you complete the first field, press SKIP/NEXT to go to 
the next field. 

If an error message appears, check the field for errors, edit 
the field, and press SKIP/NEXT again. 

The caret appears between the bounding characters of the 
second field in the fill-in order. Look for the GLOBAL VIEW 
prompt. 

6. Enter information in the field. 

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until you have filled in the form. 

When filling in fields, you can skip the next field in the fill-in 
order. You can set up fields so they can't be skipped. See the 
section "Making fields optional or required" for more 
information. 

To skip the next field: 

~ Press SHIFT+SKIP/NEXT. 

The caret skips to the field after the next field in the 
sequence unless the current field contains an error. If 
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there is an error, correct the field and press SHIFT +SKIP/NEXT 

again. See the section "Updating fields and checking for 
entry errors" for more information about troubleshooting 
errors. 

Bypassing error checking when filling in fields 

When you set up restrictions for the types of data that can be 
entered into fields, GV Write checks for entry and format 
errors as you press SKIP/NEXT to go from field to field. If you are 
not concerned about format or entry errors, use the following 
method to bypass error checking when filling in fields. 

To bypass error checking: 

1. Display the field-bounding characters in your document 
by selecting Show Structure in the Document menu. 

2. Select Go to Next Field in the Content menu. 

Making fields optional or required 

You can set up required fields that must be filled in and fields 
that can't be skipped. You can also create dependencies 
between fields. 

Requiring users to fill in fields 

When you specify that a field is required, you must fill in the 
field before moving to other fields. When you leave a 
required field blank, the following conditions apply: · 

• Pressing SKIP/NEXT does not move the caret to the next 
field. 

• Pressing SHIFT +SKIP/NEXT in the previous field does not skip 
the required field. 

• Selecting Update Fields in the Content menu produces an 
error message. See the section "Updating fields and 
checking for entry errors," for more information. 

• Selecting Go to Next Field allows you to skip the field. 
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To set a field so it must be filled in: 

1. Double-click on one of the field-bounding characters and 
press PROPS. 

2. Select the Required property in the Field property sheet. 

He Id Prn perties 

Field Properties 

Display 11111115UlvHvl.".fY I 

f\Jarne 

[ 1escription I Enter cout·::.e start dGite and press the 5f<.IP/f\JE:,;:T key 

Type I or·.1·c I TE:•:T I o.r . ..-1oum 11!1111 
@.J I 1_15 El'·,JGLl5H I 

3. Select Done. 

+: 

Skipping fields that don't apply 
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You can set up a field so that it is skipped if information in 
previous fields makes it inapplicable. For example, on an 
employment application form with a field for military service, 
you could set the next field, Years of service, to be skipped if 
the applicant does not fill in the previous field. 
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Entering an 'x' in the 
Military Service 

field, then pressing 
SKIP/NEXT moves the 

caret to the Years 
of service field. 

Leaving the field 
empty, then pressing 

SKIP/NEXT moves the 
caret to the High 

School field. 
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Entering 'yes' in the 
Military Service 

field, then pressing 
SKIP/NEXT moves the 

caret to the Years 
of service field. 

Entering 'no,' then 
pressing SKIP/NEXT 

moves the caret 
to the High School 

field. 

M::im<!-L:irt,.Firrt,.l.,iti:il 

r J 
Pr.oscl'll:Addr.oss :5trcct City 

r J 
~rm;mcrrt:Addr.oss :5trcct City 

r J 
Wh;it t!fp<! of work do lo'OU pr.of.?r? 

r J 

Employment history 

Empl&yirii!Jlt ap~frcation 
·,oone ·Sail 

KED Associates 

Soci::ilS.ocurity No, 

r J 
Homephonc 

r J 

r J 

r J 
lfnotaU,S,Citi2ct\.cntcrmrro0rrtVi1:istill:1.11 

r J 

Pl;rcc ;m ':( bclow iflo'OLI h:ivc s.orl'.::d in th-: Militar? Y cars o1 scrvkc? High(!lil: Dcgrcc E;irncd 

r J If x: ~ r J If empty: • High5<hool r Jo.,,o,. r J "r JM'< r JFHor J 

r J r J r J 

If, for example you want to provide fields for a yes or no 
response to military service, you can set up the Years of 
Service field so it is skipped if the no response is filled in . 

. ·. Emplovment appllcatio11' . . . 

rc=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~ 
KED Associates 1; 

~ 
Empwyment application 
Nam.-:-lart,.Firrt,.lnitial SocinlSccmityNo, 

r J r J r J 
Pr(m::ttt:AddMU Stred: City Homcphoric Altcrnill:cphon.o 

r J r J r J 
lf11otaU,S,Citizc11,ct'Jteremrcttt:Vi1::1stidm 

r J r J 
Whnt,,.p.oofworkdolo'oLlprc'fur? 

r J 

Employment history 
H::ivcyouscrvcdinthcMilit:ir~t? High<!rt D<!grec Earned 

r J If yes:,.. rJ If I l<J: • High l<hool r Jo.no<. r J BS r JM'< r J FHor J 
N;im~ ;indAddMn o'ffmi:-loy~rs 
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In this example, if the 
"Militaryservice" field is 

empty, the 
"Yearsofservice" field is 

skipped 
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To set up fields so you can skip them: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. In the Skip If Field box, enter the name of the field upon 
which the selected field depends. 

In the Military service example, you would enter "Military 
service." 

3. Do one of the following: 

• To skip the field if the previous field is empty, select 
Empty. 

• To skip the field if the previous field is filled, select 
Not Empty. 

Fie Id Pm perties 

Field Propert.ies 

Display 1111!!1] s1._1rv1rv1.11.F:···1 

Description 
~~==;:====:;====:;---;::::::=====:;-~~ 

Type lml TrnT J .".Mour .. n I D.•.TE I I REQUIRED I 
I~ I us Ef\JGLISH I 

Forrnat J srnP o~J 11<.1F' J 

R.ange 

4. Select Done. 

The settings for this field override the Required or Stop on 
Skip properties, if they are selected. 
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Setting up a field that can't be skipped 

To prevent a field from being skipped: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Select the Stop On Skip property. 

Field Properties 

Field Propertie::. 

Di3pl:=iy lml survlrvl.6.R'/ I 

f\Jarne lvea~·.:.ofseP/ice 

Description ':~ 

Type 11111'11 TE:-:T I c.r·,1•:•Uf\JT I D.".TE I I P.EC"-'IP.ED I 
[~ I US Ef\JGUc,H I 

Forrna~ 

R.ange 

3. Select Done. 

If you have set Skip If properties for this field, they 
override the Stop on Skip property. 

Viewing and setting properties for more than one field 

15-22 

You can set properties for more than one field at a time using 
the Field Summary property sheet. Setting properties in the 
Field Summary property sheet is helpful when you have added 
all the fields to your document, and you want to set properties 
without going to each field in your document. 

If you change Type, Format, Range, or Length properties for 
fields using the Field Summary property sheet, you need to 
update fields that already contain data to make sure the data 
matches your specifications. See the section "Updating fields 
and checking for entry errors" for the procedure. 
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To view or set properties for more than one field: 

1. Double-click on any field-bounding character and press 
PROPS. 

2. Select Summary for the Display setting. 

The Field Summary property shecl 
displays Lhe names and lhe order of 

fields in the fill-in order, and the 
names and order of fields not in 

the fill-in order. 

r-----------------------··I 
Field Pt·opetties 

Field Properties 

Di--.pl.:1y I FIELD llWHIBHHI 
Field.:. and tables in fill-in 1xder: 

~aj 
SS# I F'f:•:•PERTIEo] 

~Tl 
Presentaddre.:.::. I f'f:OPERTIE'.· I 

I PROPERTIES I 
,C,lt# ~'f:Of'Ef:TIES I 
Pennanentaddn"'..:.s I PF:_C•PEF:TIE5 I 
1=iti::enship I F'F:_OPEF:.TIES I 

•,,.·./orkprefer·ence I PF:OPERTIES I 
r··/lilitar-·)·SE:Piice I PF:_,-=-·PEF:_TIES I 

·,· ear.:.of::.r::rvii:e I PROPEF:.TIES I 

Highsi:hool ( PF:_(.•PEF~TIE~· I 
~.s::oi:i:~tedegree I F'ROPEF:.TIES [ 

E:a1:helo(.:.degree ) PF:OPEF:TIES I 
rvlastet ::.degree I PF:-'='•PEF:_TIES I 

PHD I Pf:OPEf:TIES I 

Fields and t:::ible.:; not in fill-in on:Je~·: 

Field7 

FieldB 

I PF:.OPEF:TIES I 

I Pf:'='PEf:TIE5 I 

[)on.• .. [ .. Can<elt~u.1.ts .. I 

3. Select Properties next to the name of the first field whose 
properties you want to display. 
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Properties for the SS# field 
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'Flel~ Properties 
-, -

Field Properties Oont l Canceil ! Oefauf1s ! 
Display I FIELD IMllHMWI 'I' 

fields and tables in fill-in order: 

I~ Name I PROPERTIES I 
';;; 

SS# 1111111111111 
,........, Name lss# I 

Description [ J 
Type l•I TEXT I AMOUNT I DA TE I I REQUIRED I 

® I us ENGLISH I 
- Format [ J I STOP ON SKIP I 

Range l J 
Length I 0 j characters or less 

Skip if field l ] is I EMPTY I NOT EMPTY 1111111!1111 
.....__ Fill-in rule [ l I~ 

Date I PROPERTIES I I -~' = 
4. Select new settings for the properties you want to change. 

5. To close the property sheet for the field you selected, 
select Properties again. 

+Note: You can stretch or scroll the window up or 
down to select the Properties box for more than one field 
at a time.+ 

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for each field whose properties 
you want to display or edit. 

7. Select Done. 

+Note: Selecting Defaults in the window header returns 
the properties of all the fields to their default values.+ 
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Restricting the types of data allowed in a field 

WRITE AND DRAW USER GUIDE 

You can limit the types of data that can be entered in a field to 
one of three categories: 

• Text 
• N11mpr;:ils; plus signs, and minus signs 
• Dates 

When you enter data that doesn't satisfy the limitations you 
set, GV Write displays an error message when you press 
SKIP/NEXT to go to the next field. 

The default setting for field data is Any, which allows you to 
enter text, numbers, or dates. 

Text-Limiting data to text specifies that the information 
entered can contain letters, numerals, and symbols. Numerals 
in a field limited to text data are recognized as text, not as 
numeric values. For example, you can enter "12 is greater 
than l" in a Text field. 

Numbers-Limiting data to numbers is especially useful to 
calculate the numbers in the fields, and to make sure that 
users enter numbers as opposed to letters. Users can enter the 
following types of numbers: 

• 1,234,567,890 
• 1.75 
• +170 
• -170 

+ Note: When entering minus signs, enter the hyphen 
character on your standard keyboard. Don't use the Math or 
Office keyboards to enter minus signs. 

You cannot enter the dollar sign($) character in a number 
field. You can, however, place the character outside the 
field.+ 
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Dates-When you limit the information to dates, you can 
enter dates in the following formats: 

• November 7, 1992 
• November 7, '92 
• Nov 7, 1992 
• Nov 7, '92 
• 11/7/92 
• 01/01/93 

You cannot enter dates in the following formats: 

• Nov. 7, 1992 
• Nov 7 92 
• 7 November, 1992 

You can set up format rules to format dates in a specified way, 
regardless of how users enter them. See the next section 
"Restricting the format of data allowed in a field" for more 
information. 

-+-Tip: To make sure that the appropriate type of data is 
entered, write a prompt explaining your requirements. For 
more information, see the section "Creating prompts that 
appear while filling in the form."-+-

To specify the type of data that can be entered in a field: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Select Text, Amount, or Date for the Type property. 

3. If you select Amount or Date, make sure the language 
selected is correct. 

The language determines how numbers and dates are 
formatted. For example, if you select US English, the 
abbreviated version of April 30th, 1993, appears as 
4/30/93. In French, the date appears as 30/4/93. 
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Fie Id Pt·o pe1ties 

Field Properties Donej Ca~cel .D.eta.".lts i 

l._IV_ E::f'·.J(;U:.H 

FF:.Ef\J.-:H 

CiEF:rvl.6.f\J 

S\•\•1 ED1:.H 

ITi;LIM'·.J 

(_:iUT(H 

f\J 0 F:. \r.,1 E GI ,6, r··.J 

Fl[\J[\JISH 

">f'i·.l\llSH 

POF:.TU(iUESE 

_l,C,f•,C,[·.JESE 

Ef\JC:iLISH 1: . .!c..f\J,6.Dl,.!c.,f··.J 

4. Select Done. 

tl 

=:;=====;=::::;--;::::::===;---·~J :, 

Id [ J is I EfvlPT··,.- I [\J 1.:iT Ef· . ..-1pr··, liijiiiJ4$1Bllj It 
el~-----~J 

Restricting the format of data allowed in a field 
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You can restrict the format, range of acceptable characters, 
and length of data entered in fields. For example, if the only 
acceptable entries for a field are two characters long, such as 
an abbreviation for a state, you can restrict the field length to 
two characters. When you set restrictions on data in fields, 
CV Write checks entries for errors while you fill in the fields, 
and displays error messages if it finds errors. 

Use the Format and Type properties together to control the 
format of data entered. For example, if you limit the type of 
data to dates, you can specify that all dates appear in this 
format: Month/Day/Year. If you limit the type of data to 
Amounts, you can specify that all entries appear with a 
decimal point after the second digit. 

+Tip: To make sure that data is entered in the appropriate 
format, write a prompt explaining your requirements. For 
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Setting the date format 

more information, see the section "Creating prompts that 
appear while filling in the form."+ 

This section contains the following procedures: 

• Setting the date format 
• Controlling how numbers are formatted in a field 
• Controlling the kinds of characters allowed in a field 
• Limiting the length of a field 
• Limiting the range of values allowed in a field 

When you specify a format for dates, GV Write automatically 
converts dates entered in other formats to the format that you 
specify. For example, if the date format is MM/DD/YY, and 
the user enters "January 1, 1993," the format is automatically 
converted to "1/1/93." If a user enters "01/01/93," the format 
is automatically converted to "1/1/93." 

To set the date format for a field: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

Select Date for the Type property. 

In the Format box, enter the format in which you want 
dates to appear. 

The format shown is for abbreviated 
dates. For spelled-out dates, enter 

Month Day, Year. 
Field Properties: 

Display 1111111 SU~vll'vlP.,RV ! 

Description ::========;;;;;;--:===:::::;---~ 
Type I .".NY I TE:--:T 1.".f·110Uf\JT 11!111 I F:EOUWED I 

® I us E~JGLISH I 
Format I fv11\·1/DD/YV,,..,, I I sroP or\J s1<1P I 

4. Select Done. 
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Setting the number format 
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By entering characters from the Special keyboard for fields 
into the Format box in the Field property sheet, you can 
specify: 

• The maximum number of decimal places allowed 

• Exact locations for decimal points and commas 

• Whether or not the number is preceded with a plus or 
minus sign 

• That each number is preceded with an asterisk 

Following are the characters from the Special keyboard for 
fields that you can enter into the Format box: 

Asterisk (must be the first character in the field) 

Allows digits only. The number of digit 
characters entered determines the maximum 
number of decimal places. 

Allows a minus sign or no character 

Allows a plus sign or minus sign 

Enters a comma where you specify 
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You enter the special characters in the Format box in the Field 
property sheet. 

Field Properties 

Display l111Bl 1uMrv1.~RY I 
f1,Jarne I Previous salary 

De.::.:ript'.on ::=========:::;--====;--~ 
I Al\IY I TEXT lmmllll DA TE I I P,ECH)jf:ED I Type 

® I us El"ViLISH I 
Format box -- Format. I srnP or,1 sr<rP I 
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~-----~ 

For example, to limit numbers to four digits, you might enter 
the digit characters as shown: 

Format 

If you enter "1287" into this field, it is automatically formatted 
as: 1,287. If you enter "287," it is formatted as: 0,287. Enter a 
digit character for each digit you want to allow. 

+ Note: If the number of digits you enter in a field exceeds 
the number of digits reserved for the number, GV Write enters 
a pound sign(#) into the field.+ 

To indicate exact locations of commas or decimal points, 
enter the comma and decimal point characters in the Format 
box. GV Write places the characters exactly where you 
specify. 

For example, to enter the following types of numbers: 

• 2.87 
• 87 
• 12.87 

You might enter the digit characters as shown: 

Format 

If you enter 11 8711 into a field with the above format, GV Write 
formats it as 87.00. If you enter "2.87," GV Write formats it 
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as: 02.87. If you enter "287," GV Write places a pound sign 
in the field, since the number entered does not match the 
specified format. If this occurs, you must enter a new number. 

If you use the plus sign, minus sign and asterisk characters, 
they must be the first characters in the Format box. If the 
Format box for a field contains a plus sign character and you 
enter a negative number in the field, GV Write allows the 
negative number. It the Format box for a t1eld contains the 
minus sign character and you enter a plus sign character in the 
field, GV Write deletes the plus sign character. If you want to 
allow both negative and positive numbers, enter the plus sign 
character in the Format box. 

You can also add symbols and characters from other 
keyboards to the Format box. 

To set a format for numbers in a field: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Select Amount for the Type property. 

3. Select inside the Format box. 

4. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+SHOW. Hold down the KEYBOARD 

key. 

5. Enter the characters you want from the Special keyboard 
for fields. 

r· 
Field l't"Operties 

Field Properties 

I ·-=·Ci::;h on hand 

De.:;1:r-iption 
:====;::==:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~==;~====:::;---~~ 

Type I .or·-1·c I TE:-:r ll!lm!lllll D.".TE I I F<EQUIR.m I 
II) I us El"-IGLISH I 

Digit char;:icters in the Format box Forrnat I [ill~[illD~~ 

6. Release the KEYBOARD key. 

7. Select Done. 
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Specifying the kinds of characters allowed in a field 

15-32 

Use format restrictions for Text fields when you have very 
specific requirements for the number and type of characters 
entered. For example, text format restrictions are useful for 
order numbers that always appear in the same format, such as 
GA234-A. 

Add format characters from the Special keyboard for fields to 
the Format box in the Field property sheet to control whether 
digits, alphabetical characters, or other characters can be 
entered in a field. 

Allows digits only 

Keyboard Wind w 

Allows only alphabetical characters or spaces 

When used with Text fields, digit characters are interpreted as 
text instead of numbers. For example, if you want a field to 
contain a Social Security number, you enter the following 
characters into the Format box: 

Format 

You enter hyphen characters from the standard keyboard. You 
can enter any other characters in the Format box, but when 
you do, those characters must be entered in the field in the 
exact order shown in the Format box. 

GV Write allows only the number of characters in the field 
that you enter in the Format box. For example, in a field with 
the following entry in the Format box, you must enter six 
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alphabetical characters. If you enter more or less, GV Write 
posts an error message. 

Forrnat I r:ri r;;i rn r;;i r:ri r:ri l.!'.:!Jlijjl!::'.!J~l!:j.Jl!'::!J 

To specify the character format and number of characters in 
a Text field: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Select Text for the Type property. 

3. Select inside the Format box. 

4. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+SHOW. Continue to hold down 
the KEYBOARD key. 

5. Enter the characters you want from the Special keyboard 
for fields. 

Field l'rope1ties 

Field Pmperties 

Display llllDll surv11v1.0.wl I 
[".Jarne I E~·nployee ID i:i:i1ie"J 

[.1esi:ription ~=========;--===::::;--~ 
Type I .!•.l'•,JY 1111111 i•.i·,.·1•)1)1'•,JT I D.".TE I I F,Eq1._lfRED I 

[~I •-'SEl"·JGLISH I 
Enter format characters in the 

Format box. 
Format I [][J[ill[ill[ill-[] I I srnf' ·:ir··J svrP I 

6. Release the KEYBOARD key. 

7. Select Done. 

Limiting the length of a field 
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You can limit the number of characters in a field to simplify 
data processing or to control errors. 

+ Note: Character and format restrictions entered in the 
Format box override the length limit you specify. Use this 
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procedure to limit field length when you have not specified 
character format properties.+ 

To limit the number of characters in a field: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Enter a number in the Length box. 

Length box 1 Length 1 O I character:> or less 

Skip iffleld ~~~:::~=--~~isJl~E~M~PT~v~l~NgoT~E~M~P~TV~j~11~11~4~M!Ji'lll 
Fill-in rule 

~~~~~~~~~ 

3. Select Done. 
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Limiting the range of values allowed in a field 
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You can limit the range of characters and values that can be 
entered into fields using text and numbers from the standard 
keyboard, and format characters from the Special keyboard for 
fields. Enter the text, numbers, and format characters in the 
Range box of the Field property sheet. 

Use as a wildcard character to allow any range 
of characters 

Use to limit entries between, before, or after specified 
characters or values 

Keyboard Window 

Use to exclude the range of characters or numbers 
following this character 

If data outside the range you specify is entered in the field, an 
error message appears when you press SKIP/NEXT to go to the 
next field. To make sure that characters or values are in the 
correct range, create a prompt. See the section "Creating 
prompts that appear while filling in the form" for more 
information. 
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Text ranges 

Amount and date ranges 

15-36 

Following are examples of using format characters to indicate 
text ranges. 

R.ange 1.".Q Allows only words beginning with 
the letter "A" 

Allows only words ending with 
R.ange I [Jing "ing" 

R.ange /D'''"'D .. J ... · .......... Allows any text containing "XXX" 

Allows any text beginning with 
R.ange , .".EJL the letters A through L 

R.ange I SEJ 
Allows any text beginning with the 
letter Sor any of the following 
letters in the alphabet 

R.ange I EJL Allows any text that ends with 
the letter L 

F:.ange /CJDY""·'D Does not allow text containing 
: .,,(o('\('\ "' 

"XXX" 

Following are examples of using format characters to indicate 
amount and date ranges. 

Range i ·1 OOEJ Allows any number greater than or 
equal to 100 

R.ange 1 EJ1 oo Allows any number less than or 
equal to 100 

R.ange I 1EJ·100 Allows any number between and 
including 1 to 100 

Range I 1 l1 /93EJ Al lows any date equal to or after 
1/1/93 

R.ange I ·1 /1 /93EJ1 2/31 /93 I Al lows any date in the year 199 3 

R.ange I CJOEJ9,99 Does not allow any number 
between 0 and 9. 99 
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To specify an amount, date, or text range: 

1. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

2. Select in the Range box. 

3. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+SHOW. Hold down the KEYBOARD 

key. 

4. Enter the characters you want from the Special keyboard 
for fields and the standard keyboard. 

Range box 

5. Release the KEYBOARD key. 

6. Select Done. 
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Updating fields and checking for entry errors 
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When you change fill-in rules or format, length, or range 
specifications for a field, GV Write does not automatically 
check the field contents to ensure that they meet the new 
specifications. If, for example, you use the Field Summary 
property sheet to change specifications for many fields at 
once, the fields in your document might not meet the new 
specifications. You need to update the fields. 

When you update fields, GV Write compares the entries in 
each field with its specifications, and displays an error 
message if the entry is incorrect. GV Write checks all fields in 
the fill-in order, then all fields not in the fill-in order. 

Updating fields also recalculates numbers in fields or tables 
used to calculate totals from other fields or table cells. If you 
have a Date field that automatically displays the current date, 
you need to update the field when the date changes. 

To update fields and check for entry errors: 

1. Select Update Fields in the Content menu. 

GV Write starts with the first field in your document, and 
checks each field in the fill-in order. If it finds an error, 
GV Write displays a message and highlights the entry. 

2. Do the following if you get an error: 

a. Double-click on the left field-bounding character and 
press PROPS. 

b. Review the format, range, length, and fill-in rule to 
determine the error. 

c. Edit the field contents. 

d. Close the property sheet. 

e. Select Update Fields in the Content menu again. 

Repeat this procedure until you find and correct all errors. 
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In GLOBAL VIEW, you can create simple and complex equations 
in your documents. You can also convert equations to TEX, 
the markup language developed for mathematical publishing. 

Software required~Run GV Equations to perform the tasks in 
this chapter. 

To display your equations, you need the following fonts 
loaded on your system: 

• VP Xerox Equation Fonts 
• VP Xerox Enhanced Classic Fonts 
• VP Xerox Enhanced Modern Fonts 

To print documents that contain equations, refer to the section 
"Printing documents that contain equations." 

Adding an equation to your document 

To add an equation to your document, you must insert an 
equation frame. You can anchor an equation frame to text or 
you can embed it in a draw frame. 

Adding an anchored equation frame 

To add an anchored equation frame: 

1. Select Show Structure in the Document menu if you want 
to display the anchor and the frame as you insert them. 

2. Select the character you want the equation anchor to 
follow. 

3. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+C. 

The default equation frame appears. 

r································································································~~=~·································································································~ 

: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
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When you paginate the document, the frame appears in the 
line following the anchor. 

The size of the frame is determined by entries in the User 
Profile, which you can change to suit your needs. Refer to the 
section "Changing the defaults for equation frames." 

Adding an embedded equation frame 

Draw frame 

Embedding an equation frame in a draw frame lets you 
annotate the equation or add shading to call attention to 
different parts of the equation. 

·················································.········································ . . 

6R~ 
= lim-: 

~ j The derivative of R j 
Text frame used to -----; 

annotate the : ~ with respect to t ~ 
6t~o 6 t ~ 

. . . 
equation frame 

Shaded draw object ------------' 
used to add emphasis 

Equation frame 

Draw frame 

Equation frame 

To add an embedded equation frame: 

1. Select inside the draw frame where you want the equation 
frame to appear. 

2. Press KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+C. 

The equation frame appears inside the draw frame at the 
point you selected in step 1. 

= I P I . 
The small gray box 

indicates where you insert 
your equation 

l ................................ 7 .......................................... 1 
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Refer to chapter 13, "Using frames in documents," for 
information about moving the equation frame and changing its 
properties. 

Changing the alignment of the equation in the frame 

When you insert an equation frame, the small gray box that 
appears in the frame indicates where the equation will appear. 
The default setting specifies that the equation is centered 
horizontally with an inner margin of four points between the 
equation and the frame border. If you want the equation to be 
left-justified in the frame, or you want to adjust the amount of 
space around the equation, use the following procedure. 

To change the alignment of the equation in the frame: 

1. Select the equation frame and press PROPS. 

,.r"'i:.J Equation Properties 

Equation Properties Donel~ Cancel! Defau~ Reset[ 

Display I FF',AME 11!1!11111 ~ §I 

Units ®~ I• 
Equation Alignment I Flush Left 11111!11111 Flush Right I horizontally 

Inner Margin Left I 41 Right I 41 
Top I 41 Bottom I 41 I• - .. + .. ~!:!'.I !J 

2. Select Equation for the Display setting if it isn't already 
selected. 

3. Select a value for the Equation Alignment property. 

4. Enter values for the Left, Right, Top, and Bottom Inner 
Margin boxes. 

5. Select Done. 
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Numbering equations 

If your document contains many equations, you might want to 
number them. Equations are often numbered on the right side. 

x 
cose = -

r 
(1) 

. e Y sin = -
r 

To number equations on the right side, change the equation 
frame to create a right caption, then format the caption text. 
You can simplify the numbering process by creating a 
template frame or by changing your User Profile. 

+ Note: You can create captions for anchored equation 
frames only. Creating a caption for an embedded frame has 
no effect.+ 

(2) 

Creating a right-side caption 

16-6 

To create a right-side caption: 

1. Select Show Non-Printing without Spaces in the 
Document menu. · 

2. Select the equation frame you want to number and press 
PROPS. 

3. Select Frame for the Display setting if it isn't already 
selected. 

4. Select Inches for the Units property. 

5. Type .5 in the Right Margins box. 

6. Select Right for the Captions property. 

7. Select Fixed for the Width property, and type a value that 
is .5 inch less than the width of the equation frame. 

8. Select Flush Right for the Alignment property. 

9. Select Done. 
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A half-inch caption area appears to the right of the 
equation frame. 

Caption area --: .-.. -.-.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.-: .-.. -.. -.. -.. -.~--.-.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -.. -. j-+J-~I 

Co::,~:[[:::,:::::, -· u uuuuuuuu uuuuu .. n ° ~ :; uu muu uu u u u u • 1 

character 

Formatting the caption 
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To format the caption text: 

1. Select the paragraph character in the right margin of the 
equation frame and press PROPS. 

2. Select Flush Right for the Alignment property. 

3. Select Done. 

4. Place your caret in the caption area to the right of the 
equation frame and number the equation. 

. e Y sin = -
r 

(1) 

+ Tip: The caption appears flush to the top of the equation 
frame. If you want the number of the caption to be centered 
vertically, select the caption text, press PROPS, and enter a 
value in the Space Before Paragraph property.+ 
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Using shortcuts to create numbered equation frames 

Creating a template 
frame 

Changing your User 
Profile 

16-8 

If your document contains many numbered equations, you 
might want to use one of the following shortcuts to save time: 

• Create a template frame and add it to your expansion 
dictionary. 

• Change the default equation frame properties in your User 
Profile. 

If your document contains many equation frames, some with 
captions, and some without, you can create different template 
frames and add them to your expansion dictionary. 

To add a template frame with a caption to your expansion 
dictionary: 

1. Create an equation frame with a caption as described in 
the section "Numbering equations." 

2. Select the anchor for the frame and add it to your 
expansion dictionary, as described in the section "Entering 
pre-defined text, graphics, and tables" in chapter 1, 
"Creating and editing documents." 

If every equation in your document needs a caption, you can 
change your User Profile so that the equation frame you enter 
from the Special keyboard for documents has a caption. 

To change the default equation frame: 

~ In the Document Equation Frame Defaults section of your 
User Profile, make the following changes: 

a. Change the Right Margin entry to allow space for a 
caption. 

b. Change the Right Caption entry to TRUE. 
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Entering equations 

···~ 

After you add an equation frame to your document, you can 
begin building your equation using the characters in the 
Special keyboard for equations. 

Keyboard Window 

These special characters, known as structures, contain fields, 
indicated by gray boxes, where you can insert text or other 
structures. 

Fields for upper ~ :i;:<e 
and lower limits of "\'"'°"m 

summation 7" 
1 

Field for -----'
summation function 

To enter a structure: 

~---- Field for 

~ 
numerator 

---- Vertical fraction 
m structure 

I.__ ____ Field for 

denominator 

1. Select a location inside the equation frame. 

2. Hold down KEYBOARD, press SPECIAL, and press SHOW to 
display the Special keyboard for equations. 

3. Press the key for the structure that you want. 

4. Release KEYBOARD. 
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Entering text and structures into fields 

16-10 

After you enter equation structures, you enter text and 
structures in the fields of that structure. 

You can create simple equations using text and characters 
from alternate keyboards such as Greek, Math, Logic, 
Equations Symbols, and Equations Miscellaneous. 

You can also create more complex equations using structures 
from the Special keyboard for equations. 

Radical structure --v 
1 + cose 

Text from the --------' 
Greek keyboard 

Radical structure -- ( oy )2 (oz )2 1+ - + -ox oy 
Radical field filled with -----~----~ 

text and script, brace, 
and vertical fraction 

structures 

As you enter text or structures into fields, the structures grow 
as text or structures are placed inside them. 

To enter text or structures into fields: 

1. Point to a field and click the Select mouse button. 

If you have just entered a structure, the first field is 
selected and the equation caret flashes. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• Enter text using the standard keyboard or alternate 
keyboards. 

• Enter a structure in the first field using the Special 
keyboard for equations. 

Refer to the GLOBAL VIEW Reference Manual for more 
information on alternate keyboards. 
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Strategies for entering text and structures 

As you build equations, you can begin by inserting one 
structure inside another, as in the following example. 

Begin bv entering a root - ,;--; 
structure from the Special 

keyboard for equations 

Inside the root structure, 
insert a script structure 

In the main field of the -
script scripture, insert a 

brace structure 

Type y +pin the brace 
field, and type 2 in the 

right superscript field 

To create the following -
equation ... 

To create a different type of equation, you insert structures 
next to each other rather than inside each other. 

d(secu) 

dx 

m mm 

sin u du 

cos2u dx 

... you insert vertical -
fractions and text next to m m m 

each other 

To change the spacing between the structures that you entered 
beside each other, refer to the section "Changing the spacing 
between structures." 

To insert structures next to each other: 

1. Insert a structure. 

2. Select the structure. 
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Refer to the section "Selecting equations" for information 
about selecting equations. 

3. With the equation caret flashing to the right of the 
selected structure, do one of the following: 

• Insert text 
• Insert another structure 

As you create your equations, you will often use a 
combination of both methods. 

Selecting equations 

To make changes to an equation, you need to know how to 
select parts of it. An equation is made of structures and lists, 
which reside inside each other, as shown in the following 
illustration. A list is a container that holds structures. 
Similarly, a structure can contain a list. 

When you select a structure, it appears highlighted in black; 
when you select a list, it appears outlined by a rectangle. 
Selecting equations in either way lets you manipulate them in 
different ways, as explained in the following sections. 

The radical structure selected -

The list inside the radical ---.; ( dx) 2 + ( ~~) 2 

structure selected, which \ di9 u-.,. 
contains other structures "-'---'------'-----'----' 

Script structure -----' 
Text structure ------' 

Script structure ----------' 
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Selecting a structure lets you change elements of that 
structure, such as the position of text in different fields. The 
following illustration shows an equation before and after its 
structures have been selected and changed. 

Too much space above---+=======::;------
exponent (script struclu re) 

dx )2 + ( dy )2 
Too much space between --...-.... dt dt 
vertical fraction structure 

and brace structure 
0 

To select a structure using the mouse: 

1. Position the pointer on the structure itself, not on any of 
the text in the structure. 

2. Click the Select mouse button. 

·~ 
To select a structure using the SKIP/NEXT key and the mouse: 

1. Select a character inside a structure. 
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Each click of the mouse 
selects a structure or a list. 

(~) 
2. Press SKIP/NEXT to select the first structure. 

(~) 
3. Leaving the pointer in place, click the Select mouse button 

repeatedly until the desired structure is selected. 

When you select structures this way, you see parts of the 
equations alternately highlighted then outlined by a 
rectangle. The rectangle indicates that you have selected 
a list, which is explained further in the section "Selecting 
lists." 

List -( ~) "CIW 

Vertical fraction structure -----( I) "Click" 
List--(~) 

Brace structure -------------•:CUck" 
"Click" 

Selecting text structures 
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When you insert text into the field of a structure, you create a 
text structure. 
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To select a text structure: 

~ Select a character in the structure and press SKIP/NEXT. 

The text structure highlights, and the equation caret 
flashes in the lower right corner. 

Selecting lists lets you change the space or gap between 
structures in the list and change the vertical position of text 
and structures in relation to each other. See the sections 
"Changing the spacing between structures" and "Changing the 
vertical position of structures in a list." 

To select a list: 

1. Select a text character in a field of a structure. 

2. Press SKIP/NEXT. 

3. Click the Select mouse button on the selected structure. 

The list that contains the text structure is selected and 
appears as a rectangular outline. 

4. Continue to click the Select mouse button repeatedly to 
select all the lists in the equation. 

Extending structure selections 
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If you have more than one structure in a list, you can extend 
your structure selection. You would want to select many 
structures when you make changes to an entire equation. 

+ Note: You can extend the selection of structures only if the 
structures are part of the same I ist. + 

To extend a structure selection: 

1. Select a structure in the list that contains more than one 
structure. 
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_Jll+ (~)2 Script structure selected ~ o;z.i;;-

2. Click the Adjust mouse button on the last structure you 
want to add to the selection to the right or the left of the 
selected structure. 

~ --~ - Place pointer here to extend 
the selection to include the 
text and the other script 
structure in the list. 

Creating multi-line equations 

16-16 

To create multi-line equations such as the one in the following 
illustration, you should use block structures, Block structures 
can be used for aligning equations or for creating matrices. 
The advantage of using a block for a multi-line equation is that 
even if the structures of the equation change, the alignment 
remains consistent. 
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Third column ------------------.. 

·----~----~, ·----~------------, 
Second column 

First column 

Empty field 

Press KEYBOARD+ 
SPECIAL+ 1 to insert 
the two-column by 

two-row block. 

When you insert a block, you can specify the number of fields 
you want in each row and each column. The Special 
keyboard for equations has two block structures as shown in 
the following illustration. 

r·; .. ·;···; .. 1 
Press KEYBOARD+ --: m m m : 
t~~Et~~~~:~~~~s~~ L~ .... ?: ... ?: .. ! 

three-row block. 
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Blocks can also be put inside braces, brackets, parentheses, 
and vertical or horizontal bars to create equations like the 
ones shown in the following illustration. 
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Two-column by three-row -
block with curly bracket 

on the left side 

0, x<a 
x-a 

b-a 
1, 

a::sx<b 

Three-column by three-row - A X B = 
block with vertical bars on 

i j k 

ai a2 ag 

bi b2 b3 both sides 
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To create a multi-line equation: 

1. Select a field. 

2. Do one of the following: 

• To insert a two-column by two-row block, press 
KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+ 1. 

• To insert a three-column by three-row block, press 
KEYBOARD+SPECIAL+2. 

A block appears in the selected location. 

3. Determine how many columns and rows you want in your 
equation. 

4. Select the block and press PROPS. 

Units I§ I Points I 

Position 50.0625 Cfo of structure above baseline 

Positioning Rule 1:~ I rvliddle Of Bloch: ! 

[··JLirnber of Colurnns [==2J 
f\J1Jrnber of R.ov·.'S [==2J 

lnter~col1.irnn Spacing ~ 

Inter-row Spai:ing ~ 

Fill in by llml Co!urnn I 
Column ,,.,,,lignrnent @ I 1-:entered [ horizontally 

F:_O'·N .6.!ignrnent I~ [ ,6,lign Baselines I vertically 

+ 
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5. Enter a value for the Number of Columns property and a 
value for the Number of Rows property. 

6. Select Done. 

The block now contains places for each of the equations 
that you need to create for your multi-line equation. 

To create a bracketed multi-line equation: 

1. Enter a brace structure as follows: 

a. Select a field and press the appropriate key in the 
Special keyboard for equations to insert a brace 
structure. 

b. Select the brace structure and press PROPS. 

Crace Pro petties 

Brace Properties 

PDsition 50 -=:.-::, ofstr·ucture above baseline 

Positioning F:ule 1:~ I rvliddle ·= 1f B~·ace I 

E:race Type: Gap: 

Left I I IHI [ I ( I 
Fight I I I IHI l I ) I I 

Top 1•1-1.--.1~1---1./,1 

Botton, l•l-l·--·1~1-~1-- I 
Oute~- rvlargin L==:iiiJ 

c. Determine the type of brace you want to enclose the 
block and make the appropriate changes. 

d. Select Done. 

2. Enter a block inside the braces as follows: 

a. Select the field in the brace structure and press 1 or 2 

in the Special keyboard for equations. 

b. Determine how many columns and rows you want in 
your block. 
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c. Select the block and press PROPS. 

d. Enter a value for the Number of Columns property 
and the Number of Rows property. 

e. Select Done. 

Using script structures 

Right superscript field 

Most of the structures in the Special keyboard for equations 
are familiar mathematical symbols; you know when and 
where to use them. The script structure, however, is not a 
familiar symbol and might not be as easy to understand and 
use. 

Use the script structure for equations with superscripts and 
subscripts. When you first enter the structure from the 
keyboard you see three fields into which you can enter text or 
other structures. 

Main field --- m ~ 

Right subscript field 

16-20 

I 

Left superscript and subscript fields are also available, 
although they are not visible when you first enter the structure 
from the keyboard. See the section "Changing the number of 
fields in a script structure." 

You can use this structure to create equations such as the 
following. 
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A script with brace -
structure in main field and 

text in right superscript 
field-all other superscript 

and subscript fields are 
turned off 

A script with simple text -
in main field and in right 

superscript and 
subscript fields 

A script with two brace -
structures in main field 
and text in right super-

script and right subscript 
field 

x2 
n 

F(x) 1: 
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Selecting script structures 

You enter text and structures in scripts just as you enter them 
into the fields of any other structure. Selecting a script 
structure is different, however. 

Because a script has no contributed text or characters, such as 
the summation or integral structure, it is not as easy to select 
as other structures. You must select a field or a character in a 
field, then press SKIP/NEXT until the entire structure is selected. 

To select a script structure: 

1. Select a field or character in a field. 

2. Press SKIP/NEXT repeatedly until the script structure is 
selected. 

Changing the number of fields in a script structure 
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As you create a script using structures or text, you might want 
to change the fields that are available to you. Use the 
following procedure before or after you enter structures into 
the fields. 
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Editing equations 

Editing text 

16-22 

To change the number of fields in a script: 

1. Select a script and press PROPS. 

["" 

50"ipt Prnperties 

Units I~ I Points ! 
Position 53,2-1 ::::75 .::.-::,of stn.Eture above baseline 

F'ositioning F:_ule (~) I Sarne /'.,5 Child I Child @) I rvlain I 

\oipts I On lm:Dll 11111 Off I 
~x~ 

~I On~1-=1 =1111~1 C~•ff I 

Gap K""'"~ 

2. Turn the Scripts properties on or off, depending on how 
many fields you want to use in your script. 

3. Select Done. 

As you create your equations, you will undoubtedly want to 
make changes to those equations. 

The text in an equation frame has the same character 
properties as the equation frame anchor. If the equation frame 
is inside a draw frame, the text has the character properties of 
the draw frame anchor. 

You can edit text in your structures to change type face, font 
size, type placement, and emphasis just as you make changes 
to text in paragraphs or section headings. 
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To change character properties of text in structures: 

1. Select the text in the structure you want to change and 
press PROPS. 

2. Make appropriate changes to the character properties. 

3. Select Done. 

To change the line height of text in structures: 

1 . Select the text characters whose font size you have 
changed. 

2. Select Refit Line Heights in the Equation menu. 

GV Equations adjusts the line height of the first paragraph 
to match the height of the tallest character in the structure. 

Moving and copying structures 

If you create an equation that is made up of repetitive 
structures, you can copy structures from other equations rather 
than start from the beginning every time. You can copy and 
move structures to fields that are part of other structures. 

You can copy or move an equation structure within the same 
equation frame, into another equation frame in the same 
document, or into an equation frame in a different document. 

To move or copy a structure: 

1. Select the structure you want to move or copy. 

2. Press MOVE or COPY. 

3. Do one of the following: 

• If you are copying or moving a structure into an 
empty field, select the destination field with the Select 
mouse button. 

• If you are copying or moving a structure to an existing 
structure, click the Select mouse button on the 
destination structure you want the source structure to 
follow. 
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Copy these --------..,------..... 
structures... ~ ~ 

dy = {uvk == ifu >1, 
dx 

m m 
/ / ... to these fields ... 

dy 
... and with a few - -= 

smal I changes, dx 
create this 

1 du 

uJu2-1 dx 
if u > 1, 

1 du 
if u < -1, -uJ u2-1 dx 

Changing the vertical position of structures in a list 
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As you create your equations, GY Equations automatically 
aligns and positions them. If you do not like the default 
vertical position of your equations, you can change it. 

When you select a structure and press PROPS, you see a 
Positioning Rule property in the property sheet. Use this 
property to adjust the vertical position of your structure in 
relation to the structure that it's next to or inside of. 

The positioning rule is the line about which the structure is 
aligned. Each structure, because of its different fields, has 
different choices for the Positioning Rule property. 

The following equation consists of a text structure followed by 
a vertical fraction structure. The examples following the 
equation show the different choices that are available for the 
Positioning Rule property for the vertical fraction structure. 
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.------ Upper child of vertical .... .l.... fraction structure 

Vertical fraction structure --:.-.-.. -.. -.jeX .. 
Text structure --: x = :-

--- Baseline for Upper child 

: ....... :···2-···· --- Baseline for Lower child 

·····1 ... ··_··_· ____ Lower child of vertical 

fraction structure 

x =Jex Positioning Rule @) I Same As Child I Child @ I Upper I 

2 

x= 2 
Positioning Rule @ [Dividing Line I 

x = 2 Po~;itioning Ru.le @ I Same As Child I Child @ I Lov1er I 

x =Jex Position ~-=iJ= % of structure above baseline 

Positioning Rule @ I Fixed I 
2 

To change the vertical position of structures in a list: 

1. Select a structure that you want to move vertically and 
press PROPS. 

The property sheet for the structure appears. 

2. Select a value for the Positioning Rule property to change 
the vertical position of the structure. 

3. Select Done. 
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For more information on the Positioning Rule property for 
each structure, see individual property sheet entries in the 
GLOBAL VIEW Reference Manual. 

Changing the spacing between structures 
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You use the List property sheet to change the space or gap 
between structures in a list. 

To change the spacing between structures: 

1. If you are not sure what structures are in a list, select the 
first structure then extend the selection by clicking the 
Adjust mouse button on all the other structures in the list. 

The highlighting shows the structures in the list and 
therefore indicates the point at which the change in gap 
wi 11 have an effect. 

The gap setting has an ------~--~ 
effect between the 
fraction structures 

and the text structure. 

2. Select the I ist and press PROPS. 

List P1·0 perties 

Li:;.t Properties 

Units la-·\ ~ .-. 
F'I <Y<-~ 

I ) I 

\ / 

Position 69,21875 -=:.\:. ofstrui:ture above baseline 

Gap~ 
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3. Change the value for the Units property, if necessary. 

4. Enter a value in the Gap box. 

5. Select Apply to determine if the structures are correctly 
placed. 

i' 1 
Changing the gap makes this -- F' I - < 

equation more evenly spaced. 1 2 

T~ ---
! -~-

·· .. 

6. Change the value in the Gap box as needed. 

7. Select Done. 

+ Note: If a list contains only one structure, changing the gap 
has no effect.+ 

Changing the spacing inside structures 

Use each structure property sheet to set the amount of space 
that exists between the fields and the structure itself. 

To change the spacing inside structures: 

1. Select the structure and press PROPS. 

2. Enter a value in the Gap box. 

3. Select Apply to determine the spacing inside the structure. 

4. Change the value in the Gap box as needed. 

5. Select Done when the spacing is correct. 

Aligning rows and columns in block structures 
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Use the Block property sheet to align the columns and rows of 
a block. Whether you have a matrix or multi-line equation, 
you can change the block properties to specify the amount of 
space between columns and rows and also the alignment of 
the text in the columns and rows. 
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In this equation, the equations 
in the columns are centered, 

and the columns are close 
together, making the equation 

hard to understand. 

In this equation, the equations 
in the columns are left 

justified, and the columns are 
farther apart, making the 

equation easier to understand. 

0, x<a 
x-a 
--asx<b 
b-a 
1, b s x 

0, 
x-a 

b-a 

x<a 

asx<b 

1, b sx 

To align columns and rows in a block structure: 

1 . Select the equation block and press PROPS. 

,...-
·.··.•• ;J_ 

!!lock Propertii!s c 
~· 

-
Blti(k Pr8Perties Don• J~ Can.eel Loenul~ Rese,U 

Units @)I Points I 
Position 50,0625 % of structure above baseline 

Positioning Rule @) I Middle Of Block I 
Number of Columns C3 Inter-column 5padng ~ 

Number of Rows C3 Inter-row Spacing ~ 
Fill in by l•lcolumn I 

Column Alignment @) I Centered I horizontally 

Row Alignment @ I Align Baselines I vertically 

=*•·· 4H 

2. Enter a value for the Inter-Row Spacing property 

3. Enter a value for the Inter-Column Spacing property. 

4. Select Apply to determine the spacing between the 
columns and rows. 

5. Select a value for the Column Alignment property. 

I• 
I~ 

I! 
I• 
!l 
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6. Select a value for the Row Alignment property. 

7. Select Done when the spacing is correct. 

Changing the size of equations 

Deleting structures 

Restoring structures 
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GV Equations adjusts the height of equation structures and 
frames as you add or delete structures and text if the equation 
frame Height property is Varying. If you want to manually 
readjust your equations, use the following procedure. 

To change the size of an equation: 

1. Select the equation frame you want to adjust and press 
PROPS. 

2. Select Varying for the Height property. 

3. Select Normalize Eqn Frames in the Equation menu. 

GV Equations readjusts the structures and frames and 
repaints the equation frame. 

To delete a structure: 

1. Select the structure you want to delete. 

2. Press DELETE. 

If you delete a structure that you did not mean to delete, you 
can press UNDO to restore the structure. 

To restore a structure: 

~ Press UNDO immediately after deleting a structure to 
restore that structure. 

+ Note: This procedure does not work if you have 
selected another location in your document or workspace 
after deleting the structure.+ 
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Converting GLOBAL VIEW equations to TEX 

GV Equations gives you the ability to convert your equations 
to TEX, the markup language developed for mathematical 
publishing. What could be a laborious manual procedure 
becomes as easy as selecting an option in a menu. 

The following equation shows a GLOBAL VIEW equation and its 
TEX equivalent, generated automatically by GV Equations. 

---(ddyt)2 GLOBAL VIEW 

equation 

TEX equation --- ${{({{{{dy}\over{dt}}}})}\sp{2}}$ 

To convert a GLOBAL VIEW equation to TEX: 

1. Select the structure or structures you want to convert. 

2. Select Convert GV Equation to TeX in the Equation menu. 

The pointer changes to a copy pointer. 

3. Select the location in the document where you want the 
TEX equation to appear. 

You can select a location in an equation frame or in the 
text. 

Printing documents that contain equations 

You can print your document to either a Postscript or an 
lnterpress printer. 

Printing equations on an lnterpress printer 
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Your lnterpress printer must be running the following or later 
versions of Print Service and fonts: 
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• Print Service 11.3 
• Xerox.XC1 -3-3.EquationBracket-12pt 
• Xerox.XC1 -3-3.EquationBracket-20pt 
• Xerox.XC1 -3-3.EquationBracket-28pt 
• Xerox.XC1-3-3.EquationBracket-36pt 
• Xerox.XC1 -3-3.Equationlarge 
• Xerox.XCl-3-3.Equationlarger 
• Xerox.XC1-3-3.Modern-12pt 
• Xerox.XC1-3-3.Modern-24pt 

Printing equations on a Postscript printer 

Your Postscript printer must be running the following fonts: 

• EquationBracket-12 
• EquationBracket-20 
• EquationBracket-28 
• EquationBracket-36 
• Equationlarge 
• Equationlarger 

In addition, you must load the following Type 1 Enhanced 
Modern and Classic character sets in medium weight and 
roman and italic postures: 

• 000 (Latin alphabet and punctuation) 
• 041 (Math symbols and Japanese punctuation) 
• 042 (Math and Japanese symbols) 
• 046 (Greek alphabet) 
• 356 (General and technical symbols I) 
• 357 (General and technical symbols II) 

Changing the defaults for equation frames 
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You can change the default values for equation frames by 
editing entries in the Document Equation Frame Defaults 
section of your User Profile. To add or change entries in your 
User Profile, refer to chapter 17, "User Profile options for 
documents." 

Changing the following entries in the User Profile changes the 
options displayed in the Equation Frame property sheet. 

In the list, each entry is followed by a colon, one space, and 
the preset default. Options for the default value appear on the 
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next line preceded by two dashes. Explanations follow 
options that might not be self-explanatory. 

To change the preset default, replace it with one of the other 
options shown for the entry. 

[Document Equation Frame Defaults] 

Units: Inches 
--Inches I Mi II imeterslCentimetersl Points I Spaces 

Horizontal Alignment: Centered 
--Centered I Flush Leftl Flush Right 

Vertical Alignment: Floating 
--FloatinglFlush BottomlFlush Top 

Floating-The frame moves with the paragraph that 
contains its anchor. 

Flush Bottom-The frame appears at the bottom of the 
page that contains its anchor. If the frame doesn't fit on 
the same page as its anchor, the frame appears at the 
bottom of the next page. 

Flush Top-The frame appears at the top of the page that 
contains its anchor. You must place the frame anchor in 
the first character position on the page immediately 
following any page format character. On the first page of 
a document, you must place the anchor immediately 
following the first paragraph character in the document. 
Otherwise, the frame appears at the top of the next page 
or column. 

Border Width: Width1 
--Width 1 IWidth21Width3 IWidth4 IWidth51Width6 

Border Style: Invisible 
--lnvisiblelSolidl Dashed I Dotted I Doublel Broken 

Top Margin: 0 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 13.88; if points, 
range is 0 to 999 

Bottom Margin: O 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 13.88; if points, 
range is to 999 

Left Margin: 0 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 25.99; if points, 
range is 0 to 1871 
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Right Margin: 0 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 25.99; if points, 
range is 0 to 1871 

Top Caption: False 
--FalselTrue 

Bottom Caption: False 
--Falsc!Truc 

Left Caption: False 
--False!True 

Right Caption: False 
--False!True 

Span: Column 
--Column I Page 

Width: 0 
--From 0 to 25.99 inches, but default can depend on column 
width and frame margins 

When you enter an equation frame, its width is the 
column width. If you change the frame width in the User 
Profile and select Defaults in the Equation Frame property 
sheet, the value in the User Profile appears in the Width 
box. 

Height: 0.22 
--If Units set to inches, value range is 0 to 55.54; if points, 
range is 0 to 3999 

Fixed Width: True 
--True!False 

True-The width of the frame does not vary as you add 
your equation to it. 

False-The width of the frame varies as you add your 
equation to it. 

Fixed Height: False 
--True!False 

True-The height of the frame does not vary as you add 
your equation to it. 

False-The height of the frame varies as you add your 
equation to it. 
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All applications have default settings that specify how they 
operate. If you are familiar with MS-DOS, you're aware that 
you can change certain defaults on a PC using the 
CONFIG.SYS command. 

In GLOBAL VIEW, the User Profile provides a list of settings for 
your workspace in which you can change a default setting. 

Whr>n yrni changf' a User Profile setting, the default also 
changes in the property sheet when a property sheet is 
associated with that setting. The section "User Profile 
sections" indicates which property sheet is associated with 
each setting. 

The User Profile icon resides in the Workspace divider of your 
Directory. The system checks the User Profile settings when 
you open the GLOBAL VIEW workspace. 

You can edit the contents of the User Profile by changing 
options or adding options to it, but the icon must remain in the 
Directory for the system to recognize your changes. 

Selecting Show User Profile in the Workspace menu lets you 
see and change User Profile settings without opening the 
Directory. 

Edits made to the User Profile in the Workspace menu are also 
made to the contents of the icon in the Directory and to the 
default settings in property sheets. For simplicity, whenever 
this chapter mentions editing the User Profile, it assumes that 
you will access it in the Workspace menu. 

The User Profile shows current entries and available options 
for the entries, grouped under section headings. You must 
enter the User Profile settings in the following format for the 
system to recognize them. 

[Section] 
Entry: Option~Option1 IOption210ption3 

The following rules apply when you enter new sections or 
options in your User Profile: 

• Enclose the section name in square brackets []. 
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• Enter a section only once in your User Profile. 

• Don't leave blank lines. A blank line within a section 
voids all the entries following it until the next section. 

• Place each entry under the appropriate section. 

• Place a colon after the entry name. Don't leave a space 
between the entry name and the colon. 

• Place the active option after the entry. Leave one space 
between the colon and the current option. 

• Precede additional options by dashes ( -- ) and separate 
them with vertical bars ( I ) from the ASCII keyboard. 

• Enclose comments in braces l ) . 

Changing the User Profile 

Date and tirne 
(hange to Postscript Icon 

End Session 
Index Generator 

(ienerate Table of Contents 

Turn Redlining On 

Load Expansion Dictionat)' 

Store Expansion Dictionary 
Compress and Paginate 

Paginate 

Upgrade 

Change to Post.Script !con 
Folder/File Drawer Display Options 
Open VVith Sirnple Editor 

how User Profile 
Purge wastebasket 

Show Size 
Autohyphenation Checker 
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When you edit the User Profile, you change that default 
setting for all documents in your workspace, so make sure the 
new setting is appropriate for most circumstances. 

If the setting isn't appropriate for most circumstances, change 
it in the property sheet for a single document or object. 

To edit an existing entry in the User Profile: 

1. Select Show User Profile in the Workspace menu. 

2. Select Edit. 

3. Select the current option next to the entry you want to 
change and press DELETE. 

4. Enter another option from the choices on the right. 

Make sure to leave a space between the new option and 
the colon. Enter the option exactly as it appears. 

5. Select Done. 

6. Close the User Profile. 

7. To activate new options, log off GLOBAL VIEW, then log 
back on. 
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The User Profile Copy Source lists all options you can include 
in a User Profile. 

You can retrieve the User Profile Copy Source from the Online 
Samples and Tutorial Exercises directory. 

The number of items in your User Profile and the length of 
time the system takes to log on are directlv proportional, so it's 
important to add only the options you want to change from 
the defau It settings. 

To copy settings from the User Profile Copy Source: 

1. Select Show User Profile in the Workspace menu. 

2. Select Edit. 

3. In the User Profile Copy Source, locate the section name 
and entry you want to add. 

The List of Sections shows the page number for each 
section. Section names are enclosed in brackets, e.g. 
[Workspace]. 

4. Do one of the following: 

• If your User Profile already contains the Section 
name, skip to the next step. 

• If your User Profile does not contain the Section 
name, copy the section name to the User Profile. Do 
not include leading or trailing spaces. Make sure to 
include the beginning and ending brackets. 

5. In the User Profile Copy Source, select the entries to copy. 

Only copy the entries you need. If you are satisfied with 
the default option for an entry, don't copy the entry to the 
User Profile. The system assumes the default for entries 
not listed in the User Profile. 

6. Press COPY. 

7. Select under the Section name in the User Profile. 

8. Copy the options and comments for each section from the 
Entry Options column in the User Profile Copy Source to 
the User Profile. 
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Include the double dashes ( -- ) preceding the options or 
comments. 

9. Close the User Profile and User Profile Copy Source. 

10. To activate the new options, log off GLOBAL VIEW, then log 
back on. 

User Profile sections 

Chart PieSlice Defaults 

The default User Profile and the User Profile Copy Source 
sections are listed here alphabetically. These sections affect 
the portions of your workspace that use GV Write. 

+ Note: The section called "Frame Defaults" is not listed 
under that name in the User Profile or in the Copy Source, but 
is a generic name that includes the identical options for draw, 
document table, document equation, bitmap and text frames, 
and buttons.+ 

For information about changing workspace level options in 
GLOBAL VIEW, see the chapter "Customizing your workspace 
with the User Profile," in the GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User 
Guide. 

Chart PieSlice Defaults contains entries for pie charts entered 
from the Special keyboard for graphics. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Piechart property 
sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the default, 
but unlike other entries, you must select Defaults in the 
property sheet before they take effect. 

PIECHAR.T PROPER.TIES 

Linewidth 1-11:11-1-1-1-1 
Layo'Jt 1111 gCJ I 
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Border Width-Sets the line width for a pie slice in charts. 
The entries correspond to the properties for Line Width in the 
Piechart property sheet. The default for Border Width is the 
second width shown in the property sheet. 

Shading-Sets the shading for a shape. The entry corresponds 
to the property for Shading in the Piechart property sheet. The 
default is white. 

Vertical, Horizontal, Lowerleft-UpperRight, Upperleft
LowerRight, and Dotted Textures-Set the pattern for shading 
shapes using different textures. True is on; False is off. You 
can create shapes with multiple textures by setting more than 
one texture to True in your User Profile. The textures 
correspond to the properties for the five textures in the 
Piechart property sheet. The default for all Textures is False. 

Conversion contains entries for automatically paginating non
GLOBALVIEW documents that you convert to GLOBAL VIEW 

documents. 

Document Pagination: Simple-Automatically paginates 
documents that you convert to GLOBAL VIEW format. 

Simple-Paginates, but stores the document in fragmented 
pieces on the disk. The file may occupy more disk space 
than necessary, and file access may be slowed. Simple is 
the defau It setting. 

Compress-Paginates and stores the file in compressed 
form on the disk, which speeds file access but takes the 
longest to perform. 

None-Does not paginate. This is the fastest conversion 
process, but makes accessing the converted document 
slow. 
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Document Table Column Defaults 
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Document Table Column Defaults contains entries for table 
columns. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Table Column 
property sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is 
selected in the property sheet. 

.!.) TABLE COLUMlll PROPERTIES 
-

TABLE COWMN Pf\OPEF\TIES .Done! Apply.! C•nc.elJ Defaultsj Re1et! .. 
Display llllml TEXT I SORT KEYS I 
Name Table1 5. I Column I I~ 
Description [ J I;;; 
Structure I Divided I 
Contents I FLUSH LEFT 11;11111111 FLUSH RIGHT I DECIMAL ALIGNED I 
Units ®~ 
Width I u I 
Margins Left I ,061 Right I ,061 
Type !Emmi TEXT I AMOUNT I DA TE I I Required I 

® I us ENGLISH I Text Direction l••iii@i@llll RIGHT TO LEFT I 
Format l J I SlopOnSkip I 
Range [ J 
Length I 0 I characters or less 

Skip if l J is ID'llllll NOT EMPTY I NEVER I ALWAYS I 
r~ 

Fill-in Rule [ J I~ 
r.;] 

~ 

Units-Sets the default unit of measurement for the entries in 
this section. If you change the unit of measurement, make 
sure the measurements in the rest of this section correspond to 
the unit you specify. 

Description-Summarizes the contents of the column or 
columns. The default for Description is empty. 
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Number of Subcolumns-Sets the default value that appears 
when you select Divided in the Table Column property sheet. 
This entry also sets the number of subcolumns created when 
you select a table column and then select Subdivide Table 
Column in the Content menu. You can specify any number 
from 1 to 5. The default number of subcolumns is 2. 

Subrows-Determines whether a new subrow is added to 
coiumns when you seiect the last subrow cei i and press 
SKIP/NEXT. Setting the entry to False prevents subrows from 
being created. The default is False. 

Contents-Specifies where text aligns within the column 
margins. This entry corresponds to the property for Contents 
in the Table Columns property sheet. The default is Centered. 

Tab Setting-Specifies the setting for tabs inserted into column 
cells when you specify Decimal Aligned for the Contents 
entry. The default setting is .67 inches. 

Width-Sets the width of the columns in a newly created 
table. The value you enter uses the unit of measurement 
specified for the Units entry. This entry corresponds to the 
property for Width in the Table Column property sheet. The 
smallest width you can enter is 0.2 inches. The default is 1.19 
inches. 

Left Margin and Right Margin-Set the left and right margins 
within the table column. The number you enter uses the unit 
of measurement specified in the Units entry. These entries 
correspond to the property for Margins in the Table Column 
property sheet. The default for both options is 0.6 inches. 

Type-Specifies the type of data you can enter in the column. 
Identifying the data type is important for sorting the table and 
using fill-in rules. This entry corresponds to the property for 
Type in the Table Column Property sheet. The default is Any. 

Required-Indicates whether all cells in the column must 
contain data. This entry corresponds to the property for 
Required in the Table Column property sheet. The default is 
False. 

Language-Displays the language of the table, which controls 
the format for the amount and date fields. This entry 
corresponds to the language displayed next to the Language 
menu in the Table Column property sheet. The default is U.S. 
English. 
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Text Direction-Specifies the horizontal direction of text flow 
in column cells. This entry corresponds to the property for 
Text Direction in the Table Column property sheet. The 
default is Left to Right. 

Format-Places restrictions on data in the cells of a column. 
These restrictions are in addition to the Type entry in this 
section. When Type is set to Text, the characters you place in 
the Format entry specify the order and the type of characters 
you can enter into the column. When Type is set to Amount 
or Date, the characters you provide for the Format determine 
how amounts or dates are displayed. This entry corresponds 
to the property for Format in the Table Column property sheet. 
The default is blank. 

Range-Defines a range of acceptable entries for the table 
column. Leave Range blank if all entries are acceptable. This 
entry corresponds to the property for Range in the Table 
Column property sheet. The default is blank. 

Length-Defines the maximum number of characters accepted 
in column entries. If you enter a number and your text 
exceeds that number of characters, pressing SKIP/NEXT does not 
move the caret to the next cell. This entry corresponds to the 
property for Length in the Table Column property sheet. The 
default length is 0, indicating no restrictions on the length. 

Skip If-Defines the conditions under which a column is 
skipped when you press SKIP/NEXT. This entry corresponds to 
the property for Skip If in the Table Column property sheet. 
The default is blank. 

Skip Condition-Defines the conditions under which a table 
column is skipped when you press SKIP/NEXT. The default is 

I 
Empty. 

Fill-in Rule-Defines the fill-in rule that GV Write uses to 
enter information into the column. This entry corresponds to 
the property for Fill-in Rule in the Table Column property 
sheet. The default is blank. 

Stop On Skip-Defines the conditions under which pressing 
SKIP/NEXT in a column causes the caret to stop. The default is 
False. 
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Document Table Defaults 
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Document Table Defaults contains entries for tables. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Table Property 
sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the default in 
the property sheet. 

·-
-2:.I TABLE PROPERTIES 

TABLE PROPERTIES E}:~.:J .. ~e.e!t\ .£~~=.UE_:f~!:.l.~~~:"!J 

DISPL."-.\'I FR.6.rvlE 111!111 HE.~DER I SORT KEYS I ~ fill 
ro.Jame LTable2 

I~ Number of Rows I 41 IF1xrnllBlllll 

Number of Columns I 41 FIXED 

Fill-in by llmlcoLUMN I 
I I 
I I 

+ 
I I I• - .... •! I 

For information about table frame defaults, see the section 
"Frame Defaults." 

Height-Specifies the height of the default table. The value 
you enter uses the unit of measurement specified for the Units 
entry. The default is 0.97 inches. 

Fixed Width-Specifies whether the width of the table remains 
fixed when you increase the number of columns. The default 
is False, the table width increases when you add more 
columns. 

Fixed Height-Specifies whether the height of the table 
remains fixed when you increase the number of rows. The 
default is False, the table height increases when you add more 
rows. 

Number of Columns and Number of Rows-Specify the 
number of columns and rows for any newly created table. 
These entries correspond to the properties for Number of Rows 
and Number of Columns in the Table property sheet. The 
default value for both columns and rows is 2. 
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Rows and Columns-Specify whether the number of columns 
or rows increase if you press SKIP/NEXT when the caret is in the 
last cell of the column or row. The default for both columns 
and rows is Varying. The setting for the Fill-in By option 
determines whether a column or row is created. 

Fill-in By-Specifies the fill-in direction when using SKIP/NEXT 

in a table. Specifying Column moves the caret to the next cell 
in a column when you press SKIP/NEXT. Specifying Row moves 
the caret to the next cell in the row when you press SKIP/NEXT. 

This entry corresponds to the property for Fill-in By in the 
Table property sheet. The default is Row. 

Repeat Top Caption On Print and Repeat Bottom Caption On 
Print-Determine whether the table caption prints on every 
page, if the table spans more than one page. These entries 
correspond to the properties for Repeat Top Caption on Print 
and Repeat Bottom Caption on Print in the Table property 
sheet. The default is True for both top and bottom captions. 

Defer Table On Paginate-Moves the table to the next page 
when you paginate, if it doesn't fit on the same page as its 
anchor. This entry corresponds to the property for Defer Table 
on Paginate in the Table property sheet. The default is True, 
defer the table to the next page. False starts the table on the 
same page as the anchor, and splits the table when you print it 
after paginating. 
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Document Table Header Row Defaults 
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Document Table Header Row Defaults contains entries for the 
table header row. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Table Header 
property sheet The option you entpr in thp UsPr ProfilP is thP 
default in the property sheet. 

TABLE PROPERTIES 

T.0.BLE PR.Of'ER.TIES 

Visibilit·,1 IJi#[elfil 
l!!l··lllll!llBllllll 

Unit:: I~ I inches I 
Content:: I FLU:::.H LEFT IG§§ll43il•il FU_hH RIGHT I horizontall··~· 

I FLu:::.H ruP IHiMll4441) FLu:::.H Bo11urv1 J ,_,·ertic~11y 

Text Direi:tion IH4fiW3tCJ¥1il f:_lc:iHT TO LEFT I 
Height .42 

r· . ..-largins Top I :1 ::: I Botton·, I 
+ 

Units-Sets the default unit of measurement for the Top and 
Bottom header row margins. If you change the unit of 
measurement, make sure that the Top Margin and Bottom 
Margin settings correspond to the unit you specify. The 
default setting is inches. 

Visibility-Determines whether the table header row appears. 
This entry corresponds to the property for Visibility in the 
Table Header property sheet. The default setting is True, 
tables are created with a header row displayed. 

Repeat Header Row on Each Page-Determines whether your 
table header row repeats on each page if the table spans more 
than one page. It applies only if the Visibility entry is set to 
True. This entry corresponds to the property for Repeat 
Header Row on Each Page in the Table Header property sheet. 
The default is True, the header row repeats on each page the 
table spans. 
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Horizontal Alignment and Vertical Alignment-Determine 
the horizontal and vertical alignment of the contents inside the 
header cell. These options correspond to the property for 
Contents in the Table Header property sheet. The default for 
both is Centered. 

Text Direction-Determines the direction in which text is 
entered in table header cells. This option corresponds to the 
Text Direction property in the Table Header property sheet. 
The default is Left To Right. 

Top Margin and Bottom Margin-Determine the margins 
above and below the text in the header row. The Values you 
enter use the unit of measurement specified in the Units entry. 
If you enter the value in points, it must be between 0 and 256 
points. If you enter the value in inches, it must be between 0 
and 3.56 inches. These entries correspond to the property for 
Margins in the Table Header property sheet. The default for 
both top and bottom header margins is .06 inches. 

Document Table Row Defaults 
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Document Table Row Defaults contains entries for table rows. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Table Row 
property sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the 
default in the property sheet. 

-
.:<::J TABLE ROW PROPERTIES 

TABLE ROW PROPERTIES _.::_ Donel~ <an~)J.£?.:f~~ Reseq· 
+ 

Display llml TEXT I 
Units @)I inches I 
Alignment l•iM§IMll CENTERED I FLUSH BOTTOM I 
Height ,17 

Margins Top I ,061 Bottom I ,061 I• .... ' 

Units-Sets the default unit of measurement for table rows. If 
you change the unit of measurement, make sure that the Top 
Margin and Bottom Margin settings correspond to the unit you 
specify. This entry corresponds to the property for Units in the 
Table Row property sheet. The default setting is inches. 
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Vertical Alignment-Determines the position of text within 
the margins of a table row. This entry corresponds to the 
property for Alignment in the Table Row property sheet. The 
default is Flush Top. 

Top Margin and Bottom Margin-Determine the margins 
above and below the text you enter in a table row. The values 
you enter use the unit of measurement you specify in the Units 
entry. If you enter the value in points, it must be between 0 
and 256 points. If you enter the value in inches, it must be 
between 0 and 3.56 inches. These entries correspond to the 
properties for Margins in the Table Row property sheet. The 
default is .06 inches. 

Document Table Ruling Line Defaults 
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Document Table Ruling Line Defaults contains entries for the 
lines that separate table cells. These entries don't affect the 
table border. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Table Ruling 
Line property sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile 
is the default in the property sheet. 

TABLE RULING LINE PROPERTIES 

TABLE F,uu~.JG LINE PR.OPER.TIES 

".Vidthl-1=1-1-1-1-1 
St,fe 1=1--1-·-l """I =I I 

Line Width and Line Style-Set the default line width and 
style shown when you create a table. These entries 
correspond to the properties for Width and Style shown 
graphically in the Table Ruling Line property sheet. The 
default Line Width is the second width shown in the property 
sheet. The default Style is Solid, the first style shown in the 
property sheet. 
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Documents 
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Documents contains entries for GLOBAL VIEW documents. 
These entries are examples of options not found in associated 
property sheets. 

These entries determine the commands and options available 
when you edit a document. 

Edit/Save-Determines whether or not you can edit 
documents immediately upon opening, without first selecting 
Edit. The default is True, which makes the Save, Reset, and 
Save&Edit commands available after you select Edit in an 
open document. 

If the entry is set to False, you can edit the document 
immediately when it opens without selecting Edit, and the 
following rules apply: 

• Your document is automatically saved as you work. 
GLOBAL VIEW displays the message, "Document backup in 
progress," and the pointer changes to an hourglass while 
the document is being saved. You cannot select a 
command to save the document. 

• The document cannot be set to read-only mode. 

• You cannot cancel changes you make to the document 
using the Reset command. 

• When you select Close in the document window header, 
the system closes the document and saves all changes 
made since the last automatic save, or the last time you 
compressed and paginated the document. 

Initial Pages Formatting-Formats only the number of pages 
specified upon opening a document. There is no default 
setting for this entry; the user provides a number. The smaller 
the number you enter, the more quickly you can open and 
edit documents. 

Enable Fast Page Display-Caches the lines of the pages 
following those specified by the Initial Pages Formatting 
setting, so that you can display subsequent pages quickly. The 
default is True. 
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Enable Fast Table Display-Caches the image of a table to 
make scrolling through tables faster. Although the default 
setting is True, this entry is overridden by Initial Pages 
Formatting and Enable Fast Page Display, and is functional 
only when they aren't. 

Enable Fast Display Beyond Initial Pages-Caches the lines of 
subsequent pages after the initially formatted page, for faster 
display. Although the default is True, this entry is overridden 
by Initial Pages Formatting and Enable Fast Page Display, and 
is functional only when they aren't. 

Background Backup Delete-Maintains a backup of every 
document you open, and deletes it in the background when 
you close the document. The default is True. 

Scroll Amount-Specifies in points, the increments by which 
your page scrolls when you click on the arrows in the 
scrollbar. There is no default setting for this entry; the user 
supplies a number. 

Repaint At Every Scroll-Specifies whether the document 
page repaints as each pixel is scrolled into view, or waits until 
the scrolling stops to repaint the entire page at once. The 
default is False; the screen doesn't repaint until the scrolling 
stops. 

Font Sub-Specifies which font to substitute for another font. 
There is no default for this entry; the user supplies the names 
of the original font and the substitution font separated by a bar 
from the ASCII keyboard ( I ). 

Display Font Substitution-Specifies whether a font 
substitution is permitted, permitted only for display, or always 
substituted for display and printing. The default is No 
Substitution, which overrides the Font Sub entry. 

Screen Font Substitution-Specifies whether to substitute a 
screen font that is a point size smaller or black boxes for a 
non-loaded font that you select. The default is Best Fit, which 
substitutes the screen font instead of inserting black boxes. 

Expand Bar Chart If Highest Bar-Determines how they axis 
expands when the tallest bar reaches the top of the y scale. 
The default is Is Within Half Unit of Top of Scale. They axis 
expands only if the highest bar extends past half of the highest 
unit of ten. So if the highest value is 100, in a chart with units 
of 10, they axis expands when the highest bar reaches 96. 
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If the entry is set to Meets Or Exceeds Top Of Scale, the bar 
chart expands only when the highest bar meets or exceeds the 
top of the y scale. In the example, a setting of 100 for the 
highest bar causes the scale to expand. 

If the entry is set to Exceeds Top Of Scale, the chart expands 
only when the highest bar exceeds the top of they scale. For 
example, if the highest bar is 100, the y axis doesn't expand. 

ShowSoftKeys-Determines whether the soft keys that 
correspond to the settings of your function keys, appear when 
you edit a document. The default is False. 

Load Expansion Dictionary-Specifies the expansion 
dictionary that loads each time you log on. There is no default 
expansion dictionary. You enter the exact name of the 
dictionary you want loaded. 

Draw Curve and Line Defaults 
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Draw Curve and Line Defaults contain entries for lines and 
curves created using the Special keyboard for graphics. The 
User Profile entries for curves and lines are the same. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Line property 
sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the default in 
the property sheet. 

'ij ·,. 
.LINE; P~!l~l:~TIES i 

~ 

.::._. ' 
LLINE PROPERTIES Qon~fAe£1:t:LCancelj Def1iultsl~ 

Width 1-1=1-1-1-1-1 I• 
Style 11::11-- I "0

"' I= I-·- I 
Left (Upper) End I ;-l=l+-1-+-l+-l+-I 
Right(Lower)End l--i l=l--+1.,..1-+l-+I 
Constraint I Fixed Angle I I~ 
Color •®lbla<k I let 

- '··*·''"'•"· ==::: ,,,- :::iii:• 

Line Width and Line Style-Set the width and style of a newly 
created line or curve. The entries correspond to the properties 
for Width and Style in the Line property sheet. The default for 
Line Width is the second width shown. The default for Line 
Style is Solid, the first style shown. 
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Left (Upper) Line End and Right (Lower) Line End-Set the 
default styles for left upper line or right lower line and curve 
endings. The entries correspond to the styles for the Left 
(Upper) End and the Right (Lower) Line in the Line property 
sheet. The default for both is Square. 

Fixed Angle-Determines whether or not a line or a curve 
maintains its angle when you stretch it. The angle is 
maintained when the entry is set to True. The entry 
corresponds to the property for Constraint in the Line property 
sheet. The default is False. 

Draw Ellipse, Rectangle, and Triangle Defaults 
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Draw Ellipse, Rectangle, and Triangle Defaults contain entries 
for ellipses, rectangles, and triangles, entered from the Special 
keyboard for graphics. The entries described are the same for 
all the shapes. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Shape property 
sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the default in 
the property sheet. 

SHAPE PROPERTIES 

SHAPE PROPERTIES Do~~~~J~ 

LineWidth [=-ll:::ll-1-1-1-1 
Line Style I 11:::11 - - I ...... I = I -·- I 
Line Color • ® ~ 
shading IDliim!imiiirril•l•l•I 
Shading Color • ®I block I 
Texture - I I 
Texture Color • [~ ~ 

Appearance D 
Constrain~ I Fixed Shape I 
- .... 

+ 

I• 
........ 

Border Width and Border Style-Set the line width and style 
for a shape. The entries correspond to the properties for Line 
Width and Line Style in the Shape property sheet. The default 
for Border Width is the second width shown in the property 
sheet. The default for Style is Solid, the second style shown in 
the property sheet. 
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Shading-Sets the shading for a shape. The entry corresponds 
to the property for Shading in the Shape property sheet. The 
default is white. 

Vertical, Horizontal, LowerLeft-UpperRight, UpperLeft
LowerRight, and Dotted Texture-Set the pattern for filling 
shapes with different textures. True is on; False is off. You 
can create shapes with multiple textures by setting more than 
one texture to True in your User Profile. The textures 
correspond to the properties for the five textures in the Shape 
property sheet. The default for all textures is False. 

Fixed Shape-Determines whether a shape maintains its 
original proportions when you stretch it. Stretching a circle 
with Fixed Shape set to True makes a larger or smaller circle. 
Stretching a circle with Fixed Shape set to False makes an 
ellipse. Fixed Shape corresponds to the property for 
Constraint in the Shape property sheet. The default is False. 

Draw Point Defaults contains entries for points entered from 
the Special keyboard for graphics. 

These entries also appear as properties in the Point property 
sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the default in 
the property sheet. 

Size I l•I 
Style IDI • I • 
Form IDI 0 I 
Color liiJ @lblack I 

!!I>. :!'· :.J 

Point Size, Point Style, and Point Form-Determine the size, 
style, and form of points created with the Special keyboard for 
graphics. The entries correspond to the properties for the Size, 
Style, and Form in the Point property sheet. The defaults are 
the second size shown in the Point property sheet, Round, and 
Solid. 
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Folder contains entries for tracking files in container icons. 
The following entries pertain to documents stored in books. 
For information about the other entries in the Folder section, 
see the GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User Guide. 

ShowCreateDate-Displays the creation date of filed 
documents. The default is True, the creation date is shown. 
False prevents the document creation date from showing. 

Version-Displays the version number of filed documents. 
The default is Separate Column, which puts the version 
number in a separate column to the right of the document 
name. With Name displays the version number in the name 
column, and None prevents the version number of the 
document from appearing. 

Footnotes contains entries for the format and appearance of 
footnotes in your documents. 

These entries also appear as options in the Footnote option 
sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the default in 
the option sheet. 

Footnote Options 

Footnote Option:. 

Di:;play I I F:_eference •=reatk1n ! Body Creation I 

Place footnote body [f.llJfilhjWI at end of ducurnPnt I 

.t..t ::tart of doi:urnent 111111111 continue I nurnbering 

/!.,t :::tart of each page I restart 111111111!11.I nurnbering 

F:.eferen(esyrnbol" lllllll•t,t•i,,, I ab(,,, 1.0,B.' ,,, I 
Digi15 i§ I 1 234567891 

Create ruling line 
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Footnote Rule-Determines whether a ruling line appears on 
pages that contain one or more footnotes. This entry 
corresponds to the Create option in the Footnote option sheet. 
The default is False. 

Split Footnotes-Determines whether long footnotes remain 
on one page or continue to the next page. This entry 
corresponds to the Create option in the Footnote option sheet. 
The default is False, long footnotes appear on one page. 

Frame Defaults contains entries for draw, document table, 
document equation, bitmap and text frames, and buttons. To 
change the defaults for a specific frame type, look for it in the 
User Profile or in the Copy Source under one of the names 
listed in the previous sentence. 

These entries also appear as options in the Frame property 
sheet for all frame types. The options you enter in the different 
sections of the User Profile are the defaults in the specified 
property sheet. 

.:::.] DRAW FRAME PROPERTIES 
-

DRAW FRAME PROPERTIES Doilel~ Ca~1el! Def<iull>.j l<,e$~!J 
+ 

Display lmlll GRID I 

Border Color •@lblack I I+ 

Background Color D @!white I 1:: 
Border Style I 11:11- - I""" I= I-·- I 
Border Width 1-1=1-1-1-1-1 
Units @I inches I 

Margins Left I ol Right I o I 

Top I .251 Bottom I .251 
Captions ~I RIGHT 11 TOP 11 BOTTOM I 
Width I 11 
Height I 11 
Alignment I FLUSH LEFT 11111111111 FLUSH RIGHT I horizontally It I FLUSH TOP I FLUSH BOTTOM 111111111111 vertically I• 
t.!: i;t; = = .:.:.:.·· ... :.:: .. ~i I 
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Units-Sets the default unit of measurement for all other 
entries in this section. If you change the unit of measurement, 
make sure that the measurements in the rest of this section 
correspond to the units you specify. The default unit is inches. 

Horizontal Alignment and Vertical Alignment-Determine 
the horizontal and vertical alignment of frames within the 
margins of a document. These entries correspond to the 
Alignment property in the Frame property sheet. The default 
for Horizontal Alignment is Centered and the default for 
Vertical Alignment is Floating. 

Border Width and Border Style-Set the default border width 
and style shown when you first create a frame. The default 
border width and border style depend on the frame type. 
These entries correspond to those shown graphically for 
Border style or Border width in the Frame property sheet. 

Span-Determines whether or not default frames stay within 
the text column or span the entire page. This option 
corresponds to the property for Span in the Frame property 
sheet when you select Flush Top or Flush Bottom for the 
vertical Alignment. The default is Column. 

Top Margin, Bottom Margin, Left Margin, and Right Margin
Set the defaults for frame margins. The values are in the unit 
of measurement specified in the Units entry. The values 
correspond to the property for Margins in the Frame property 
sheet. The default for margins depends on the frame type. 

Top Caption, Bottom Caption, Left Caption, and Right 
Caption-Position the caption area of the default frame. 
These entries correspond to the property for Captions in the 
Frame property sheet. The default caption area is Bottom for 
all frame types. 

Width and Height-Specify the width and height of a frame, 
excluding the margins. The values correspond to the 
properties for Width and Height in the Frame property sheet. 
The default width and height depend on the frame type. The 
default for equation frames is always the same as the text 
column. You can change the width only in the Equation 
Frame property sheet. 
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Index Generator 
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Fixed Width and Fixed Height-Set a specific height and 
width for the frame. The values you enter use the unit of 
measurement specified in the Units entry. The entries 
correspond to the properties for Width and Height in the 
Frame property sheet. The defaults for Fixed Width and Fixed 
Height depend on the frame type. 

Index Generator contains entries for the format, appearance, 
and sort order of your index entries. 

These entries also appear as options in the Index Generator 
option sheet. The option you enter in the User Profile is the 
default in the option sheet. 

r ±_J 

fn.de'x Generator 

Type of F:esult Desired I~ I index I 

I (apitalize First Letter of Each En tr; I 

Search \.Vithin ~·.ilain Text ."-.nd ]MMHCIH!AI IMMI 
When .6.n::ilyzing ltetY1S ,ll,pply I 11··JDE;.;: Include These T etT(6 I 

INDEX: Exclude These Terms 

I ir\JDEX: Use The.:.e Tables I 

Shm·v Separate Entt)' \•Vhen J .6,LL LETTERS C.i'l.F•IT.t..LIZED I J First LeUer Capitalized] 

Sort The Index Entries [~) ] ,;,.,lphabetii:ally I 

Sho\·V Occurrence Counts For I Each Entt)• 11 Each Page f\Jurnber Listed I 

Type of Result Desired-Determines whether you create an 
index, a dictionary, or a document with the index generator. 
This entry corresponds to the option for Type of Result Desired 
in the Index Generator option sheet. The default is Index. 
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Capitalize First Letter of Each Entry-Determines whether the 
first letter of every entry in your index is capitalized, regardless 
of how the words are capitalized in the document. This entry 
corresponds to the option for Capitalize First Letter of Each 
Entry in the Index Generator option sheet. The default is 
False. 

Search Within Anchored Frames and Search Within 
Captions-Determine whether the index generator searches 
within frames and captions for index entries. These entries 
correspond to the option for Search Within Main Text in the 
Index Generator sheet. The default is True for both entries. 

Apply Inclusion Folder, Apply Exclusion Folder, and Apply 
Index Table Folder-Determine whether your index includes 
or excludes the words and terms contained in the folders, if 
you compare each word in your document to a dictionary. 
These entries correspond to the options for When Analyzing 
Items Apply in the Index Generator option sheet. The 
Exclusion folder is the default and contains the most common 
U.S. English words. The defaults are False for the other two 
folders. 

Show Separate Entry When ALL LETTERS CAPITALIZED and 
Show Separate Entry When First Letter Capitalized-
Determ i ne whether separate index entries are produced for a 
word with different capitalization. These entries correspond to 
the option for Show Separate Entry When in the Index 
Generator option sheet. The default is False for both entries. 

Sort The Index Entries-Determines how the index generator 
sorts your index. This entry corresponds to the option for Sort 
The Index Entries in the Index Generator option sheet. The 
default is Alphabetically. 

Show Occurrence Counts For Each Entry and Show 
Occurrence Counts For Each Page Number Listed
Determine whether or not a list is created for the number of 
times an index item is referenced, either in the document or 
on a page. The entries correspond to the option for Show 
Occurrence Counts For in the Index Generator option sheet. 
The default for both count types is False. 
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Redlining 

Styles 

System 
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Redlining contains entries for inserting revision marks in your 
documents. 

On-Determines whether redlining is always on for every 
document in your workspace. This entry corresponds to the 
property for Redlining in the Text property sheet. The default 
is False, redlining turned off. 

Revised text appearance-Determines the appearance of 
redlining marks in your documents. The default is Double 
Underline. 

Styles contains an entry for the appearance of printed style 
sheets. 

Show Tab Stop Type-Determines whether printed stylesheets 
list the tab positions but not the types, such as flush left, 
centered, flush right, or decimal. To list the tab types, set the 
entry to True. The default is False. 

System contains an entry that controls the placement of the 
caret in your documents. For information on other entries in 
this section see the GLOBAL VIEW Workspace User Guide. 

Caret Position-Determines where the caret appears when 
you click the pointer in text. The default is Always After, so 
the caret always appears to the right of the character or word 
you select. Nearest Side positions the caret nearest where you 
place the pointer when you make the selection. For example, 
if you place the pointer on the "o" in the word "something" 
and double-click the Select mouse button, the caret appears at 
the beginning of the word. If you place the pointer on the "h," 
the caret appears at the end of the word. 
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acronym A word formed from the initial syllables or letters of other 
words. 

active dictionary The currently loaded expansion dictionary that defined items 
are stored to and recalled from. 

alphanumeric sort An arrangement of data that places the numerals 0 through 9 
before the alphabetic characters A through Z. 

anchor A structure character that marks the insertion point of a frame. 

anchored frame A frame that you enter directly into text and that is associated 
with an anchor. You can anchor draw, text, table, equation, 
and footnote frames. 

ascending order Information in a table alphabetically ordered from A to Z or 
numerically ordered from 0 to 9. 

baseline In text, the imaginary horizontal line on which text characters 
are aligned. Subscripted characters appear below the 
baseline. Superscripted characters appear above the 
characters that are on the baseline. 

In GV Equations, the baseline is an imaginary line on which 
equation structures are placed. 

batch check and add A Spelling Checker process that copies misspelled words from 
a document to a custom dictionary. 
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binding margin The side of a page on which the document binding is 
attached. When specifying margins for the page layout, extra 
space is required for the binding margin side. 

bitmap An image composed of dots (pixels). Each pixel is assigned 
one of two values: black or white. You can manipulate 
individual pixels in a bitmap, as opposed to the GV Draw 
application that lets you manipulate objects, such as 
rectangles and circles. 

bitmap frame An embedded frame that you use to place a GV Paint canvas 
in a document. You can copy the canvas into the bitmap 
frame or keep the canvas in your workspace and call it from 
the bitmap frame. 

block structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of a 
rectangular array of fields. Use a block structure for creating 
matrices and multi-line equations. The intersection, limit, and 
union structures are types of block structures. 

books A GV Write application that you use to organize multiple 
documents and create book characteristics for the documents 
such as page numbers and page footings that continue across 
documents, a table of contents, and an index. 

brace structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of one or 
more braces and a single, centrally located field. Styles of 
braces include bars, curly brackets, square brackets, 
parentheses, and angle brackets. 

break character A structure character that you place in a document to force a 
break in text. The break character can be used for pages or 
columns and is useful for adjusting frame placement on the 
page. 

canvas The GLOBAL VIEW icon you use for GV Paint illustrations. You 
can draw and capture screen images in the canvas window. 
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cell The intersection of a row and column in a table, record file, or 
spreadsheet. You enter and store information in a cell. 

chording Pressing and holding down the Select and Adjust mouse 
buttons simultaneously. 

cluster In GV Draw, two or more graphics objects joined together so 
that they function as a single object. When you select any one 
object in a cluster, all the objects are selected. 

column In a table, a group of cells stacked vertically. 

compound page number A page number that you create by combining text or other 
characters with a page numbering character. The system 
replaces the page numbering character with the appropriate 
page number. 

compress a document To reduce extra disk pages used in a document during the 
editing process by selecting the Compress and Paginate 
command in the Document menu. 

connected text frames A GV Write feature used to create custom page layouts such 
as newsletters or brochures in which the text can flow around 
graphics, tables, or other objects in the document. 

context The parts of a written or spoken communication which 
precede or follow a word, sentence, or passage, and which 
affect its meaning. 

control points In GV Draw, the small boxes on each graphics object that 
become visible when you select the object. The control points 
allow you to manipulate the object. See guiding point and 
pinned point. 

custom dictionaries Dictionaries you create for the Spelling Checker, 
autohyphenation, and Index Generator, that list words or 
terms unique to your documents. 
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default settings 

Define/Expand 

descending order 

dictionary 

discretionary hyphen 

document stylesheet 

dot leader 

draw frame 

Draw soft keys 

A-4 

Options that are set by the system, but that you can change, 
either in option and property sheets or in the User Profile. 

A GV Write feature that provides a fast way to enter 
information into your documents. You create expansion 
dictionary entries in which you define abbreviations for items 
such as text blocks, special characters, signature blocks, logos, 
addresses, and template tables or frames. Then, with a few 
key strokes, you "expand" the abbreviations to recall the items 
into your documents. If you use Define/Expand to bring styled 
information into your documents, the associated style rules 
appear automatically in the stylesheet for the document. 

Information in a table alphabetically ordered from Z to A or 
numerically ordered from 9 to 0. 

See custom dictionaries, exclusion dictionary, expansion 
dictionary, hyphenation dictionary, inclusion dictionary, 
Spelling Checker dictionary. 

An optional hyphen that appears only if the word falls at the 
end of a line. 

See stylesheet. 

A series of alternating dots and spaces that fi 11 the space 
between columns of information, for example, chapter titles 
and page numbers in a table of contents. 

In GV Draw, a frame used to place graphics objects and other 
types of frames into a document. You can anchor a draw 
frame in text or embed it in another draw frame. 

In GV Draw, soft keys that appear when you select a draw 
frame or a location in a draw frame. 
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draw-through selection 
method 

embedded frame 

endnotes 

equation frame 

equation structure 

exclusion dictionary 

expansion dictionary 

field 
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In GV Draw, a method of selecting several graphics objects at 
once. Select the first object with the Select mouse button and 
hold down the Adjust mouse button. Move the pointer 
diagonally until all objects are enclosed in a rectangle, and 
release the mouse button. 

Any frame inside an anchored draw frame. You can embed 
the following types of frames: bitmap, draw, equation, image, 
table, and text. 

Footnotes printed at the end of a chapter or document instead 
of at the bottom of a page. 

In GV Equations, a frame in which you enter equation 
structures. 

In GV Equations, a special character that contains fields for 
entering text or other structures. Some structures also contain 
symbols, such as the integral, root, and summation structures. 

Used to generate an index. Exclusion dictionaries contain a 
list of words that you do not want the Index Generator to 
search for. The Index Generator application comes with 
default exclusion dictionaries that contain about 5000 
common words and common proper nouns that are excluded 
from the generated list of terms. 

A document that contains user-defined entries created using 
Define/Expand. 

In GV Write, fields are used to create forms. Fields reserve 
spaces in documents for entering data. 

In GV Equations, an area in an equation structure in which 
you insert text or other equation structures. 
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field-bounding characters 

fill-in order 

fill-in rules 

floating table 

footing 

footnote cross-reference 
character 

A-6 

footnote frame 

footnote reference 
character 

footnote reference 
symbol 

A structure character that encloses text in a field. They don't 
take up space in a printed document, but appear in the 
displayed document when document structure is turned on. 
When you double-click on a field-bounding character and 
press PROPS, the Field property sheet appears. 

The sequence in which fields, text frames and tables in a 
document automatically update, or in which the caret moves 
from field to field when you press SKIP/NEXT. 

A phrase written in the CUSP programming language that 
produces a text, amount, or date value when evaluated by GV 
Write. · 

A table that maintains its position in the text in which it is 
anchored. If the text moves, the table moves. 

Text that appears in the bottom margin of a page, typically 
including the page number and often repeated on all pages, 
for example, a book name. You create footings in the Page 
Headings property sheet. 

A structure character in the footnote text. You can copy the 
character to a later position in the document text to create a 
cross-reference to the footnote. 

The frame in which you type footnote text. The frame is 
anchored in the document text by the footnote reference 
character. 

A structure character you insert in the document text to add a 
footnote frame. When you paginate, a footnote reference 
symbol appears following the footnote reference character. 

The entry in the document text that refers the reader to a 
specific footnote. The entry can be a number, letter, or other 
mark, such as* or t. 
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fraction structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of a 
horizontal I ine for vertical fractions or a slash for horizontal 
fractions and fields for the numerator and denominator. 

frame An area in a document reserved for an equation, a table, 
footnote, bitmap, graphic, or text. There are two types of 
frames: anchored and embedded. Embedded frames are 
contained inside anchored frames. 

gap In GV Equations, the amount of space between structures in a 
I ist. 

grid In a draw frame or a paint canvas, a background of evenly 
spaced horizontal and vertical points that assist in placing 
objects. The grid is visible in a draw frame and invisible in a 
paint canvas. 

guiding point In GV Draw, the control point closest to the pointer when you 
select a graphics object. The guiding point is slightly larger 
than other control points. It follows the movement of the 
pointer and becomes the handle for manipulating the graphics 
object. See control points. 

hard properties Properties applied to characters or paragraphs by using 
function keys or by selecting properties on the property sheet 
when Hard is selected for Properties Shown. Hard properties 
are not controlled by styles. 

header row In tables, the top row, which you use for column titles. 

heading Text that appears in the top margin of a page, typically 
repeated on al I pages, for example, a chapter name. The 
heading sometimes includes the page number. You create 
headings in the Page Headings property sheet. 

hidden character Structure and non-printing characters that can be displayed or 
hidden by selecting commands in the Document menu. See 
also non-printing character and structure character. 
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hyphenation dictionary A dictionary created by the user and used by the 
autohyphenation feature. 

image frame A frame that contains a description of an image stored on a 
remote printer, and which merges the image and the 
document when the document is printed. 

inactive dictionary An expansion dictionary document that has not been activated 
by selecting the document and then selecting the Load 
Expansion Dictionary command in the Workspace menu. 

inclusion dictionary Used to generate an index, inclusion dictionaries contain a list 
of terms that you want the Index Generator to find. When you 
generate an index using an inclusion dictionary, the Index 
Generator lists every occurrence of every word in the 
inclusion dictionary. 

index codes Used with an index table to indicate to the Index Generator 
how to treat and list text in the index table. The codes are 
entered in the Codes column of the index table. 

index layout guide An Index Generator application tool that formats a generated 
index. Use it to determine the index format before you 
generate the index so the generated index is formatted 
automatically. 

index markers Index Generator application tools that you use to mark 
specific index entries directly in your document. 

index table An Index Generator application tool used to create secondary 
and tertiary entries, change how an entry is sorted, and create 
see and see also entries. 

integral structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the 
integral symbol and its fields. There are three types of integral 
structures: normal, line, and average. 

intersection structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the 
intersection symbol and fields for its two operands. 
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justified Paragraph text that aligns on both the left and right margins 
except for the last line in the paragraph. The last line is 
aligned at the left, center, or right, depending on the alignment 
setting. See paragraph alignment. 

landscape A document page size that is wider than it is long. For 
example, 11 by 8 1/2 inches is a standard landscape page 
size. 

layout The arrangement of text, graphics, tables, and other objects on 
a page. 

leading In typography, the spacing between lines and paragraphs, 
expressed in point and half-point values. 

legal page size The traditional page size for legal documents, 8 1/2 by 14 
inches. 

lexicon A compilation of all the words in a given language. 

limit structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the letters 
"lim" and fields for the function and the range of the limit. 

line height The vertical space allowed for lines of text. 

line wrap A feature of GV Write in which a new line of text is 
automatically created when the text being entered reaches the 
right margin of the document. 

list In GV Equations, a rectangular outline that encloses one or 
more structures. You can select a list and change the spacing 
between the structures in the I ist. 

margin control points Small squares that appear at the left and right sides of the 
Carriage window above the ruler representing the left and 
right margins of the selected paragraph. 
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new-line character A non-printing structure character that forces a new line to 
begin within a paragraph. You enter a new-line character by 
pressing SHIFT +RETURN. 

non-breaking hyphen A hyphen character placed between two words that ensures 
that the words always appear together on the same line. 

non-printing character A character in the document that facilitates text editing, but 
does not appear on the printed page. Non-printing characters 
include paragraph characters, new-line characters, tabs, and 
spaces. 

A-10 

overbar structure 

page break 

page format character 

page number labels 

page numbering 
character 

In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of a 
horizontal bar over a single field. 

The horizontal gray line in the document window that marks 
where one page ends and another begins. After paginating, 
the page break indicates the page on which the text appears 
when you print the document. See break character. 

A structure character that contains the formatting properties of 
a document such as page size, headings, footings, and page 
numbering. All documents contain default page format 
properties. These properties can be changed, but the page 
format character cannot be removed. To see the changes 
made to page format properties, paginate the document. 

Used to format specific page numbers in generated indexes to 
distinguish them from other page numbers. For example, use 
page number labels to bold page numbers referring to 
definitions or overview information. Specify page number 
labels using the index layout guide. 

A structure character that you enter with text to create a 
compound page number. The system automatically replaces 
the page numbering character with the appropriate page 
number for each page. You enter a page numbering character 
in the Page Numbering property sheet in the Pattern box, or in 
the Page Headings property sheet in the Heading or Footing 
boxes. 
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pagination The process of applying page breaks t~ a document. 

paragraph alignment The position of text Ii nes in a paragraph. Paragraph alignment 
can be flush left, flush right, or centered. You can also specify 
that flush left or flush right paragraph text be justified. See 
justified. 

paragraph character A non-printing structure character that starts a new paragraph 
and contains paragraph properties. You enter a paragraph 
character by pressing RETURN. 

paragraph tab A non-printing character that indents all the text following it 
until the next paragraph character. You set the tab spacing in 
the Tab-Stop property sheet. 

paragraph text direction The direction in which text flows in a paragraph. Text can 
flow from left to right, such as English text, or it can flow from 
right to left, such as Hebrew text. 

pica A unit of measurement that equals approximately 1/6 of an 
inch. 

pinned point In GV Draw, the control point on a graphics object that 
remains fixed when the object is stretched or magnified. It 
appears as an x and is the point farthest from the guiding 
point. Some graphics objects, such as a triangle, can have 
more than one pinned point. See control points. 

point A unit of measurement equal to .0138 inches, approximately 
1/72 of an inch. 

point size The height of the characters in a typeface. Usually each 
typeface has a range of point sizes. 

portrait A document page size that is longer than it is wide. For 
example, 8 1/2 by 11 inches is a standard portrait page size. 
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positioning rule 

posture 

product structure 

proportional character 
spacing 

read-only mode 

redlining 

root structure 

row 

ruling lines 

sans serif 

A-12 

In GV Equations, an imaginary line about which an equation 
structure is vertically aligned with regard to the structure that 
it's next to or inside of. 

The design constraint on the slant of characters in a typeface. 
Usually an upright posture is called "roman" and a slanted 
typeface is called "italic." Posture is also referred to as 
"stress." 

In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the 
capital Pi character and three fields. 

In text, spacing that assigns a weighted amount of space to 
each alphanumeric character. For example, an "m" or a "w" 
might be four times as wide as an "i." 

A document that you can read but not edit. You must select 
Edit in the document window header before you can edit a 
document unless you change the default in your User Profile. 

The electronic marking of edited text that tracks revisions. 

In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the 
radical symbol and one or two fields. 

In a table, a group of cells arranged horizontally. 

The horizontal and vertical lines that separate rows and 
columns in a table, record file, or spreadsheet. Also a footnote 
feature that automatically places a horizontal line above the 
first footnote in a page or column. 

A class of typefaces in which the ends of a roman letter 
character are blunt with no extending lines or strokes. See 
also serif. 
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script structure 

select-adjust 

serif 

sort order 

Special keyboard for 
documents 

Special keyboard for 
equations 

Special keyboard for 
fields 

Spelling Checker 
dictionary 

split footnote 
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In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of a field for 
entering a value preceded and followed by fields for 
superscripts and subscripts. 

A method of selecting text by placing the caret on the first 
character and pressing the Select mouse button, then placing 
the caret on the last character and pressing the Adjust mouse 
button. 

A class of typefaces in which short horizontal lines or strokes 
appear at the ends of the main vertical stroke of a roman letter 
character. See also sans serif. 

The sequence in which information is arranged in a table. The 
sequence can be in ascending or descending alphanumeric, 
numeric, or chronological order, based on the Type property 
of the information (Text, Amount, or Date). 

An alternate keyboard that contains structure characters, such 
as a break character and a page numbering character, that you 
can use when creating and editing a document. 

In GV Equations, a special keyboard you can access when you 
select inside an equation frame. The keyboard contains keys 
for entering equation structures. 

Contains characters you can enter into the Format box in the 
Field property sheet that you can use to specify format and 
data restrictions for fields. 

A lexicon or user-created dictionary that the Spelling Checker 
application uses during the spell-check process. 

A footnote that is automatically split between two pages when 
there is not enough room for the entire footnote to fit on one 
page. 
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split footnote notices Entries that tie the two parts of a split footnote together
(footnote continued on next page) and (footnote continued 
from previous page). 

structure See equation structure. 

structure character A character that specifies the document format, a page break, 
or a reserved area in the document such as a field, graphic, 
table, or other frame. Structure characters do not appear on 
the printed page. They are visible on the screen only if Show 
Structure is selected in the Document menu. You insert 
structure characters in your document using the Special 
keyboard for documents. 

style properties The character and paragraph properties that are defined in 
style rules. See hard properties. 

style rule A combination of character or paragraph properties that 
determines the format of document text. When you change 
the properties of a style rule, all text that is formatted by the 
style rule changes. 

style soft keys A set of alternate function keys that you press or select to 
apply style rules to document text. 

styles Sets of instructions (style rules) that determine the format of 
document text. 

stylesheet The sheet that contains the style rules for a document. 
Selecting Show Stylesheet in the Document menu displays the 
stylesheet. 

subcolumn A divided column in a table. 

subrow A divided row in a table column. There can be several 
subrows for each main row of the table. 
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summation structure 

synonym 

tab stop 

table of contents markers 

text frame 

text structure 

typeface 

US English System 
Dictionary and Legal 

Terms 

GLOSSARY 

In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the 
capital Sigma character and three fields. 

A word that has the same meaning, or the same general 
meaning, as another word in the same language. 

The position on a line to which text indents. You can set flush 
left, flush right, centered, and decimal-aligned tab stops in the 
Tab-Stop property sheet or in the Carriage window. You can 
set dot leaders and equal letter spacing for tabs only in the 
Tab-Stop property sheet. 

Structure characters that you insert in documents to mark text 
for inclusion in a table of contents. 

An anchored or embedded frame that you enter in your 
document or an anchored draw frame. Text frames can be 
connected so that text flows around graphics, tables, or other 
frames in a document allowing you to create custom page 
layouts for documents such as newsletters or brochures. 

In GV Equations, an equation structure that is automatically 
created when you enter text at the flashing equation caret. 

The typographic design of a font such as Modern or Classic. 
In GV Write, the typeface characteristics are set as character 
properties that consist of Family, Face, Size, Weight, and 
Posture. 

A dictionary included with the Spelling Checker application 
and autohyphenation feature. It contains over 280,000 words, 
including legal terms from Black's Law Dictionary and some 
proper names. 

union structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of the union 
symbol and fields for its two operands. 
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User Profile The utility for specifying default values for your workspace 
and its contents. You can change the default settings by 
editing the User Profile. 

User Profile Copy Source A list of all the options that you can include in your User 
Profile. 

vertical bar structure In GV Equations, an equation structure consisting of a vertical 
bar with an invisible text structure and a two-row, single
column block structure at its right. 

weight The design constraint on the thickness of characters in a 
typeface. Usually a heavier weight is called "bold" and a 
regular weight is called "medium." 

wildcard character A character used in the Find option sheet in place of unknown 
characters during search or replace operations. You enter a 
wildcard character from the Special keyboard for documents. 

word separators Text or format characters such as spaces, tabs, new-line 
characters, paragraphs, periods, commas, double quotes, all 
symbols, field-bounding characters, breaking and non
breaking hyphens, and apostrophes (left single quote). A right 
single quote and an ordinary hyphen are considered word 
separators only when they are surrounded by non-separators. 
The discretionary hyphen is not a word separator. 
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A 
A code, indexes 8-9, 8-11, 8-29 
Abbreviations, expansion dictionary 

see also Expansion dictionaries 
case in 1-51 
changing 1-56 
creating 1-51 
defined 1-51 
option sheet for 1-51 

Accented characters 1-18 
Active 

expansion dictionary 1-50 to 1-55 
Add command 

for custom hyphenation dictionaries 5-6 
for custom spelling dictionaries 4-7, 4-9 

Adding 
anchored draw frames 14-3 
anchored equation frames 16-3 
columns and rows using SKIP/NEXT 11-14 
embedded draw frames 14-4 
embedded equation frames 16-4 
fields to documents 15-5 to 15-6 
footnote frames 9-1 2 
footnote text 9-13 
index markers 8-14 to 8-16 
objects to books 1-47 to 1-48 
page breaks 1-35, 2-16 
page numbers 2-21 
paragraphs 1-10 
ruling lines for footnotes 9-15 
table columns 11-11 
table rows 11-11 
words to custom hyphenation 

dictionaries 5-6 
words to custom spelling dictionaries 

4-7, 4-9 
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Adjusting 
frame margins 13-13 
frame size 1 3-11 
graphics objects selection 14-9 
page margins 2-5 

AGAIN key, using 1-10 
Aligning 

graphics objects with a grid 14-11 
table captions 11-34 
table header contents 11-26 
tables on pages 11-28 

Alignment property 
for frames 13-6 
for tables 11-28 

Alignment Vertically option 9-11 
Alternate keyboards 1-17 
Alternate terms, indexing 8-16, 8-18, 8-31 

to 8-34 
Amount, sorting tables by 11-32 
Anchor characters 

see also Structure characters 
displaying 13-5 
redlining and 6-3 

Anchored frames 
annotating 13-21 
backfilled text and 1-36 
copying 13-7 
defined 13-4 
deleting 13-8 
inserting in text 13-5 
moving 13-7 
positioning in text 1-35 to 1-36, 13-6 

Annotating graphics 13-21 
Appearance, changing, see character 

properties; Paragraph properties; Page 
Layout properties; Frames 
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Applying 
character properties to page numbers 

2-23 
hard properties to styled text 3-3, 10-30 
style rules 10-13 

Applying style rules 
to existing text 10-15 
to new documents 10-13 
to page headings and footings 10-19 
undefined 10-18 
using Define/Expand feature 10-23 
using shortcuts 10-20 
using soft keys 10-22 

Arrows 
creating 14-16 
drawing 14-16 

Art, see Frames 
Assigning style rules to soft keys 10-20 
At End of Document option 9-6 
At Start of Document Numbering option 

9-6 
At Start of Each Page Numbering option 

9-6 
Autohyphenation 

in tables and frames 5-4 
overriding 1-13, 5-9 

Autohyphenation Checker command 5-8 
Autohyphenation points, changing 5-6 
Automatic 

Ii ne wrap 1-11 
page numbering 2-23 

Automatically 

B 

loading expansion dictionaries 1-58 
substituting fonts 3-17 

Background Color property 13-16 
Background, paginating in 1-32 
Backspacing, see Deleting 
Backward command 4-14 
Balancing text in columns 2-12, 2-14 
Basic Graphics Transfer Document, see 

Draw Transfer Document 
Batch Check & Add command 4-10 

INDEX-2 

Bibliography entries, formatting 3-43 to 
3-44 

Binding Margin property 2-9 
Binding margins 

adding 2-6, 2-8 
for double-sided pages 2-9 
for single-sided pages 2-7 

Bitmap frames 
aligning contents of 13-19 
creating 13-20 
i 11 ustrati ng with 1 3-1 7 
scaling contents of 13-17 

Blank Book icon 1-47 
Blank Character Style rule 10-8 
Blank Document icon 1-8 
Blank page, creating 2-30 
Blank Paragraph Style rule 10-8 
Block structures 

aligning rows and columns in 16-27 
using, to create multi-line equations 

16-16 
Body Creation option sheet 9-1 0 
BOLD key, using 3-12 
Bold text, creating 3-11 
Book icon 1-47 
Book property sheet 1-47 
Books 

adding objects to 1-48 
contents of 1-48 
creating 1-47 
footings for 2-20 
headings for 2-20 
indexing 8-54 to 8-55 
page numbers for 2-28 
paginating 1-37 
printing 12-5 to 12-6 
table of information on 1-49 
tables of contents for 7-6 

Borders, see frames 
Break characters, using 

to force column breaks 2-15 
to force page breaks 1-35 

Break property sheet 2-15 
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Breaking 
columns 2-15 
footnotes 9-1 7 
lines 1-11 
pages 1-35 
words 1-12 

Brochure layout, creating 2-32 
Bulleted lists, creating 3-43 
By Decreasing Occurrence option 8-62 
By Increasing Occurrence option 8-62 

c 
C code, indexes 8-9, 8-11 
CALS Raster graphics, converting 13-17 
Canceling 

autohyphenation 1-1 3 
copy operations 1-26 
document edits 1-22 
find operations 1-46 
index generation 8-26 
move operations 1-26 
printing 12-7 
redlining 6-6 
selections of graphics objects 14-11 
spell checking 4-5 
table of contents generation 7-10 

Canvases 
calling from the workspace 13-21 
inserting in bitmap frames 13-20 

Capitalize First Letter of Each Entry option 
8-25 

Captions 
finding text in 1-47 
for frames 1 3-1 3 
for numbering equations 16-6 
for tables 11-34 
for tables, continuing to next page 

11-38 
for tables, preventing 11-37 
indexing 8-25, 8-65 

Caret 
positioning, in text 1-25 
User Profile options for 1-25 

Carriage return, see Paragraphs, creating 
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Carriage window 
see also Paragraph Layout property 

sheet; Tab Stop property sheet 
changing paragraph margins with 3-41 
opening 3-35 
setting tab stops with 3-34 

CENTER key, using 3-29 
Centering 

frames on pages 13-6, 13-13 
tabbed text 3-34 
tables on pages 11-28 
text 3-29 

Changing 
see also Changing default settings; 

Changing equation structures; 
Changing fill-in order; Changing 
frames 

abbreviations in expansion dictionaries 
1-56 

autohyphenation points 5-6 
case 3-26 
character properties 3-4 
color, shading, and texture of shapes 

14-16 
equations, size of 16-29 
graphics objects, size of 14-19 
hyphenation dictionaries 5-5 
line spacing 3-15 
paragraph properties 3-6 
revision marks for redlining 6-7 
size, style, and color of points 14-18 
spelling checker dictionaries 4-5 
style rules 10-26 
table appearance 11-21 
text properties 3-8 
width, style, and color of curves 14-15 
width, style, and color of lines 14-15 

Changing default settings 
for documents 1-57 
for equation frames 16-31 
for footnotes 9-28 
for GV Draw 14-27 
for indexing 8-65 to 8-66 
for styles 10-36 
for tables 11-40 
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Changing equation structures 
size of 16-29 
spacing between 16-26 
spacing inside of 16-27 
vertical position of 16-24 

Changing fill-in order 
for fields 15-9 
for text frames 2-42 

Changing frame 
borders 1 3- 15 
position 1 3-6 
size 13-11 

Character properties 
applying, to page numbers 2-23 
applying, to wildcards 1-45 
changing 3-4, 3-8 
editing, in tables of contents 7-11 
for face 3-7 
forfamily 3-7 
for italics 3-7 
for posture 3-7 
for stress 3-7 
for text color 3-26 
for text highlighting 3-26 
for type size 3-7 
for weight 3-7 
hard, described 3-3 
setting, in headings and footings 2-19 
styled, described 3-3 

Character property sheet 3-5 
Character Rule Type group 10-7 
Characteristics, see Character properties 
Characters 

see also Character properties; Paragraph 
properties; Page layout properties 

accented 1 -1 8 
alternate keyboards for 1-1 7 
anchor, for frames 1 3-5 
case of, changing 3-26 
color of, changing 3-26 
column break 1-46, 2-15 
deleting 1-26 
equation 1 6-9 
field-bounding 1-46, 15-5 to 15-6 
finding structure 1-46 

INDEX-4 

finding text 1-42, 1-44 
footnote cross-reference 9-1 3 
footnote reference 1-46, 9-12 
index marker 1-46, 8-6 
line height for, changing 3-15 
line tab 3-42 
new-line 1-10 
page break 1-35, 1-46 
page format 1-46, 2-3, 2-16 
paragraph 1-10 
removing underline from 3-22 
setting properties for 3-4 
showing hidden 1-15 
type size of, changing 3-14 
underlining 3-21 
wildcard 1-44 

Charts, and redlining 6-4 
Checking hyphenation in custom 

dictionaries 5-8 
Classification property 8-50 
Clearing revision marks 6-6 
Closingdocuments 1-21 
Clustering 

graphics objects using embedded frames 
14-25 

graphics objects using JOIN key 14-24 
Codes column, index tables 8-9, 8-11, 

8-17 to 8-18 
Color 

curve 14-16 
for book icons 1-48 
for document icons 1-8 
for frames 1 3-16 
line 14-16 
point 14-18 
shape 14-1 7 to 14-18 
text character 3-26 
text highlighting 3-26 

Color property 
for curves 14-16 
for lines 14-16 
for points 14-18 
for shapes 14-1 7 

Column # boxes 2-14 
Column Direction property 1-20, 2-14 
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Columns 
see also Columns, table 
balancing text in 2-12, 2-14 
breaking 2-15 
creating 2-10 
equal widths for 2-11, 2-13 
gutters for 2-14 
language direction in 1-20: 2-1.1 to 2-14 
limitations of 2-10 
multiple 2-10 
spacing between 2-14 
specifying number of 2-14 
specifying width of 2-15 
unequal widths for 2-11, 2-14 

Columns property 
balancing columns using 2-14 
ru Ii ng Ii nes for footnotes and 9-1 6 
split footnotes and 9-17 

Columns property sheet 11-12 
Columns, table 

see also Columns 
adding 11-11 
changing margins of 11-23 
changing number of 11-12 
changing width of 11-21 
copying 11-13 
defaults settings for 11-40 
deleting 11-15 
lines between 11-27 
moving 11-13 
selecting 11-8 
sorting data in 11-30 
subdividing 11-16 
User Profile options for 17-8 

Comments in expansion dictionaries 1-54 
Compound page numbers, creating 2-23 
Compound words, creating 1-12 
Compress and Paginate command 1-33, 

1-38 
Concordance, creating 8-5, 8-19 
Connected text frames, see Text frames 
Constraint property 

stretching curves and 14-21 
stretching lines and 14-20 

Content menu 1-5, 1-46 
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Continuation Notice box 9-17 
Continuation notices for footnotes 

copying 9-20 
deleting 9-20 
examples of 9-18 
moving 9-20 

Continued Notice box 9-17 
Continuing 

footings across documents 2-20 
footnotes 9-1 7 
headings across documents 2-20 

INDEX 

page numbering sequences 2-24, 2-28 
Control points 

for graphics objects 14-8 
in Carriage window 3-41 

Convert GV Equation to TEX command 
16-30 

Converting 
GLOBAL VIEW equations to T Ex 16-30 
graphics 13-17 
units of measurement in printed 

stylesheets 10-34 
Copying 

anchored frames 13-7 
canvases into bitmap frames 13-20 
character properties 3-45 
columns, table 11-13 
continuation notices for footnotes 9-20 
document icons 1-8 
embedded frames 1 3-9 
equation structures 16-23 
fields 15-12 
footnote cross-reference characters 9-24 
graphics objects 14-13 
index markers 8-17 
layered graphics objects 14-14 
page format properties 2-31 
paragraph properties 3-45 
properties of graphics objects 14-26 
rows, table 11-13 
split footnotes 9-19 
text in documents 2-19 
text in tables 11-7 

Correct command 4-6 
Correcting misspelled words 4-5 
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Countries, see Languages 
Create Split Footnotes option 9-1 7 
Creating 

arrows 14-1 6 
books 1-47 
captions for equations 16-6 
columns with subrows 11-15 
compound words 1-12 
concordances 8-5, 8-19 
cumulative indexes 8-54 to 8-55 
curves 14-7 
custom hyphenation dictionaries 5-5 
custom page layouts 2-16 
custom spelling dictionaries 4-8 
dictionary documents 4-11 
document templates 10-35 
documents 1-6 
expansion dictionaries 1-50, 1-55 
forms 15-3 to 15-6 
frames 13-5 
graphics objects in draw frames 14-4 to 

14-8 
indexes 8-25 
lines 14-7 
I ists of figures and tables 7-8 
macros for entering text and graphics, 

see Define/Expand feature 
multi-line equations 16-16 
points 14-6 
shapes 14-6 
split footnotes 9-17 
subscripts 3-24 
superscripts 3-24 
tables 11-5 
tables of contents 7-3 
tables, using expansion dictionary 

11-39 
templates 10-35 

Cross-referencing 
footnotes 9-22 
index entries 8-35 to 8-37 

Cumulative indexes, creating 8-54 to 8-55 
CURVE soft key 14-7 

INDEX-6 

Curves 
changing width, style, and color of 

14-15 
creating 14-7 
drawing 14-7 
editing 14-15 
magnifying 14-23 
stretching 14-20 

Custom hyphenation dictionaries 
creating 5-5 
editing 5-5 

Custom index dictionaries, creating 8-19 to 
8-23 

Custom spelling dictionaries 
adding words to 4-9 
creating 4-8 
deleting words from 4-9 
editing 4-11 

Customized footnote reference symbols 
9-25 

Customizing 
document layout 2-32 
footnote reference symbols 9-25 
grids 14-11 
styles 10-35 

Customizing in User Profile 
automatic font substitution 3-46 
documents 1-57, 17-16 
footnotes 17-21 
frames 17-22 
graphics objects 17-6, 17-18 to 17-20 
Index Generator 8-65 to 8-66, 17-24 
pagination 17-7 
redlining 6-7, 17-26 
styles 17-26 
table columns 17-8 
table header row 1 7- 1 3 
table rows 17-14 
table ruling lines 17-15 
tables 11-40, 17-11 
text editing soft key display 3-46 

Cut, see Deleting; Moving 
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D 
Data 

entering in tables 11-7 
sorting in tables 11-31 

Date, sorting columns by 11-32 
Decimal tabs 3-34 
Decimals, using commas instead of 1-19 
fJpnp;ising tPxt si7P 

using LG/SM key 3-15 
using property sheet 3-14 

Default document language 1-19 
for style rules 10-10 
for tables 11-40 
for tabs 3-33 
for text 1-19 
resetting to 3-28 

Defaults in User Profile 
automatic font substitution 3-46 
document 1-57, 17-16 
equation 16-31 
footnote 9-28, 1 7-21 
frame 17-22 
graphics objects 14-27, 17-6, 17-18to 

17-20 
GV Draw 14-27 
Index Generator 8-65 to 8-66, 1 7-24 
pagination 17-7 
redlining 6-7, 17-26 
style 10-36, 17-26 
table 11-40, 17-11 
table column 17-8 
table header row 1 7-13 
table row 17-14 
table ruling line 17-15 
text editing soft keys 3-46 

Define Options sheet 1-51 
Define/Expand feature 

see also Expansion dictionaries 
abbreviations, creating 1-51 
described 1-55 
general procedure for using 1-50 
recalling defined items with 1-53 
redlining and 6-4 
using, to apply style rules 10-23 
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Defining style rules 10-5 
Deleting 

anchored frames 13-8 

INDEX 

continuation notices for footnotes 9-20 
embedded frames 13-9 
equation structures 16-29 
fields 15-13 
footings 1-26 
footnote cross-reference characters 9-24 
graphics objects 14-15 
headings 1-26 
index entries 8-27 
page numbers 1-26 
parts of words 1-27 
redlining marks 6-6 
split footnotes 9-19 
structure characters 1-26 
style rules from documents 10-31 
style rules from soft keys 10-22 
subcolumns 11-20 
subrows 11-20 
table columns 11-15 
table rows 11-1 5 
tables 11-15 
tabs 1-26 
text 1-26 
using Backspace key 1-27 
using Delete key 1-27 
words from custom hyphenation 

dictionaries 5-7 
words from custom spelling dictionaries 

4-9 
words from documents 1-27 

Deletion marks, redlining 
inserting 6-5 
undoing 6-6 

Description box 10-9 
Deselecting 

graphics objects 14-11 
table columns 11-10 
table rows 11-10 
table ruling lines 11-11 
text 1-22, 1-24 
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INDEX 

Dictionaries 
see also Expansion dictionaries 
custom hyphenation 5-5 
custom spelling 4-8 
for indexing, see Index dictionaries 

Dictionary documents, creating 
for hyphenation 5-7 
forspelling 4-11 

Digits option, footnotes 9-8 
Disappearing text, recovering 3-36 
Discretionary hyphens 1-12, 5-9 
Displaying 

grids, customized 14-11 
grids, default 14-11 
non-printing characters 1-15 to 1-16 
Pro Illustrator graphics 12-8 
spaces 1 -1 5 to 1 -1 6 
structure characters 1-15 

Divided columns and rows, restoring 
11-20 

Dividing 
footnotes 9- 1 7 
table columns 11-16 
table rows 11-17 

Document from Dictionary option 8-55 
Document menu 1-5 
Document property sheet 1-8 
Document stylesheets, see Stylesheets 
Documents 

applying style rules to 10-13 
canceling changes to 1-22 
caret in 1-25 
closing 1-21 
copying 1-8 
creating 1-6 to 1-7 
defau It properties for 1-9, 1 7-1 6 
editing 1-6, 1-9, 1-21 
enteringtextin 1-9, 1-17 
equations in 16-3 
expansion dictionaries for 1-49 
footings in 2-17 
footnotes in 9-3 
formatting 2-3 
headings in 2-17 
indexes for 8-5 

INDEX-8 

margins in 2-5 
moving in, see Scrolling 
naming 1-8 
orphan control in 1-32 
page layout for 2-3 
page numbers in 2-21 
paginating closed 1-32, 1-37 
paginating open 1-32 to 1-34 
printing closed 12-6 
printing open 12-6 
printing, preparation for 12-4 
property sheet for 1-8 
resetting text edits in 1-22 
saving 1-21 
skipping pages in 2-30 
specifying language for 1-19 
styling 10-3 
tables of contents for 7-5 
templates for, creating 1-57, 10-35 
User Profile options for 17-16 
visual guide to procedures for creating 

1-7 
widow control in 1-32 

Don't Prompt for Fields command 15-16 
Don't Show Non-Printing command 1-16 
Don't Show Spaces command 1-16 
Don't Show Structure command 1-16 
Done command 1-21 
Dot leaders 

changing properties of 3-38 
creating 3-37 

Double posting, see Index entries, listing as 
primary and secondary 

Double-sided pages, skipping 2-30 
Draw frames 

anchored, adding 14-3 
anchoring 1 3-5 
creating objects in 14-4 to 14-8 
embedded, adding 14-4 
embedding 13-9 
embedding text frames in 13-21 
inserting in text 13-5, 14-3 
inserting objects in 13-8 
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Draw soft keys 
using, to draw lines and curves 14-7 
using, with frames 13-11 

Draw Transfer Document 14-5 
Draw-through selection method 14-10 
Drawing 

E 

arrows 14-1 6 
curves 14-7 
graphics objects 14-4 to 14-8 
lines 14-7 
points 14-6 
shapes 14-6 

Edit command 
for documents 1-6 
for Spelling Checker 4-9 

Edit Field(fable Fill-in Order command 
15-8 

Edit Text Frame Fill-in Order command 
2-39 to 2-40 

Editing 
alternate keyboards for 1-17 
canceling, changes 1-22 
curves 14-15 
custom hyphenation dictionaries 5-5 
custom spelling dictionaries 4-11 
documents 1-6, 1-9 
equations 16-22 
footnote frames 9-26 
footnote text 9-26 
graphics objects 14-1 5 
indexes 8-59 
lines 14-15 
points 14-18 
read-only documents 1-9 
shapes 14-16 
split footnotes 9-1 9 
tab stops 3-33 
tables of contents 7-10 
text in connected text frames 2-41 
text in equations 16-23 
User Profile options 17-4 

Embedded frames 
copying 13-9 
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defined 13-8 
deleting 13-9 
for annotations 13-21 

INDEX 

inserting, in anchored frames 13-8, 14-4 
moving 13-9 
using, to cluster graphics objects 14-25 

Embedding illustrations in bitmap frames 
13-17 

End Field(f able Fill-in Mode command 
15-7 

End Text Frame Fill-in Mode command 
2-38 

Endnotes 
creating 9-6 
examples of 9-4 

Enlarging 
frame margins 13-1 3 
frames 1 3-11 
table caption areas 13-1 3 

Entering 
anchored draw frames 14-3 
anchored equation frames 16-3 
anchored frames 13-5 
embedded draw frames 14-4 
embedded equation frames 16-4 
embedded frames 1 3-8 
equation structures 16-9 to 16-11 
equations 16-9 
footnotes 9-1 2 
frame captions 1 3-13 
frames in text 13-5 
graphics objects in draw frames 14-4 to 

14-8 
hyphens 1-12 
illustrations in bitmap frames 13-17 
table captions 11-34 
table of contents markers 7-3 
tables 11-5 
tables with expansion dictionaries 

11-39 
tabs 3-33 
text in documents 1-9 
text in table cells 11-7 
text in text frames 13-22 
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Equal Column Widths property 2-13 to 
2-14 

Equation frames 
anchored, adding 16-3 
changing default settings for 16-31 
default settings for 17-22 
embedded, adding 16-4 
entering 16-3 
inserting in text 13-5, 16-3 
User Profile options for 16-31, 17-22 

Equation I ists 
defined 16-12 
selecting 16-15 

Equation structure fields 16-10 
Equation structures 

block 16-27 
copying 16-23 
defined 1 6-9 
deleting 16-29 
entering, in equation frames 16-9 
entering, in fields 16-10 
inserting, next to each other 16-11 
moving 16-23 
restoring 16-29 
script 16-20 
selecting 16-13 
selecting multiple 16-15 
size of, changing 16-29 
spacing between 16-26 
spacing inside of 16-27 
vertical position of 16-24 

Equations 
alignment of 16-5 
captions for 1 6-6 
converting to TEX 16-30 
editing 16-22 
entering 16-9 
multi-line, creating 16-16 
numbering 16-6 
printing, on lnterpress printers 16-30 
printing, on PostScript printers 16-31 
selecting 16-12 
shortcuts for numbering 16-8 
size of, changing 16-29 

INDEX-10 

Errors 
correcting, in tables of contents 7-9 
in fields 15-18, 15-38 
indexing 8-60 

Establish Index Object command 8-15 
Exclusion dictionaries 8-5, 8-19 

custom 8-19, 8-22 to 8-23 
default 8-19 
generating indexes with 8-25 
limitations of 8-19 
setting, as default indexing tool 8-65 

Expansion dictionaries 
see also Define/Expand feature 
active 1-50 to 1-55 
adding comments to 1-53 to 1-54 
case in abbreviations 1-51 
changing abbreviations in 1-56 
changing active 1-55 
creating 1-50, 1-55 
custom 8-19, 8-22 to 8-23 
default 8-19 
defining entries in 1-50 
description of entry format in 1-54 
editing 1-52 to 1-53 
fields in 1-51 
filing 1-52 
frames in 1-51, 1-53 
generating indexes with 8-25 
graphics in 1-51 
hardcopy of, creating 1-53 
loading 1-58 
mailing 1-52 
option sheet for abbreviations 1-51 
printing 1-52 to 1-53 
recalling defined items from 1-51, 1-53 
redefining entries in 1-55 
redlining and 6-4 
saving 1-52 
storing 1-52 
storing style rules in 10-23 
tables, creating with 11-39 
User Profile options for 1-58 

Extended selection method 14-9 
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Extending selection 
see also Selecting 

F 

of graphics objects 14-9 
of text 1-24 

Face property 
described 3-7 
setting 3-9 

Family property 
described 3-7 
setting, using FONT key 3-11 
setting, using property sheet 3-8, 3-10 

Field prompts 15-14 
creating 15-15 
displaying 15-16 
turning off 15-16 

Field Summary property sheet 15-22 to 
15-24 

Field-bounding characters 15-5 
deleting 15-13 
selecting 1 5-11 
turning off 15-6 

Field/Table Fill-in Order Editor option sheet 
15-8 

Fields 
see also Forms 
adding, to documents 15-5 to 15-6 
adding, to draw frames 15-5 to 15-6 
calculating numbers in 15-25 
changing settings for 15-22 to 15-24 
checking errors in 15-18, 15-27 
copying 15-12 
creating dependencies between 15-19 

to 15-21 
CUSP buttons and 1 5-14 to 15-15 
defined 15-3 to 15-4 
deleting 15-13 
entering information in 15-14 to 15-15, 

15-17, 15-26 to 15-27 
fi 11-i n order of, changing 1 5-9 
fill-in order of, resetting 15-10 
fill-in order of, setting 15-6 to 15-8 
fill-in rules and 15-4, 15-14 to 15-15 
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formatting data in 15-11, 15-28 to 
15-33 

INDEX 

inapplicable, skipping 15-17, 15-19 to 
15-21 

List Manager and 15-4 
Mail Merge and 15-4 
moving 15-12 to 15-13 
naming 15-12, 15-14 to 15-15 
removing, from fill-in order 15-10 
requiring fill-in 15-18to 15-19, 15-22 
restricting length of 15-27, 15-30 to 

15-31, 15-33to15-34 
selecting 15-11 
tables and 15-4 
updating 15-38 

Fields, data restrictions 
for dates 15-25 to 15-27 
for numbers 15-25 to 15-27 
for text 15-25 to 15-27 
for value ranges 15-35 to 15-37 

Fields, format restrictions 
for dates 15-27 to 15-28 
for numbers 15-27, 15-29to15-31 
for text 15-27, 15-32 to 15-33 
for value ranges 15-35 to 15-37 

Fill-in order, fields 
changing 15-9 
resetting 1 5-1 0 
setting 15-6 to 15-8 
verifying 15-8 

Fill-in Order property 2-37 
Fill-in order, text frames 2-37 
Finalize Redlined Revisions command 6-7 
FIND key, using 1-45 
Find option sheet 1-39, 1-41to1-43 
Finding 

see also Search 
break characters 1-46 
caption text 1-42 
field-bounding characters 1-46, 15-17 
footnote reference symbols 1-46, 9-21 
index markers 1-46, 8-58 
page format characters 1-46 
structure characters 1-46 
synonyms 4-1 3 
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text characters 1-39 
text in frames 1-39 
text in tables 1-39 
text with specific properties 1-41 
text, redlined for deletion 1-39 
text, regardless of case 1-39 

First Page Binding Position property 2-10 
Flush left 

paragraphs 3-29 
tabs 3-34 

Flush right 
paragraphs 3-29 
tabs 3-34 

Folder/File Drawer Display Options sheet 
1-48 

Folders 
paginating 1-37 
printing 12-6 

Folio, see Page numbers in documents 
FONT key, using 3-10 
Fonts 

see also Typeface 
changing 3-8 
characteristics of, described 3-7 
equation 16-3, 16-30 
printing and 12-5 
substituting automatically 3-17 

Footers, see Footings 
Footing Position property 2-18 
Footing property 2-18 
Footing Start On property 2-18 
Footings 

see also Page footing properties 
changing text properties of 2-19 
creating 2-17 
deleting 1-26 
formatting, by copying paragraph 2-19 
in books 2-20 
page numbers in 2-27 
positioning, on pages 2-18 
styling 10-19 

Footnote cross-reference characters 
changing properties of 9-26 
copying 9-24 
defined 9-10 

INDEX-12 

deleting 9-24 
moving 9-24 

Footnote frames 
adding, to documents 9-12 
changing properties of 9-26, 13-10 
editing 9-26 
example of 9-13 
positioning, in documents 9-4 
positioning, with other frame types 9-20 

Footnote reference characters 
changing properties of 9-26 
defined 9-1 2 

Footnote reference symbols 
customizing 9-25 
defined 9-7 
entering 9-14 
finding 9-21 
formatting 9-7 

Footnote text 
formatting, using hard properties 9-9, 

9-15 
formatting, using style properties 9-24 

Footnotes 
see also Split footnotes 
adding, to documents 9-12 
cross-referencing 9-22 
default settings for 9-28, 17-21 
editing text in 9-26 
entering 9-12 
examples of 9-4 
formatting 9-4 to 9-6, 9-8 to 9-12 
numbering, in books 9-27 
numbering, in documents 9-6 
positioning, in documents 9-4 
splitting, between pages, see Split 

footnotes 
styling 9-24 
User Profile options for 9-28, 17-21 

Footnotes, split, see Split Footnotes 
Forcing breaks in 

footnotes 9-1 7 
lines 1-11 
pages 1-35 
paragraphs 1-11 
text columns 2-15 
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words 1-12 
Forcing text after anchored frames 1-36 
Form property 14-1 8 
Format property 15-28, 15-30 to 15-33 
Formatting 

see also Styling 
captions for equations 16-7 
data in fields 15-11, 15-27 to 15-33 
footings 2-19 
footnote numbers 9-6 
footnote reference symbols 9-7 
footnote text using hard properties 9-9, 

9-15 
footnote text using style properties 9-24 
headings 2-19 
indexes 8-41 to 8-46 
pages, see Layout, page 
position of footnotes 9-4 
tables of contents 7-10 
text in equations 16-23 
text in tables 11-7 
text in text frames 13-22 

Forms 
see also Fields 
creating 15-3 to 15-6 
filling in 15-17 
optional response questions for, creating 

15-19to15-21 
Forward command 4-14 
Frame anchors, showing 13-5 
Frames 

see also Frames, anchored; Frames, 
embedded 

aligning 13-7 
annotations in 13-21 
bitmap, see Bitmap frames 
borders for 13-15 
captions, entering 13-13 
centering 13-7, 13-13 
changing size of 13-11 
changing the background color of 13-16 
changing the borders of 13-15 
copying properties of 13-16 
correcting placement on page 13-6 
creating 13-5 
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default settings for 17-22 
draw, see Draw frames 
equation, see Equation frames 
floating 13-6 
flowing text around 2-32, 13-6 
footnote, see Footnote frames 
formatting caption text in 13-13 
hyphenating words in 5-4 
illustrations in 14-4 
image, see Image frames 
indexing 8-25, 8-65 
margins of, changing 13-13 
offsetting 13-13 
paginating 13-5 

INDEX 

positioning, in text 1-35 to 1-36, 13-6 
spanning multiple text columns 13-7 
table, see Table frames 
text, see Text frames 
typing text into 13-22 
User Profile options for 17-22 

Frames, anchored 
copying 13-7 
correcting placement on page 13-6 
defined 13-4 
deleting 13-8 
inserting 13-5 
moving 13-7 
text in 13-5 

Frames, embedded 
copying 13-9 
deleting 13-9 

G 

flowing text around 2-32 
inserting 13-8 
moving 13-9 
text in 13-21 

General procedures 
for adding footnotes to documents 9-3 
for changing paragraph appearance 3-6 
for changing text appearance 3-4 
for creating documents 1-6 
for creating tables of contents 7-3 
for indexing 8-8, 8-20 to 8-21 
for setting font properties 3-8 
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forsortingtables 11-31 
for using connected text frames 2-34 
for using Define/Expand feature 1-50 

Generate Table of Contents command 7-6 
Global Rename option sheet 10-29 
GotoFirstFill-incommand 1-46, 15-17 
Go to Next Break Character command 

1-46 
Go to Next Field command 1-46, 15-18 
Go to Next Footnote Reference command 

1-46,9-21 
Go to Next Index Object command 1-46 
Go to Next Page Format Character 

command 1-46 
Graphics 

see also Graphics objects 
converting 13-17 
inserting, in bitmap frames 13-20 
merging remote, in documents 13-25 
scaling, in bitmap frames 13-17 

Graphics objects 
see also Graphics 
aligning, with a grid 14-11 
clustering, using embedded frames 

14-25 
clustering, using JOIN key 14-24 
control points on 14-8 
copying 14-13 
copying properties of 14-26 
creating, in draw frames 14-4 to 14-8 
default settings for 14-27, 17-6, 17-18 

to 17-20 
deleting 14-15 
drawing 14-4 
editing 14-15 
in draw frames 14-4 
joining, into a cluster 14-24 
layered, copying 14-14 
layered, moving 14-14 
layering 14-25 
magnifying 14-23 
moving 14-13 
opaque 14-26 
properties of 14-15 
resizing 14-19 

INDEX-14 

selecting 14-8 to 14-11 
stretching 14-20 
transparent 14-26 
User Profile options for 14-27, 17-6, 

17-18to17-20 
Grid property 14-12 
Grid property sheet 14-12 
GRID soft key 14-11 
Grids 

aligning with 14-11 
customizing 14-11 
defined 14-11 
displaying 14-11 
examples of 14-12 
removing 14-13 

Guiding point 14-8 
Gutter space between columns 2-14 
GV System dictionary 

H 

for hyphenation 5-3 
for spelling 4-3 

Hanging indents, creating 3-43 
Hard properties 

applying, to styled text 10-30 
defining style properties to match 10-9 
described 3-3 
removing, from styled text 10-30 
viewing, while defining style properties 

10-9 
Header row, table 

default settings for 17-13 
margins for, changing 11-26 
repeating 11-38 
turning off 11-25 
User Profile options for 17-1 3 

Headers, see Headings 
Heading Position property 2-18 
Heading property 2-18 
Heading Start On property 2-18 
Heading/Footing property 2-17 
Headings 

changing text properties of 2-19 
creating 2-17 
deleting 1-26 
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formatting, by copying paragraph 2-19 
in books 2-20 
page numbers in 2-27 
positioning, on pages 2-18 
styling 10-19 

Hidden characters, see Non-printing 
characters 

Hiding 
non-printing characters 1-16 
spaces 1-16 
structure characters 1-16 

Highlight Color property 3-26 
Highlighting text 3-26 
Hyphenation 

automatic 5-4 
changing 1-13, 5-6 
checking custom dictionaries for 5-8 
compound words, creating with 1-12 
determining dictionaries for 1-19 
in tables and frames 5-4 
justified paragraphs and 1-13 
manual 1-12 
optional 1-12 
overriding 1-13 
preventing 1-1 3 
using, to keep words together 1-14 

Hyphens 
discretionary 1-12, 5-9 
non-breaking 1-14, 5-9 
standard 1-12, 5-3, 5-9 

Icons 
Blank Book 1-47 
Blank Document 1-6 
Empty Dictionary 4-8 
Thesaurus 4-13 
US English Hyphenation Dictionary 5-5 

Ignore command 4-7 
Illustrating, see Drawing; Frames; Graphics 

objects 
Illustrations 

converting 13-17 
drawing, see Drawing; Frames; Graphics 

objects 
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inserting, in bitmap frames 13-20 
merging remote, in documents 13-25 
scaling, in bitmap frames 13-17 
storing, at printers 13-25 

Image frames 
embedding 13-9 
using 13-25 

IMG graphics, converting 13-17 
Inclusion dictionaries 8-5, 8-19 to 8-20 

creating index entries with 8-22 to 8-23 
generating indexes with 8-25 
limitations of 8-19 
setting, as default indexing tool 8-65 

Increasing text size 
using LG/SM key 3-15 
using property sheet 3-14 

Indenting 
entire paragraphs 3-39 
one line of text 3-42 

Index codes 8-10 to 8-11 
Index dictionaries 8-5 to 8-6 

creating documents from 8-55 
creating index entries with 8-19 to 8-23 
creating, from an index 8-57 
defau It 8-19 
defau It settings for 8-65 
editing 8-55 to 8-56 
limitations of 8-19 
User Profile options for 8-65 
viewing 8-55 

Index entries 
adding, to index tables 8-16 to 8-17 
alternate terms for 8-16, 8-18, 8-31 to 

8-34 
capitalization of 8-9, 8-11, 8-25, 8-63, 

8-65 to 8-66 
deleting 8-27 
finding 8-58 
finding errors in 8-60 
formatting 8-6, 8-9, 8-13, 8-17, 8-41 to 

8-46 
in page ranges 8-40 
listing, as primary and secondary 8-30 

to 8-32, 8-34 
marking 8-7 to 8-8 
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page numbers for 8-10 to 8-11 
page numbers for, formatting 8-42, 8-45 

to 8-50 
primary 8-15 to 8-17, 8-19 to 8-23 
recording 8-7, 8-16 to 8-17 
reducing number of page references for 

8-59 
secondary 8-6, 8-9, 8-11, 8-28 to 8-32, 

8-34 
see and see also, creating 8-6, 8-11, 

8-35 to 8-37 
showing number of references in 

document 8-61 to 8-62, 8-66 
sorting 8-6, 8-9, 8-11, 8-38 
sorting, by frequency 8-62, 8-66 
tertiary 8-6, 8-34 
variations for 8-9 to 8-11, 8-18, 8-32, 

8-34 
Index Generator 

default settings for 8-65, 17-24 
defined 8-5 
User Profile options for 8-65, 17-24 

Index Generator command 8-24 
Index Generator option sheet 8-25 
Index headings, see Index entries 
Index Layout Guide 8-5, 8-42 

copying, to workspace 8-43 
editing 8-44 to 8-48 

Index markers 8-5 to 8-6 
adding, to documents 8-14 to 8-16 
copying 8-17, 8-40 
creating entries with 8-14 to 8-17, 8-28 

to 8-30 
finding 8-58 
using, with expansion dictionaries 8-14 

to 8-15 
using, with index tables 8-6 to 8-8, 8-10 

Index Object Property sheet 8-16 
Index tables 

adding entries to 8-16 to 8-17, 8-29 to 
8-30 

alternate terms, indicating in 8-18 
creating secondary entries with 8-29 to 

8-32, 8-34 
creating tertiary entries with 8-29, 8-34 
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finding errors in 8-60 
generating indexes with 8-25 
index codes, using with 8-10 to 8-11 
overview of 8-9 to 8-11 
setting up 8-13 to 8-14 
setting, as default indexing tool 8-66 
tips for using 8-12 
using, with index markers 8-6 to 8-8, 

8-16 to 8-17 
Index terms, see Index entries 
INDEX: Exclude These Terms folder 8-21, 

8-23 
INDEX: Exclude These Terms option 8-21 
INDEX: Include These Terms folder 8-23 
INDEX: Use These Tables folder 8-14 
Indexes 

see also Indexes, creating 
capitalization in, how determined 8-63 
choosing tools for 8-5 to 8-7 
creating, for books 8-54 to 8-55 
cumulative, creating 8-54 to 8-55 
default format of 8-41 
default settings for 8-65 to 8-66 
editing generated 8-59 
entries in, see Index entries 
for multiple documents 8-54 
formatting 8-5, 8-41 to 8-46 
generating 8-24 to 8-25 
how terms are identified in 8-63 to 8-64 
listing words to exclude from 8-5, 8-19 

to 8-23, 8-25 
listing words to include in 8-5, 8-19 to 

8-20, 8-22 to 8-23, 8-25 
marking terms for 8-6 to 8-8, 8-10, 8-14 

to 8-16, 8-28 to 8-31 
naming 8-44 
page numbers in 8-10 to 8-11 
page numbers in, formatting 8-42, 8-45 

to 8-50 
page ranges in 8-40, 8-45 
reducing number of page references for 

8-59 
see and see also entries in 8-11, 8-35 to 

8-37 
skipping text to index 8-39 
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sort order of, setting 8-38, 8-62 
stopping generation of 8-26 
troubleshooting errors in 8-60 
User Profile options for 8-24 to 8-25, 

8-65 to 8-66 
Indexes, creating 

using dictionaries 8-19 to 8-23 
using index markers 8-14 to 8-16 
using index markers and tables B-16 to 

8-17 
Indexing, general procedures for 

using dictionaries 8-20 to 8-21 
using index markers and tables 8-8 

Initial Text box 9-10 
Inner Margins property 2-36 
Inserting 

anchored draw frames 14-3 
anchored equation frames 16-3 
anchored frames 13-5 
columns and rows using Skip/Next 

11-14 
embedded draw frames 14-4 
embedded equation frames 16-4 
footnote frames 9-12 
footnote text 9-1 3 
hyphens 1-12 
illustrations in bitmap frames 13-20 
non-breaking spaces 1-14 
ruling lines for footnotes 9-15 
tables 11-5 
text frames 13-5 

lnterpress fonts 3-4, 3-7 
Italicizing text 3-12 
ITALICS key, using 3-13 
Item column, index tables 8-9 

J 
Japanese language, using in text frames 

13-23 
JOIN soft key 14-24 
Joining 

graphics objects into a cluster 14-24 
graphics objects using embedded frames 

14-25 
Justifying text in paragraphs 3-31 
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K 
Keep On property 1-36 
Keyboards 

alternate 1-1 7 
European 1-18 
Office 1-17 
setting 1-19 
showing 1-19 
Special, for documents 1-17 
Special, for equations 16-9 

INDEX 

Special, for fields 15-29 to 15-33, 15-35 
Special, for graphics 14-4 

L 
Landscape page layout 2-3 
Language property 1-20 
Languages 

adjusting binding margin for 2-10 
default for checking spelling 4-4 
default for hyphenation 5-3 
for fields 15-26 
overriding default 1-20 
specifying, for documents 1-19 
text flow direction for 2-13 
vertical, in text frames 13-23 

Layered graphics objects 
copying 14-14 
moving 14-14 

Layering graphics objects 14-25 
Layout guide, see Index Layout Guide 
Layout, page 

creating 2-3 
customizing 2-32 
for brochures, newsletters and reports 

2-32 
mixing 2-16 

Layout, text, see Formatting, text 
Leaders, see Dot leaders 
Leading, see Paragraphs, changing line 

height of; Paragraphs, spacing after, 
setting; Paragraphs, spacing before, 
setting 

Left (Upper) End property 14-16 
Left/Right pages property 2-1 B 
Letters option, footnotes 9-8 
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Letters, used for page numbers 2-22 
LG/SM key, using 3-15 
Line Color property 14-1 7 
Line height 

for paragraphs, changing 3-15 
for table rows, changing 11-25 

Line property sheet 14-15 
LINE soft key 14-7 
Line spacing, see Paragraphs, changing line 

height of; Paragraphs, spacing after, 
setting; Paragraphs, spacing before, 
setting 

Line Style property 14-17 
Line tabs 

described 3-33 
using 3-45 

Line Width property 14-17 
Linewrap 1-11 
Lines 

changing width, style, and color of 
14-15 

creating, in illustrations 14-7 
drawing 14-7 
editing 14-15 
magnifying 14-23 
stretching 14-20 

Lists of figures and tables, generating 7-8 
List Under column, index tables 8-11, 

8-29, 8-32, 8-34 
Lists, equation 

defined 16-12 
selecting 16-15 

Load Expansion Dictionary command 1-50, 
1-55 

Loading expansion dictionaries 
automatically 1-58 
manually 1-55 

Long footnotes, splitting between pages 
9-17 

Long tables 
paginating 11-36 
scrolling 11-37 
using 11-36 

Look Up command 
for Autohyphenation Checker 5-8 
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M 

for Spelling Checker 4-10 
for Thesaurus 4-13 

MacPaint graphics, converting 13-17 
Macros for entering text and graphics, see 

Define/Expand feature 
MAGNIFY soft key 14-19 
Magnifying 

frames 13-11 
graphics objects 14-23 

Make Document command 
for custom hyphenation dictionaries 5-7 
for custom spelling checker dictionaries 

4-11 
Managing style rules 10-33 
Margin property 2-23 
Margins 

binding, adding 2-6, 2-8 
changing frame 13-13 
default page 1-9, 2-3 
enlarging, for table captions 11-34 
page 2-5 
paragraph 3-39 
table column, changing 11-23 
table header row, changing 11-26 
table row, changing 11-24 
text 3-39 

MARGINS key, using 3-35, 3-41 
Marking tiles 9-20 
Mark Text Sequence command 7-4 
Marks for redlining 6-3, 6-7 
Misspelled words 

bypassing 4-7 
correcting 4-6 
ignoring 4-7 

Modifying, see Changing 
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Moving 
anchored frames 13-7 
canvases into bitmap frames 13-20 
continuation notices for footnotes 9-20 
embedded frames 1 3-9 
equation structures 16-23 
fields 15-12 to 15-13 
footnote cross-reference characters 9 24 
frames in text 13-7 
graphics objects 14-1 3 
in documents, see Scrolling 
layered graphics objects 14-14 
proportionally within a page 1-36 
redlined text 6-3 
split footnotes 9-19 
style rules to different soft keys 10-21 
table columns 11-13 
table rows 11-13 
text frames to other documents 2-37 
text in tables 11-7 

Multi-line equations, creating 16-16 
Multiple frame illustrations 13-8 

N 
N code, indexes 8-10 to 8-11, 8-29 
Name Attached property 2-37, 2-43 
Name property, text frames 2-37 
Naming 

document icons 1-8 
fields 1 5-12, 15-14 to 15-15 
style rules 10-34 
table columns 11-31 
text frames 2-37, 2-43 

Neutral properties 10-11, 10-31 
New Column property 2-16 
New Left Page property 2-31 
New Right Page property 2-31 
New-Ii ne characters 

described 1-1 0 
redlining and 6-3 
using 1-10 

Newsletter layout, creating 2-32 
Non-breaking hyphens 

using, to keep words together 1-14 
using, to override autohyphenation 5-9 
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Non-breaking spaces 1-14 
Non-printing characters 

described 1-1 5 
hiding 1-16 
showing 1-16 

INDEX 

Normalize Eqn Frames command 16-29 
Notices for split footnotes, copying, 

moving, and deleting 9 20 
Number of Columns property 2-14 
Numbering 

equations 16-6 
equations, shortcuts for 16-8 
footnotes in books 9-27 
footnotes in documents 9-6 
pages, see Page numbers in documents 

Numbers, page, see Page numbers in 
documents 

0 
0 code, indexes 8-10 to 8-11, 8-17 to 

8-18, 8-29, 8-31 
Objects, graphics, see Graphics objects 
Offsetting frames 13-13 
On Same Page option 9-6 
Opaque graphics objects 14-26 
Options in User Profile 

equation 16-31 
footnote 9-28, 17-21 
frame 17-22 
graphics object 14-27, 17-6, 17-18to 

17-20 
Index Generator 8-65 to 8-66, 17-24 
pagination 17-7 
redlining 6-7, 17-26 
style 10-36, 17-26 
table 1 7-11 
table column 17-8 
table header row 1 7-1 3 
table row 17-14 
table ruling line 17-15 

Organizing style rules 10-34 
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Orientation 
for pages 2-3 
for text frames 2-36 

Orientation property 2-36 
Overlapping frames 13-8 
Overriding 

autohyphenation 1 -1 3, 5-9 
default languages in documents 1-20 

p 
Page footing properties 

see also Footings 
different, on left and right pages 2-18 
editing, in tables of contents 7-14 
same, on left and right pages 2-18 
styling 10-19 

Page format characters 
see also Page layout properties; Page 

heading properties; Page numbering 
properties 

binding margin properties in 2-7 
column properties in 2-10 
default 2-3 
described 2-3, 2-16 
page margins properties in 2-5 
page size properties in 2-4 

Page Format property sheet 2-3, 2-17 
Page formatting properties, see Page footing 

properties; Page heading properties; 
Page layout properties; Page 
numbering properties 

Page heading properties 
see also Headings 
different, on left and right pages 2-18 
editing, in tables of contents 7-14 
resetting 2-17 
same, on left and right pages 2-18 
styling 10-19 

Page Headings property sheet 2-17 
Page layout properties 

editing, in tables of contents 7-14 
for binding margins 2-7 
for column text flow direction 2-14 
for page margins 2-5 
for page size 2-4 

INDEX-20 

for specifying column gutters 2-14 
for specifying number of columns 2-14 

Page Layout property sheet 2-4 
Page Margins property 2-5, 2-7 
Page margins, see Pages, margins for, 

creating 
Page number labels, see Page numbers in 

indexes, formatting 
Page numbering characters 2-23 
Page numbering properties 

see also Page numbers in documents 
editing, in tables of contents 7-14 
suppressing 2-26 

Page Numbering property sheet 2-22 
Page numbers in documents 

see also Page numbering properties 
applying properties to 2-23 
Arabic numerals in 2-22 
changing style of 2-25 
compound 2-21, 2-23 
continuing sequence of 2-24 
creating 2-21 
deleting 1-26 
formatting for books 2-28 
in footings 2-21, 2-27 
in headings 2-21, 2-27 
letters, using for 2-22 
resuming 2-27 
roman numerals in 2-22 
starting 2-22 

Page numbers in indexes 
formatting 8-42, 8-45 to 8-50 
grouping 8-53 
listing 8-50 to 8-53 
reducing number of, for entries 8-59 

Page Size property 2-4 
Pages 

double-sided 2-9 
forcing breaks in 1-35 
formatting 2-3, 2-16, 2-32 
landscape 2-3 
layout for, customizing 2-32 
layout for, mixing 2-16 
margins for, creating 2-5 
multiple columns in 2-10 
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portrait 2-3 
selecting multiple 1-24 
single-sided 2-7 
size of, setting 2-3 

Paginate command 1-33, 1-37 
Paginate Displayed Pages command 1-33 
Paginate option sheet 1-34 
Paginate Specified Pages command 1 33 
Paginating 

books 1-32, 1-37 
closed documents 1-32, 1-37 
commands, described 1-33 
default settings for 17-7 
displayed pages 1-34 
effects on documents 1-32 to 1-33 
entire documents 1-33, 1-37 
folders 1-32, 1-37 
frames 13-5 
in background 1-32 
nested documents 1-37 
open documents 1-33 
option sheet for 1 -34 
orphan control and 1-32 
specific pages 1-34 
tables 11-6 
User Profile options for 17-7 
widow control and 1-32 

Paragraph characters 
described 1-10 
selecting 1-23 
using 1-10 

Paragraph Language property, hyphenation 
and 5-3 

Paragraph Layout property sheet 3-6 
Paragraph properties 

changing 3-6 
editing, in tables of contents 7-11 

Paragraph Rule Type group 10-7 
Paragraph tabs 3-33 
Paragraphs 

aligning 3-29 
centering, using CENTER key 3-29 
centering, using property sheet 3-29 
changing line height of 3-15 
creating 1-10 
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flush left, setting 3-29 
flush right, setting 3-29 
hanging indents for, creating 3-43 
indenting 3-39 
justifying text of 3-31 
keeping together 1-36 
properties for, setting 3-45 
selecting 1 23 
spacing after, setting 3-30 
spacing before, setting 3-30 
specifying language for 1-20 

INDEX 

text direction for, setting 1-20, 3-32 
Pattern property 2-23 
PCX graphics, converting 13-17 
Phonetic menu 4-6 
Pinned point 14-19 
Place Footnote Body option 9-14 
Points in draw frames 

changing size, style, and color of 14-18 
editing 14-18 

Portrait page layout 2-3 
Position property 2-20, 2-23 
Positioning 

footings 2-18 
footnote frames with other frame types 

9-20 
footnotes 9-4 
frames in text 13-6 
headings 2-18 
long tables 11-36 
page numbers 2-23 
table captions 11-34 
tables on pages 11-6 

Positioning Rule Property 16-24 
Postscript (Type 1) fonts 3-4, 3-7 
Posture property 

changing, using ITALIC key 3-13 
changing, using property sheet 3-12 
described 3-7 
setting, by changing Face 3-9 

Preventing hyphenation 1-13 
Print command 12-7 
Print resolution property 13-20 
Print Stylesheet command 10-34 
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Printing 
books 12-6 
documents containing equations 16-30 
documents, closed 12-6 
documents, open 12-6 
folders 12-6 
preparing books for 12-5 
preparing documents for 12-4 
Pro Illustrator graphics 12-8 
remote files 13-25 
stylesheets 10-34 

Pro Illustrator graphics, displaying and 
printing 12-8 

Prompt for Fields command 15-16 
Prompts for fields, see Field prompts 

R 
Range property 15-35 to 15-37 
Raster graphics, converting 13-17 
Redefining 

expansion dictionary entries 1-55 
style rules 10-26 

Redlining 
default settings for 6-7, 17-26 
entering 6-5 
exceptions to 6-3 
finalizing, changes 6-7 
graphics objects and 6-4 
marks 6-3 
special characters and 6-3 
undoing 6-6 
User Profile options for 6-7, 17-26 

Redlining property 6-5 
Reference Creation option sheet 9-8 
Reference Symbols option, footnotes 9-8 
Reference Symbols property 2-22 
Refit Line Heights command 16-23 
Remote illustrations, merging 13-25 
Removing 

see also Deleting 
grids 14-13 
hard properties from styled text 10-30 
redlining marks 6-6 
ruling lines for footnotes 9-16 
strikeout from text 3-23 
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underlines from text 3-22 
Rename Style Rule Globally command 

10-29 
Renaming 

documents, see Naming, document 
icons 

style rules 10-28 
Repeat Header row command 11-38 
Repeating text entry 

using AGAIN key 1-10 
using DEFINE/EXPAND key 1-51 

Replacing characters, see Search 
Required property 15-19 
Required Total Width Of Columns property 

2-15 
Reset command 1-22 
Resetting 

default style rule properties 10-10 
document edits 1-22 
search options 1-46 

Resizing graphics objects 14-19 
Resolution of bitmaps 13-20 
Restoring 

divided columns and rows 11-20 
equation structures 16-29 
style rules after deleting 10-32 

RETURN key 
using to create line breaks 1-11 
using to create paragraphs 1-11 

Revision marks, redlining 
default settings for 6-7, 17-26 
inserting 6-5 
undoing 6-6 
User Profile options for 6-7, 17-26 

Right (Lower) End property 14-16 
Roman numerals in page numbers 2-22 
Rows, table 

adding 11-11, 11-14 
changing number of 11-12 
copying 11-13 
default settings for 17-14 
deleting 11-15 
inserting 11-14 
line height for, changing 11-25 
margins for, changing 11-24 
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moving 11-1 3 
selecting 11-9 
subdividing 11-15 
typingtoadd 11-14 
undoing 11-20 
User Profile options for 17-14 

Ruling Line option 9-16 
Ruling lines, footnote 

adding 9-15 
default settings for 9-29 
example of 9-15 
removing 9-1 6 
User Profile options for 9-29 

Ruling lines, table 

s 

defau It settings for 1 7 -1 5 
selecting 11-11 
User Profile options for 17-15 
width and style, changing 11-27 

SAME key 
using, to apply style rules 10-26 
using, to copy character properties 3-45 
using, to copy paragraph properties 

3-45 
using, to copy properties of graphics 

objects 14-27 
Save & Edit command 1-21 
Save command 1-21 
Saving documents 

automatically 1-21 
during pagination 1-21, 1-33 
manually 1-21 

Saving expansion dictionaries 1-52 
Scaling illustrations 13-20 
Script structures 

changing number of fields in 16-21 
defined 16-20 
selecting 16-21 

Scrolling 
horizontally 1-28 
long tables 1-30, 11-37 
proportionally 1-28, 1-30 
thumbing area, using for 1-29 
to specific pages 1-29 to 1-31 
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Search 
see also Finding 
confirming character replacement during 

1-43 
limiting 1-42, 1-45 to 1-46 
replacing characters during 1-39, 1-43 
resetting options for 1-46 
stopping 1-46 
using wildcard characters in 1-44 

Search for Contained Index Terms and 
Classify Their Page Numbers property 
8-50 

Secondary entries for indexes 8-28 to 8-32, 
8-34 

See and see also entries, indexes 8-35 to 
8-37 

Selecting 
see also Extending selection 
across pages 1-24 
characters 1-23 
equation I ists 16-15 
equation structures 16-13 
equations 16-12 
fields 1 5-11 
graphics objects 14-8 to 14-11 
index markers 8-17 
multiple equation structures 16-15 
multiple graphics objects 14-9 
multiple-click method, using 1-23, 1-25 
paragraph characters 1-23 
paragraph characters to apply style rules 

10-16 
paragraphs 1-23 
script structures 16-21 
select-adjust method, using 1-24 
sentences 1-23 
structure characters 1-23 
subcolumns 11-18 
subrows 11-19 
table of contents entries 1-23, 7-3 
tablerulinglines 11-11 
tabs 1-23 
text in documents 1-22, 1-25 
text in equation structures 16-23 
text structures 16-14 
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text to apply style rules 10-16 
words 1-23 

Set Field/Table Fill-in Order command 
15-6 to 15-7 

Set Text Frame Fill-in Order command 
2-37 

Set to Neutral box 10-31 
Shading Color property 14-18 
Shading property 14-1 7 
Shape property sheet 14-1 6 
Shapes 

changing color, shading, and texture of 
14-16 

creating 14-6 
drawing 14-6 
editing 14-16 
magnifying 14-23 
stretching 14-22 

Shortcuts 
for applying style rules 10-20 
for copying text appearance 3-45 
for numbering equations 16-8 
for setting page format properties 2-31 

Show Footnote Options command 9-3 
Show Non-Printing with Spaces command 

1-16 
Show Non-Printing without Spaces 

command 1-16 
Show Object command 2-40, 15-9 
Show Occurrence Counts for Each Entry 

option 8-61 
Show Occurrence Counts for Each Page 

Number Listed option 8-61 
Show Occurrence Counts For option 8-61 
Show property 2-1 7 
Show Separate Entry When All Letters 

Capitalized option 8-66 
Show Separate Entry When First Letter 

Capitalized option 8-66 
Show Spaces command 1-16 
Show Structure command 1-15 
Show Style Soft Key Assignments command 

10-20 
Show Stylesheet command 1 0-6 
Showing hidden characters, see Displaying 
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Size property 
for points 14-18 
for text 3-9, 3-14 to 3-1 5 

Sizing 
graphics objects 14-19 
of frame borders 1 3-1 5 
of frame margins 13-13 

Skip If Field property 15-21 
SKIP/NEXT key, using 

to add table columns and rows 11-14 
to go from field to field 1 5-1 7 

Software required for 
creating equations 16-3 
creating graphics objects 14-3 
entering footnotes 9-3 
generating tables of contents 7-3 
indexing 8-5 
printing open documents 12-6 
vertical languages in text frames 2-37 

Sort As column, index tables 8-9, 8-11, 
8-38 

Sort Key List 11-30 
Sort The Entries Alphabetically option 8-62 
Sort the Index Entries menu 8-62 
Sorting 

amount, date, or text 11-32 
data in tables 11-30 
index entries 8-38 

Spaces, non-breaking 1-14 
Spacing 

after paragraphs, setting 3-30 
between text and frames 13-7 
before paragraphs, setting 3-30 
between lines of text, setting 3-15 

Spacing Between Columns property 2-14 
to 2-15 

Span option 9-11, 13-6 
Spanning 

text columns with frames 13-6 
text columns with tables 11-28 

Special Handling menu 8-50 
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Special keyboards 
for documents 1-17 
for equations 16-9 
for fields 15-29 to 15-33, 15-35 
for graphics 14-4 

Spelling Checker command 4-4 
Spelling Checker Dictionaries folder, using 

4-8 
Split footnotes 

see also Footnotes 
continuation notices for 9-18 
copying 9-19 
creating 9-17 
deleting 9-19 
editing 9-19 
example of 9-18 
moving 9-19 

Splitting 
graphics objects in a cluster 14-24 
long footnotes between pages 9-1 7 

Start With property 2-22 
Stop On Skip property 15-22 
Stopping 

autohyphenation 5-4 
copy operations 1-26 
find operations 1-46 
index generation 8-26 
move operations 1-26 
redlining 6-4 
Spelling Checker 4-5 
table of contents generation 7-10 

Store Expansion Dictionary command 
1-50, 1-52 

Storing 
documents, see Saving documents 
expansion dictionaries 1-52 
style rules in expansion dictionaries 

10-23 
Stress, for text characters, see Posture 

property 
STRETCH soft key 14-19 
Stretching 

curves 14-20 
frames 1 3-11 
graphics objects 14-20 
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lines 14-20 
shapes 14-22 
tables 11-8 

STRIKEOUT key, using 3-23 
Strikeout text 

creating, using property sheet 3-23 
creating, using STRIKEOUT key 3723 
removing strikeout from 3-23 

Structure characters 
deleting 1-26 
described 1-15 
finding 1-46 
hiding 1-16 
selecting 1-23 
showing 1-15 

Style menu 10-4 
Style properties 

defined 10-3 to 10-4 
setting to neutral 10-11 

Style property 
for curves 14-15 
for frame borders 13-15 
for lines 14-15 
for points 14-18 
for table borders 11-28 
for table ruling lines 11-27 

Style Rule Definition sheet 10-8 
Style rules 

see also Style rules, applying 
assigning, to soft keys 10-20 
changing 10-26 
defining 10-4 

INDEX 

defining, to match hard properties 10-9 
deleting, from documents 10-31 
deleting, from soft keys 10-22 
managing 10-33 
moving, to different soft keys 10-21 
naming 10-34 
organizing 10-34 
pairs of 10-5 
redefining 10-26 
renaming 10-28 
resetting default settings for 10-10 
restoring, after deleting 10-32 
storing, in expansion dictionaries 10-23 
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transferring, to other documents 10-19 
transferring, using SAME key 10-26 
viewing, for selected text 10-18 

Style rules, applying 
to existing text 10-15 
to new documents 10-13 
to page headings and footings 10-19 
undefined 10-18 
using shortcuts 10-20 
using soft keys 10-22 

Style Soft Key Assignments window 10-21 
Style soft keys 10-20, 10-22 
Styled text 

applying hard properties to 10-30 
removing hard properties from 10-30 

Styles 
see also Style rules; Style rules, applying; 

Stylesheets 
customizing 10-35 
default settings for 10-36, 17-26 
User Profile options for 10-36, 17-26 

Stylesheets 
defined 1 0-7 
printing 10-34 

Styling 
see also Formatting 
default settings for 10-36 
documents 10-3 
footnotes 9-24 
page headings and footings 10-19 
User Profile options for 10-36 

Subcolumns, table 
creating 11-16 
removing 11-20 
selecting 11-18 

Subdividing 
table columns 11-16 
table rows 11-17 

Subentries, index, see Secondary entries for 
indexes 

Subrows, table 
creating 11-17 
removing 11-20 
selecting 11-19 
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Subscripts 
creating using property sheet 3-24 
creating using SUPR/SUB key 3-25 

Sun Raster graphics, converting 13-17 
Superscripts 

creating using property sheet 3-24 
creating using SUPR/SUB key 3-25 

SUPR/SUB key 3-25 
Synonyms, finding 4-13 
System dictionaries 

T 

for hyphenating 5-3 
for spelling 4-3 

Tab stops, see Tabs 
Table borders, changing width and style 

11-28 
Table captions 

continuing 11-38 
enlarging area of 11-35 
entering 11-34 
positioning 11-34 
preventing 11-37 

Table columns 
adding 11-11 
copying 11-13 
default settings for 17-8 
deleting 11-15 
margins of changing 11-23 
selecting 11-8 
sorting 11-30 
subdividing 11-15 
User Profile options for 17-8 
width of, changing 11-21 

Table frames 
embedding 13-9 
inserting in text 13-5 

Table header rows 
default settings for 17-13 
margins for, changing 11-24 
turning off 11-25 
User Profile options for 17-13 

Table of contents documents 
creating 7 -6 
described 7-6 
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editing 7-10 
Table of contents entries, selecting and 

marking 7-3 
Table of contents markers 7-4 
Table property sheet 11-8, 11-12 
Table ruling line property sheet 11-27 
Table ruling lines 

selecting 11-11 
width and style of, changing 11-27 

Tables 
adding columns and rows to 11-11 
aligning, on page 11-28 
borders, changing width and style 11-28 
creating, with expansion dictionaries 

11-39 
defau It settings for 1 7 -11 
deleting 11-15 
deleting columns and rows from 11-15 
entering text in 11-7 
fill-in order of, changing 15-9 
fill-in order of, setting 15-6 to 15-8 
finding text in 1-42 
floating in text 11-28 
flowing text around 2-32, 11-28 
formatting text in 11-7 
inserting default 11-5 
long, positioning 11-36 
long, using 11-36 
paginating, long 11-36 
paginating, short 11-6 
redlining in 6-4 
removing from fill-in order 15-10 
scrolling 11-37 
selecting 11-8 
sorting 11-30 
subdividing columns 11-16 
subdividing rows 11-17 
text following long 11-37 
User Profile options for 17-11 

Tables of contents 
canceling 7 -10 
correcting errors in 7-9 
creating 7-3 
editing 7-10 
formatting 7 -1 0 
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generating, for a book 7-6 
generating, for a document 7-5 

Tabs 
alignment of, setting 3-34 
default settings for 3-33 
deleting 1-26 
editing, in tables of contents 7-12 
for aligning decimal figures 3-34 
for centering text 3-34 
for flush left text 3-34 
for flush right text 3-34 
limitations of 3-33 
line, described 3-33 
paragraph, described 3-33 
setting in Carriage window 3-35 
setting in property sheet 3-34 
statistical 3-34 

Templates 
described 1-57 
for documents 1-57 
for styled documents 10-35 
for tables 11-39 

Tertiary entries for indexes 8-29, 8-34 
Text 

INDEX 

see also Text, entering; Text, formatting; 
Text, styling 

appearance of, changing 3-4 
applying style rules to 10-15 
backfilled behind frames 1-36 
columns of, creating 2-10 
copying, in documents 1-25 
copying, in tables 11-7 
default settings for 1-9 
deselecting 1-22, 1-24 
editing, in documents 1-9, 1-25 
editing, in equations 16-23 
entering from alternate keyboards 1-17 
extending selection of 1-24 
finding 1-39 
flow direction of 1-19, 2-13 
flowing, around frames 13-6 
following long tables 11-37 
fonts, see Fonts 
footnote, entering 9-13 
footnote, formatting 9-9, 9-15, 9-24 
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hyphenating 1-12 
moving, in documents 1-28 
moving, in tables 11-7 
repeating 1-10, 1-49 
replacing, see Search 
searching for, see Finding 
selecting 1-22, 1-25 
sorting table columns by 11-32 
typefaces for, see Typeface 
underlining 3-21 
viewing properties of 10-3 

Text Color property 3-26 
Text Direction property 1-20, 3-33 
Text file, see Documents 
Text Frame Fill-in Order Editor option sheet 

2-39 
Text frames 

see also Frames, anchored; Frames, 
embedded 

connecting 2-37 
embedded 2-35 
embedding 13-9, 13-22 
entering text in 2-40 
fill-in order of, confirming 2-39 
fill-in order of, ending 2-38 
fill-in order of, setting 2-37 
filling connected 2-41 
finding text in 1-42 
for annotations 13-21 
formatting text in 13-22 
inner margins of, setting 2-36 
inserting, in text 13-5 
matching names with 2-40 
named, moving to other documents 

2-37 
naming 2-43 
orientation of 2-37 
vertical text orientation in 2-37, 13-23 

Text property sheet 10-3 
Text structures, selecting in equations 

16-14 
Text, entering 

creating macros for, see Define/Expand 
feature 

frames into 13-6 
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in equation structure fields 16-10 
in footings 2-18 to 2-19 
in headings 2-18 to 2-19 
in page numbers 2-23 
in tables 11-7 

Text, formatting 
for filling connected text frames 2-40 
in equations 16-23 
in footnotes 9-9, 9-15, 9-24 
in tables 11-7 
in tables of contents 7-10 
using styles 10-3 

Text, styled 
applying hard properties to 10-30 
removing hard properties from 10-30 
Text property sheet 10-3 

Texture Color property 14-1 8 
Texture property 14-18 
Thesaurus 4-13 
Third-level entries for indexes, see Tertiary 

entries for indexes 
Thumbing area, see Scrolling 
Tiff files, converting 13-17 
TOP soft key 14-26 
Transferring 

style rules to other documents 10-19 
style rules using SAME key 10-26 

Transparent graphics objects 14-26 
Turn Redlining Off command 6-4 
Turn Redlining On command 6-4 
Type of Result Desired option 8-55 

setting defaults for 8-65 
Type property 

for fields 15-26 to 15-28, 15-33 
for tables 11-32 

Type, sorting columns by 11-32 
Typefaces 

see also Fonts 
Face property for, described 3-7 
Family property for, described 3-7 
non-loaded sizes of 3-7 
Posture property for, described 3-7 
setting properties for, on property sheet 

3-8 
Weight property for, described 3-7 
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Typing 
see also Text, entering 
text in tables 11-7 
to add table rows 11-14 

Typo menu 4-6 

u 
U.S. English Hyphenation Dictionary icon 

5-5 
Undefined style rules 10-18 
UNDERLINE key, using 3-22 
Underline property 3-21 
Underlining 

for redlining 6-3 
removing 3-22 
tab spaces to create lines 3-22 
using property sheet 3-21 
using UNDERLINE key 3-22 

Uniquely Named Contents property 1-48 
Units of measurement, converting in 

printed stylesheets 10-34 
Units property 2-36 
Update Fields command 15-38 
Use Alternative Term property 8-16 1 8-31 
Use Classification property 8-49 
Use Destination Char Props on EXPAND 

option 1-52 
Use Hyphenation command 5-4 
User Profile options 

editing 17-4 
for automatic font substitution 3-46 
for caret position 1-25 
for documents 1 7-16 
for editing documents 1-57 
for equations 16-31 
for expansion dictionaries 1-57 
for footnotes 9-28 
for frames 1 7-22 
for graphics objects 14-271 17-61 17-18 

to 17-20 
for indexing 8-65 to 8-66 1 17-24 
for redlining 6-7, 17-26 
for styles 10-36, 17-26 
for table columns 17-8 
for table header rows 1 7-1 3 
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v 

for table rows 1 7-14 
for table ruling lines 17-15 
for tables 17-11 
property sheets and 17-3 

INDEX 

V code, indexes 8-10 to 8-11, 8-32, 8-34 
Variations column, index tables 8-9, 8-11, 

8-18, 8-32, 8-34 
Vertical languages in text frames 13-23 
Vertical writing 13-23 
Viewing 

w 

hyphenation dictionaries 5-7 
index dictionaries 8-55 
spelling checker dictionaries 4-11 
style rules for selected text 10-18 
text properties, types of 10-3 

Weight property 
changing, using BOLD key 3-12 
changing, using property sheet 3-11 

Width 
curve, changing 14-15 
frame border, changing 13-15 
frame, changing 13-13 
line, changing 14-15 
table border, changing 11-28 
table column, changing 11-21 
table ruling line, changing 11-27 

Width property 
for curves 14-15 
for frames 1 3- 15 
for lines 14-15 
for tables 11-28 

Wildcard characters 1-45 
Word box 

for Autohyphenation Checker 5-8 
for custom hyphenation dictionaries 5-6 
for Thesaurus 4-13 

Word wrap 1-11 
Workspace menu 1-37 
Wrapping text 1-11 
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